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PREFACE 

This is a revised aU tion which replaces the April 1980 edition. Minor 
changes have been made in Figure 3 an:J Tables 1, 3-3, 3-4 arxl 3-12. Textual 
references to Figure 3 and the tables h~e also been revised. 

The study is divided into two self-containe:3 parts. Part I offers a 
non-technical discussion of the essential ast:ects and findings of the study 
and will probably be l10re useful to noneconanists. Part II presents a 
detaile:3 analysis of the issues, the neth::x30logy, and the results. The 
results presente:J in Part I are derived fran the statistical analyses 
described in. Part II. 

i 
i 
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PARr I 

HIGHLIGfl'S OF '!HE STUDY 





The Issues 

Proponents of controls "on advertising and commercial practice argue that 
restrictions are necessary both to protect unwary consumers fran unscrupulcus 
professionals and to maintain high levels of quality. They argue that because 
professional services are largely intangible, catq?lex, or difficult to assess, 
advertising professionals may offer services at lower prices but then substi
tute low for high q\lCllity care. Many professionals argue that advertising 
will allow such sellers to reach a substantial p:x>l of potential custaners aoo 
that competition will force high quality professionals to lower their prices 
and quality of care in order to"meet ~tition." Thus advertising will 
produce a lowering of quality throughout the market. According to this 
theory, those professionals who do not want to lower their standards of 
quality will be driven out of the market because consumers will graVItate to 
the lower-priced professionals". 

In contrast, those who oppose commercial" restrictions argue that certain 
professional services are, in fact, relatively routine. For such services 
consumers should benefi t fran shopping on the basis of price. Ccmnercial 
restrictions on advertising raise" "the ccst of shopping aoo result in higher 
prices in the market. <:amnercial restrictions on foD1lS of practice may reduce 
the oppJrtuni ty for sellers to adopt ccst-cutting technologies and to pass 
tOOse savings on to consumers in the fom of lower prices. The argunent" 
concludes that the primary effect of commercial restrictions for professional 
services is to raise the. prices consumers must pay for these services. 
'Iherefore, sone consumers will not purchase the kinds of services needed or 
will do so less often. This argument is consistent with empirical evidence 
concerning consumer behavior in other areas of eoonanic acti vi ty invol ving 
routine goods and services. " 

Because c::cmmercial behavior in the professions has been" so widely 
restricted, there has been little opportuni ty to examine the relation 
between cxmnercialism and the price and quality of professional services. 
Nonetheless, for a considerable period of tine there has been a great variety 
in the degree of restrictions for optometric services. Some states and cities 
have no restrictions on either advertising or commercial practice and others 
have ccmplete prohibitions on both. This study was designed to canpare the 
relative price and quality of optanetric services available across regulatory 
environments and kinds of practice. The study does not purport to measure the 
absolute level of quality of optanetric services available, nor can the study 
be used to compare optometry with other ·professions providing primary eye 
care. 



The Experinent 

~ examine the effect of advertising and commercial practice on the price 
and quality of optanetric" services, trained subjects weJ;:'e sent to varioos 
cities to purchase routine eye examinations and eyeglasses. 

Behavil'¥J like ordinary consumers, subjects pUrchased eye examinations and 
(in most cases) eyeglasses fran optanetrists in restrictive cities where 
adwrtisiBJ" and "CC'IIIIIercial practice were prohibited, and in nonrestrictive 
cities, where" advertising and ccrmercial practice were permitted. 

" Classifying Ci tiesl 

Cities were distinguished by the type of mass media ~vertising observed 
on eye examinations and eyeglasses as well as by whether or not large chain 
optical fb:ms operated in the market. Mass media advertising was" rroni tored in 
the Yellow Pages and in newspapers. No attempt was made to obtain measures of 
radio and television advertising by optometrists or local optical fit'ITIS •2 

In the nest restrictive cities, essentially no advertising of either eye
glasses or eye examinations was observed. In the least restrictive cities 
there was price advertising of eyeglasses and at least nonprice advertising of 
eye examinations. 

~ evaluate the effect of large chain optical finns on the price aoo 
quali ty of optanetric services, "cities were further classified by whether or 
not large chain optical firms sold eyeglasses and eye examinations. In non
restrictive cities .large chain optical finns sold both eye examinations and 
eyeglasses. 'lbere were no large chain finns in restrictive cities". It was 
anticipated that large chain fiDtlS might" enjoy econanies of scale in roth 
purchasing and distributioo. Such econanies could lead to lower prices not 
only fran the firms themselves, but also fran optornetrists canpeting with 
them. 

Classifying Optornetrists 

Pestrictive cities, by definition, did not include either optometrists 
who advertised in the media or optanetrists who worked for large chain firms. 

1 '!he term cities or metropolitian areas will be used to describe what 
were in reality Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in the survey 
methodology. See Chapter 2, pp. 39-40 for the details of how the ci ties were 
selected and Table 2-1, p. 41, for the classification and ,identity of the 
cities. I 

2 Cbtaining such data would have required that local television and radio 
stations be contacted, and it was feared that requests for such data might 
reveal that the cities were in the survey, thereby possibly biasing the 
results. It was anticipated that roost radio and television advertisers WOJld 
also advertise in the newspapers and Yellow Pages. 
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Except for a few optometrists who advertised on site, all W'ere necessarily 
nonadvertisers .1 

Nonrestrictive cities included three major types of optometrists: non
advertisers, advertisers, am large chain firms. 2 Nonadvertisers were 
defined as optometrists who listed in the Yellow Pages o~y such information 
as name', address, and telephone number. Mention of -eye examination- arrl 
perfunctory directions were also considered acceptable; use of boldface type 
was not. NOnadvertisers did not include optometrists who advertised in the 
newspapers or optanetrists woo advertised on site. Advertising optonetrists 
were defined as optanetrists or local optical firms that advertised in the 
YellOi Pages or the . newspapers • large chain firms were identified by using a 
list, supplied to the Federal Trade Ccmnission (Fl'C)by a trade ac;sociation, 
of major retail optical firms. Such firms advertised in the Yellow Pages, or 
newspapers often under the heading of -Opticians-, arrl had outlets in nore 
than one state or SMSA. 

Training Subjects 

Nineteen subjects, experienced survey interviewers with relatively 
routine visual problems, were selected and trained to identify, recall, and 
record the major culp:>nent:;; of a carplete eye examination. 'l'he training tcdt 
place on the campus of the State University of New York, College of Optometry 
(SUNY), from NoveIlt:ler 7-10, 1977. Reviewing and testing took place at the 
Pennsylvania College of Optometry (PCO) on November 11, 1977. 'lbe training, 
which was canpleted just prior to the field work, provided subjects with an 
uroerstanding of the procedures, tests, and equipment CCJIII1Dn.ly employed in 
routine eye examinations. 'lbe training also prepared the subjects for can
pleting debriefing sheets subsequent to each examination purchased in the 
field. BOth schools performed c::c;:xrplete eye examinations on each subject. The 
examinations provided the baseline data necessal:Y to evaluate the accuracy of- . 
the prescriptions received. . 

1 The few optometrists who had either large signs or window displays \lilere 
classified as on-si te advertisers. Such optanetrists were treated as a sepa
rate group throughout the analysis. 

2 Again, some optometrists did have either large signs or window displays 
even though they did not advertise in the media. Such on-site advertisers 
were treated separately throughout the analysis. 
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The Results 

The discussion that foilows focuses first on price, second on quality, 
and, finally, on the relation between price and quality. 

'llle analysis here focuses only on the most and the least restrictive 
cities: the former, cities with no advertising of either eyeglasses or eye. 
examinations an:] with no large chain optical firms; the latter, cities wi th 
price advertising of eyeglasses, and nonprice advertising of eye examinations 
in the presence of large chain optical firms. 1 Prices are for the cc:mbined 
price of an examination and eyeglasses and were determined from receipts that 
ea~h subject requested. 2 

Table 1 presents estimates of the average total prices charged for exam
inations and eyeglasses in the most and least restrictive cities. The esti
mates are based upon a sample of 280 observations where both eyeglasses and 
eye examinations were purchased. 'llle estimates suggest the following:3 

(1) 

(2) 

. (3) 

The average price charged by all optometrists is lower in the 
least restrictive cities than in the most restrictive cities. 
The $23.74 difference is statistically significant. 

The average price charged by nonadvertising optometrists is 
lower in the least restrictive cities than in the most restric
tive cit-ies. The $21 difference is statistically signifi-
cant. . 

The average prices ·charged by advertisers an:1 chain firms in 
the least restrictive cities are about the same: both are lower 
than the prices charged by nonadvertisers in the least restric
tive cities. ·The $10-12 difference is statistically significant. 

Summary: The total prices charged for eye examinations an:1 eyeglasses 
are significantly lower in the least restrictive cities. Large chain optical 
firms, advertising optanetrists, and even oonadvertising optometrists all 
charge less in these cities than optometrists in the most restrictive cities. 
The lowest prices are those charged .by large chain optical firms and other 
advertising optometrists. 

1 rata were collected and analyzed for five distinctly different cate
gories of cities. Analysis presented in Chapter 3 reveals that the results 
for environments wi~~ intermediate levels of restrictions are consistent with 
the results presented below, but sometimes at lower levels of statistical 
significance •. 

2 Prices are net of any taxes. Some data were also collected on the 
price of the eye examinations. Analysis of the data yields a pattern similar 
to the pattern shown for the combined price (see Chapter 3.) 

3 See Appendix C for explanation of this and other sample sizes. 
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All Cptanetrists 

1" N:ma:Jvertisers 

Advertisers 

Chain Fitms 

TABLE 1 

EstDnates of Average Prices 
Charged for Examinations aOO Eyeglasses 

~t Restrlctlve 
Citi-es 

$94.46 

94.64 

tt)ne 

tt)ne 

Least Restrl.ctl.ve 
Cities 

$70.72 

73.44 

63.57 

61.37 

1 Excludes c:ptanetristswho cdvertise on site. 

NOI'E: The est:imates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that corrected 
£Or possibly iIIq::ortant determinants of price other than the [%esence of 
cdvertisil13 an::l la~e chain c:ptical fitmS. The corrections are for 
subject-to-subject variation in prescriptive" needs, city-to-city varia
tion in c:ptanetrists t:er capita, am city-to-city variation in cdjusted 
incate E;2r capita. Because the pt'ices are corrected estirrates, they 
are not necessarily the average pt'ices oesetved in the sanple cities. 

SOlrce: Bureau of Econanics, Fl'C. 
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O-lality 

Many professionals argue that price oanparisons -such as those above fail 
to take account of any quality differences anj are therefore -not meaningful. 
For services as potentially o::mplex as those offered by professionals, the 
.assUll1;)tion of equal quality may not be warranted. 'ntis section explores 
,quality by focus in; (Xl four d:imensions of the· services p,lrchased: (1) 
thoroughness of the eye examination; (2) accuracy of the prescription; (3) 
acc;uracy and worJananship of the resulting eyeglasses; am ( 4 ) extent of 
unnecessary prescribing. Fot:' each d:imension of quali ty a description of the 
measure is presented, follOllled by an analysis of the results. 

1. The 'lhoroughness of the Eye Examihations 

A. Measures 

Subjects o::mpleted a debriefing sheet for each eye examination taken 
during field work. 'nte debriefing sheets included the following: the 
identi ty of the ex.aminir¥; opt.anetrist; whether or not the optanetrist adver
tised on site; and- questions about the thoroughness of the Eixamination, 
including these inq;:ortant canponents: the case history, the eye health exam
ination, the visioo test, and the disOlSSion of findings. Subjects were also 
asked to estimate elapsed tine fo~ an inpJrtant procedure or test (see p. 7) 
as well as for the examination as a whole, excluding. the selection of frames 
an:1 lenses. For each question -subjects were asked to respond "Yes," "N:> ," or 
"I):)n't remeni::ler." If they were at all confused, subjects were asked to write 
cbm ~e circumstances leading to their uncertainty. 

Subsequent to the field work each debrief in; sheet was -read by FTC staff. 
Copies purged of identification data were also read by study adviser, Dr:. 
Kemeth Myers, Ph.D., 0.0., Director of the Optometric Service, Department of 
Medicine an:1 Surgery, U.S. Veterans Administration. By reviewing subjects' 
remarks explaining their uncertainty, Dr:. Myers was able to cc:mplete answers 
to sate questions. Weights were then applied to denote the inp:)rtance of the 
various c::anponents, including procedures and tests, of each examination. 
Working with the College of OptQletry, State University of New York (SUNY) and 
the Pennsylvania College of Optonetry (PCO), Dr:. Myers developed the set of 
weights associated with scores, designated below as "FTC Index." '!'he National 
Association of Opticians and Optanetrists (!W:O), a group representing can
mercia! optanetrists, devel~ the set of weights associated with scores 
designated as "NNX> Index. " Both indexes are stated as percentages, so 
that an examination in which all appropriate tests had been performed would 

1 'Ihe Arrerican Optaretric Association, the National Optcctetric 
Association, and Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry 'N'ere also 
asked, .but declined, to supply additional sets of weights. 

~-



have a score' of 100. 1 . Altl'x:>ugh the two different weighting systems were 
used to detemine if the· results were sensitive to potentially different 
professional points of view, the resultil'l3 scores are highly correlated, this 
suggests that the study results are basically insensitive to the weighting 
system used. 

AI though the scores provide detailed measures of the -thoroughness of the 
examination, they nevertheless do not· reveal the nature ~. the procedures' and 
tests (see below) that may have been left out of an examination with a low 
score. Sane tests are related primarily to the assessnent of eye health; 
others are related Primarily to the derivation of the correct prescription. 
And, although all of the pr:ocedures arid tests that received positive weights 
were considered imp:>rtant, both weightin:j systems give positive weights to 
procedures that are less than -critical. A 70 ~rcent score does not 
n~essarily imply that only 70 percent of important tests were pP.rformed. 
Each Wex merely provides a contiruum that can be used to make canparisons 
across regulatory envirorunents and kioos of practice. 'nlus, the analysis of 
Wexes is supplemented with analyses of the tl'J:)roughness of major canponents· 
of the examination, including the frequencies with which important tests were 
performed. 

. '!be three major catp:Jnents of the typical· optaretrist's eye examination 
include the followil'l3: (1) case history: a series of questions used to 
determine the patient's history of medical and visual care; (2) eye health 
examination: a series of tests and procedures used to detect eye disease and 
injury; and (3) vision test: a series of tests to detemine visual perform
ance am prescriptive needs. In addition, a few particularly important 
individual tests are identified as measures of tboroughness. In the eye 
health CCll\{X>nent of the examination, the specific measures are the following: 
(l) the percentage of optanetrists who used an q;tlt.haJ.Jtoscope to examine the 
interior of the eye; (2) the eStimated average lUmIber of secorx1s each eye was 
examined with an opht.halJtx)scope: (3) the percentage of optanetrists using a 
tonaneter (to test for glaucana). In the vision test canponent of the 
examination, the specific measures include: (1) the percentage of optc:rlet
rists takil'l3 an "objective" measure of vision with a retinoscope: arrl (2) the 
percentage of optanetrists taking a "subjective" measure of vision (refrac
tion). Each of the atxwe procedures am tests was assigned the greatest 
individual weight in the overall tboroughness iooexes; collectively the 
procedures and tests account fora substantial percentage of. the overall 
thoroughness scores. 2 

1 
Where subjects cOuld not· r~nt:ler whether or not a procedure had been 

performed, the point values were deducted fran both the actual score and the 
possible score. '!hus, an exam ~d score 100 ~rcent if all tests that the 
subject could remember had been performed. 

2 
See Appeooix B for a detailed presentation of unit weights. 
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Whether the indexes or the examination CO'I'IJ;Onents are analyzed, it should 
be emphasized that the measures presented are measures of inputs rather than 
outputs. Thus, whether or oot an examiner would have found the pathology, had 
it been present, can be inferred only indirectly. 

B. Results 

Table 2 below presents the estimates for average tOOrtlUghness of the eye 
examinations as measured by the FrC and W\CX) Indexes. '1be estimates are 
derived by classifying all cities as' either restrictive, cities where there 
were no la1:ge chain optical fiDnS, or nonrestrictive, cities where large chain 
optical fiz:ms sold both eyeglasses and eye examinations. '!be estinates are 
based on a sample of 434 observations. 

'!'he estimates suggest the following: 

(1) 

(2) 

Examinations purchased fran optanetrists in restrictive and 
nau:estrictive cities are, at average, of a.bout e:;u41 
thoroughness • 

Examinations purchased fran large chain fi'CIIS and advertisiD3 
optanetrists are, on average, less th:lrough than examinations 
purchased fran the nonadvertisiD; optanetrists in nonrestric
tive cities. '!he difference is statistically significant. 

TABLE 2 

Estimates of Average 'lb:lroughness 
of Eye Examinations 

Restrictive 
Cities 

Nonrestrictive 
, Cities 

F'lC Index NN:O Index P"OC Index tW:lO Index 
All Optanetrists 58.5 61.0 61.6 63.7 

Ncnadvertisers· 58.8 61.6 

Advertisers None 

Chain rimE None N:lne 

• Excludes optanetrists who advertise on site. 
I 
I 

70.0 

47.4 

51.6 

72.1 

51.4 

54.2 

Note: The ~timates are deriVed fran a multivariate analysis that corrected 
for possibly iIrq;::ortant deteDninants of thJroughness other than the 
presence of advertising and large chain optical fi:r:ms. The corrections 
are for subject-to-subject variation in evaluation, state-to-state 
variation in, ,optometrists J;er capita, and ci ty-t:o-ci ty variation in 
change in p::lpulation. Because the scores are corrected estimates, they 
are not necessarily identical to the average scores of examinations in 
the sample cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econallics, ~. 
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(3) Examinations purchased fran nonadvertisID3 optonetrists in 
nonrestrictive cities are, on average, nore thorough than 
examinations };Urchased fran nonadvertising optometrists in 
restrictive cities. The difference is statistically signifLcant. 

'l'he estimates in Table 2 present a seemingly canplex picture. tobn-
. advertising optometrists in nonrestrictj.ve cities appear to be different both 

fran their advertising counterparts in the same cities and from their nonad
vertising counterparts in restrictive cities. To better understand the data 
underlying the estimates , frequency distributions were created for the variOJS 
types of optanetrists in nonrestrictive cities. The types include the three 
for which estimates· were presented in Table 2 plus a fourth type of optorret
rist who did not advertise in the media but who did advertise on site. l The 
distributions shown here are for the ~ Index only, but distributions for the 
WIOO Index stx:M similar patterns (See Chapter 3). 

'!he frequency distributions in Figure 1 stxJw visually what the estimates 
in Table 2 suggest. Nonadvertising optometrists tend to offer higher quality 
examinations than large chain firms and both types of advertising optomet~ 
rists. The distributions also reveal substantial variation wi thin each type 
of optanetrist. 

By CCJ1t)ining the four distributions in proportion to the nurtDer of 
optanetrists in each type, a distribution for all opt:oJJetrists in each kirrl of 
city can be created. The canbined distribution of examination scores for non
restrictive cities may then be canpared to the distribution for restrictive 
cities. 

Figure 2 presents. the canbined distributions for restrictive arXI non
restrictive cities. The ctlstributions reveal substantial variation within 
both restrictive and nonrestrictive cities, but the variation is remarkably 
similar. Within each kirrl of city substantial t:ercentages of the examination 
scores are both l1Ulch higher and l1Ulch lONer than the averages. In nonre
strictive cities less-thorough examinations terrled to be purchased fran 
advertising optometrists and chain-fim optometrists. In restrictive cities 
less-thorough examinations were available from at least as large a t:ercentage 
of optanetrists. But the optometrists could not advertise or practice 
camercially. Hence, whereas oonadvertising optatetrists in nonrestrictive 
cities appaar to give more tl'x>rough examinations, virtually all optometrists 
in restrictive cities are nonadvertisers, and no such patterns can be 
observed. 

i For each major ccmponent of the eye examination (see p. 7), Table 3 
presents the estimated average t:ercentage score (F'lC Index) by type of 
optanetrist for restrictive and nonrestrictive environments. In addition, 
Table 3 identifies six inportant specific tests. Within the eye health 
portion of the examination, Table 3 shows: the percentage of optomet
rists who use an ophthalm::>scopeand who mld it close to the eye; the 

1 
As with the estimates presented in the tables above, each score is 

derived fran a multivariate analysis which adjusts for subject-to-subject 
differences in evaluations, state-to-state differences in optometrists per 
.capita, arrl city";'to-c:ity differences in percent change in population. 
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TABLE 3 

Estimated Values for 
Dnportant Oomponents of the Eye Examination, 

by Type of Optometrist in Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Cities1 
(FI'C Index) 

Restricti ve. 
Cities Nonrestrictive Cities 

Important Nonadvertising Nonadvertis ing Advertising Large 
Ccmponents Q?tanetrists Optcrnetrists Gptometrists C1ain Finn: 

1. ease History 
(Average' score %) 44.4 55.4 31.6 39.6 

2. Eye Health Examination 52.3 69.5 42.7 47.9 
(Average score %) 

Percent close to 
the eye with the 
ophthalIroscope 82~7 91.3 74.2 76.6 

Average number of 
seconds examining 
each eye with 
ophthalIroscope 25.5 34.2 21.3 23.2 

Percentage using 
slit lamp 19.0 39.0 5.0 9.0 

Percentage using 
tonometer 55.0 61.0 51.0 64.0 

3. Vision Testing 55.1 70.9 54.2 55.6 
(Average score %) 

Percentage using 
retiooscope 77.3 90.4 87.6 83.6 

Percentage giving 
subjective 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
vision test 

1 The estimates are based upon multivariate analyses of all regulatory environments, 
and they are net of variation due to differences in subjects, state optometrists per 
capita, and change in population. sample sizes vary depending upon the subsection or 
test, but all sample sizes are within a few observations of 430. 

Source: Bureau of Economics, FTC. 
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estimated average number of seconds each eye is examined with an ophthalrro
scope: the Percentage of optometrists using a slit lamp: and the percentage of 
optanetrists using a tonaneter. Within the vision testing portion of the 
examination, the percentage of optometrists using a retinoscope and performing 
a subjective refraction are also shown. 

·With the scores for different types of optametrists,·the data in Table 3 
present a pattem similar to that observed in the analysis. of the thorough
ness index. For the three major canponents of the examination, the average 
score of oonadvertising optanetrists in the nonrestrictive cities is signifi
cantly higher than the average score of nonadvertising optometrists in the 
restrictive cities .and of advertising and chain firm optometrists in the non
restrictive cities. Sbnilarly, nonadvertising optometrists in nonrestrictive 
cities are ncre likely than other optometrists to examine the. cornea with a 
sli t lamp and to spend nore time examining the interior of the eye with an 
ophthal.noscope. The use of the tonaneter, the retinoscope, and the perform
ance of the subjective refraction test show a different pattem, however. The 

. percentage of optometrists using the tonaneter does vary fran type to type, 
but none of the variations is significant •. Q?tanetrists of all types in· the 
nonrestrictive cities perfocned objective vision tests with· about the same 
frequency and significantly nore frequently than optometrists in restrictive 
ci ties. Subjective refractions were performed everywhere. 

Overall,·the results suggest that. nonadvertising optometrists in nonre
strictive cities give nore thorough examinations than advertising optome
trists, chain fim optometrists, or nonadvertising optometrists in restrictive 
cities. However, advertising and chain fim optometrists are just as likely 
as nonadvertising optometrists to perform certain critical tests. Tests for 
glaucoma with a tonometer and tests related to the derivation of the prescrip
tion (retinoscopy and refraction) were performed by advertising optometrists 
and chain firm optometrists in nonrestrictive cities with about the same 
frequency as nonadvertising optometrists. 

Summary: In nonrestrictive cities, less thorough eye examinations tend to be 
given by advertising optometrists and chain-firm optometrists; more thorough 
examinations tend to be giveri by nonadvertising optometrists. In restrictive 
cities the variation across practitioners in the thoroughness of examinations 
is about as great as it is in nonrestrictive cities. Virtually all optomet
rists in restrictive cities are oonadvertisers, towever, since none can 
advertise in the mass ~ia. Despite the variation, the average thoroughness 
of examinations in restrictive cities tends to be similar to the average 
thoroughness of examinations in nonrestrictive cities, where the average is 
taken across all optanetrists regardless of type. 

Optometrists giving thorouqh examinations doinot appear to be driven from 
nonrestrictive cities. Fully 55 percent of the optometrists in nonrestrictive 
cities do not advertise, either in the media or on site. And a slightly 
greater percentage of the optometrists in nonrestrictive cities give high
scoring examinations than optometrists in restrictive cities. About 23 per
cent.of the optometrists in nonrestrictive cities versus about 15 percent of 
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the optometrists in restrictive cities give examinations having FTC Index of 
80 percent or higher. About 40 percent of the optanetrists in nonrestrictive 
cities versus about 29 percent of the optometrists in restrictive cities give 
examinations with an FTC Index of 70 percent or higher. '!he NACO Index shows 
a similar pattern. 

Nbnadvertising optometrists in the nonrestrictive cities score higher in 
each major portion of. the. eye -examination than all other types of optomet
rists, including optcmetrists in restrictive c.ities. '!be analysis reveals 
similar results on six important procedures and tests. Nonetheless, all 
optometrists perfOtnl subjective vision tests. And the data show no consistent 
differences bebieen types of optometrists in the use of the retinoscope and 
tonaneter. 

2. '!he Accuracy of the Prescriptions 

Subjects were instructed to request a copy of the prescription at the 
conclusion of each examination. After removing information identifying the 
name an:] any affiliation of the prescribing optometrists, the prescriptions 
were forwarded to each of the consulting schools of optcmetry. The faculty at 
each school was asked to make a clinical pass-fail judgment concerning the 
appropriateness of each prescription received in the field. '!he judgments. 
were based upon the detailed examination records the schools had compiled on 
the· subject during the training session. Differences of opinion between the 
schools were due to differing assessments of tne subjects I needs or to 
differing application of professional judgment. '!he data suggest that. FCC 
judged slightly fewer prescriptions adequate than SUNY. 

, 

Table 4 presents estimates of the percentage of the prescriptions judged 
appropriate by one or both of the schools. '!he estimates are based upon the 
entire sample of 400 observations,l anj they suggest that optometrists in 
nonrestricti ve cities obtain. the correct prescriptions. slightly, but not 
significantly, ITDre often than optometrists in restrictive cities. Analysis 
of estimates of the percentage of prescriptions judged appropriate by each 
school individually leads to similar conclusions. 

surrma;y: Statistical estimates suggest that in both restrictive and non
restr1ctive cities advertising and· chain-firm optometrists produced 
prescriptions· no less appropriate than nonadvertising optometrists. 

j. '!he Accuracy and ~rkmanship of the Eyeglasses 

Eyeglasses purchased by the subjects were mailed to the ~ where the 
glasses were coded with numbers to identify the dispensing optanetrists. 
I.a.bels engraved on the nosepieces and earpieees were taped so that glasses 
fran large chain firms could not be identified. '!he eyeglasses were first 

I Slightly fewer observations exist in this sample than in the entire 
data set since prescriptions were not obtained or were not usable in 34 
instances. See Appendix C for details on sample size. 
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All Optometrists 

N:>nadvertisers* 

Mvertisers 

Optical Chain Firms 

TABLE 4. 

Estimates of the Percentage of. 
Prescriptions Judged Appropriate 

by One or Both Schools 

Restrictive N:>nrestrictive 
Cities Cities 

82. 88 

82 88 

Not applicable 90 

Not applicable 86 

* Excludes optometrists who advertise on site. 

Note: The estimates are derived from a multivariate analysis that corrected 
for possibly important detenninants of appropriateness other than the 
presence of advertising arrl large chain optical firms. 'l'he corrections 
are for subject-to-subject variation, state-to-state variation in 
optometrists per capita, and city-to-city variation in change in popu
lation. Be<;:ause the percentages are corrected estimates, they are not 
necessarily identical to the average percentages observed in the sample 
cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, FTC. 
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shipped to PCO where an automated lensaneter (a sophisticated instrument to 
read and print out neasurements .of sphere, cylinder, axis, and prism of each 
lens) was used to neasure decentration, that is the displacen'ent of the 
optical centers of the eyeglasses: for correct vision these centers should 
approximate the distance between the subject I s plpils. 'lb neasure 
decentration, the eyeglasses were dotted using the autanated lensoneter and 

. tneasuri1'19 the distance by hand. The accuracy of each pair of eyeglasses was 
then judged USlng the followil'XJ -criteria: . 

(1) Each pair of eyeglasses was subjected to a nechanical standard. Eye
glasses tlt'ere judged accurate if the prescriptions for them met tolerances 
established in the 197'2 Anerican National Standards Institute (ANSI) Z80.1 
guideline standards. Because the ANSI standards have rather small tolerances 
(see Chapter 3, p. 75), it was anticipated that a large percentage of ~ 
glasses might fail. 

(2) Each pair of eyeglasses was subjected to judgmental clinical 
evaluations~ Eyeglasses were canpared to the written prescriptions by the 
faculties at PCO and SUNY to deter:mine if they were adequate for the patient. 

'!able 5 presents estimates of the percentage of eyeglasses judged ade
quate by the ANSI standards: Table 6 presents the percentage of eyeglasses 
judged adequate by PCO, SONY, or both. The estimates are based upon s~les 
of 217 observations,l and they suggest that adequate eyeglasses are pre
scri!::led with about the sane frequency in both restrictive arid nonrestrictive 
-. 2 .Cltles. 

, . 
Like. the clinical evaluation of adequacy, the evaluation of workmanship 

involved subjective judgment. Accordingly, PCO and SUNY were asked to canp
lete questionnaires consisting of the following questioos: (1) Did the lenses 
have any significant imperfections? (2) Were the lenses edged and nounted 
well? (3) Did the frames haVe any significant imperfections? Workmanship 
was judged adequate if the answer to each of the three questions was yes. 
Since the eyeglasses were mailed to the subjects, no aeasure of fi t is 
available. 

Table 7 presents estimates of the percentage of eyeglasses judged of 
adequate workmanship by Pa:>, SUNY, or both. The estimates are based upon a 

1 The data were analyzed excluding the observations taken in two cities 
where the experiment became }cn:)wn prior to receipt of the glasses. Also, 
observations were excluded in seven instances where the optometrist did not 
provide a prescription. > 

2 Whether or not the prescription was judged adequate to meet the sub
ject I s needs, the eyeglasses were canpared with the prescription. From an 
incH vidual patient I s point of view, roth the prescription and the eyeglasses 
rust be accurate or any errors must be ccmpensating. 
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TABLE 5 

Estimates of the Percentage of Eyeglasses 
Judged Mequate by 

ANSI Standards 

Restrictive Nonres t:i::'icti ve 
Cities Cities 

All Cptaretrists 50 64 

" Nonadvertisers· 50 64 

Mvertisers Not Applicable 70 

Chain Firms Not Applicable 52 

• Excludes optometrists who advertise on site. 

Note: '!be estimates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that corrected 
for possibly important deteminants of adequacy other than the presence 
of advertising and large chain optical fir:ms. 'lhe corrections are for 
subject-to-subject variation, state-to-state variation in optorretrists 
per capita, and city-to-city variation in ~e in pop.tlation. 
Because the percentages are corrected estimates, they are not neces
"sarUy identical to the average percentages observed in the sanq;>le 

. cities. " 

Source: Bureau of Econailics, ~. 
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TABLE 6 

Estimates of the Percentage of Eyeglasses 
Judged Adequate 

by Q\e or Both Sch:x>ls 

All Optometrists 

Restrictive 
Cities 

* t>bnadvertisers 

85 

84 

Advertisers 

Clain Fixms 

tbt applicable 

t>bt applicable 

Nonrestrictive 
Cities 

87 

86 

92 

81 

* Excludes optanetrists who advertise on site. 

Note: 'lhe estimates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that 
.. corrected for possibly inp)rtant determinan~ of adequacy 
other than the presence of adverti$~ and' large chain 
optical firms. 'lhe corrections are for subject-to-subject . 
. variation, stat;.e-to-state variation in optt::metrists per cap- . 
ita, and ci~to-city variation in change in pcpJlation. 
Because the. percentages are corrected estimates, they are 
not necessarily. identical to the average percentages observed 
in the sample cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, Fre. 
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AllOptanetrists 

Nonadvertisers 

Advertisers . 

Chain Fions 

TABLE 7 

Estimates of the Percentage of Eyeglasses 
Judged of Adequate Workmanship 

by (Ale or Both Sdxx>ls 

Restrictive ~nrestricti ve 
Cities Cities 

82 92 

* 81 94 

Not applicable 85 

Not applicable 87 

* Excludes optanetrists who advertise on site. 

Note: '!he estimates are derived fran a rrultivariate analysis that 
oorrected £or possibly important determinants of adequacy 
other than the presence of advertising am large chain optical 
fions. '!he oorrections are for state-to-state variation in 
optanetrists per capita aOO city-to-city variation in change 
in population. Because the percentages are corrected estimates, 
they are not necessarily identical to the average percentages 
observed in the saIll>le cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, FrC. 
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sample of 224 observations,l and they suggest that there are no significant 
differences in the percentage of· eyeglasses judged adequate either by type of 
optometrist or by kind of city. Analysis of each school's judgments indivi-. 
dually yields similar results. 

SUIl'It1arY: Statistical estimates suggest that ·neitheradvertising nor 
. camnercial practice adversely ~fect the accuracy or quality of the eye
glasses. 

4. The Extent of Unnecessary Prescribing 

Qte hundred twenty-three examinations were taken·by five subjects ~ each 
of whan arrived at the examination wearing eyeglasses with a prescription that 
the consulting optanetrists believed to be appropriate. At the end of each 
examination, the subjects recorded the examinirg optometrist IS recarmei'Xlation 
concerning· whether or not new glasses W01ld be beneficial. The subjects were 
instructed to tell the optometrist· that they wanted to purchase new eyeglasses 
only if the eyeglasses would make a real difference in their ability to see. 
The data are analyzed in two wayS: First, the data are used to detemine 
which examinations resulted in a recalilendation of new glasses regardless of 
the accuracy of the prescriptions. Second, the data are used to see which 
examinations resulted in a recamendation of new glasses even though the pre
scription was judged correct. For the first analysis a sample size -of 123 
observations is used7 this analysis includes recamendations fran optorietrists 
for prescriptions different fran those for the eyeglasses the subjects were 
already wearing. For the second analysis, a sanple size of 92 observations is 
usedl this analysis· only includes reccmnendations fran optanetrists who 
derived essentially the sane prescriptions as the ones for the eyeglasses the 
subjects were already wearing. . 

'!abIes 8 and 9 present estimates of unnecessary prescribing by kind of . 
city and type of optometrist. Because the sample sizes are relatively small, 
only substantial differences between estimates are statistically significant. 
The differences that do energe are contrary. to the hypothesis that chain firmS 
and advertisers prescribe unnecessarily more frequently than nonadvertisers in 
restrictiVe cities. Hence a larger sanpl~ would be unlikely to suggest an 
opposite conclusion. 

~: Statistical estimates· suggest that advertising optometrists and 
rge chain firms do not unnecessarily recamend new eyeglasses more fre

quently than nonadvertising- optometrists. 

Quality: A Surrmary 

Analysis of the thoroughness of. eye examinations suggests· that there is 
substantial variation in both restrictive and nonrestrictive cities. In non
restrictive cities, less-thorough examinations. are given by advertising 
optaletrists and large chain firms. In restrictive cities, less-th:>rough 

1 '!he data were analyzed excluding the observations taken in two cities 
where the experiment became known prior to the receipt of the eyeglasses. 
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TABLE 8 

Estimates of the Percentcge· of 
Optometrists Prescribing 

Unnecessarily 
(all observations) 

Restrictive Nonrestrictive 
Cities Cities 

All Optaletrists 32 12 

* Nonad'Jerti sers 32 9 

M'Jertisers NJt ~plicable 18 

Olain FiDnS Not Applicable 14 

* Exclude$ cptaretrists woo ad'Jertise on site. 

Note: '!he estillBtes are derived from a nultivariate analysis that 
correcte3 for ~sibly important deteIIninants of prescribirg 
other than the presence of advertising and large chain 
cptical ficns. The corrections are . for subject-to-subject 
variation in behavior,state-to-state variation in 
cptanetrists fer capita,· am ci ty-to-ci t:¥ variation in charge 
in pcpulation. BeCause the percentages are corrected 

. est:ima.tes, they are· not necessarily identical to the average 
fercentages observed ill_the sample cities. 

• -. .• # 

Source: Bureau of Economics, F'lC. 
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* All Optanetrists 

Nonad . t vertl.sers 

Advertisers 

Chain Firms 

TABLE 9 

. Estimates of the Percentage 
of Optanetrists Prescribing 

Unnecessarily 

Restrictive NJnrestrictive 
Cities· Cities 

36 9 

36 7 

Not Applicable .13 

Not Applicable 10 

* '!his includes only optanetrists woo derived the correct pre-' 
scription. 

t" Excludes optometrists who advertise on site. 

Note: '!he estimates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that 
corrected for possibly iIrpxtant determinants of prescribing 
other than the presence of advertisiD; and large chain optical 
firms. The corrections are for subject-to-subject variation 
in behavior, state-~state variation in optanetrists per 
per capita, and city-tO-City" variation in change in pq;ulation. 
Because the percentages are corrected estimates, they are not 
necessarily identical to the average percentages observed in the 
sample-cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, Fn:. 
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examinations are given OJ abaJt the same p:rcent~e of cpt:aretrists, but, by 
definition, such cptonetrists can neither advertise nor WJrk for large chain 
firms. 

Analysis of the aCOJracy of the pc-escriptions, the aCOJracy anJ wotXman
ship of the eyeglasses, and the extent of unnecessary prescribing suggests 
that advertisers and large dlain fiImS p:tfOIm no worse than nonadvertisio; 
optonetrists in either restrictive or oonrestrictive cities. '!he data suggest 
that conswrers who p.lrdlase an ete examinatiqn only to get the correct 
prescription and an accurate pair of eyeglasses may safely shop on the basis 
of trice. In addition, the data suggest that, on average, large chain qJtical 
firms arrl other advertisin; optorretrists appear to charge IX'iceslawerthan 
the pt'ices cha~ed OJ nOna:JvertisiI13 cptanetrists. If, however, a consuner is 
interested in having a ttx>rough eye examination, the data suggest that nore 
trorOJgh examinations are likely to be obtained fran noncrlvertisers. &.It even 
wi th nonadvertisers, consUltetS in ncnrestrictive cities appear to have an 
advant~e. In nonrestrictive ci ties the decision not. to advertise or practice 
cannercially appears, on average, to be associated with a decision to offer a 
more trorOlah examination. In restrictive cities, no slX:h asS)ciation can be 

. made. Nonadvertisers appear to give nore tbx'ough examinations in oonrestric
tive than in restrictive cities; an:1 the data suggest that they also dlarge 
lawer prices (pp. 4-5). 

But the data reveal su1:stantial differences in the thoroughness of 
examinations not only between, but also wi thin, cities arrl types of cptane
trists. Comparing prices £Or nonharcgeneOlS services may be misleading; it 
is, therefore, necessary to analyze the relation between trice arrl quality. 

The ~lation between Price and Q.Jality 

Table 1 (p. 5) stl:Jws that CptanetristsasS)ciated with large chain fil:ms 
arrl these who advertise dlarge lawer trices than the nonadvertisers. Table 1 
also reveals that cptanetrists in the nest restrictive cities charge higher 
prices than nonadvertisers in the least restrictive cities. Yet ~ analysis 
of the th:>rOJghnessof ete examinations stDws s\i::)stantial variation. In non
restrictive cities the variation is associated with advertising and commercial 
practice. In restrictive cities, vari.ation is just as substantial, but qJtcm
etrists woo give less-thorcugh examinations can neither advertise in the media 
nor practice carurercially. Because of the substantial variation in thora.lgh
ness, it is imp:)rtant to cOmpare the trices of examinations of similar 
ttx>rOlghness. 

Figure 3 shows statistical estmates of the cc:st of eyeglasses plus an 
eye examination havi~ an F'OC Index equal to 60, an arbitrary wt typical 
value. The estimates are for noria::3vertisers in the IICSt restrictive cities, 
·nonadvertisers in the least restrictive cities, and large chain firms, which 
only exist in nonrestrictive cities. l The estmates suggest the follc:wio;: 

1 '!he estinates are derived from a nultivariate analysis that corrects 
for variation based on cptanetrists p:r capita, incane per capita, and sub
jects. The multivariate analysis is based up:m 280 observatioos, but the 
estimates presente:1 here are for the nest arrl the least restrictive cities 
only. 
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Figure 3. 

bverage Price of Examinations and Eyeglasses 
with an FTC Thoroughness Index of 60 

Dollars 

• 

• 

• 

$9.4.00 

$73.00 

$63.00 

F!C Index • 60 

rklnadve..~sing ortcmetrists, jn cities \\/here adver+'...isjng 
and ccmrercial practice are prohibited. 

NOnadvertising optanetristi in cities where advertising 
and ccmrercial practice are permi tted. 

Optoretrists associated with large chain optical 
corrpanies . 

Source: Bu.raau of Econ:::m.ics, F?C 
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(1) Eyeglasses and an eye examination of similar thoroughness cost 
less when purchased from a nonadvertiser in the least restrictive 
cities than when purchased from a nonadvertiser in the most 
restrictive cities. On average the cost difference was about $21 
for examinations having the same FTC Index. 

(2) In the least restrictive cit~es, eyeg~asses and an examination of a 
given thoroughness cost less when purchased from a large chain firm 
than when purchased fran a nonadvertiser. en average the cost 
difference is aboUt $10 for examinations having the same FTC Index. 
Note, however, that previous results suggest that more tilorough 
examinations are much more frequently available from nonadvertisers 
than fr::m chain firms. 

( 3 ) Eyeglasses and an examination of a given thoroughness, cost less 
when purchased fran large chain firms than when purchased fran 
nonadvertisers in restrictive cities. en average the cost differ
ence is about $31 for examinations having the same FTC Index. 

St.JMr-1ARY AND CONCI1JSIOUS 

The purpose of this study has been to analyze empirically the effect of 
advertising and comnercial practice on the price and quality of optometric 
services. The relation has been a matter of some dispute. Prop::>nents of 
advertising and cc:mnercial practice have argued that such behavior increases 
canpetition and lowers prices. q;,ponents have argued that such behavior 
lowers the qua~ity of·professional care available in the market •. 

The data in this study supp::>rt the view that advertising and commercial 
practice lower prices. Very thorough examinations and eyeglasses. cost, on 
average, $21 less in markets where advertising and corrmercial practice are 
allowed. Less thorough examinations am eyeglasses cost, on average, $ 31 less 
when purchased from a large chain optical firm than when purchased from an 
optometrist in a market without advertising and commercial practice. 

The data are not consistent with the view that advertising am commercial 
practice lower the quality of professional care available in the market. The 
average quality of eye examinations available to consumers is about the same 
whether or not advertising and commercial pr~ctice are allowed • 

. cptometrists of all types provide adequate prescriptions and eyeglasses 
with about the same frequency. .Substantial variation does exist, however, in 
the thoroughness of the examinations. OVerall, the variation across optome
trists is similar in both restrictive am nonrestrictive cities.· But in non
restrictive cities, the decision to advertise or practice commercially appears 
to be associated with a decision to give a less thorough, less costly examina
tion. Advertising optometrists and chain optical firms in nonrestrictive cit
ies are less likely to perform certain important tests related to the assess
ment of eye health, and their prices are lower than those of nonadvertisers 
in the same city. 
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Sane have argL.'ed that advertisln; or chain firm optanetrists would be 
rrcre likely to unnecessarily prescribe eyeglasses or perfot:Tl\ unneeded tests 
and services because they are more profit oriented than nonadvertising 
professionals. Clain firm optanetrists might be especially vulnerable to this 
charge since their employers I primary interest is the selling of eyeglasses. 
'Ibis study f~ no significant difference in the incidence of unnecessary 

. prescribing of eyeglasses bet\lil'een advertising am nonadvertising optometrists 
or between individual advertis:Lng optaretrists am optaletrists enployed by 
the large chain optical f icns • 

In many states professionals are prohibited fran .being employed by cor
porations not owned or controlled by professionals. PrcpJnents of these 
regulations believe that ccmnercially employed professionals may ba encouraged 
to engage in cc:st-cutting conduct that ccmprariises professional standards of 
quality. Data in this study do not confirm this view. Optometrists who are 
ei ther empioyed by, or sublet space in, the large optical outlets give examin
ations that are, on average, no less thorough than examinations purchased fran 
advertising optanetrists not associated with large chains. Nor are there any 
significant differences in the appropriateness of the prescriptions or the 
adequacy of the eyeglasses. 

In sun:mary, this study found the follOlliing: 

(l) The existence of advertising am camerical practice by sone 
optometrists in a market does not result in a -lowering of the quality of ex~ 
inations available to consumers. While the o~rall distribUtion of quality 
across all- t~s of cptanetrists is about the same in restrictive and non
restrictive cities, there is considerable variation in quality between 
optometrists. 

(2) The existence of price advertising and commercial practice by 
sane optatetrists does result in lower prices. 'ibe prices of both less thor
ough and more thorough eye examinations and eyeglasses were significantly 
lower in the least restrictive cities than in the m::st restrictive cities. 

(3) In nonrestrictive cities, nonac1vertising, traditional optane
trists gi va rrcre thorough eye examinations_ and charged higher prices than 
advertising and chain fim optanetrists. 

(4) Mvertising aoo chain fim optatetrists are just as likely to 
obtain the correct prescription. and pI:oduce adequate eyeglasses as nonadver
tisers but on average, at lONer prices. 

(5) '!here are no significant differences in the ~rkmanship of the 
eyeglasses regardless of where they are p..lrchased. 

(6.) There are no significant differences in· the incidence of 
unnecessary prescribing between advertising am ncnadvertising optometrists. 

(7) '!here are no significant differences in quality of the eye 
examinations between individual advertising optometrists and optometrists 
associated with large chain optical firms. 
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PART II 

'iHE S'IUDY IN DE1'AIL 
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ClIAPI'ER 1 

Professional Services and Consumer Welfare 

1. Effects of Advertising on Product Prices 

Simple theories of conswner behavior asswne that the price and qual
ity of consumer goods andservtces are determined by market forces and that 
infocnation about price and quali ty is freely available. 'lhese 
assumptions imply that identical gcx:x3s and services will sell at identical 
prices. Everyday experience, however, shows that these theories do not 
explain the" real world where even standardized products and services are 
retailed at various prices. Because prices do vary, information can benefit 
consumers by enabling them to purchase at lower prices. Such information can 
be obtained either through conswner search or seller provision. 

Search (or "shopping") may be undertaken in varying anounts and with 
varying degrees of efficiency. Some conswners al:'e better able to budget their 
time or are better educated and may therefore shop more efficiently. Others 
have lower opportunity cost and may simply engage in ncre search. Alterna
tively, information may originate on the seller side of the market, namely, 
through advertising of product availability and price. Since shcpping is 
costly in terms of time and effort, consumers can be assisted through 
advertisements that provide information· about prices and availabili ty. 
Advertising creates feedback for sellers also. Higher-priced sellers will 
face pressure from lowe~ priced sellers and should be forced to reduce their 
prices for equivalent products in order to remain canpeti ti ve • In the end, 
higher-priced firms should be forced either to withdraw from the market or to 
sell at canpetitive prices, and the average price of the good or service being 
advertised should fall (unless, of course, the per unit cost of advertising is 
suffici.ently large to offset this gain). " 

Over the past few years a number of studies have suggested that 
advertising reduces "prices for the consumer. John Cady studied" the 
retail prescription drug industry, Alex Maurizi and '!han Kelly studied the 
effects of posting retail gasoline prices, and Lee and Alexandra Benham 
analyzed the retail" eyeglass industry. While some of these studies have, 
inevitably, been subject to criticism, all nevertheless indicate that 

'market-wide prices fall in the "presence of advertising. 

A. Prescription Drug Price Advertising 

Cady collected price data on ten prescrip.tion drugs fran a national 
sample of over 1,900 pharmacies for the year 1970.1 States were 

1 John. Cady, Restricted Mvertising am ~tition: The Case of Retail 
Drugs, Washington, D.C.: American Enterpr~se Institute, March 1976; John 
Cady, "An· Estimate of the Price Effects of Restrictions on Drug Price 
Advert is ing , " Economic Inquiry (December 1976). 
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classified as "regulated" if t.~ey· had at least one of the following ,:estric
tions: controls on the use of outdoor signs, prohibitions on proITOtional 
schemes, prohibitions on advertising of prices, and prohibitions on adver
tising that implied a policy of discount drug pricing. States were classified 
as "unregulated" when none of the foregoing restrictions was in effect. Cady 
found that drug' prices were over 5 percent higher in regulated states than 
they were in the unregulated states. In addition, the lower prices prevailing 
in unregulated states were accanpanied' by the sane level ·of credit, deli very , 
and prescription waiting-area services, as well as a higher level of emergency 
services. l cady estimated that the benefits £ran renoving advertising 
restrictions in the prescription drug industry may aIrOUnt to $380 million per 
year. 

B. Betan Gasoline 

Alex Maurizi and Thorn Kelly analyzed the effects of price posting in the 
retail gasoline industry. 2 Price data were taken where price posting. was 
allowed--six california and seven other western urban areas: prices were also 
taken where price posting was not allowed--four geographical areas canprising. 
the New York City metropolitan region.3 ~ss than 10 percent of the service 
stations in the New York area posted prices in 1970 as canpared with rore than 

.90 percent in the ~s Angeles area. 

Because there are a number of variables other than price posting that 
will affect the retail price of gasoline, Maurizi and Kelly attempted. to 
control for the effects upon price of variables such as average family incorre, 
wholesale gasoline prices, brand nane, the intensity of price posting, gaso
line taxes, and whether or not stations gave out trading stamps. The results 
of their analysis indicate that the simple. act of posting prices reduces 
prices by 1 cent per gallon for regular-leaded and 0.8 cents per gallon for 
premium. As the number_.of stations in the market in~ease their posting of 
prices, the prices of regular and premium are reduced. A 50 percent increase 
in the number of stations posting prices on regular gasoline L'esul tes ina 
reduction in the average price of gasoline of 0.3 cents per gallon. The 

1 '!he index of prescription prices was $3 .83 in . regulated states and 
$3.64 in unregulated states and· the difference was significant at the. 1 
percent level. It should be noted that Cady classified states according to 
legal statutes and regulations. It is possible for advertising to occur even 
though there is a statute or law against it and vice versa. 

2 Alex Maurizi and Thorn Kelly, Prices and ConsuIIer Information:· The 
Benefits fran Postim Retail Gasoline Price, American. Enterprise Institute, 
Washington, D.C., 19 • '. 

3 Data on prices of both unleaded regular and premium gasoline were based 
on a survey by Umdberg, a fim that oollects information on the retail 
gasoline industry throughout the United States. Data on gasoline prices were 
based on a sample size of approximately 15,500 service stations that sold both 
tyFes of gasoline in 1970. '!he Lundberg data include information on whether 
gasoline prices are posted on a large sign visible to passing motorists. 
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same p!rcent increase in p::>stiIl:3 of pt:'emium prices resulted in a decline in 
price of 0.6 cents p!r gallon. The study concludes that in 1975 universal 
price IXlstiIl:3 thrQ1ghout the nation would have resulted in net gains to 

. consuners of at least $525 million, and pcssibly as num as $813 million. 

C. Eyeglass Indust;Y 

In his 1972study,1 tee' Benhan classified states as "restrictive" or 
"nonrestrictive" wi th regard to a::Jvertisirg of cphthalmic g:xxls and sel:Vices 
sold by qJhthalnclogists, cptonetrists, and opticians. The data on eyeglaSses 
and ete examinations used in the study 'Nere obtained fran a 1963 national 
survey of iOOi viduals. 2 'nle study has a sub-sample of 634 iooi vi duals who 
each \.Ildetwent an ete examination or obtained a pair of etegla~ses in 1963. 
Tvo hundred ninety-ale individuals in the survey rep::>rted only the total price 
of the canbined ete examination an:! eteglasses. Benhan claimed that there was 
little variation in examination prices across states and that prices for 
examinations an:! eyeglasses were not highly correlated: therefore, al¥ dif
ferences in total prices 'Nere attribJtable solely to differences in the price 
of eyeglasses. 3 The avercge IXice of eyeglasses in the restrictive states 
was $33.04 versus $26.34 in the nonrestrictive states.· 

In the 1975 study, tee and Alexandra Benham used a larger sample, 1,625 
iOOividuals, taken fran a health intel:Viei survey corxilcted in 1970 by the 
National Opinion Nesearch· Center and the Center for Health Administration 
Studies of the thiversity of Chicago. The study atteupted to detetmine the 
effect of professional cootrol, includirg restraints on the flow of cCI'lll1ercial 
infotmation, on the IXices of cptical sel:Vices offered. Three neasures of 
professional control were used: (1) '!he place the eyeglasses were purchased, 

. that is, fran a restrictive or nonrestrictive state (this measure was essenti-
ally the sane one used. in the 1972 study): (2) An imex of cptonetrists who 
were nembers of the American· Optaletric Ass::>ciation (~): Since ADA am the· 
state affiliates discourage . cOtl11ercial a::Jvertising, the researchers assuned 
that the laJ:ger the t2rcenta;e ofcptanetrists tNilo are members of the ADA, the 
smaller the nwrber of advertisirg optonetrists in the state: therefore, the 
less c:annercial advertisirg there would be. (3) The matXet share of large 
chain optical firrrs in the states tNilere the eyeglasses 

1 See I.ee Bemam, "'!be Effects of Advertisirg on the Price of 
Eyeglasses," Journal of Law aoo Econanics, Vol.uJte 15(2) (October 1972, am 
I.ee and Alexandra Benham, "Regulating Throogh the Professions: A ~rs-pective 
on InfoImation Control," Journal of Law.aoo Econanics, Volume 18(2) (October 
1975). For carments on the Benham studies see "']he AdvertisiDJ of Cl;lhthalmic 
Goods. am Semces: An Econanic and Statistical Review of Selected FTC am 
!elated I:bcunents: " Rep:>rt. to Arlerican Optonetric A-ssociation, Southern 
1esearch Institute, Bitmin;ham, Alabama (June 25, 1976). 

2 See Ronald Anderson an:! Ojin W.. Anderson, A ~cade of Health Services: 
Social Survey Trends in Use and Expendi tJJre (1967). 

3 Benham (1972), p. 341. 
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were purchased. In states where corrmerCial firms had large market shares, the 
researchers expected to fioo II'Ore· information flow and weaker control by the 

! professional organizations. 

All three variables used to measure professional control had a signi
ficant effect on price. Eyeglass prices in restrictive st;ates are approxi
mately -$8.46 higher than nonrestrictive states. l As the proportion of 
eyeglasses purchased fran comnercial firms increased from' 0 to 70 percent, the 
price of eyeglasses decreased $11.71. Finally, . as membership in the PDA 
increased fran 43 to 91 percent, the price of eyeglasses increased approxi
mately $12.18. Other results imply that in nonrestrictive states, people. 
purchased II'Ore eyeglasses, and presumably, II'Ore eye examinations, canpared to 
people in restrictive states. While no data are available on th~ quality of 
the glasses am examinations in the Benhams' study, sate individuals in the 
nonrestrictive states were receiving more eye care in the form of eyeglasses 
than the population in restrictive states. 

2. Effects of Advertising and Commercial Practice on Professional Services 

Wi th the possible exception of the Benham studies, the empirical analyses 
of the effects of advertising on prices involve a market for. a good rather 
than a service. Such studies assume that consumers know what camodi ty they 
want aOO that consumers purchase the cc:rmodity after shopping for the lowest
c.:>St seller. For services in general and professional services in particular, 
the situation may be considerably different for' several reasons. 

Consumers are often unable to detecnine their precise needs for. pro
fessional assistance anJ must rely on a professional for an initial assessment 
of services required. .Professionals generally offer. ooth the diagnosis aOO 
treatment, aoo consumers typically obtain both from the sane individual. In 
principle, this is. cost-effi~ient for ooth parties. Treatment generally 
requires sane diagnosis or analysis by the same provider, and separation of 
these tasks would often entail duplicative efforts by practitioners as well as 
mu.l tiple-shopping ventures by custaners. . Hence, practitioners often provide 
both the diagnosis and the treatIrent. Joint provision, however, gives profes
sionals greater opport~~ity to sell II'Ore services than are necessary to treat 
a problem. 

Additional problems arise because, even when consumers know exactly what 
servi~s are required, they often lack the expertise to evaluate the adequacy 
of the services rendered. Professional services are often intangible, c0m
plex, and difficult for the layperson to assess. Many professional services 
deal with low-probability or long-latency events, as' in tests for various 

1 It should be noted that the Benhams' study assumes that there is no 
difference in the quality of glasses between restrictive and nonrestrictive 
states. The proponents of restrictions claim that the quality of the examina
~ion and resulting eyeglasses will be higher in the absence of adv~rtising. 
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diseases in medic31 examinations: informational feedbacks are so slow as to be 
virtually useless •. Many professional services are purchased infrequently, and 
hence neither one's own nor others' experiences are likely to be sufficiently 
current and numerous to ~rove matters greatly. Under these circumstances, 
professionals may also find it easier to sell lower qual~ty services than the 
informed consumer would prefer. 

One way to reduce the amount of low quality care is to restrict entry 
into the professions to those who can derronstrate that they are able to 
~ide high quality care. Thus professional licensing boards require poten
tial entrants to derronstrate, either through schooling or examination or both, 
that t;hey have the necessary knowledge to provide quality services. Licens
inq, however, is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for high-quality 
care. Even highly skilled professionals may choose to produce low quality 
care, and many professionals argue that advertising will allow such sellers to 
reach a substantial pool of potential customers. Because consumers find it 
difficult to evaluate quality, advertising professionals may be able to offer 
services at lower prices but then substitute· low for high quality care. It is 
argued that such canpeti tion will force high quality professionals to lower 
their prices and quality of care in order to "meet campetition." ·Thus adver
tising will produce a lowering afquali ty throughout the market. According to 
this theory, those professionals who do not want to lower their standards of 
quality will be driven out of the market because consumers will gravitate to 
the lower-priced professionals. l 

The professional associations also argue that if -large commercial firms 
or department stores are permitted to hire professionals, the lattet: may be 
forced to lower quality and offer excessive service. If large chain optical 
firms could also hire paraprofessionals to assist the optometrists, have more 
than one branch outlet, and use brand name identification in their advertis-
ing, they will completely dominate the market and drive out higher-quality, 
higher-priced professionals •. Professional associations often believe that the 
presence of advertising and ccmnercial practice leads to the destruction of 
the traditional doctor-patient or lawyer-client. relation and, in general , 
reduces the image of professionalism in these occupations. The ccmnerciali
zation of the professions is seen as adding pressures to provide unnecessary 
services as well as causing the deterioration of quality. 

1 Perhaps this was best stated by an optanetrist in a letter to the 
Federal Trade Conmission (FTC): fran Francis A. Murdy, o.s. , Secretary , 
Massachusetts Board of Registration in Q?tanetry, October 13, 1975, (F'lC 
'Jl:)cument 215-52-1-2-1, "Ophthalmic Gocds and Services Staff Peport and 
Opthalmic Industry Profile,' January 15, 1976). 

i 
; 

If price advertising is permitted many registered optome
trists will be forced to provide lower quality materials and 
lower quality services in order to meet low prices advertised 
by the marginal practitioner. The advertising commercialist 
in order to make a profit on his low prices will necessarily 
~epend on inferior materials and a high volume operation. 
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The 'argument that advertising. and commercial practice generally reduce 
the quality of professional services is based on the belief that consumers 
cannot judge quality of care. One counterargument to the professional's view 
is that consumers may have a reasonably clear understanding of many, if not 
JOOSt, services they desire to purchase. l In the case of optometry, some 
consumers may wish to replace their eyeglasses rrore frequently than they 
desi~~ canplete examinations. Therefore, if the seller ·of eyeglasses offers 
an examination designed primarily to .determine if there has been a change in 
their prescription, consUJ'lers' would find it rrore convenient to purchase the 
examination at the sane time. Of course, such consl.lJ'O:!rs may also periodically 
purchase a rrore thorough eye examination fran an optometrist or a physician. 

If this is a reasonable assessment of how consumers might. behave, it 
indicates that market forces would tend to produce various levels of quality. 
Not all consumers require the IICSt canplete services in every instance. It 
may also be .expected that the price of a professional service might reflect 
the quality provided. 

3 • Regulation of the Professions 

'!he professional organizations and the state boards and canmissions that 
regulate professions often impose extensive con"!=rols over business conduct. 
Physicians, dentists, veterinarians, optanetrists, and lawyers, anong others, 
are closely regulated in Il¥JSt $tates. The regulations specify who may sell 
the services, how firms may be organized, and what types of infot:mation the 
professionals. may give to the public through advertising. 

Professional codes of ethics or state laW$ often (1) prohibit advertis
iD;, (2) limit trade name identification, (3) restrict the ownership of 
professional corporations to licensed members· of that profession. (for example, 
large retail corporations may not hire or offer professional services to the 
public), (4) restrict· the .nunDer of paraprofessionals and restrict their 
functions to those under the supervision of a licensed professional, ( 5 ) 
restrict the number of establishments or outlets that a professional can 
operate under one license, (6) restrict the location of professional outlets 
to noncommercial environments, and finally, (7) restrict the use of franchise 
arrangements • 

For the purpose of ·analysis, I10st regulatory pOlicies can be divided into 
two categories: (1) restrictions on the production of information and (2) 
restrictions on technology that may affect nodes and costs of providing the 
services. Restrictions on the production of infonnation primarily take the 
form of prohibitions on the use of price and nonprice advertising and on the 

1 Despite their complex nature in general, virtually all professions 
offer some relatively standardized services. Attorneys write sinple wills; 
veterinarians neuter pets; dentists clean teeth; physicians conduct routine 
laboratory tests. 
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use of trade names. Until a recent Supreme Court decision,l all forms of 
advertisi~ by I1DSt professionals had been prchibited by state laws, regula
tions, or codes of ethics. In many instances, price or nonprice advertising 
was deemed to be "unprofessional" or "unethical" conduct for which licenses to 
practice might be suspended or revoked. 'l"JPically, the restrictions on 
advertising included prchibi tions against the offeJ::ing of credit; display of 

-signs; and advertising in newspapers, radio, or television. Also prohibited 
were advertised claims of superior service· or advertised armouncenents of 
credentials or professional awardS. 

Many believe these restrictioos have the effect of reducing canpeti
tive conduct· between sellers and raising the cost of professional services. 
But advertising prohibitions coupled with restrictions 00 ownership and 
restrictions on the use of paraprofessionals may affect the price of services 
in another way .Ecooanies in the production of professional services may be . 
obtained if the amership of professional finns by nonprofessional corpora
tions is peru tted. . IaJ:ger c::cmnercial COLporations may have management skills 
and access to capital not available to professionals. Wi th nultiple branch 
locations wi thin a metropoli tim area or state, the mass media can be used 
effectively to advertise and obtain the vol1JlD! of OlStaners neCessary for 
production econanies to be realized. Mass media advertis~ i tsel~ may be 
subject to econanies of scale. And such fil:ms may operate at scales that 
peru t them to obtain quantity disCounts in );Urchase of materials and 
supplies. . 

Since little variatioo exists between states with regard to the regula
tion of professions, there is a void in the literature concerni.n:;J the relation 
between the quality of services rendered and restrictions upon advertising and 
carunerical practice. If the quality of service is the same , the empirical 
evidence that does exist .on price can be applied. But the deterioration of 
quality is the essence of the professions' argument against advertising and 
carmercial practice. Hence, this study was designed to detemine whether or 
not differences in price and quali ty are associated with the presence or· 
absence of advertising' and camercial practice. ']he profession upon which the 
study is focused is opbDetry, one of the few licensed professions in which 
nontrivial examples of . advertising could be found. '!be regulations governing
the optanetry profession are, in many ways, similar to those governi.n:;J other 
professions. However, the findings mayor may not be generalized to other 
professions. . . 

4. Regulation of ·Optanetry Practice 

Optanetrists are licensed in each of the 50 states and the District of 
Columbia. 'Ihe state licensing statutes define the functions of the optometric 
profession and limit the perfocnance of these functions to licensed persons. 
'Ihe state licensing laws set out the .requirements that nust be net by an 
applicant in order to obtain a license; the state licensing laws provide for 
the establishIrent of a board to perform the regula tory functions. . The 

1· 
Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S. 350 (1977). 
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licensin; oo.ards in all 50 states and the District of Columbia are daninated 
by licensed q>tonetrists. The boards in 37 states are compcsed entirely of 
licensed q>tcnetrists. l 

The f1.l'1ctions of the board can be divided into two categories: licensure 
of qualified practitioners am regulation of b.lsiness conduct. The ooards 
establish minimum stan:1ards for licensin; by def.inin; educational requir~nts 
for entry and by accredi ti~ q>tonett:Y scrools. They also can des ign and 
administer the licensi~ examination as well as detetmine the contiruin; 
education required to rraintain a license. Regulating the b..lsiness conduct of 
optanetrists often includes restrictions on advertisln; ard cannercial 
practice. Prior to. the recent Supreme Court ruling2 and the pt'omulgation of 
the F1'C tra:3e regulation· rule OI7erturnin; a:3vertisin; prdlibi tions,3 nany 
states severely restricted price advertisin; by q>tonetrists and cpticians. 
The May 1977 Fl'C Staff Rep)rt imicatej that 25 states pt'dlibi ted the use of 
arrJ form of advertisin; by q>tonetrists except the announcerrent of a new 
practice or a charge of address. 4 . . . . . 

Thirty-seven states explicitly . banrledq>ticians I price f3dvertism:t, . 
either by statute or regula~ion •. The restrictions t:ock the fom of conduct 
defina:! as nunprofessional" or nunethical,n am violation COlld result in 
fines or less of license. Often 'Nhen advertising was allowed, only the 
advertisin] of eyeglass frame Prices was· Patmi. tted. ~en the FTC Staff Retx'rt 
was published, five states and the District of Colurrbia formally allONed 
unrestricted price advertisin; by q>tanetrists: Arizona, California, 
Colorado, District of Columbia, Iowa, and MaJ:Yland. All other states had some 
fom of restrictions on advertisin; by optanetrists, opticians, or ooth. 5 

Alag with advertisiIl3 prdlibitions, optanetl:Y statutes and regula
tions often impose sutstantial restrictions on rusiness practices. States also 
prdlibit the employnent of q>tanetrists by laypet'SOns or fiImS. These 

1 Bureau of Consuner Protection, Fl'C, Ophthalmic Q:x:)ds and Services, 
Staff Rep)rt to the FTC aro Prcposed Trade Regulation Rule, Jamaty 1976~ FTC, 
Rep:?rt of the Presiding Officer on Proeed Trade Regulation Rule Regardinq 
Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Servlces, December 10, 1976. 

2 Bates. 

3 The FTC eyeglass rule has two basicprOl1l.Sl0ns. First, it requires eje 
doctors to release a cq>y of the eyeglass prescription to consuners :imIredi
ately after an eje examination. secOrd, the rule prdlibits public or private 
burderu;; or limitations on the advertising of eye examinations, cpthalmic goods 
ard services. In a Februaty 6, 1980 decision, however, the United States 
Court of Appeals suspeooed the second provis ion of the rule ard renanded it to 
the n'C for reconsideration. 

4 See Oph~c Goods and Services, p. 64. 

5 Ibid., p. 46. 
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restrictions are designed to 'prevent optanetrists fran working for the large 
retail optical firms, thus preventing eyeglass retailers fran giving eye 
examinatialS to their custaners. According to the 1977 FI'C Staff Peport,l 
27 states prohibit optometrists fran practicing in mercantile locations such 
as large chain departnent stores. Eighteen states limit the number of branch 
offices an optanetrist can operate-usually to one outlet other . than the 

. 'original locatioo. 'lhirty-nine states prohibit the use of brand name 
identificatial by cptonetrists(such as "Econany Optical"). 2 

s. Qptanetry as a Profession 

Optanetrists occupy a praninent place in the provl.Slon of eye care. 
Optanetrists petfomeye examiriatioos both to test visual acuity c.d1d to detect 
diseases of the eye i they also prescribe lenses, other optical aids, and 
visual training when appropriate. . In sane states optanetrists ca."'l use certain 
approved topical diagnostic d!:Ugs (eye drops) to (1) dilate the patient's 
pupil to aid in viewing the eye I s internal surfacesi ( 2) anesthetize the 
cornea for talanetry (glaucana detection) i and (3) relax nuscles for sane 
foms of vision testing. However, generally optanetrists c:anr¥)t treat eye 
diseases or perfom surgery .3 Ophthal.nclogists perfocn many of·the sane 
functions as optanetrists, but as medical doctors, they can also diagnose and 
treat eye diseases. and perform surgery. Opticians fill prescriptions deve
loped by optanetrists or ophthalmologists, sell and fit eyeglasses~ ard, in 
sane states, contact lenses. Most optanetrists also fit and sell eyeglasses, 
but ophthal.Irclogists do so nuch less frequently. 

1 Ibid~, p. 64. 

2 'lhepresent experiment discovered substantial discrepancies I::etween 
actual practice and state laws· and regulations in variC11S cities examined. 
For further discussion, see Chapter 2.. . 

3 In a few 'statesthe statutory definition of optanetry may be somewhat 
broader. For example, the North carolina statute (N .C. G.s. 90-l14) defines 
the practice of optaDetry as any· one, or any canbination, of the following 
practices: 

(1) '!be examination of the human eYe by any method, other 
than surgery, to diagnose, to treat, or to refer for 
consultation or trea~nt any abnormal conditiCXl of the 
human eye and its adnexa 1 or . 

. i 
(2) The employnent of instrunents, devices, phacnaceutical 

agents and procedures, other than surgery, intended for 
the purposes of investigating; examining, treating, diag
nosin; or correcting visual defects or atnormal condi
tions of the human eye or its adnexa 10r 

(Continued) 
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In order to practice cptorretry, ~n iooividual rust have grajuated fran 
one of the 13 sctxlols of cptonetry in the United States. Admission to a 
school of cptanetry requires at least two years of prior college study.1 
'lbe cptonetry curricullnn leads to the degree of I:bctor of Optorretry (0.0.), 
although seven schools have a graduate program leading to a Master· of Science 
degree as well, and six have programs leading to a Ph .• D in physiological 
optics.' Students of cptanetty take COlrses in cptics, anatomy, am phatrna
cology: they are trained· to deal Witli vision probleits and to recognize eye 
diseases. Optanetry students devote a substantial CllOOUnt of tjrne in the 
fourth year of training working in clinics 'Nhere experience is gained in 
contact lenses, lOtI vision~ ch.ildren's vision, am vision therapy. 

Toward the em of the secom, third, am fourth years oi the cptorre
try curriculwns, a.l.Iocst all students take comprehens i ve wri tten examina
tions administered !:¥ the Na tiona! Board of Examiners in Optane try. A total 
of 19.5 test hours result. Candidates are examined in the following areas: 
visual science; ocular anatany; theoretical cptics; cphthalmic cpticsi theoty 
and practice of cptorretry: ocular pathology: ocular pharnacology: and social, 
econanic, legal, ethical, am professional ~cts of optonetry. Camidates 
are passed or failed based uJ;On these scores; rrany state cptorretry boards 
accept the passin; of the National Boards in liel of state written examina
tions. Before a final license is given, all states still require a Practical 
clinical examination am a few require servin; an internship. 

6. Studies of the Effects of Advertising am Cat1JrErcial Practice in 
Optometry 

Because advertisin; am camrercial practice have been rare in the pro
fessions, scarcely ary studies of their· effects have been coOOucted. As· 
l,X)inted cut in Part I (p. 2) ~ the one distinguishing· characteristic of· 
optaretry versus the other. ~ofessions is the variability between states wi th 

Footnote 3 continued from previous page. 

(3) The prescribi ng arid application- of lenses, devices oon
tainin; lenses, prisms, contact lenses, orth::)ptics, vision 
training, pharmac~tical agents, and prC$thetic devices to 
correct, relieve, or treat defects or abnotmal coroi tions 
of the hunan eye or its adnexa. 

Provided, hOtiever, in using or prescribing pharnaceutical 
agents, other than topical phal::maceltical cgents wi thin the defi
nition hereinabove set rut 'Nhich are used for the purp:se of 
examining the f?je, the cptonetrist so usill3 or preseribill3 shall 
communicate am collaborate with a physician duly licensed to 
practice medicine in NJrth Carolina designated or cgreed to by 
the patient, (1909, c. 444, s. 1; C.S., s. 6687; 1923, c. 42, 
s. 1 i 1977, c. 482, s. 1. ) 

1 - According to a recent survey published by .the As3:)ciation of Schools 
and Colleges of Optorretry, 70 ~rcent of first year students in the 1978-79 
academic year canpleted four years or nore of college. 
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r~ard to restraints on advertising and canmercial practice. l Because of 
this, empirical evidence . on the impact of regulatory constraints can be 
gathered. 

()).e study of the cptometry profession, by James w. . Begun,2 
attempted to measure the effects of professional restrictions on prices and 

, quali t::I through indirect means. Begun mailed questionnaires to 2,238 
optanetrists selected fran a national directory of all optonetrists in the 
United States. Fran that· sample, 1,195 usable questionnaires were returned. 
'!be study questioned optanetrists coocerning the prices they charged for 
examinations, ·the leD;Jth of time they devoted to eye examinations, the kinds 
of tests performeid, an::3 the measure of quality, that is, the inputs that 
optanetristi declared they used in routine eye examinations. 

Begun found that examination prices were substantially higher in states 
with professional restrictions on advertising and ~ng optonetrists con
s~e·ced nore "professional." Examination prices, as reported by optanetrists, 
appeared to be approximately 20 percent higher ancng those in the AI1erican 
Optanetric Association (}DA) who did not advertise and anong those who spent 
nore time on the examination. The lOf1ger the examination, the higher was the 
price. Optanetrists with high N:JA involvement spent, on average, 5 minutes 
nore on the examination, perfot'Illed IlDre tests, and had nore equipment avail
able for use than did those who had low or little involvement with the ADA. 
In addition, Begun found that when quali t:y was held constant across states, 
examination prices were still higher in states with nore professional 
control. 3 

. Us ing the data from the earlier Begun study, a study by Begun aOd 
Feldman4 found that there were no significant price differences on examina-· 
tions of a given quality between states that allow price advertising of both 
optometric services (examinations) and eyeglasses and states that ban only 
price advertising on examinations. . However, Begun and Feldman found that 
predicted prices were significantly higher in states where there were bans on 
bom optaretrists· and opticians· price advertisiD;J of examinations and 
eyegla:lses.5 

1 This is, in part, because optanetry. is oot a very old profession and 
has had rising standards over recent years, though substantial state-to-state. 
differences have persisted. 

2 James W. Begun, Professionalism ·and the Public Interest: Price and 
OJality in Optometry, (Ph.D. dissertation, University of N:>rth Carolina, 
1977) • 

3 Begun, p. 79. 

4 James W. Begun and Pager Feldman, liThe Effects of Advertising: Lessons 
from Optanetry, II Journal of Human Resources, XIII. Supplement 1978 (National 
Bureau of Econanic Research Conference on The Econanics of Phys ician and 
Patient Behavior.) 

5 Ibid., p. 260, Table 6. 
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CHAPI'ER 2 

EXFEIUMENTAL METHOD 

The present study uses da ta collected by actually purchasin; f?fe exam
inations and eyeglasses. Purchases were made in cities where advertising 'haS 

present,am in cities where it was absent. Data were also collected fran op
taletrists pract:j.cing in large chain optical firms in cities where "they are 
allowed to exist. 

This chapter p!:'OI1ides a detailed discuSsion of the neth.:>dolo;nr under
lying the exp2rinent. The disCllSsion is divided into six parts: (1) clas
sifyin; naIkets, (2") selecti1'l3 naIkets, (3) sampling, (4) subjet-t selection, 
(5) subject training, and (6) field procedures. 

Classifying Markets 

Markets were first classified by the type of advertisi1'l3 observed for 
eyeglasses am eje examinations. MatKets were further distin;uished by the 
presence or absence of large chain optical" firms, which offer eye examina
tions. \Obether or not cannercial optometJ:y is expressly banned or prdlibi ted, 
stringent restrictions" upon advertising appear to discourage entry by large 
chain optical f ims. The mllcwin; f.ive major maIkets were ot:setved: 

(1) MaIkets 'tbereessentially no nass media advertisin3 of ejeglasses or eje 
examinations 'haS found; no large chain firms found; (2) Markets where only 
norprice a::ivertisin; on eyeglasses found; no large chain fims found; .(3) 
Markets where only nonprice . advertising on eyeglasses; large chain firms 
famdi (4) MaIkets where both eyeglasses am eye examinations were 
advertised, b..lt where the advertisem:nts did not refer to price; large" chain 
fitmS found; (5) MaIkets where eyeglasses were price" advertised, but 
advertising of eye examinations was limited to nontrice forms: l large chain 
fims found. 

Selecting Markets for the Survey 

It was decided that the survey sln.11d be conducted in maIkets representa
tive of as large a pcpulation as possible. Major Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas (SMSAs) wi thin each "state that" coold be classified as 
Markets 1 - 4 were identified. Initial attention Was fOOlSeO up:m Sz.£As with a 
pcpulation of 200,000 or greater (as of July 1, 1974) because 200,000 was 
believed to be the appi:'oxinate size from which" a satisfacto~ sample of 
optanetrists coold be drawn. Based on the use of· the Ye11011 Pages, SMSAs 

. covering 103 cities in 33 states were selected for an initial screening. 

1 This limi. tat ion is nore the result of actual practice than experirrental 
design. In the entire study, in aI1j city, at a":l time, only one advertisement 
containing an advertised price for an eye examination was found. 
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The Ye llcw Pages for najor ci ties and suburts wi thin an SMSA were used to 
define the survey narkets and to ascertain the following inforna.tion: 

(1) '!he nunter of cptorretrists in the raarket 
area. 

(2) 'Ille p:-esence or absence of large chain fitmS. 

(3) 'Ille p:'esence or absence of a:3vertisin; c:ptatetrists other than ttDse 
'o«>rkin9 with large chain ficns. 

Some SlEAs \Ere rejected as potential survey· candidates becalse ·of their 
Imdted rurrber of cptanetrists. For exaII1?le, 24 of the SMSAs ~ fewer than 
20 c:ptonetrists, making it difficult to conduct a sizable survey in these 
madtets. 

Based uPJn the aboI1e criteria, if an SMSA appeared to be a likely candi
date for inclusion in the survey, newstap!J:S \Ere scanned to obtain addi
tional infocnation on the t¥Pes of a:3vertisin; petmitted on eyeglasses an:l eye 
examinations. 'Ille 1977. A'rl Directory of Publications .\tSS used·· to identify 
najor daily newspapeJ:S in 5 cities in 25 states. The newspapers were scanned 
over a period of several JlCnths for indications of pr:ice and nonpt"ice adver
tisin; on eyeglasses and· eye examinations. The newstap!r searches generally 
began in May 1977 and conti rued through teceDi:Jer 3·, 1977. Newspap!r scanning 
wi thin a particular SMSA was discontirued if several cDvertisements did not 
indicate one of the foor IIBrkets re::JUired for the survey. Throucjl a ];rOC~ss 
of elimination, 12 SMSA madcets were selected. 

'!he identification arx1 classification of SMSAS can be found in Table 2-1. 
'!he m:::st. restrictive category contains the SMSAs (of KnoxvUle, Little IOck, 
.am PrOU'idence) where no Redia cDvertisin; or large chain cptical fiDllS were 
found.· '!be next IICSt restrictive categ::>~ is similar to the first except non
price advertisin;J of eyeglasses was otserved in newspapeJ:S or YellOi Pages in 
Columbia, SC and Milwaukee, WI. At the other extreme, the least restrictive 
cate:;Jories contain SMSAs ~ere norprice and price cDvertisin;J a: 9lasses, non-' 
price ach~rtising of eye examinations, am large chain firms were found. 
Wi·thin these least restrictive cate:;Jories, data were collected on four types 
of cptonetric practices.: (1) .. Nona:3vertisin;J cptonetrists ( 2) wimow
advertisin; C:Ptanetrists1 (3) snell, mass media cDvertisin;J cptanetrists1 and 
(4) large chain cptical firm; employingcptonetrists. '!he other SloSAs with 
chain fil:JtlS are similar to the least restrictive cate:;Jories except for 
differences in the tyFeof advertisin;J .observed in the· nedia in those SM;As. 

Classification and Sampling 
i 

Three samplin;J lists of cptonetrists were devel.q:led 1Dr each SloSA. The 
lists consisted of (1) practitioners in large chain a:3vertisin;J fiDllSi (2) 
other adVlertiS in9 practitioners; and (3) all other pt'actitioners, a category 
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TABLE 2-1 

Classification of SMSAs Where Data Were Collected 
by Type of Advertising Observed on Eyeglasses and Eye 

Examinations and by the Presence or Absence of 
Large Chain Optical Finns 

. Type of Advertising Observed on Chain Finns 
SM;As ClJserved 

Eyeglasses Eye Examination 

Knoxville, TN ~ne None No 
Little axk, AR Nx1e ~ne No 
PrOllidence, RI . None None No 

Columbia, SC Nonprice None No 
Greensbor~ 
. Highp:lint-

I 

Winston Salem, NC ~nprice None No 
Milwaukee, WI Nonprice None Yes 

Coluneus, OH ~nprice Nonprice Yes 
Portland, OR Nonprice Nonprice Yes 

Bal tim::>re, MD Price Nonprice Yes 
Minneap:llis-

St. Paul, MN Price Nonprice Yes 
Seattle, WA Price Nonprice Yes 
Washin;ton, OC Price Nonprice Yes 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, E'l'C • 
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that \IK)lJld include nOnal~rtisel:S as well as on-site ad~rtisel:S.l On-site 
advertising practitioners could not be identified from the Yellow Pages, and 
subjects were given instructions on lDIf to distin;Juish an on-site advertisirg 
practitioner from a nonadvertising practitioner in the field. 2 _ 

Sone practitionel:S associated with large chain cptical firns ~re idem
tified frc:in the Yell~ Pages; othel:S 'Io1ere identified k¥ placin;J teleptDne 

. 'calls to the variou~ offices o~ large chain cptical ficnslisted .in the Yella.;, 
Pages. 3 If the fim did not offerete' examinations, it was not included in 
the sample. . Using the Yellow Pages, other advertisin; cptonetrists were 
identified tased CXl the ranainin;J cptaDetrists ~o advertised eyeglasses or 
eye examinations in boldface type or display advertisenents. Sene of these 
optaDetrists 'Io1ere affiliated with local cpticaJ.. finns that advertised. The 
addresses and teleptDne llI.lIrCers of the local cptical firns advertising eye 
examinations ~re crcsschec:ked with the addresses am teleptDne nmt>ers of 
listed cptonetrists. (M:>reover, local cptical firns that did not a:ivertise 
e~ -examinations in the Yell~ Pages 'Io1ere swlarly crcsschecked.) If the 
nane of the cptorretrist coUld not be icentified by using the Yellow Pages, a 
teleptDne call was placed to the local cptical fim, and the nate of the 
cptorretrist was ascertained.' 

All other practi tic::iners were identified using the Yellow Pages. 'lbese 
practi tioners included th:)se cptatetrists \ClO gave, in ronan type, only su:h 
infornation as required to make an applintIlent: naue of cptonetrist, address 
(of practice), an:1 teleptDne mIlDer. Mention of -eye examination" an:1 per-
functory directions was also considered acceptable. -

1 In fact, a few opt.atetrists did have either large signs or win:1~ dis-
. plays; these cptonetrists 'Io1ere classified as on-site advertisers. Such 
optanetrists 'Io1ere treated as a separate grOlp tbrOlghout the analysis. 

2 . Subsequent to the data collection, nonadvertisin; cptanetrists 'Io1ere 
also classified by 'Nhether or not . they 'Io1ere IIEIli:Iers of the Anerican Academy of 
Optanetry, a selectivean:1 prestjgiOlS };rofessional ot;ganization. Academy 
menbers constitute abOlt 10 percent of all cptonetrists in the tbi ted States, 
am it was anticipated that they might offer examinations of significantly 
higher quality than other cptorretrists. Accordin;Jly, there was concern that 
Academy members be };rcperly represented in the sanple. The data reveal that 
Academy menbers 'Io1ere slightly' over and underrepresented in variOls cities. 
Corrections to ensure ap};rcpriate representation'. did not alter the <JIJerall 
results significantly. 

3- large dlain firns were identified k¥ using a list of major retail 
optical fiIIIIS supplied to the Federal Trade Camnission (FTC) by a trade 
association. 
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To be certain that there were e,nOlgh ol::servations to nake reliable esti
nates of a~rage price and quality for each tyI::e of optonetrist IS eye examina
tions am eyeglasses, randan samples for each Sl-lSA were drawn fran the three 
samplin; lists described abo~ rather than from a sirgle list including all 
practitioners. The trocedure was necessary because pt'actitioners in large 
chain cptical fims and practitioners in local optical fims \\ere generally a 
small percentcge of all practitioners. Hence, a simple randan sample of all 
practitioners would have generated very ,few observations' for ad~rtisers~l 

Subject Selection 

Picking subjects who \\ere representative Of the pcpulation as a woole 'MiS 
considered ideal b.lt, not feasible for tlolo reasons. First, thE': use of dis
similar 'subjects would ha~ increased sutstantially the, expected variation in 
the trice am quality of eye examinations am eyeglasses. Uneconcmically 
large samples 'IXluld then have l:een r6:IUired to determine if, on average, dif
ferences between advertisers am. nonadvertisers exist. Secorrl, it was 
impractical to use subjects with visual patoologies. Mast individuals with 
active path::>logies 'A'OUl.d alrecdy have been under treatment. Even if 
individuals with untreated active path:>logies could have.l:een found, such 
individuals CClld not have been asked to forego treatment until after the 
study 'MiS canpleted. 'Iherefore, it 'MiS decide;d that grOlpS of subjects of 
different cges and with different; but relatively rOltine, optanetric needs 
'IXluld be utilized. 

'!he Institute for Survey Pesearch (ISR), a survey firm affiliated with 
Temple thiversi.ty, Philadelphia, Pa., screened O\7er 100 trained am experi
enced survey interviewers for pass ible 'IXlrk on the r"l'C survey. Of this 
mmber, 24 were ·selected for further screenirg by F1'C staff. The latter 
screenirg consisted of an interview with each candidate to ascertain related 
experience, arrJ pt'edisp:>sitionwith rest:ect to advertisi1'l3, am imications of 
alertness am abili t:j to recall. Next, each candidate \oBS examined for eye 
path:>logies by optanetrists on the staff of the New YoJ:k State lhiversit:j, 
College of Optonetry (SUNY). On the basis of visual status am age ,three 
grOlps \\ere created: (1) Blurred, (2) 20/20, am (3) Binocular. 

'!he Blurred grOJp consisted of twelve visually healthy but myopic sub
jects, aged forty to fifty~e. Subjects \\ent to app:>intnents without wearing 
their glasses: hence the nane "Blurred. II 'Ihe ·purpose of. this approach was (1) 
to avoid giving the cptonetrist the correct prescription in the foon of pres
ent glasses: (2) to test the c:ptanetristls ability to derive the correct 
prescription: and (3) to neasure the tOOroughness of other parts of the ·eye 
examination. 

'!he 20/20 grOJp consisfed of five subjects, aged twent:j-six to thirty
six, who v.ent to app:>intnents with appt"opriate corrective lenses (i.e., eye
glasses that were apprcpriate for their visualaOlity); hence the name 
"20/20." 

1 Manet-wide aver~es presente:l in Part I were calOllated by weightin;J 
the varills tyt:es of cptonetrists by their frequency in the pcpulation. 
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The purpose of this part of the experiment was to determine the extent of 
unnecessary prescribing of eyeglasses, although infocnation on the toorough
ness of examinations was obtained as well. 

'!he Binocular group consisted of t'AO subjects who presented a sc:mewhat 
more difficult· problem for fitting corrective lenses. They went to 
app:lintments wearing glasses that did not con-ect for their bitloculari ty 
(double. vis~on because of eye IlIlsc;ular problems); henc:e the name· Binocular. 
These individuals tested different optaretrists for their ability to detect 
and prescribe for binocularity, which is not W1COllU.Cfl but does require I1Cre 
attention than either the Blurred or the 20/20 subjects • problems. 'lb.e 
Binocular group also collected infocnation on the tlDroughness of other parts 
of the examination. 

Subject Training 

Training for subjects took place on the campus Of' the State University of 
New York (SONY), College of Optaretry, New York, New York, from November 7-10, 
1977. Reviewin; and testin; took place on Novent:er 11 at the Pennsylvania 
College of Optanetry (PO:» in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania" The training was 
provided both to the subjects and to the Federal Trade Carmission . (FIC) staff 
men'bars who served as field supervisors. The training, which lasted for four 
days, was designed by. ~ to teach subjects how to identify the components of 
an eye examination. Subjects were also trained to a:raplete the debriefing 
sheets, nine-page questionnaires on which subjects recorded their observations 
foliowing each eye examinatiOn in the field. Training focused upon the 
procedures and equir:ment used for tests included in ccmplete eye examinations. 
'!he tests were grouped into the foliQling four categories: (1) case history, 
(2)· eye health examination, (3) vision test, and (4) case diagnosis. 

On the first day ~f training at_SON!, subjects were acquainted with the 
eye examination-its purpose, its CCJ1{JOIlents (CategOries 1-3 above), and many 
of the tests and procedures that might be perfotmed. This was followed· by a 
lecture on the history of the optometry profession and the significance of the 
FTC project. The second and third days were devoted to famUiarizm; the 
subjects with. the variOJs tests, procedures, and types of equipnent used. 
This was done through lectures, slides, demonstration of examining equipment, 
and manuals that sUIllllarized each of the tests and procedures as well as includ
in; pootographs of all known available examining equipment. On the fourth and 
final day of training, subjects were reviewed and tested for their abili ty to 
accurately observe, identify, recall, and record on sample debriefing sheets, 
each of the varicus tests and procedures. '!he debriefing sheets were graded 
by optometry staff at SUNY for anissions, inaccuracies, and errors due to 
either poor nercry or to a lack of understandiB3 of the test or procedure. 
This process served not only to identify those tests arrl procedures with which 
subjects seemed to nave difficulty, but also to familiarize subjects with the 
content and location of items on the debriefiB3 sheets. . 
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'!be fifth day of training took place on the PeO, campus. PCO' s r-ole in 
the training process was twofold. First, staff at PCO gave complete eye 
examinations to each of the subjects. This procedure was follO\lled so that 
there would be two independent opinions regarding the corrective lenses each 
subject required for proper vision. Second, staff at PCO retested each of the 
subjects for their abili t:y to observe and record the various tests and pro
cedures. ,_ After testiD3 at both Sm«- am PCO'- FTC staff were infonned of the 
findiD3s with regard to eachs\,1bject.. Both SUNY and PCO staff IleIri:ler5 

indicated that they believed the interviewers were equipped to obtain eye 
examinations and to accurately record the tests, procedures, and equipnent 
employed by an examiniD3 optanetrist. 

Field Procedures' 

A traini.rg manual prepared by FTC staff outlined, for each of the three 
groups of subjects, the purpose of the project and the role of each group of 
subjects in the study. '!be manual also oontained instructions on (1) the 
style of frames to purchase: (2) interactiD3 with optanetrists in the field: 
(3) canpleti.rg the debriefiD3 sheets: (4) purchasiD3 and picking up 
eyeglasses: (5) obtaining a copy of the prescription: (6) mailing glasses to 
the FTC; am (71 reacting to the use of drops for glaucana testi.rg and 
diagnostic drugs. 

Field procedures for' the Blurred group differed slightly from those for 
the 20/20 an:l BiI'X:lCUlar groups. As a result, field procedures will be dis-, 
cussed separately for the Blurred group and for the 2(1/20 and Binocular 
groups. 

- , 

The Blurred Group: The Blurred group, in teams of two, -three, or four sub-
jects, W'eIlt to survey cities with a list of rarXlanly selected optanetrists for, 
each city. Upon arrival, subjects called the optanetrists on their lists in 
an-effort to get quick appoint::nents. Since these subjects were to go to their 
examinations without eyeglasses, they told the optanetrists that they had 
sanehOw misplaced their eyeglasses arid needed an appointment wi thin 2 or 3 
days. '!be subjects added that since it had been about 5 years since their 

- last examination, they wanted to have a conplete eye examination and requested 
an appointment for one. If subjects were successful in maJdng appointments 
within a 3-day period, they gave their nane and listed their hotels as their 
addresses,. If subjects were unable to obtain an appointment with the optome
trist, they called the next .. optanetrist' on their list. 2 The lists were 

1 Subjects were advised not to suJ:mit to the use of diagnostic drugs that 
dilate the pupils or to the use of flourescein dye used in sOme tests for 
glaucana. '!be use of such drugs would have been detectable during subsequent 
examinations. If optorretrists attempted to test for glaucana using the flour
escein dye, subjects were instructed to object stating that they were allergic 
to the dye. The debriefing sheet was then marked as if tonanetry had actually 
been perfonned. 

2 
An early 1977 telephone survey of optanetrists had already revealed 

that an ovetwhelrning percentage of optanetrists could be seen wi thin 3 days. 
Statistical tests in Olapter 3 controlled for potential oonresponse bias. 
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sufficiently large in all cases &) as to insure each subject a s~cific rurrber 
of examinations. 

turing the course of each examination, the Blurred subjects were 
instmctEd to do the fbllOiin;: 

(1) Again rEquest a canplete eje examination because it haj been 5 years 
since the last ale 7 • 

(2) Answer all case histi:n:y questions to indicate no nedical or· eye 
health p:-oblems to assure obtainin; a rootine eje examinatiom 

(3) Casually volunteer· a synptan of less of peripheral vision 
after the test for vis ion was canpleted: "I don' t mOl 
whether it's related to vision, I::ut I have noticed that I 
tend to bunp into things a lot." 'lbe purpcse of this part 
of the experinent was to offer the cptanetrist a synptan of 
sonething truly wrong, such as glaucana, and to see hOi the 
cptanetrist t«:W.d explore the p:-oblem. This:part of the 
experinent failed (the SCX)ring was corres-pJndin;ly altered) 
because of the variation in the timin; am nanner wi th 
which subjects ~lunteerEd the synptan. Subjects thoucjlt 
the rest:Cnses to this :part of the experjment were 
unreliable because thej hed no way of Jalowing if the 
cptanetrist was reviewin; (-pJSsibly mentally) their records 
for indications of related synptons or if, from tests 
already perfoaned, the cptanetrist COJ.ld judge that 00 
further tests were r~ired. 

(4) Purchase a J;Brticular unisex netal frane, if pcssible, in order 
to assuz::e canparabili ty of the resul tin; eyeglasses and to 
minimim cest variation •. 

(5) REquest glass,· as c:ppcsed to plastic, lenses 7 

(6) Ra:Iuest a bill that itemized exandnation, lenses, and frane7 

(7) Suts~ently call eadl cptonetrist whose eyeglasses could 
not be ready in three days, .am explain that they (the subjects) had 
been called hone and, therefore, could not pick up the glasses. 
Ask that the ejeglasses be mailed to their l'XIne addresses (which 
all subjects aqreed to use). 

(8) Up:n receipt of eyeglasses, . repackage am nail eye;lasses to the 
Fl'C. 

'!he 2.0/20 and· BinOOllar GcolpS: Ap-pJintments for subjects in the 20/20 and 
Binocular grOlpS were made in the subjects' nanes 2 or 3 weeks in crlvance of 
the arrival of FTC per.;onnel. The appointments were made re::tuestin; a rrutine 
eye examination with no synptons or cOIl'Plaints with p:-esent lenses. 
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Subjects were infocred that a crucial part of the 20/20 experirrent was to 
determine the optometrist's recommendation concerning new lenses and that at 
the conclusion of the examination, sane of them might be told they needed new 
eyeglasses '. If the optanetrist offered ambiguous comnents on a new prescrip
tion, subjects were instructed to prod the optonetrist for his or her pro
fessional recailmendation as to whether or not the new lenses would make a real 
difference in vision. Subjects were .~de aware that prescribing is .not an 
exact science; they were to note that the optanetrist recamvimded new glas
ses only if the optanetrist said the new prescription would make a real dif
ference. 'llle 20/20 subjects requested a COf1Y of the prescription but were 
instructed not to purchase eyeglasses, saying that they would take care of the 
prescription later •. 

'!he Binocular subjects volunteered a' symptom related to their binocular
i ty, and the practitioners I' ~ccmnendations for treatment ( corrective lenses, 
eye exercises) were recorded on the debriefing sheets. Debriefing sheets were 
collected at the end of each day in the field by FTC supet::visors and reviewed 
for ccrnpleteness and consistency. Field work camenced i.rrmediately after 
trainin:J and continued fran November 13, 1977 to Decentler 9, 1977. Nineteen 
subjects of different ages and with different problems purchased 436' eye 
examinations and 231 pairs of eyeglasses in 12 SMSAs throughOut the United 
States.l 

1 See Appendix C for details concerning the sarrq;:>le size. 
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CHAPl'ER 3 

cata Analysis 

'llle data collected in this study reveal a canplex. and many-face tee 
picture of the consequences of advertising am CCl'I11ercial practice fOl 
optaDetric services1 various £X)Sitions caraoonly held on this issue have beer 
clarified, ncdified, or dispUted. '!he data analysis begins with the iSSUE 
that has often o::mprised the entire ccntent of such studies: the effect oj 
advertising and camercial practice (Xl price. While the conclusion apparentl~ 
COttoborates previous findin;s, the subsequent section on quality dem:>nstrate! 
an important relation between advertising and c:atIll!rcial practice and at leas1 
one dimension of the llquality" of the optanetric service. These fimings or 
the .relation to quality, on the one hand am advertising am camerciaJ 
practice <Xl the other, suggest that the usual pt"ice analysis is to< 
simplistic 7 attention DUSt, instead, be paid to the joint price-qualig 
effect. 

, . It will be useful at this time to imicate the general . franle'NOrk fOl 
analysis of the data. Variations are used for particular questions , but priCE 
and quality data are generally arrayed into the matrix showri in Table 3-1, 
'lbi.-s arrangement paLmi ts testing for three separate causal factors previousl~ 
discussed as central to the study: 

(1) The kind of advertisin; existin; in the SMSA. Price, nonprice, 
and no· advert is in; are distin;uished, as well as whether such 
advertisin; occurs for eyeglasses or eye examinations. 

(2) The presence or absence of large chain optical firms that also 
provide eye examinatioos. 

(3) '!be type of optanetrist; Here nonadvertisers, on-si·te advertisers, 
advertisin; optanetrists, and large chain firms are distinguished. 

Full interactions between these factors lead to 16 cells fran which observa
tions were taken. As shown in Table 3-1 these are determined by four kinds 01 
advertising, . two possibilities with respect to chain firms ( i .e • , theil 
presence or. absence), and up' to four types of optometrists. In addition tc 

.",the.· foregoing, variables to control for additional influences are included ir 
.. nmt of the statistical work that folla.s. For convenience of late:r: 

ex;ositicn, these are listed in Table 3-2. 

A. PRICE 

Two sets of price data are analyzed-the total price of theexaminatior 
and .ey.eglasses and the examination price separately. Each set has its CMr 
distinctive features (discussed belO\<i), rut one' a:;mnon problem deserve:: 
immediate carment. Prices fran different SMSAs reflect, in part, differences 
in the cost-of-livin;; this has nothin; to do with the particular price 
patterns under study in this experinent. In order to control for this effect, 
sane deflator is required to adjust the prices encountered in the twelve SMSk 
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TABLE 3-1 

Cells Where Observations Were Taken 

SMSA's without Chain Firms 

Type of Advertising 
Observed 

~ of Optometrist· 

Eyeglass 
Advertising 

None 

Nonprice 

Nonprice 

Price and 
tbnprice 

Eye Examination I . N:>n
Advertising ~vertisers 

tbne I X 

tbne X 

tbnprice I tbnprice 

SoUrce: Bureau of Econanics, FTC. 

en-Site 
Advertisers 

X 

X 

NCJI'E: "X" denotes cells where observations were taken. 

I 

I 

. SMSA's with Chain Firms 

tbn
Advertisers 

X 

X 

X 

'l'yfe of OptDnetrist 

en-Site 
Advertisers 

X 

X 

X 

Media Advertisers 
anal! Chain 
Firms Firms 

X X 

X X 

X X 



i' 
f . 

TABLE 3-2 

tefinition of Independent Variables 

AIEl: no advertising of eyeglasses or examination; 
absence of large chain fil:Il1S in mar~et 

AIE2: nooprice advertising of eyeglasses; 
no advertising of examinations; 
absence of large chain firms 

FIHW:S2: nonprice advertising of glasses; 
no advertising of examinations; 
large chain fil:mS in market 

F:mMAtS3: nonprice advertising of both eyeglasses and examinations; 
large chain firms in market 

FIR9J:S4: price advertisin; of eyeglasses; 
nonprice advertising of examinations; 
large chain firms in market 

NCNAJJIT: nonadvertisers; no large chain firms 

ONSlTE: on-site advertisers; no large chain firms 

Nc::NrUJV(F): nonadvertisers in markets with large chain firms 

ONSlTE(F): on-site advertisers in markets with large chain. firms 

SMALL(-F): advertising optometrists (small local fil:Il1S or 
sole advertisers) 

CHAIN (F): ~ practitioners in large chain fil:ms 

~: adjusted incane per capita in the Sl-fiA 

CI'JDOFC: ,optanetrists per capita in the SMSA 

STODPC: "optanetr~sts per capita in the state 

QIPOP: . change in pq;lUlation in the SMSA 

BIol-BI02: dunmy variables distinguishing subjects in the Binocular group 
(n=2) 

'lWOl~5: '-'oumny variables'distinguishing subjects in the 20/20 group (n=5) 

BLol-BLl2: dumny variables distinguishing Subjects in the Blurred group 
(n=l2) 
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visited. Apt:en:1ix A describes the procedures used to <J:!nerate su::h deflators, 
am all suq;equent references to "prices" nean adjusted prices. 1 

l~ Tbtal Price of Examination and Eyeglasses 

Data on the total pt'ice of a package consisting of an eye examination and 
eyeglasSes exist for 280 oeservations, exclllding tb:>se Where, for variOls 
reasons, eyeglasses \\ere not obtained: 'nle data are distriooted ancng 16 
cells depicted in Table 3-1. Not all 16 cells are separately identified in 
arrj of the statistical analyses which follOll, however. '!be only cells 
distirguished are tl'J::)se that plausible a triori hyp::>theses pt'edict may be 
different. In practice, this criterion implies the following: 

(1) '!he type of optonetrist is distinguished. Q'le furXianental hyp0-
thesis is that nonadvertisen; may behave differently wi th rest:ect to price an:J 
quality than do chain firm practitioners. In addition, nonadvertisers who 
canpete wi th main fiIIIIS are predicted to behave. di fferently fran non
advertisen; woo do not canpate with main firms. '!he hyJ;:othesized difference 
is the result of pt'essures put on the entire matXet by laz:ge mass-media adver
tisers. So that the foregoing differences could be observed, six kinds- of 
practi tionen; are distin;uished in this study (see Table 3-2): nonajvertisel:S 
not canpeting with chain £ions (NONADV) anJ ~ting with chain finns (N:>N
AD\1(F) h on-site advertisers not canpeting with main fiIIIIS (ON3ITE) and can
peting with main finns (ONSITE(F»; small advertisers (SMALL(F»; and chain 
fim c:p1:.aIetrists (CHAIN(F». The latter Olio exist only in the presence of 
chain firns themselves. Because of the hypothesized canplete interaction with 
types of c:ptanetrists, the main fim variable becanes enbedded in the pt'esent 
definitions am is not separately included. In the regression analysis that 
follOll5, all these variables are inclllded as zero-one dnmnies except for ~
ADV, the anitted cate<pr:y. 

(2) '!he type of· advertising in the narket is also distinguished, as 
sh:Jwn by the fi:)ur different categories in Table 3-1. These levels interact 
with the chain fim variable because the presence or absence of chain fions 
(wi th their hyp::>thesized ccs t am advertising advantages) may alter the market 
Oltcorre for a given level of advertising. In the present survey, for reas::>ns 
already explained, there is only one advertising cate;o~ in which markets 
both without and with chain firns 'Nere observed, nanely, nonprice eyeglass 
advertising anJ no examination advertising. Those mat:kets are denoted At'62 
and FIR-1AJ:S2,· respectively. The narkets withOlt any advertising \liihatsoever 
are denoted AI:Sl, 'hhiletb:>se with greater arounts of advertisin; (am which 
aJ.s:) happen to have chain firms) are labeled FIR-1AC63 and FlIMAI:S4. 

Two additional p::>ints need to be made. FiISt, ancng the dummy variables 
representing ~s of matkets, one is redundant· in regression analysiS·1 ArSI 

1 The pt'ice adjustnent pt'ocedure is to divide raN pt'ices by the calOl
lated deflator. - A number of parallel· regressions 'Nere run to determine the 
difference rue to this crljustIrent. In no instance did the qualitative results 
chan~ at all, aoo the quantitative effect was mininal. . 
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was therefore anitted. In addition, the chain firm variable has again been 
used interactively (this time with the level of advertising in the market). 
In a JOOdel specification with the $ix kinds of practitioners (which also 
include the above firms variable), one addi tiona! variable becomes redundant. 
For exposi wry purpoSeS, we generally omit FIRMAI:S4 and therefore the NQN
ArN(F), ONSlTE(F), SMALL(F), and CHAIN(F) variables should be interpreted as 
thJse practitioners in the least restrictive market. This facilitates can
parisen of those with nonadvertisers in the roost restrictive markets, the 
omitted category Ar.6l. 

Second, the type 'of advertisin; and market is introduced only as an 
additive or shift v-ariable in the relationships that follow. Ccmplete 
interaction of market type with practitioner type is not specified since the 
J::asic hypothesis is that presence of advertising alters the behavior of all 
parts of the market syIIIID:!trically. Cnly if advertising changes non
advertisers' price or quality in a way different from that of chain firms 
ltA:Iuld such canplete i~teraction be required.' 

~ditional variables used throughout this analysis of price are as fol
o lows: 

(1) '!be nwti::)er of optcmetrists per capita in the SMSA. crrocpc is 
intended .to neasure the stren;th of price canpetition in the 
relevant market. 

(2) h3justed incare per capita (YPC). The adjustnent is identical to 
that used to deflate prices, and YPC soould capture different demand 
conditions and resultin; market prices in the twelve SMSAs. 

(3) Subject dummies. ~ variables to distinguish individual subjects 
were created to purge the data of any effects due to (1) the group 
to which the subject belonged, and hence possibly test procedures 
enployed, and (2) any other influences specif ic to the ind i vidual, 
such as ccstliness of filling prescription. BI02, BLaI ••• BU2 
are therefore included in this analysis without further comment or 
explanation, but marely to control for such possible effects. l 

T'ne results of the regression on total price appear in Table 3-3. The 
intercept teon represents a particular subject (BIOI) at a nonadvertisin; 
optanetrist (OONAJ:7J) in nonadvertisin:J Sl>f)As (AIlSI).2 All estimated coeffi
cients are, therefore, canparisons to that set of conditions, and sane other 
canparisons can be made only by summing t\o.O or ll'Ore estl,mates. '!hus the ques
tion of whether nonadvertisers charge less in the presence of price advertis
ing and firms.is answered by the .l.arge, negative, and sign~ficant 

I As previcusly described, the 20/20 subjects did not purchase eye
glasses, am therefore their observations are not part of this particular data 
set. -

2 '!he intercept term, however, does not represent the price to that 
individual in' those circumstances since by it:self it excludes the effect of 
the continuous variables. 
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TABLe 3-3 

Regressions on TOtal Price 
(standard errors in parentheses) 

53.67 
1.95 (4.73) ADS2 

13.06 (4.20) FIRMAD62 
16.16 (3.02) FI~3 
-4.00 (5.19) OUSlTE 

-21.2C (4.19) OOtWJll(F) 
-15.79 (6.93) ONSITE(F) 
-31.07 (4.32) SNALL(F) 
-33.~7 (4.56) CHAIN(F} 
-0.31 (0.06). CrroDPC 

0.013 (0.003) YPC . 
-5.38 (3.63) B102 

1.69 (4.20) BU01 
8.13 (4.35) BL02 
3.77 (5.28) BL03 

-0.92 (5.81) BL04 
3.93 (4.28) BL05 

-18.51 (4.47) BL06 
-2.68 (4.09) BL07 

-16.14 (4.60) BL08 
6.73 (3.92) BL09 
2.35 (4.73) BLlO 

-12.12 (4.39) BLl1 
.6.36 (3.89) BLl2 

R2 = .52 
F( 23, 256 }=11.88 

NOTE: See text and Table 3-2 (p. SO) fo~ definition of variables. 
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coetficient on NCNrillV(F), which reveals a p:-ice abaJ.t $20 less than non
advertisers in ACSl. The insignificant estiJrated coefficient on AIl52 can be 
intetpreta:l to nean that no cddi tional effect emerges for nonadvertisers 
nerely fran nonprice advertisil'l3 of eyeglasses. Prices for noncdvertisers in 
FJ:RMAOO2, however, must be calOllata:l as the sum of the FIRMADS2 coefficient 
and the NONADIJ(F) coefficient since both are required to dlaracterize those 
practitioners. Similarly, FIRMADS3 noncdvertisers are the s:imple sum of that 
coefficient and the NONADV(F) coefficient. While both are negative

i statistical sjgnificance is achie\7ed only under the FIRMADS2 coroi tions. 
Nonadvertisers' prices are lowest, l"xhlever, in the FIRMAtS4 envirorurent. 

Whether the chain firms charge lower prices is also relevant pc:ssibly 
because of coot advanta;es. 2 The coefficient on CHAIN(F) demonstrates that 
chain firms actually charge $33 less than nonalvertisers in ACSl, but an 
addi tional hy];othesis is that alvert.isirg am chain fims pull all prices, 
including those of nonal~rtisers, down to the saIni! level in narke"ts where 
they operate. This can t::e testa:l ~ examinin; whether the coefficients on 
NONADV(F) and OiAIN(F) are identical. The approt;riate t-test has a value of 
4.75, iroicatirg substantial significance to the difference between the two. 
While firms and price cdvertisin; do affect all prices, noncdvertisers' prices 
do not decline to the sane lcw le\7el. 

. Sumnary measures of malXet-iolide t;rice ra:;ruire canbinirg the prices for 
each· type of practitioner in pro!;X)rtion to their nuntler in the narket. '!bus 
in the nat:ket denoted AtSl, on-site am noncdvertisers' prices, fran the 
regression in Table 3-3, are waighta:l according to their presence in that 
mat:ket· ,t¥};:e,3 yieldil'l3 an averaae IX'ice of $94.46. .A s:imilar calculation 
over fotlr types of cptonetrists in narkets tenned FIRMAI:S4 gives an average 
price, fur examination am eyeglasses of $70.72. Since AI:Sl prices are 
significantly higher than· each seJ;8rate canponent of the FIR-1AI:64 average, 
AtSl prices are also s~nificantly hjgher th,an the canbined (average) market 
price for FIRMAC64. . 

1 '!be t-test for a significant difference fran zero 
. e.st:imated coefficients on fIRMAOS2 arx1 NCtWN(F) is 1. 69; 

ADV(F), t=1.21. . 

for the sum of the 
on FIRMADS3 arx1 NCN-

2 These cost advantages maY stem fran different iq:>uts .mixes (use of 
paraprofessionals), different technolcgies, or different ccsts fur su:h thirgs 
as eyeglasses. 'blurre di·scounts on eyeglass purchases at wlDlesale are 
readily apparent fran price lists available to the tra:ie. For example, the 
AIterican Optical Liner franesought in this study i could be purchasErl at wlDle
sale at $15.65'sirgly, $9.40 each if the blyer did the distributin;. In aldi
tj,on a 10_];ercent discount was offered fur orders of 200 or nore aro a 15 ,tEr
cent dis:o.mtwas offered'fororders of 500 or nore (DecEmber 1976). 

3 The pt"q;xlrtions 'llere obtained fran instEction of Yellav Page listin;s 
of optonetrists, categorized by tyI;:e of practice. 
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One final observation is in order. The optometrists-per-capi ta am 
incame-per-capita variables are both siqnificant and bear the expected signs. 
The less the dens i ty of practi tioners anri the higher is average incc:me, the 
higher is the market-wide price. These variables help control for additional 
market influences and help insure that the effects of variables of primary 
intere~~ in this study (for example, advertising) are prope~ly distinguished. 

2. Examination Prices 

Exa~nation prices were obtained under two different circumstances--when 
only an examination was purchased, as was the case for all the 20/20 group and 
many in the Binocular group, and when both an examination and eyeglasses were 
obtained and the separate prices were itemized, as wi t~ ITCst in the Blurred 
group and the remaining subjects in the'Binocular group. In the former case, 
the validity of the prices charged is not subject to dispute. In the latter, 
however, it is only the total price of the examination and eyeglasses package 
that is relevant to the optc:metrist ~ hence the itemization of charges is 
potentially quite arbitrary. Therefore, before these "apparent" examination 
prices (broken out of a total package ~rice) can be used, an F-testl must be 
performed to determine if they differ systematically frOi"l the valid prices 
obtained for examinations only. 

The model specification for examination prices differs slightly from that 
employerl for total price. Specifically, ADSl and AOS2 are not now distingu
ished since optanetrists are not engaged in advertising in either place: both 
categories are therefQre represented by the intercept term. Cbserve, however, 
that the FIRMADS2 variable is included since the employment of optometrists by 
firms that advertise 'eyeglasses may affect examination prices through c0m

mercial efforts to generate volume purchases of eyeglasses. In all other 
respects the regression specification follows that for total price. The 
results for all examination prices appear in colUTTtn (a) of Table 3-4, for 
"apparent" examination prices in column (b) , and for "real" examination prices 
in column (c). The F test on the reduction in error sum of squares in regres
sions (b) plus (c) versus that in regression (a) is F(11,299)=2.34, signific
ant at over the .95 level. ~is result indicates that the examination pri=es 
noted on an itemized bill for .eyeglasses and an examination differ from tr.·..)se 
charged when only an examination is purchased, and hence these data cannot be 
poo1ed.2 The remaining discussion is, therefore, based on the regression in 
column (c), on prices known to constitute valiq data. 

1 The appropriat~ F-test is due to G. C. Claw, "Tests of Equality Between 
Subsets of Coefficients in Two Linear Regressions," Econcmetrica 28 (1960), 
pp. 591-605; arXI in a somewhat ITCre general form, F. M. Fisher, "Tests of 
Equality Between Sets of Coefficients in Two Linear Regressions: An 
Ex};:osi tory ~te," Econcmetrica 38 (1970), pp. 361-66. 

2 Further regressions suggest that "real" examination prices are la«er 
than those on itemized bills for the package. '!his result is consistent with 
the view that eyeglass prices--which are usually advertised--may be artifical
ly lower when provided at the same time as examinations. 
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TABLE 3-4 

aegressions on Examination Price 
(standard errors in pclrentheses) 

(a) (b) (e) 

All Prices "Apparent" Prices "Real" Prices 

29.79 26.32 29.75 
4.82 (1.98) FIRMAOO2 9.37 (2.66) FIRMADS2 -2.57 (1.36) NC:.tWJV(F) 
5.86'(1.55) F1RMACS3 9.47 (2.00) F1RMADS3 -7.43 (2.46)' ONSlTE(F) 

-4.56 (5.58) ONS1TE -2.43 (6.49) ONSlTE -11.22 (1.50) SMALL(F) 
-7.81 (1.25) NO~(F)-13.09 (2.03) NONADV(F) -12.06 (1.44) CHAIN (F) 
-5.81 (5.74) ONS1TE(F)-12.63 (6.88) ONS1TE(F) -0.10 (0.02) C1TODPC 

-16.69 (1.34) SMALL (F) -21.90 (2.10) SMALL(F) 0.07 (O.OS) YPC 
-17.27 (1.35)QUUN(F) ';'22.84 (2.21) rnAIN(F) -0.90 (2.53) B102 
-0.16 (0.02) crraoPC -0.24 (0.03) ClTODPC -0.82 (1.20) TW01 
0.24 (O.OS) m: ·0.50 (0.17) m:' -1.32 (1.29) 'IW02 
0 .• 55 (1.64) B102 0.30 (2.2S) B102 -0.42 (1.21) '!W03 

.~1.7S (1.29) '!W01 -2.94 (2.21) BLOI 0.50 (1.31) '!W04 
. -2.29 (1.44) '!W02 -5.1S (2.44) BL02 -0.77 (1.4S) '!WOS 

-1.33 (1.33) '!W03 -1.46 (2.52) BL03 0.75 (4'.19) BL03 
-0.96 (1.45) '!W04 -1.52 (3.27) BL04 S.99 (4.19)BLOs 
.~2.11 (1.69) '!W05 1.61 (2.50) BLOs -1.36 (4.17) BL08 
-0.49 (1.62) BLOI -4.77 (3.39) BL06 
-3.04 (1.86) BL02 1.47 (2.32) BL07 
-0.31' (1.93) BL03 -5.09 (2.81) BL08 
-1.04 (2.62) BL04 5.97 (2.45) BL09 

2.28 (1.92) BL05 -2.45 (2.53) BUO 
-2.36 (2.80) BL06 -5.93 (2.54) BLll 

1.70 (2.70) BLa7 4.46 (2.03) BLl2 
-3.31 (2.11) BL08 

5.53 (1.91) BL09 
-0.93 (2.01) BLlO 
-3.26 '(.2 .. 00) BUI 
3.69(1.45) BL12 

R2 = .52 
F(27,310) = 12.61 

. R2= .54 
F(22,161) = 8.42 

2 _ 
R - .58 
F(15,138) = 12.79 

NC11'E: See text am Table 3-2 (p. 50) fur definition of variables. 
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The limited rurnber of ol:servations on examinations-only am the restricted 
variety of places that were obtained yield a narrower set of conclusions than 
generatErl when examinirg total price data. Yet s:>me of the sane patterns 
errerge. All four kinds of practitioners charge significantly less fbr exam
inations in the least restrictive cell (imicated by the coefficients on 
NONAIJIJ(F), ONSITE(F), 9olALL(F), am "OWN(F}). In crldition, by canparing the 
coefficient est:imates of large chainfiIms, OiAIN(F) anJ "NN\DV(F), res"fSct
ively, it can be established that they' charge less than noncrlvertisers in the 
sane market. The t-value derived fran this canparis:>n, 9.63, deoonstrates 
that the $12.06 price difference" fbr large firms is significantly different 
fran the $2.57 difference fbund for nona:Jvertisers. The absence of ot:setva
tions in other kinds of markets precludes additional inferences, and the 
apparently artificial 'nature of packaged examination prices further precludes 
study of the other canp:>nent of the package, nallely, eyeglass prices. " 

3. Sl.ll1II\a.ty of Price Effects 

The conventional predictions concerning the effects of crlvertisiIl3 on 
price haIIe been partially borne wt in the analysis thus far. Total price arx:l 
examination price appear to be lower, generally, in narkets where large adver
tisirg fiIms canpete arX3 lcwer yet 'Nhen the service is purchased fran the 
advertisers themselves. Since these data represent classes of practitioners, 
the maI1tet-wide p:-ice effects will depem on the relative market shares of, 
fbr example, large chain firms am nonadvertisers. That is, if the forner 
aCCQJnt fbr a relatively large fraction of total cptanetric examinations, the 
average prices in those markets will be considerably lower than where they are 
prchmitErl. A noteworthy result, however, is that the p:-ice declines are most 
evident in thOse narKets represented by the FIR1ADS4 variable, with price 
advertisirg of. eyeglasses am oorprice ad~rtisirg of examinations in the pres
ence of large c;:hain firms. Sl"SAs with variws slightly t,.eaker forms of 
advertisin; srow S\.i:)stantially" snaller impacts on price with sometimes IG1er 
levels of statistical significance. The pcssmly greater effect of price 
advertisirg raises interestirg econanic questions concern in; the infotmation 
content of nonpric~ advertisiD3 am is reflected in the distinction rrany 
states draw in r63ulatirg price am norprice advertisirg of cptanetric g:x:xJs 
and services. 

Finally, these results reveal that prices of noncrlvertisers' examinations 
in advertisin; narkets (while lcwer than in other markets) renain abole the 
larger chain firms' prices. Neither the presence of considerable crlvertising 
nor the canrrercial practices enplOjed bj the chain finns drive these pr ices to 
equality. Several explanations can be inferred, but one that will be explored 
is "the "p:>ssibly nonhaoogenerus nature of the services p:-OI1ided by different 
types of cptottetrists. 

B. CUALlT'i 

The intrinsic nature of mcst professional services makes quality defini
tions and assessnents vert difficult. An eye examination p:rfOtmed by an 
q;:>tonetrist typically begins witn a medical am visual case history, proceeds 
to an examination of the health of the eye, a battery" of vision p:rfonnance 
tests and pt:'ocedures (am a determin?tion of any re"fractive errors), and 
concludes wi th the issuance of a ];rescription am, when nee:jed, a new pair of 
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eyeglasses. While sane aspects of this ~lete process-notably, the eye
glasses and the written prescription--are tangible, assessable curlrooities, 
the· thoroughness of the eye examinatioo clearly is not: the debate over the 
quality ilrpact of advertising and camercial practice has often centered 01'1 
this "pure-service" canponent. '!be present analysis .will deal with all areas 
of a typical eye examination; (l) t:b:)roughness. of the eye examination; (2) 
accuracy of the prescriptions: (3) accuracy and workmanship of the eye-
glasses: and (4) e~nt of wmecessary prescribing. . 

1. Thoroughness of the Eye Examination 

'lhe initial, and in many ways the JlDSt ~lex, part of an eye exanlina
tion is ~eevaluatioo of the patient's general visual and ocular health 
status. '!his is perfonned thrOugh a battery of tests, ciuestions, and pro
cedures, ran;in;. fran well-known and easily-recc:gnized tests, such as s~ 
jecti ve refraction, to sane ncre obscure tests, such as txlrizontal am vert i ~ 
cal ductioos.'lhe plrp05es of these proocedures are twofold: (1) to deter
mine the reasoos am required therapy for visual problems, and· (2) to detect, 
at the earliest possible stage , signs of eye disease or injury Qr other sys
.temic problems that might require medical attention. If a possible ocular 

.. .disease or injury is detected in the course of an eye examination, the patient 
is··.ordinarily referred to an .qilt.ha.J.nclogist for exact diagnosis and possible 

. treatment. 

In this experiment, subjects were thoroughly trained in the cx:mponents of 
an optanetric examination and filled out check-lists of the pcocedures J;:er
fot:med in each examination they took. It sln11d be noted that this measure of 
the thoroughness of the optanetric examination does not preclude the pos
sibility that sareprocedures, while apparently performed, were in fact not 
performed correctly. In one inportant instance q;Xlt.ha.J.ncscopy-the subjects 
·were instructed to record the. time spent in the procedure, and not merely 
whether or not it was undertaken, in order to rore . nearly detennine thorough
ness. But in· rrost instances r no additional information about the validity of 
theptocedure COJld be obtained • Bence our definition of tOOroughness 
measures . apparent o::mpleteness of inputs (procedures) employed, and not 
directly the output, the ability of the practitioner to discover all relevant 
facts about the patient's eye comition. 

'lbe large number. and yariety of such procedures produced a nine-page 
debriefing sheet requiri~ over 90 responses of sane kind from the subjects. 
Thedebrief~sheets were all read by .F':OC staff and by the study advisor, 
Dr. ;Kenneth Myers, Ph.D., 0.0., Director of the Opta1etric Service, Depar1:Ilent 
of Medicine and Surgery, u.S. Veterans Administration. Dr. Myers checked the 
debriefing sheets for ccmpleteness am accuracy, especially where the sub
jects had evi~nced confusion. Q\ly those additions and chaJ"¥3es that were 
unambigucusly indicated am agreed to by all parties were made. 'lberaw data 

.. are.unwieldly and ·cannot be analyzed separately here; therefore, the approach 
taken has been to synthesize the infocnation fran each observation in a fash
ion reflect in; the varying importance of the ru.unerous procedures an:i tests. 
'!he develqment of one of. the indexes of overall tOOroughness, the Fl'C Iooex, 
'-laS coordinated by tr.Myers, in consultation with the two professional 
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schools of q>tanetry that aided in the study, namely, the School of Optometry 
of the State University of New York (SUNY) and the Pennsylvania College of 
OptaneUy (PCO). A secom irrlex was develqJed by the National Ass:>ciation of 
Optonetrists and Opticians (NllDO), a gralp which is comprised of a high 
prcportion of oo-called "cannercial practitioners." '!bree other grOlpS, the 
Arreri~ Optonetric Association, the National Optonetric Association, and the 
AsS)ciation of Schools an:i Colleges of OptanetJ:y" 'Nere also iIWi ted to submit 
scoring systems, rut declined \x" do so. '!be t~ that 'Nere obtained 'Nere 
nevertheless believed to represent sufficiently distinct. p::>ints of viewl 
that the results of analyziBJ both indexes would be less subject to bias. 

Both irXiexes \tlere constructed in the same nanrer. - Each test or pr::ocedure 
on the debriefin;J sheet was given a value (usin; a p:>int. systan) prq;x:>rtional 
to its impJrtance in the examination, in the consultants' view. For Sate 
tests or procedures, the values 'Nere made relative to the other tests or pro
cedures that had been dooe, to reflect the caoplex, interactive nature of the 
optanetric examination. "In addition, for s::me resp::>nses, the p::>int systan 
differed betlEen subjects in the Blurred grOlp, the 20/20 grOlp, and. the 
Binoallar groop because s::me of the questions differed anj because the rela
tive ~rtance of the questions might differ with different types of- eye 
patients. 2 The final prodlct of this p::>int systan was a sirgle sumnary 
score, ranging fran zero to 100, to be interpt"eted as the percentage of total 
possible pJints eadl pr:actitioner received in givill3 the examination. 3 The 
score does not repr:esent, however, the percentage of total tests perforrred 
since each test has been weighted by its relative importance in the judgrrents 
of . the consultants.. N:>r is there a "passing score"; the nUIri::>ers are designed 
only to illuminate differences be1lt1een the tOOrOlghness of practice~ not 
abS)lute quality •. It is interesting to observe that, despite sone differences 
of cpinion between the NAOO an] the FTC consultants as to relative importance, 
in practice their boO neasures . are highly correlated. In" the experinental 
data base with over" 400 ol::sel:Vations, . the two calOllated neasures of 
tl"x>roughness haVe a simple correlation coefficient of .891, so large as to 
imply a str0Il3 conver:gence of <:pinion as to what -constitutes a tlDrOlgh eje 
examination. 

1 For example, the NKX> chose to exclude from the scoring that };art of 
the debriefil13 sheet dealin; with "Subject's Evaluation of Care" and to fOOlS 
on the "ncre objective" p::>rtions. 

2 ~ minor adjustnents in the p:>int systan becane necessary as errors 
" or misintet:pretations \tlere disc01ered. Every effort was made to renain faith
ful to the original intent of the design of the inde}(E!s. 'lbe questions and 
weights assigned on the debriefirg sheets are listed in Apt=endix B. 

3 Where subjects cOlld not recall a specific procedure, thej 
instructed to record "D:>n't remerrber, II and the p:>ints attached to 
procedure were excluded fran both the actual and rraxirrum possible score. 
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The F'OC Index am the NAOO Index are distril:uted am:m:} all 16 subcells in 
Table 3-1.. For purp:lSes of statistical arialysis, the following factors should 
be ooted: Since cptaretrists do not ~vertise in the IIBtXet-typa denoted 
AI:S2, there are no distinctions between those observations aoo others in AtSl 
which are relevant to the question of medical tWrrughness. Thus, only 
FIR-1AIlS2, F:IRtiAOO3, and FIRtW:S4 are distinguished, the last by specifying 

,types of optanetrists in the t;resence of dlain .cptical fixms (that is, 
taWJ\l(F), CNSITE(F), SMALL(F"),CHAIN(F». In addition, the regressions 
include d.mmy V3riables for each subject blt one (see p. 51) am two other 
variables to control for a:iditional influences. 'Ihe l'UlJ1i:ler of optonetrists 
per capita in the state (S'IDDEC) is included as a ctude neasure of the 
stringency of state liceming standards; . the hypothesized Sign for STCDPC 
against t.h:ll:a1ghness is therefore ne;ative. The dlarJ3e in population of the 
city (CHPOP) fra1l 1970 to 1976 is employed to capture the probably different 
credentials of optanetrists in growin; vet:Sus declinin; SMSAs. More recently 
sctJJOle::l and hence better trained cptonetrists would be attracted to the 
foxmer; these. c:ptanetrists would be likely to give IIDre tlDralgh examinations . 
than optaretrists. in cities that had experienced little growth. S'IDDPC and 
CHPOP, as well as the variables noted above as representin,; predicted causal 
factors, are designed to capture neaningful ecohanic distinctions between the 
SloSAs in the experiment. ' 

'1b.e results of the regression analysis on the FTC Index of tOOt'Olghness 
appear in column (a) of Table 3-5, the results for the NKX)'s Index of 
tmralghness appear in colunn (b). One conclusion,' \lllhich is imnediately 
apparent, is that the results, overall and in detail, are very ruch alike. 
Despi te· possibly different IX'ofessional pet:Spectives am sane real differences· 
in wei<j1ts assigned, the boo iIXIexes yield ve~ similar .conclusions When 
awJ.ied to actual examinations. On the variables of J;rima~ interest, it 
should be noted that the thorooghness of examinations by nooa:ivertiset:Sin the 
least· restrictive cities ·(the NCJNN)V(F) variable) is stbitantially am signif
icantly higher than that by .nonadvertiset:S in the m:::strestrictive SMSAs. By 
contrast, optanetric examinations by small am lal:ge nedia advertiset:S all 
app!ar less tlDrough than nona:ivertisers classified by. AtSl (the intercept 
tem). Advertis~ cptaretrists (SMALL(F». are also less th::>rrugh in one-tail 
significance tests in excess of 95 percent, while large dlain firms' thorough
ness is less at sjgnificance levels. be1CJi 90 percent. Nonetheless, their 
coefficient estiIrates are not significantly different from .each -other1 the 
t-test fer equality in the Fl'C Index re;ression is 1.26, and in the l'WXl Index 
regression, t=.90. 'Ihese results suggest that large dlain firns am local 
.fitmS offer examinations of similar tb:'JrCllghness. Other testsrewal, hew
ever, that these two lcinds of fime behave differently fran nooadvertiset:S in 
the same nat:ket, a test of the equality of the estjrnated coefficients on 
OONADV(F) and CHAIN{F) yields t=6.24 fer the F'D: Index and t=6.77 fertile 
WDO Index, with yet higher values fran ccmparis,ns with SMALL(F). These 
~esults indicatesutstantial significant differences, a finding that will be 
discussed further belCJi.-

Inte~iate levels of ~vertisi.n; are represented by the FlIMAOS2 arrl 
FIRt1AIS3 variables in these regressions. Tests on the sum of the estinated 
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TABlE 3-5 

Regressions on Thoroughness Indexes 
(standard errors in parentheses) . 

a b c d 
FIt: Index NJID) Index PI{: Index NACO Index' 

-62.59 -54.36 -19.49 - 4.11.·· 
- .95 (5.60) FIR-1AOO2 - .42 (5.01) FIR-1AL62 - 7.61 (7.90) OOSITE -12.75 (7.09) QNSI'I'E 
- 8.18 (5.52) FIRMAOO3 - 9.44 (4.94) FI~L63 11.24 (2.70) NONAJJV( F) . 10.52 (2.42) NONA£1J(F) 
- 7.21 (7.90) ONSlTE -12.27 (7.07) ONSlTE. 5.47 (8.47) ONSlTE(F) 7.29 (7.59) ONSITE(F) 

14.18 (3.65) NONAIN(F) 13.79 (3.26) NOOAIN(F) -11.37 (2.97) SMALL(F) -10.20 (2.66) SMALL(F) 
8.13 (8.78) ONSlTE(F) 10.22 (7.86) ONSITE(F') - 7.13 (3.13) CHAIN(F) - 7.33 (2.80) CHAIN(F) 

- 8.06 (3.97) SMALL(F) - 6.49 (3.55) SMAlL(P) 0.04 (0.04) S'IODPC 0.05 (0.03) S'IODPC 
- 4.11 (4.01) CHAIN(F) - 3.96 (3.59) CHAIN ( F) 74.84 (37.05) CHroP 56.74 (33.22) cnrop 

0.09 (0.06) S'lODPC 0.11 (0.05) S'IODPC - 3.98 (4.62) BI02 2.29 (4.15) BI02 
110.03 (43.32') CHroP 98.02 (38.75) cnrop - 0.66 (4.38) 'lWOl 10.38 (3.93) 'IWOl 
- 3.98 (4.62) BI02 2.29 (4.14) 8102 - 8.93 (4.89) 'lW02 - 5.34 (4.38) 'IW02 

~ 
- .74 (4.38) 'IW01 10.31 (3.92) 'IW01 -10.11 (4.48) 'IW03 - 5.24 (4.02) 'l\'.U3 

I-' - 9.08 (4.88) 'IW02 - 5.50 (4.37) 'IW02 - 2.23 (4 .• 90) 'IW04 15.37 (4.40) 'IW04 
I -10.20 (4.48) 'IW03 - 5.33 (4.01) 'IW03 - 2.73 (5.74) 'IW05 3.52 (5.15) '1\"105 

- 2.26 (4.90) '!W04 15.33 (4.38) 'IW04 1.18 (5.35) BL01 8.60 (4.80) Bun 
- 2.49 (5.74) '!W05 3.79 (5.14) 'IW05 8.23 (5.56) BL02 9.22 (4 .9~) BL02 

1.42 (5.38) BL01 8.81 (4.81) BL01 - 1.91 (6.28) BL03 5.51 . (5.63) BLO) 
8.52 (5.59) BL02 9.49 (5.00) BW2 -15.03 (8.19) BL04 -16.79 (7.35) BL04 

.84 (6.59) BLOr- 8.63 (5.89) BL03 -10.78 (4.96) BL05 6.24 (4.45) BL05 
'-14.62 (8.20) BL04 -16.34 (7.33) BL04 - 2.91 (5.12) BL06 0.72 (4.59) BL06 
- 8.74 (5.13) BLOS 0.62 (4.S9) BL05 5.92 (5.16) BL07 3.61 (4.63) BL07 
- 1.89 (5.63) BL06 1.64 (5.03) BL06 - 2.78 (S.39) BL08 1.08 (4.84) BL08 

5.49 (5.18) BL07 3.16 (4.63) BL07 - 7.24 (4.94) BL09 - 0.55 (4.43) BL09 
- 1.74 (S.72) BL08 2.00 (5.12) BL08 - 3.43 (5.37) BLI0 2.77 (4.82) BLlO 
- 7.01 (4.97) BL09 - 0.22 (4.45) BL09 -10.37 (5.19) BLll - 0.49 (4.65) BLll 
- 1.61 (S.89) BLlO 4.65 (5.27) BLI0 - 3.79 (4.05) BL12 - 1.51 (4.35) BLl2 

- 9.43 (5.54) BLl! 0.39 (4.96) BLl! 
- 3.49 (4.89) 8L12 - 1.07 (4.38) BL12 

2 R2= .29 R2= .24 R2= .29 R = .24 
F(27,406)=4.80 F(27,406)=6.29 F(25,408)=S.07 F(25,408)=6.S8 

Note: See text and Table 3-2 (p. 50) for iJefinition o'f variables. 



. coefficients CI"l ti:cse variables plus NCNIUlV(F) suggest that nCClcdwrtisers in 
FIRw1A['S2 narkets offer significantly ncre toorough ~ examinations than BJn
adwrtisers in-AISl am AIS2 (t=2.66 am t=3.0l for the FTC and NACO Indexes, 
rest:ecti vely) t:ut that nonadvertisers' examinations in FlHoWE3 rrarXets are 
nore tl"orOlgh only at lOEr significance levels (t=l.40 and t=l.l3, respect
i vely ) • 'Ibis J;8ttern is suff icient to re ject the· theoretical hfiX>thesis that 

. - tmt'Olghness in FIRMAJ:S2 am ~3 rratkets is.!!!!. than in.AtSl am At52 
mrkets. 'Ibese results are consistent with those p:-eviOlsly nOted for BJn
advertisers in the least restrictive citiesJthe results raise a question as 
to whether FIRo1AI:S2, FIRoW:S3, and FIRoW:S4 tlBr](ets are essentially the same 
in this rest:ect. In colunns (c) am (d) of Table 3-5, alternative" re:;ressions 
that pool observations for all these narkets are reported. '!he four types of 
optaretrists denot~ by II (F) II new represent th;:)se {Xacticirg in all cities 
with large chain firms. A Choi test a\ the difference in regressICii sum of 
squares yields an F( 2,406 )=1.24 for the FI'C Index regressions and 
F(2,406)=2.l8 for the NNX) Index regressions. Since asynptctic F(2,N)=3.00 at 
95 percent, we can conclude that only insignificant explanatcty p::Mer is lest 
by not distinguishing FlRoIAIS2 and FIRWl:)3 fran FIItW:S4.l 

As is evident, the sane qualitative conclusions with respect to advertis
ilX3 arx3 a:lvertisers emerge in the regressiOns in cohmns (c) and (d). 1IIcrq 
the other variables in. all these results, STCDPC fails to energe as an inq;:or
tant negative effect on tOOra.lghness, a weak result bIt pemaps indicatirq the 
absence of general effects from state licensing stringency. And finally, 
CHPOP is Significant and carries the expected positive sign in these regres
sions. 

'n1e findirig that the presence of large diain firns is assxiated with 
more t:l'DI'Olgh examinations by nonajvertisers refutes the allegation by many 
Clpt:crretrists that the presence of chain firns necessarily drives down the 
quali OJ of ser.1ice offered by all cptanetrists. 'nle actual increase in qual-
i ty of service, ~ver, is a sarewi1at uneXt:ected result requiring further 
explanation. Most likely, the non-advertiser.; in AtSl am AtS2 narltets are 
not the sane Jcind of cptorretrists as those identified as nonadvertisers In 
FIRMAtS2, FIR-W:63, ani FIRMArS4. The difference in advertisilX3 pemitted in 
the two cities, ADSl and ADS 2 , forces all practitionetS in these cities to 
refrain fran advertisirg, but it does not {Xevent th:lse who would give less 
t.txxoJgh rredical examinationss fran doin; just that. By contrast, in 
FI.RMAI:S2# FIR-W:63, am FIPMAIS4 tlBtXets, optanetrists can not only select the 
degree of tlDn:ughness they will pt'ovide, b.1t also the fom of their". 
practice-nonadvertisilX3, on-si te advertisin;, affiliation with small, local 
firns or large chain fix:ms. Particularly for those inclined to limit 
tillt'Olghness, advertisirg (or affiliatirg with advertisetS) has JlCnetaty 
advantages since it attracts Olstoners. Hence sone self-selection and sane 
shiftirg OCOlr in the SMSAs in FIR-WlS2, FIR-W:63, and FI~4 nadtets, rut 

1 Subsa::l12nt statistical werle does not, in all cases, reveal the clear 
insi9'1ificance of these differences. But no pattern to, or rationale for, the 
few exceptional. cases is er.rident, aoo this general conclusion is assUIl'ed to 
hold. . 
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the distribution of t.lDrwghness of practice (i.e., on the supply side) is not 
sut:stantially different from that found in ArSl and ArS2 narkets. 

This conclusion can be demonstrated by creating frequency distributions 
of the tmrwghness of tractice in selected aggregations of cells. For this 
purpcse, AISl and AI:S2 narkets (already p:x>led in the regression) are con
trasted to FIBMArS2, FIRMAa:i3, am FI~4 taken jointly. First, the dis
tribltion I:7j type of cptonetrist is obtained from the FOOled . sample. See 
Figures 3-1 am 3-2, for the FTC Index and the NAOO Index, resp!ctively. 
'!ben, within the "restrictive" am "nonrestrictive" narkets, the thoroughness 
scores of the t¥P!s of ~tanetrists are canbined in prq?Ortion to their pres
ence in those narkets. l '!his trocedure yields an overall distribution in 
each class of the RBIKet. Figures 3-3 am 3-4 display the RBz:ket-wide 
distributions in restrictive am nonrestrictive SMSAs, for each of the two 
inJexes. Clearly, the dagree of restrictiveness does not radically alter the 
shap! or pc:sition of thedistribltion of th:>roughness of practice. The rrean 
F'lC Index in restrictive RBz:kets is 58.5 am is actually slightly higher, 
61.6, in nonrestrictive narkets. For the NKX) Index, the restrictive rrarket 
nean is 61.0, canpared to 63.7 in nonrestrictive maz:kets. In both instances.,., 
the argurrent that advertising am chain firms la.Er RBrket quality can be 
rejected. 

'!be above argwrent implies that the characterization of both NONADV am 
OONADV(F) as ''nonadW!rtisers'' misses sarre important, but unobservable, dif
ferences in the I'IOtivations arrl hence the tlDrrughness of these practitioners. 
Advertisin;J or advertiSers do not "drive rut." good practice, as rreasured by 
examination tlDrwghness, but rati)er advertisin;J see:ns to be a neans b'i which 
practitioners differentiate thelTSelves and signal the quality of the examina
tion they are likely to offer. 2 This conclusion trust be tenpered bf the 
fact that 

1 
As in the case of ' price, these pro];X)rtions are taken from Yellow Page 

listin;s of optometrists, categorized bj type of practice. 

2 The signalin; here referraJ to resanbles, but may not be identical 
with, that advanced by Michael Sr;ence (Market Signaling: Inforne.tion Transfer 
in HirillJ am Related Processes, Cambridge, 1973). In Spencels vieN,a signal 
is an activity or device that has lONer RBrginal ccst to high quality pro-' 
viders am, hence, is an ·efficient infotmation-transmittin;J trechanism. In the 
present case, "nonadvertising" apr;ears to signal higher quality, rut it is not 
clearly a lONer ccst £Om of pt'actice to nonrestrictive cptometrists. 

An additional quality signal appears to be membership in the ;AJrerican 
Academy of Optcmetry. Tests r;erfocned to insure adequate representation of 
Academy IIEITters in the sample t,.,ere extended to incluCe an examihation of the 
tl'Drrughness of examinations given 'r:rj Academy nembers versus otber, non
advertisers (am variOJs categories of advertisers) • Academy members' 
examinations were significantly more tl'Drcugh. 
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.substantial variation ~r:sists in all cells, 50 that tl'Drrugh examinations can 
be obtained fran chain firms, and very incomplete examinations can be found 
aIIOr¥3 norurlvertisers in FIBMADS4 IlBr:I::ets. 

Qle addi tional question concernir¥3 nodel specification RUst nO'l be 
addressed. Q1e t:art of the experinent was designed to present a sample of 

. optnnetrists with a somewhat ncre difficult; but not altogether. lI'lusual, 
visual condition, nanely a lack of binocular coordination bebeen the eyes, 
tendin;3 to cause dCllble vision. This problem can be correctel c:ptically when 
properly diagncsed by neans of a grrup of visual perfornance tests. A partly 
different debriefin:J sheet was prepared for the bio slbjects in the Binocular 
grOlP: ~tentially, their thorooghness neasures reflect c:ptonetrists I 
perfo~nces wi th respect to a s::>rrewhat l1'Ore ~lex e.te problem. ~ether 
optonetrists did !l!rfonn differently can be tested by segregating the two 
BinOClllar subjects into a separate data set am, usin;J 'an F test, detet:minin; 
if signi-ficantly greater eXplanatot:y power is achievel I:¥ splitting the 
semple. The decrease in error sum of squares fran segregatirg the Binoollars 
yields F(6,400)=.71 for the FTC Index and F(6,400)=.39 for the N1(X) Index. 
Since asynptotic F(6,n)=2.10 at 95 percent confidence level, it can be 
concluded that the relatiorship for the Binocular subjects is not very 
different fran that for the other subjects. l 

An alternative approach to the qtestion of examination tix>rOlghness is to 
analyze the most imPJrtant contp:)nents of an eye examination •. '!be three major 
canponents are case histoq, the eje health examination, and the vision test, 

. each of which comprises a section of the debriefing sheet used in the experi
ment. Measures of their t,h:)rrughness can therefore be calcula tel as' con
tinuOlS variables representing the J;:ercentage of total p:>ints (under either 
the FTC or NAOO scorin;' systen) that each c:ptanetrist obtained. Then regres
sion .analysis is used to relate these scores to ttarket and provider charac
teristics, as in );;revicus sections. Ellrther infotrnation can be obtained by 
examining specific important procedures. Under the eye health PJrtion of the 
examination fall the follGiin;: (1) an internal examination of the ete with 
an cphtha.llfoSCopei (2) test for glaucoma with a tononeter; and (3) examina
tion of the cornea with the sli tlamp. The vision test consists, pri.IMrily, 
of retinoscopy and subjective refraction. Variables constructed to represent 
whether or not the slit lamp, tonaneter, or retinosccpe ins1:nutents had l::een 
used during the examination were' subjected to statistical analysis. Probi t 
analysis was used for these dichotarous depement variables. 2 Since 

1 Sore qtestions arose concernin; the similarity of the two Binocular 
subjects I conditions and indeed whether one was a true Bioocular. AnalogOlS 
tests were J;:ed6onedseparatirg Olt subjects who hcd a definite Binoa.llar 
condition. Tests for a different enpirical relation with these subjects still 
failed to fioo a"J, F(6,400)=1.35 for the FTC Index am F(6,400)=.56 for the 
NKX) Index, and the conclusion concerning Binocular subjects rerra.ins valid. 

2 See J. .. Tobin, "EstiJration of Relationships 
Variables," Econcmetrica 26 (1958), pp. 24-36. 
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the subjective refraction was perfotmed in eNery examination, no analysis of 
this variable was required. 'lhe cphthalnoscopy examination is represented by 
biO variables: (1) a dichotaoous depeooent variable measuril'l3 whether or not 
the optan:ttrist used the qJhthalnoscope and held it suff iciently close to the 
eye am (2) a contimous variable derived by measuril'l3 the avera'3e time the 
optaletrist spent examining the eye when oolding the· qJhthalnoscope suf
ficiently cl03e. 

The results of the analysis displayed in Table 3-6 present a pattern 
similar to that observed in the analyses of the tOOrougmess iooexes in Table 
3-5.1 For the IIBjor cc:mponents of the examination, nOnaJvertisil'l3 qJt:one
trists in noorestrictive cities performed at significantly higher levels than 
all other qJta1etrists, includin; nonadvertiseJ:S in restrictive ci ties. This 
is evidenced by the positive and siCJlificant coefficients on NONADV(F) in 
collums (a), (b) aOO (g.) in Table 3-6. With regard to use of specific instru
nents, ncnadvertiseJ:S in narkets with large chain fintS were nore likely to 
examine the cornea with the slit lanp aOO speoo ·nere time examinin; the 
interior of the eye with the qJht.haJ.m:)scopa than nonadvertisers in res~ictive 
cities or advertiseJ:S with local fiIJ'llS aOO large chain fiIJ'llS • Again., the 
coefficients on OONAOV(F) in colwms (d) and (e), Table 3-6, are pc:sitive and 
significant. The use eX the tonaneter, the retinc:scc:pe, aoo the perfotmance 
of the subjective vision test,· however, follow a different pattern. 'nle 
percenta'3e of qJta1etrists usin; the tonaneter does vary slightly by type of 
optonetrist but none of the variation is 'statistically significant. Optome
trists of all types in nonrestrict.ive matkets perfomed retin03cc:py with abrut 
the sane frequency and significantly nore frequently than nonadvertising 
opta1etrists in restrictive matkets. 'lhe coefficient on NCNA.DV(F) in column 
(h), Table 3-6, is pc::sitive and siCJlificant. 'lhe subjective refraction was 
given by all qJtatetrists and hence there is no variation. 

'!he pr:obit est:imates fail to corNey the absolute magnitude of thefre
quencies involved. Slit lanp frequencies 'Nere 101 with 19 percent for NONADV 
practitioners tecanin; 39 percent for NONN)V(F) and. only 9 percent for 
CHAIN (F) in FIR-W:64 narkets. Retinoscopy was perform:d in 78 percent of 
NCH\DV examinations, but in orer 90 percent of all cases in nonrestrictive 
mrkets, while ~onetry ranged frem 55 percent to 64 percent withcut any real 
pattern. As noted preNiOlsly, subjective refraction was perfotmed in all cas-
es.2 . 

In sum, nonadvertisin; optorretrists in cities where advertising aoo large 
chain fims exist pu:fol:J'l\ed. 6=lually to or tetter than all other types of 
c:ptonetrists, includirq optorretrists in cities where advertising and large 
chain fiIJ'llS did not exist. The resul ts are similar to the findings wi th 
respect to the Fl'C and NNX> Indexes, for the entire exarllination. 

1 'lhese results are for the Fl'C 
eye health, aOO vision testin;. 
results aoo are not rep::>rted here. 

Index version of scores on case histoty, 
NAOO scores gave essentially identical· 

2 See Table 3, p. 12, for further detail on the frequencies with which 
these tests were perfomed. 
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I 
-..J o 
I 

(a) 

Case History 

- .912 
- .123 ( .115) ONSlTE 

.058 ( .039) NONADV(F) 
- .044 ( .123) ONSITE(F) 
- .lB5 ( .043) SMALL(F) 
- .102 ( .045) CHAIN (F) 

.000 ( .00l) S'lOOOC 
1.324 ( .537) CHPOP 

.176 ( .067) BI02 

.169 ( .063) TW01 
- .034 ( .071) 'lW02 

.012 ( .065) TW03 

.125 ( .071) 'lW04 

.063 ( .083) 'lW05 

.027 ( .078) BL01 

.178 ( .0Bl) BL02 

.OBO ( .091) BL03 
- .204 ( .119) BLD4 
- .106 ( .072) BL05 

.073 ( .077) BL06 
- .005 ( .075) BL07 
- .Oll ( .07B) BLDB 
- .074 ( .072) BL09 
- .058 ( .078) BUO 

.007 ( .075) BLll 
- .080 ( .070) BUc 

R2 = .24 
F(25,406) = 5.12 

TABLE 3-6 

Regressions and Probit Analysis of Eye Exandnation Components 
(standard errors in parentheses) 

(b) 

Eye Health 

- .541 
- .059 (.117) ONSlTE 

.132 (.040) NONNOV(F) 

.019 (.126) ONSITE(F) 
- .139 (.044) SMALL(F) 
- .085 (.046) CHAlN(F) 

.000 (.001) S'lOOOC 
1.066 (.549) CHPOP 

- .106 (.069) BI02 
- .067 (.065) 'lW01 
- .224 (.072) 'lW02 
- .201 (.066) TW03 
- .051 (.073) 'lW04 
- .147 (.085) TWOS 
- .001 (.079) BL01 

.182 (.082) BL02 

.003 (.093) BL03 
- .182 (.121) BL04 
- .171 (.074) BL05 
- .040 (.076) BL06 

.190 (.0~7) BL07 
- .083 (.080) BLOB 
- .077 (.073) BL09 

.052 (.080) BLIO 
- .133 (.077) BL11 
- .008 (.072) BLl2 

R2 = .25 
F(25,408) =5.30 

(c) 

Use of Ophthalmoscope 
Nlen C1a;e· 

(d) 

Average Time 
Ophthalmosccpe 

\-ben Close 

-.194 -92.347 
.106 (.715) ONSITE - 7.430 (10.109) ONSITE 
.458 (.245) NONADV(F) 7.540 ( 3.436) ~V(F) 

-.319 (.756) ONSITE(F) 7.603 (10.815) ONSITE(F) 
-.311 (.239) SMALL(F) -5.192 ( 3.947) SMALL(F) 
-.233 (.252) CHAlN(F) -2.836 ( 4.224) CHAIN(F) 
-.001 (.003) SIDOOC .106 ('. .051) S'lOOIC 
1.448 (3.183) CHPOP 107.342 (47.121) CHFOP 
-.165 (.401) BI02 - 11.143 ( 5.828) BI02 
-.105 (.393) TW01 - 9.752 ( 5.411) TW01 
-.618 (.400) 'lW02 -12.474 ( 6.401) 'lW02 
-.455 (.385) TW03 - 6.679 ( 5.690) TW03 
-.319 (.432) 'lW04 - 4.566 ( 6.109) 'lW04 

.352 (.598) TWOS -10.315 ( 6.919) TWOS 
-.292 (.471) BL01 3.315 ( 6.630) BL01 
·.334 (.597) BL02 19.077 ( 6.689) BL02 
.144 (.619) BL03 - 8.253 (7.832) BL03 

-.999 (.630) BL04 - 4.991 (11.299) BL04 
.105 (.467) BL05 -16.882 ( 6.084) BL05 

-.135 (.452) BL06 - 8.016 ( 6.32~) BL06 
.612 (.555) BL07 19.283 ( 6.374) BL07 

-.807 (.454) BL08 - 3.667 ( 7.502) BL08 
-.583 (.404) BL09 -7.081 ( 6.655) BL09 
-.002 (.496) BLIO -1.781 ( 6.587) BLIO 
-.664 (.419) BLII 3.800 ( 6.907) BLll 
-.267 (.424) BLI2 -7.739 ( 6.186) BLl2 

N = 431 
R2 = .23 

F(25,328) = 3.83 



I 
-' ..... 
I 

(e) 

Slit Ianp 

-4.1S0 
- .121 ( .686) ONSITE 

.336 ( .219) ~.ov(F) 
- .211 ( .746) ONSITE"(F) 
-1.0S1 ( .332) SMALL(F) 
- .734 ( .330) CHAIN(F) 

.004 ( .004) S~DPC 
2.601 (3.074) CHFOP 

.164 ( .428) BI02 

.077 ( .40S) 'IWOl 
- .141 ( .497) TW02 

.211 ( .398) TW03 
- .242 ( .491) TW04 

.387 ( .S29) TWOS 
1.311 ( .430) BL01 

.888 ( .444) BL02 

.345 ( .536) BL03 

.797 ( .658) BL04 

.728 ( .421) BL05 

.811 ( .429) BL06 
- .276 ( .554) BL07 
- .394 ( .580) BL08 

.299 ( .459) BL09 

.509 ( .459) BLlO 

.047 ( .517") BLll 
- .176 ( .466) BLl2 

N = 432 

TABLE 3-6 (contirued) 

(f) 

Tononetry 

.225 
-.887 ( .559) ONSITE 

.151 ( .191) NONNDV(F) 

.918 ( .605) ONSITEtF) 
-.100 ( .208) SMALL(F) 

.254 ( .224) CHAlN(F) 
-.007 ( .003) S~DPC' 

.516 (2.615) CHFOP 
-.498 ( .326) BI02 

.070 ( .309) TW01 
-.443 ( .344) TW02 
-.336 ( .314) TW03 
-.112 ( .346) TW04 
-.907 ( .411) TW05 

.257 ( .377) BL01 

.602 ( .420) BL02 

.095 ( .441) BL03 
-.431 ( .572) BL04 

.136 ( .347) BL05 
-.045 ( .358) BL06 

.975 ( .415) BL07 . 

.397 ( .395) BL08 

.299 ( .345) BL09 

.450 ( .391) BLlO 
-.643 ( .367) BL11 

.602 ( .354) BLl2 

N = 434 

(9) 

Yision Testing 

.229 
-.167 (.070) ONSITE 

.128 (.024) NONNDV(F) 

.171 (.075) ONSITE(F) 
-.045 (.026) SMALL(F) 
-.026 (.028) CHAlN(F) 

.001 (.000) S~DPC 

.361 (.330) CHBDP 

.008 (.041) 8102 
-.016 (.039) TW01 
-.080 (.043) TW02 
-~110 (.040) TW03 

.102 (.044) TW04 
-.109 (.051) TWOS 

.161 (.048) BL01 

.041 (.049) BL02 

.027 (.056) BL03 
-.172 (.073) BL04 

.143 (.044) BL05 

.047 (.046) BL06 

.027 (.046) BL07 

.029 (.048) BL08 

.053 (.044) BL09 

.027 (.048) BUO 
-.045 (.046) BL11 
-.008 (.043) BLl2 

R2 = .30 
F(25,408) = 6.94 

(h) 

Retinosccpy 

6.448 
- .707 (.645) ONSITE 

.625 (.256) NONADV(F) 
1.383 (.759) ONSITE(F) 

.464 (.273) SMALL(F) 

.260 (.275) CHA1N(F) 
- .005 (.004) S~DPC 
-5.279(3.642) CHBDP 

.558 (~422) BI02 

.524 (.385) TWOl 

.028 {.398) TW02 

.060 (.359) TW03 

.887 (.564) TW04 
- .688 (.432) TWOS 

1.201 (.579) BLOI 
.042 (.447) BLD2 
.964 (.665) BL03 

- .247 (.680) BL04 
.591 (.449) BL05 
.384 (.462) BL06 

1.050 (.570) BL07 
.087 (.470) BL08 

1.275 (.572) BL09 
1.024 (.567) BLlO " 

- .320 (.412)BL11 
.374 (.421) BLl2 

N =426 

.-



because. cptaretrists do not cd~rtise examina.tions in either rrarket; the 
constant term· therefore represents all narkets· without large dlain finns. 
FIRMAI:S2, FIRMArS3, am F~4, in pr:inciple, can be dis.til'l3Uished by the 
varying kinds of cdvertisiD.; q:>tonetrists use; hOtle~r, tests generally shOtl 
that the effects of a:J~rtisin:J differences are statistically indistirguish
able. 1 Hence, the three types of ItBrkets with -main firns are fOOled in 

- this and all other I,%obit analyses.. As a pr:actical natter, these latter 
narkets are all represented 'at' the set of practitioner variables interacted 
with nfillllS,n i.e., NQW)V(F), ONSlTE(F), SMALL(F), am CHAIN(F}. The 
followiD.; other independent variables are also included: (1) NONADV (omitted 
am hence in the constant tem) and ONSlTE; (2) optanetrists per capita in the 
state (STODPC) am mange in pcpulation in the state (CHPOP); and (3) the 
subjects, in the set of dummy variables. These last variables sh::luld control 
for subject and grOlp· differences in the degree of difficulty in determining 
an apprcpriate prescription;· thus, if the 20/2<S or BinOOllars presented 
special problems, the subject dummies will insure that the results on the 
other variables of interest are not confounded. 

'!he .econanetric results appear in Table 3-7. The four columns represent. 
probit· analyses of rua:cO, RXSUNY, RXEITH, and RXaJI'H, following (a}-(d) 
above. The res.ults for all four neasures sb:Jw ove1:Whelmin; consistency and 
are readily sumnarized. All pr:actitioners in the pr:esence of chain finns 
appear to offer improved aCClracy of pr:escriptions (judgin; fran the positive 
coefficients on WNADV(F), ONSITE(F), SMALL(F), and OWN(F», bJ1; none of the 
differences is statistically significant at conventional levels. The nature 
of the cdvertising-firm envirorurent does not therefore cause lower frequencies 
of appr:q>riate pr:escriptions for all cptometrists, or even for th:>se practic
ing in main firns themSelves. '!he percentage for RXEITH are representa
tive: 2 82 percent of pr:escriptions byNQW)V (noncdvertisers in AI:61 am 
ArS2, Le., without ~in firms) \Ere appr:opr:iate, 'Nhile 88 percent of 
Nc:HWV(F), 90.percent of SMALL(F), and 86 percent of CHAIN(F) practitioners' 
prescriptions were similarly appropr:iate. As previClsly noted, these dif
ferences are not statistically significant. '!he overall average was 85 
percent.· In addition, the at:sence of systematic and significant coefficient 
patterns for .~the BinoCllar or 20/20 subjects provides no support for the 
pc::ssibili ty that. prescription accuracy might be lower for Binoculars, woo had 
more difficultOOllar needs, or higher for 20/2<S, who went to their examina
tions with correct lenses. 

3. Accuracy and Workmanship of the Eyeglasses 

In mc::st instances, the subjects obtained new eyeglasses ~n the course of 
their cptanetric examinations. All of the Blurred groop were supposed to 

1 See discussion and footnote, p. 62. 

:2 These percenta;es am others reported belcw are obtained by predict
ing the corrected value of the probability for each type of practitioner or 
market. The corrections are for the "avera;e" subject am average value of 
STODPC and CHFOP. 
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purchase eyeglasses, as· were those Binoculars for whome new glasses were 
recamended. Seven observations were anitted because eyeglasses were lost in 
maUil'X3 or the optometrists referred subjects elsewhere for the filling of the 
prescriptions. In addition, the usable data on eyeglass accuracy exclude all 
observations in two SMSAs, where the experiment was discovered during or 
imnediately after field work, plus a few in a third SMS~ where one subject's 
activities may have been discovered. Since the eyeglasses were being prepared 
when discovery was made, fear of contaminating the data led to exclusion of 

. these observations on eyeglasses in tixlse cases. The resulting 1 data base con
sists of 217 observations for accuracy and 224 for workmanship. 

The eyeglasses were evaluated against the written prescriptions (regard
less of whether the prescriptions were appropriate or not for the subject) in 
two different ways: . (I) 'lbe first was perfooned only by FCC arrl invol veduse 
of an automatic lensometer and mechanical application of the ANSI standards of 
tolerance. '!he forner is a sophisticated instrunent that automatically 
prints out the Sphere, cylinder, axis, and prism of each lens of a pair of 
eyeglasses set into the machine. No repetition of this routine process was 
judged necessary. In each case, the print-outs \tlere canpared with the 
intended prescriptions, using the generally accepted tolerances for filling· 
eyeglass prescriptions stated in the ANSI guidelines. 'lhe ANSI ZaO.1 
standards require spherical power to be wi thin + .12 0 for 0.00 0 to 6 .00 0 
spheres, +2 percent for 6.00 0 to 12.00 0 spheres, and +.25 0 for spheres 
~e 12.00 0: and axis to be wi thin 50 for 0 •. 12 0 to 0.37- 0 cylinder power, 
3 for cylinders of 0.50 0 to 1.00 0, and 2 for cylinders of 1.12 0 and 
up. In addition, for the eyeglasses to be judged accurate, decentration had 
to be within limits specified in the ANSI standards. Decentration measures 
the displacement of the optical centers·of the eyeglasses, it should approxi
mate the pupillary distance (distance between the subject's pupils) for 
correct vision. 

Eyeglasses were considered accurate if they passed all these standards;· 
otherwise, they were rejected. Only one measure exists since this particular 
evaluation involved no subjective judgm:mt by the consultants. As before, the 
variable is dichotomous and requires probit analysis in order to deteonine the 
effects of the· following variables: (1) advertising-f irm environment, with 
AI:SI and AJ:S2 pooled in the constant teon, and_ FIRMAOO3 and FIRMA.CS4 pooled, 
as discussed above: 2 (2) the types of practitioners, ONSlTE, NONADV(F),· 
ONSI'1E(F), SMALL(F), and CHAIN(F}; (3) S'lODPC and CHroP (4) subject dumnies, 
in case there are subject or group characteristics which influence the 
accuracy of the prescript~on. 

1 '!he difference arises because accuracy requires comparisons; with the 
written prescriptions (as discussed below), which were not obtained in seven 
additional instances. 

2 See page 62 for discussion of pooling the markets with chain fions. In 
the data set the sole FIRMAD62 market had to be deleted because of the. pos
sibility of data contamination. 
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TABLE 3-8 

Probit Analysis of Eyeglasses Accuracy 
(standaIrl errors in parentheses) 

-6.82 
-.236 

".436 
.658 
.595 
.044 
.002 

5.822 
1.624 

.495 

.527 
-.576 

.187 

.617 

.185 
1.243 
1.858 

.969 

.185 

.277 

.572 

N=217 

( .64) 
( .29) 
( .71) 
( .30) 
( .33) 
( .004) 
(3.15) 
( .54) 
( .52) 
( .54) 
( .55) 
( .63)" 
( .46) 
( ~65) 
( .48) 
( .63) 
( .47) 
( .52) 
( .49) 
( .45) 

OOSI'rE 
OONAD'tl(F) 
cmITE(F) 
SMALL(F) 
CliAIN(F) 
STClDI'C 
COOP 
BI02 
BL01 
BL02 
BL03 
BL04 
BL05 
BL06 
BL07 
BL08 
BL09 
BUO 
BLl1 
BU2 

.NOI'E: See .text am Table 3-2 (p. 50) for definition ,of variables. 
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problems may npt be caused by the disFensirg' q>t:orretrist, but rather by the 
laboratory from which the optonetrist often purd'lases" it is ~nerally agreed 
that the cptaoetrist's res{X)nsibility extems to checking for soch problems 
and rejectirg eyeglasses ,wi. th I,XXlr workIranship as well as inaccurate f ilUng 
of the prescription. l , 

,The judgnent of the two schools wi. th respect to wotkmanship coincided in 
152 of 230 cases. In the renaining 78, !CO recatlIlended approval in 18· cases 
that SUNY rejected, am SUNY apprOlTed 60 glasses that !Co would fail. Thus 
four criteria \Ere developed--W:>BK!CO, IDRl<SUNY, WJRI<EITH, and IDRKBJI'H--to 
reflect the alternative views. As dicbotcm:JUs variables, these required 
probitanalysis to cetermine the effect of the sane set of independent vari
ables as J;l:'evioosf,y described, on page 52. 'Ibe result~ appear in Table 3-10 
for each of these alternatives. The absence of systenatic negative signs on 
the coefficients on ~(F) or CHAIN(F) leal to rejection of the hy!X)thesis 
that chain fiOl5 and adVertisill3 result in poorer \<Orknanship. However, in· 
blO of the four probits, NCNADV(F) has a {X)sitive and significant coefficient, 
as in the case of GIASANSI and tOOrooghness, suggesting that nonadvertisers in 
nonrestrictive IIaticets may be different fran nonadvertisers in restrictive 
narkets. But once again, the renainder of the distribution does not energe in 
the SMALL(F) and CHAIN(F) variables, and in two of the pr:obits NClNNJV(F) fails 
to achieve statistical significance arrJWa.Y. 

The conclusion fran this analysis is that, generally, no clear siglific
ant differences in the wotKmanship of eyeglasses can be found related to the 
degree of restrictiveness on alvertising and camrercial practice or the type 
of cpt.l::lll:!trist. This is, reflected in the absolute percentages of eyeglasses 
judged ada;ruate in "'OrkITanship. For nonalvertisers in ArSl and AI:S2, 81 per
cent were judged adquate. for NQN1UlV(F), this was 94 percent (hence the fOs
sible statistical significance just disOlssed); for SMALL(F), 85 percent; and 
for CHAIN(F), 87 percent. 

As a further dledt on these results, a contiruous measure of acOlracy and 
\I.OrJaranship of the eyeglasses was constructed by Dr. Myers. 'Ibis involved 
assignirg weights to the constituent parts of the acruracy am wot:k.Iranship 
variables, namely, sphere-cylincer-axis accuracy, decentration accuracy, 
adequacy of lenses, adequacy of edgin; and nountirg, and adequacy of frames. 
Ordinary least squares regressions on the sane independent variables confirm 
the insignificance of variables represent in; the type of cptclne!trist and the 
restrictiveness of advertising and camrercial practice. 

4. Extent of Unnecessary Prescribing 

An imp::)rtant ancillary issue concerns the frequency of unnecessary pre
scribirg of eyeglasses by cptometrists, as might OCOlr because of their 

1 It sh:luld also be noted that one other ~nent of pr:cper practice, 
fitting the glasses to the purd'laser's face, could not be neasured since the 
study net.h::>dolCXJY required rrailin:r the glasses rather than in-person pick.~ps. 
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"agency" relationship to consLl1l"ers,l that is, they not only diagnese rut 
also act on behalf of the consuner, gi ~n the diagnosis , and hence have a 
possible econanic incentive to provide biased initial infOl:mation as to the 
consuner's needs. While IOC'St cptonetrists also sell eyeglasses, it is alleged 
that tlDse affiliated with latge main cptical fiD1lS are ITOre likely to over
prescribe than those in traditional practice. '!he des~gn of the 20/20 grOlp 

. of the experiment was to send subjects with con-ect lE:nses to varirus practi
tioners and to have them elicit the practitioners' recannendations with regard 
to new eyeglasses. 2 The dependent variable, RECXM, reflects whether the 
optaletrist clearly recannended the purchase of new eyeglasses for improved 
vision. This variable captures two [X)Ssible subject resp:>nses on the debrief
ing sheets, nanely, if the optonetrist recamrended eyeglasses withrut hesita
tion, or, if' on lX'oddin;, indicated that they \O.lld Rnake a real differenceR 

and Rbe ~rth it. R '!he independent variables in this probit analysis are 
identical to th::lse anplOjed previrusly, except the subjects are confined to 
20/205. 

Identical probit analyses were conducted on two different data sets. '!he 
first consists of all usable ot:servations in the 20/20 grOlP, ~ile the secorrl 
is confined to those observations for whidl the written prescriJi)tions are 
judged acceptable by both StM.{ am ECO. The secom data set is designed to 
foCJS attention on those cases where, by joint clinical judgnent, no new eye
glasses were r6iuired. If the lX'ac;ti tioner recamremed eyeglasses in such a 
case, it would clearly not be because he or she had lX'eviOlsly erred in 
ascertainin; the subject's prescription. '!he first data set, by contrast, 
reveals the extent of unnecessa~ prescribing of eyeglasses for either 

. reason--incorrect ~escription or faulty recannendation. 

The results, in Table 3-11,. are essentially the same under either inter
lX'etation of unnecessa~ prescribing. There appears to be no great~r prob-
-ability of unnecessaty prescribin; in examinations given by chain fiD1lS or in 
the presence of dif ferent kinds of advertising. Indeed, the dif ferences that 
do E:!I1etge tem to sh::1ttl lCMer frequency of over-prescribirv; by advertisin; 
firmS, a result which is intertreted as rejecting the hypothesis that such 
fiIIIIS lIlnecessarily lX'escribe ITOre. The frequencies are 22 percent an:] 20 
percent for all 20j2CS and for these with correct prescriptions, respectively, 
wi tiDut significant differences between cells. 

5.: Effects of ( l) to (4) on Q.lali ty 

'!he variOls effects of advertisin; and cannercial practice on cptane
tric quality constitute a canplex picture. Different dinensions of quality 
appear to fall, stc¥ constant, or . even rise, a result scarcely predicted I:7f 

1 .... See, for example, s. A. Rcss, "The Econanic '!heoty of Agency: The 
Principal's Problem," AIrerican Economic Review, May 1973, pp. 134-39. 

2 Cbservations for one subject in t\oJO cities had to be omitted when it 
becaIre apparent that;. her original lenses may not have been fully apprcpriate. 
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theoty "or pr:-evioos empirical ~rk. "All q:>taretrists ap~ar to ~rfOtm 
similarly with respect to pres::ription accuracy, accuracy and voorknanship of 
the eyeglasses, am the extent of "unnecessaty tx'escribil'l3. These are the nore 
tangible am assessable (by the lay consurrer) p:::>rtions of the eye examina
tions, am nay, in manY instances, be t:asically all the consuner wants fran an 
eye examination. Others want nore, however, am in the pure-service area of 
the cpt.anetric examination of the eye, tb::>t'O.lghness clea.rly differs. The 
strikin;- result that nonadvertisers in nonrestrictive cities give nore 
tl'DrOlgh examinations than their cstensible ca:mtetparts where no advertisin; 
is pennitted is explained" by the argurrent that they are not analogOJs 
irxli viduals • Advertisin; am cannercial practice simply petroi t certain 
nctives to bevis:ibly signaled, rut pr:-actitioners of variOls kinds continue to 
exist am provide t,pe degree of tiDrooghness which they have decided up:::>n 
regardless of the restrictiveness of state regulatory envirorurents. 

'Ibis scenario would seem to answer a" basic question pooed in the disOJs
sion of tr:ice differences, narely: Are there quali t:j differences? The answer 
is that indeed there are, and hence the usual pr:-ice c:arparisons of tr:0fes
sional set:Vices are misleadin;. This raises the question of the degree to 
which these quality differences account for the pr:-ice differences pr:-evioosly 
uncalered. 

c." PlUCE AND COALI'fi 

'Ihe aboIe analysis has denonstrated that while there is substantial 
variation inane pr:-ices across types of q?torretrists and kirrl of advertising 
in different ci ties, there also exist cOnsiderable differences in the quali t:j 
of at least sorre COlIlp'nents of the eye examination. '!bese facts suggest the 
poss:ibility of a ncre fundamental relation between the price am quality of 
eyeglasses. Indeed, given tha"t the service is heterogeneOls, pr:-ices can only 
be neanil11fully canpared for identical quali ties. '!be fom of this relation 
is explored in the following dis"russion. 

First, the C}:!neral relation between total pricel and the thorough
ness2 of the eye examination is explored. In Table 3-12, colunn (a), the 
FTC Index of thoroughness is substituted for the market type and practitioner 
variables, am a significant tx'si tive association between quality am price" is 
apparent. '!he column (b) regression explores the possibilit:j that the price-
quali ty relationship differs in slcpe or intercept between the variOls " 

1 Alternatively, examination price cculd be used as the depe me nt 
variable. If other quality diJrensions are not related to these variables, 
hOlll'ever, the regressions will differ only in their intercept teII'llS. i; The 
cmice of total pr:ice will later J;:ermit testiD3 of prescriptioo and eyeglass 
quali ty: in ant event, analo;oos regressions on only examination prices \tEre 
J;:erforned, with essentially identical results. 

2 Qlly the F'OC In::Jex will be retx'rted, in order to simplify discussion. 
All substantive conclusions here, as elsewhere, persist when the NAOO Index is 
used instead. 
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47.55 
0.16 (0.06) fTCINO 

, _ 2.89 (4.68) ADS2 
12.25 (4.19) FI~~2 
15.42 (3.00) F1RMADS3 
8.12 (12.65) ONSI'1'~ 

-21.77 (7.62) ~V(F) 
-24.45(15.33) ONSITE(F) 
-20.33 (7.16)" SMALL(F) 
-25.42 (8.~8) OWN(F) 
-0.20 (0.22) <N"IC 

0.01 (0.10) NO(F)FTC 
0.17 (0.25) ON(F)F'IC 

-0.16 (0.12) SM(F)FTC 
-0.10 (0.13) CH(F)F'IC' 
-0.29 {0.06} CITODPC 

0.01 (0.003)YI:c 
-5.01 (3.59) B102 
, 1.12 (4.20) BLOI 

6.42 (4.34) BL02 
2.03 (5.24) BL03 

-0.44 (5.77)BL04 
4.51 (4.26) BL05 

-17.76 (4.44) BL06 
-3.73 (4.23) BL07 

-15.58 (4.59) BL08 
.. 6.S1. t3 .. S8) BL09 
1". SS( 4. 6S) BUO 

-10.9.9 (4.35) BL1I 
6.20 (3.90) BU2 

2 R .:.54 
F(29,250)=10.15 

i 
I 
\ 

TABLE 3-12 (contirued) 

e 

50.73 
0.12 (0.04) FTClNO 
2.89 (4.66) ADS2 

11.S4 (4.15) F1RMADS2 
15.65 (2.97) F1RMADS3 
-2.97 (5.11) ONS1TE 

-20.87 (4.12) ~V(F) 
-15.28 (6.S1) ONSrrE(F} 
-28.11 (4.35) SMALL(F) 
-30.7S (4.55) CHAIN (F) 
-0.30 (0.06) Cl'roop: 
0.01 (O.003)YFC 

-5.33 (3.57) B102 
0.97 (4.14) BLOl 
6.59 (4.30) BL02 

,2.04 (5.22) 'BL03 
-0.26 (5.71) BL04 
3.95 (4.21) BL05 

-lS.49 (4.39) BL06 
-4.45 (4.05) BL07 

-16.06 (4.52) BLOS 
6.50 (3.85) BL09 
,1.48 (4.65) BUO 

-11.1~ (4.32) BUl 
5.65, (3.82) BL12 

R2=.53 
F(24,255 )=12'.'22 
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36.53 \, 
0.11 (0.05) FTCIND 

-2.78 (2.67) RXE1TH 
0.61 (1.94) GLASANSI 
2.55 (2.83) IDRKEI'ni 
7.88 (8.15) AD62 

13.76 (3.66) F1RMADS3 
-1.99 (5.87) ONSITE 

-14.56 (7.93) ~(F) 
-8.07(10.52) ONSITE(F) 

-22.19 (8.35) SMALL(F) 
-19.76 (8.70) CHAIN (F) 
-0.21 (0.10) CI'roDP: 

0.01 (0.003)YPC 
-9.00 (4.59) B102 

6.04 (6.03)·BLDI 
10.62 (6.02) BL02 
4.99 (4.69) BL05 

-19.51 (6.61) BL06 
-4.19 (4.60) BL07 

-14 .• 03 (5.28) BLOS 
6.96 (4.29) BLDg 
5.76 (5.73) SLI0 

-8.99 (4.99) BU1 
6.22 (4.22) BL12 

R2=.46 
F(24,174 )=6.24 



ferhaps behave dif':erently in ways not captured by the measures in this study. 
These market divisions result in ~rsistent price dis::repancies for. c:stensibly 
identical services prOlided by the different practitioners. It must be 
enphasized, rowever, that substantial unexplained variation continues to exist· 
in the statistical analysis r~rted here, variation consistent wi th the view 
that other factors, including consumer misinformation, play significant roles 
in thi.s)narket. 

FurtheImOre, thet'e3ression in colurm (e) contimes to dem:mstrate a weak 
or insignificant effect fran non-price forms of oovertisirr:J, though a powerful 
effect fran price crlvettising. . This is E!Ilidenced by the fact that noncever
tisers in FIRMAI:64 markets, with price a:lvertisiI"t3 of eyeglasses am nonprice 
advertising of examinations, are estjrnated to chatge Oler $21 less than non
advertisers in AC61, while the corres;onding practi tioners in FIRMADS3 markets 
chatge only $5.22 less. The latter fig"ure is statistically different fran the 
price in AC6l (t=1.28) , only at much low=r levels of significance, but it is 
verj different fran FIP.MADS4 prices. 

The last regression in colurrn (f) of Table 3-12 adds three other qual
ity di:rensions to the preceding regression, nanely, those reflecting1:he' 
accuracy of the p:escription arrl the accuracy am workmanship of the glasses. 
In order not to reject pres:::riptions or glasses which either SUNY or PeO found 
acceptable, RXEITH am woru<EITH were selected to represent accuracy of pre
scription and 'AOrkrnanship of the glasses, respectively. Cne single neasure of 
eyeglass accuracy, GIASPNSI, is taken for the renaining dimension. "As is 
readily apparent, the trorooghness of the eye examination continues to be 
significantly ass::>ciated with the total. price, W"lile the other dimensions of 
quality.do not contribute significant explanatorj power. This result" is con
sistent with ti.e earlier fiming that only th::>rOlghness differs signifi
cantly by kim of advertising am optorretrist. l 

Finally, this last data set permits an examination of the degree to whid'r"
the variOls facets of tiorOlghness are correlated wi thin the observations 
here. That is, to what extent do practitioners offering th::>rough eye examina
-tions also pro.ride the mst accurate prescriptions, or the mst accurately 
filled pres:riptions,or the best \tJOrkITa.nship on the eyeglasses? The simple 
correlation coefficients between these variables are given in Table 3-13, 
together with the probabilities that they are due to chance. Ttoroughness of 
the eje examination seems generally mrelated to the quality. asS)ciated with 
the pres:::ription arrl glasses, Le., generally the "product" 

1 In an unreported re;;ression on a snallerdata set for which the whole
sale price of eyeglass franes could be determined, the wl"olesale price '£s 
positively and significantly related to the total. price of the eje examination 
plus glasses. Ttoroughness continues to be the only quality variable related 
to the total. price. Since the general fom of the relationship is unchanged 
where frane price is known, it is unlikely that W"late~r diversity of frarres 
was obtained bj the st.bjects -is causi~ significant sanple bias. 
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part of the package. . Altoough the associations wi thin the procilct part are 
not evet:y\tlhere huge, they all are pc:sitive (as one mignt expect) with signif
icance levels no less than 85 percent. Thus, there ap~ars to be some tep,d
enCj for product attribJtes to be pcsitively correlated, but for those attri
butes not to te closely assJciated with the tb::>rOJghness of the cptcmetric 
service rendered. . 

D. StH1ARY 

'Ibis analysis of the data gathered in the survey has produced a rather 
canplex set of facts. At the OJtset, it appears that the presence of adver
tisiB;J and cannercial practice leads to sut:stantial reductions in the price of 
eye examinations and eyeglasses. The chain ficns themselves offer the lcwest 
prices, rut even nonadvertising .practitioners in the pi:e~nce of chain firms 
are forced to lONer price s::mewhat. The abili ty of cptometrists to advertise 
price, rather than simply availability (that is, non-price· ad~rtising), 
ag;:ears to have st:ecial force in alterill3 natKet prices •. 

Evaluation of the quality of an eye examination is sonellhat ncre canpli
cated, but. it yields insights crucial to correct interpretation of the price 
results. With respect to the tOOrcllghness of the eye examination, the data 
reveal considerable variation in all rrarkets, rut they reveal remrkably 
similar distr:ib.ltions between practitioners in the least and in the rrost 
restrictive rrarkets. In contrast to the argunent raised bysorre professionals 
against crlvertisin; arx1 cannercial practice, looser restrictions do not cause 
the erosion of quality throughout the narket. But in .contrast to serre 
simplistic ncdels of the effect ofcrlvertisin; and cannercial practice, the 
latter do ·seem to result in a gre,Flter fr~uency of less-thorough examinations 
by advertisin; cptanetrists. Given the similarity of overall rratKet distri
butions, this does not inply that the absence of restrictions has caused 
maJ:ket quality to erode bJtrather that it has petmitted an alignment of 
thorcughness with the fotm of practice. Those who would give less thorough 

. examinations are mre likely to practice as advertisers or to affiliate with 
cannercial practice. Those inclined towards thorough examinations naintain 
tradi tiona! foens of practice. Both coexist. In restrictive m:u:kets these 

. different practices are not eliminated rut sinply obscured by the inability to 
advertise or ergage in camrercial practice. 

hhereas tl'DrCllghness of the eye examination does vat:y acrcss type of 
optorretrist, other dinensions of quality do not. '!he ,accuracy of the pre
scription, the acOJracy of the eyeglasses, and the wot:knBnship of the glasses 
are essentially the sane regaIdless of provider or regula tory environrren t. . In 
alIlcst all instances, it is likely that at a minimum the consUIt'er wants to t.e . 
checked for the need for new eyeglasses, and it W'Ould appear that this service 

i; and the resultill3 procilct (eyeglasses) are not substantially different under 
! arrt circunstances. It is in the area of quality of optorretric service that 

consl..1IlEr preferences and the t:h::Irwghness of practice vary. 
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APPENDIX A 

Cost-of-Li vi~ Adjustments to Price Data 

'lb make meaningful canparisons of price data. across cities, differences 
in the !=QSt of living nust be taken into ac:co.mt.. Price indexes that reflect 
city to city differences in the cost of. livirg do not exist. The Bureau 6f 
Labor Statistics (BLS) does, however, produce ~al estimates of family· 
budgets for 39 cities.l Fran these estimates indexes can be derived to can
pare the cost of the budgets across cities. 

For each of the "39 cities, BLS produces a lONer, an intecnediate, am an 
upper budget. The intermediate budget was selected as the one IIDSt likely to 
be representative of the average household. Ancng the 39 cities, only five 
were also ancng the SMSAs for which price data had been collected. Price 
indexes had to be created for seven Sz.sAs. 

'lb create the needed price deflators, indexes of .the published inter
mediate budgets (the city irrlexes divided by the urban average) were regressed 
upon a nwrber of socioeconomic variables. 'Ihirty-eight of the 39 cities for 
which BLS publishes budgets were used in the analysis. . Honolulu was dropped. 
'!he actual indexes ranged fran .86 to 1.20. The independent variables 
included 1975 population, 1975 population per square mile, 1974 per capita 
incane, average annual change in per capita incane, 1969 to 1974, the percent
age of families living below the p:>verty level in 1970, the unemployment rate 
in 1977, the percentage of dlange ·in population between 1970 and 1975, total 
local· taxes per capita (based upon. local government tax data for 1971-1972, 
and population for 1970), and the 1975 labor force as a percentage of 1975 
population. rata on size of labor force and the unemployment rate were fran 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 2. . All other data were from the Bureau of the 
Census.3 

!egression analysis was perfonned using a step-..1ise regression program. 
Variables were entered· into. the regression so as to maximize the improvenent 
in R2. The three variables that best explained variation in the city 
indexes (INIEX) were population per square' mile (POP/MI), percent of pq::iUla~ 
tion living below the tx>verty level (1?OV), and local taxes per capita 
('l'X/1?OP). The equation reads (t values in parentheses): 

1 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Departnent of Labor, "Autumn 1977 
Urban Family Budgets and Cooparative Indexes for Selected Urban Areas,,"~, 
April 26, 1978. . ': 

2 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Depart:rrent of Labor, "Labor Force 
Unemployment Statistics," ptintout, June 27, 1978. . 

3 Bureau of the Census, U .. S. DepartIrent of Comnerce, Statistics for 
States and Metropolitan Areas, A Preprint fran County and Clty rata Book, 
1977. 
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i , , 

Cost of Living Indexes 
for Sample SMSAs 

1977 

Actual 
SMSA Index 

Knoxville, 'renn. • 
Little ltX:k~rth Little lb:k, Ark'. • 
PrOY'idence-Wamck-Pawtucket, R .. I. • 
Greensboro-Winston Salem-Highpoint, N.C. • 
CohmDia, S.C. • 
Milwaukee, Wis. 107 

Portland, Ore.-wash. • 
Columbus, Oh. • 
Sal tiItDre, Md. 101 

.Washington, D.C.~.-Va. 105 

Seattle-Everett, Wash. 101 

Minneapo1is-5t. Paul, Minn. Wis. 104 

• Not available • 
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Estimated 
Index 

85 

85 

97 

90 

84 

104 

99 

97 

98 

106 

100 

102 



· 

1. CASE HIS'IDRY 

Many eye problems can be detected or suspected, after a careful case history and one of the six indices of 
quality is the thoroughness of the case history taken fran you. Please check the data that was asked of you by 
the examiner or was asked and recorded by an assistant or filled out on a sheet of questions 9iven to you at the 
start of the visit. 

Max:iJnum Points and Percentage of Total Score for Each ()Jestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

Were you asked: FOC Index tw:X) Index FOC Index tw:X) Index FOC Index NA£X) Index 

1. Your age (or Yes 1.0 7.0 1.0 5.7 1.0 6.8 
date of birth) 0.43% 1.98% 0.46% 1.65% 0.47% 1.74% 

N:l 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. Why are you Yes 2.0 8.9 2.0 7.8 2.0 8.1 
having your eyes 0.85 2.51 0.93 2.26 0".93 2.07 
examined at this 
tine? No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 3. r:o you have any Yes 3.0 10.4 3.0 14.0 3.0 13.9 
\D 

visual symptoms, 1.27 2.94 1.39 4.06 1.40 3.55 l.1I 
I canplaints or 

problems? No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4. About your Yes 2.0 6.2 2.0 6.9 2.0, 6.9 
general health? 0.85 1.75 0.93 2.00 0.93 1.76 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. Are you under Yes 2.0 6.0 2.0 6.0 2.0 8.3 
the care of a 0.85 1.69 0.93 1.74 0.93 2.12 
physician? 

N:l 0 0 0 0 0 0 



Were you asked: 

9. lb. you have or have 
yoU had: 

a. eye Yes 
disease? 

tb 

b •. eye Yes 
surgery? 

tb 

c. glauocma? Yes 
I 

1.0 
~ 
I 

tb 

d. eye Yes 
injuries? 

tb 

e. pain in or Yes 
around the 
eyes? 

tb 

SUBTOI'AL CASE HIS'lORY 
(Maxim..un) 

''4: 
".'):"'\ 

Maxinum lOints and Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each ()lestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

F'IC Index NA(X) Index F'IC Index NA(X) Index FTC Index NA(X) Index 

2.0. 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.B 
0.85% 1.24% 0.93% 1.33% 0.93% 0.97% 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.0 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.B 
0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0..93 0.97 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.0 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.B 
0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0.93 0.97 
~ 

I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.0 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.8 
0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0.93 0.97 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.0 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.8 
0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0.93 0.97 

(j 0 0 0 0 0 

30.0 100.2 30.0 96.9 30.0 97.2 

12.71% 28.28% 13.89% 28.05% 11.95% 24.B4% 



I 
\0 
\0 
I 

Maximum Points and Percentage of 'lbta1 Score for Each ().lestion . 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

F'lC Index NAt)) Index F'lC Index NACXJ Index F'lC Index NACX) Index 

5. Bianicroscope Yes 4.0 8.2 4.0 7.4 ·4.0 5.l 
(slit lamp) 1.69% 2.l1% 1.85% 2.14% 1.86% • 1.l6% 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6. OphthalnoscqJy Yes !flO •O 28.0 !flO •O ll.O !flO •O 27 .• 7 
(internal exam 12.71 7.90 ll.89 9.56 13.95 7.09 

-~~---

of eyes) 
(Approximate No 0 0, 0 0 ,0 0 
nllllber of 
secOl''rls for 
each eye: 
left 
right 

7. 'lbnanetry Yes 20.0 19.3 10.0 10.4 10.0 9.7 
(sp:!cify method) 8.47 5.45 4.63 l.Ol 4.65 2.48 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

!I The p:>int score for this portion of the examination depeooed upon the time spent examiniil;J each eye with the 
ophthalnosoop:! and whether or not the instrument was positioned close to the eye. '!be score was determined by 
giving one point for the average number of seconds each eye was examined. The maxim.un pOssible score is 30 
fX)ints, i.e., 30 seconds or nore for each eye. If the instrument was not held close to the eye, 10 fX)ints were 
subtracted fran the above score'. The rnininum score possible is zero (0). 



3. VISI~ TESTIOO 

'!his part of the eye exam measures binocular visual tunctions, determines the refractive errors of each eye, 
measures how well the eyes wotk together and generates a prescription. 
please specifY any tests, other than these, that were performed. 

Only the roost CCIIUlDn tests are listed, 

Maxinum Points and Percentage of Tota1'Soore for Each ()Jestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Bioocu1ars 

FOC Index tWX> Index F'lC Index tWX) Index F'OC Index NACO Index 

1. Initial tes 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.1 . 3.0 5.2 
visual Far 1.21% 1.41% 1.39% 1.48% 1.40% 1.33% 
acuity: 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Yes 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.1 3.0 5.2 ' 
Near 1.21 1.41 1.39 1.48 1~40 1.33 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 

Color vision 1.0 ..... 2. Yes 1.0 3.5 1~0 4.0 4.2 0 ..... test 0.43 0.99 0.46 1.16 0.41 1.01 I 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Depth percep- Yes 1.0 3.4 1.0 4.0 1.0 . 6.7 
tion test: . 0.43 0.96 0.46 1.16 0.41 1.71 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

DISTANT BIOCCUlAR VISION 

4. Rlorias at Yes 2.0 3.1 2.0 3.1 2.0 4.4 
distance Sideways 0.85 0.81 0.93 1.07 0.93 1.13 
(aligning 
double images) No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Yes 2.0 3.1 2.0 3.1 2.0 4.4 
Up,/n:>wn 0.85 O~87 0.93 1.07 0.93 1.13 

n 



--- MaliilnLnn Pointf; ~d Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each ().lestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

FTC Index NACO Index. FTC Index NAO) Index FTC Index tWX> Iooex 

-:~INATIOO <F REFRACl'OR ERR)R 

8. IE tinoscopy Yes 8.0 11.1 8.0 11.6 8.0 9.6 
3.39% 3.30% 3.10% 3~36% 3.12% 2.46% 

lb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9. Subjective Yes 8.0 21.1 8.0 20.0 8.0 15.3 
Refraction 3.39 5.96 3.10 5.80 3.12 3.92 
(which is 
clearer, etc.) No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 •. Binocular Yes 2.0 1.5 2.0 6.6 2.0 8.2 
Balance 0.85 2.12 0.93 1.91 0:93 2.10 

, N:> 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..... 
0 
LV 11. Amplitude of Yes 1.0 9.2 1.0 1.3 1.0 6.3 I 

Aca:::mnoda tion 0.43 2.60 0.46 2.12 0.41 1.61 

lb 0 0 0 0 0 o· 

12. Near Point Yes 1.0 5.8 1.0 5.7 1.0 5.7 
Convergence 0.43 1.64 0.46 1.65 0.47 1.46 

lb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SUB'rol'AL VISlOO TESTlOO 40.0 92.2 40.0 94.6 40.0 96.8 

16.95% 26.02% 18.52% 27.40% 18.60% 24.77%' 



.. 

Maxinum Ibints and Percentage of '!bta1 Soore for Each ().lestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Birv:x:ulars 

FTc Index NA£X) Index FTC Index NA£X) Iooex FTC Iooex NA£X) looex 

When you asked what the examination revealed: 

2. Did the 00 then tell you: 

a. what was Yes 2.0 13.7 2.0 16.7 2.0 17.1 
wrong with 0.85% 3.87% 0.93% 4.84% 0.93% 4.38% 
your vision? 
(Le., that tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 
you are near-
sighted) 

b. what and Yes 2.0 9.6 2.0 15.5 2.0 13.3 
why he/she 0.85 2.71 0.93 4.49 0.93 3.40 
suggests as 
an Rx? tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 
I-' 
0 c. a reason Yes N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.0 13.3 
U1 for or an 0.93 ·3.40 I 

explanation 
for your tb 0 0 
binocular 
problem. 
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MaxUmum Points and Percentage of ~tal Score for Each Question 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

F'OC Index NA(X) Index F'OC Index NA(X) Index F'OC Index twX> Index 

g. What was Yes N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.0 17.6 
the reason 2.79% 4.50% 
given for an 
explanation No 0 0 
for bino-
cular problem? 

h. what did Yes .. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.0 16.4 
CD tell you 2.79 4.20 
the glasses 
\VOUld:do tb 0 0 
for your 

I 
problem? 

I-' 
c 1. A reason for Yes 0 6.6 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -..J 
I or an explana- 1.86 

tion of the 
visual tb 0 0 
fields 
symptans? 

j. Anything Yes 0 5.2 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
relating to 1.4 
loss of per-
ipheral tb 0 0 
vision: 

3. Did the' OD make Yes 2.0 5.6 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
any statements 0.85 l.58 
that would sug-
gest that he tb 0 0 
has considered 
your bumping 
into things as 
~~ Q __ thl_". ___ C!'tJinn~J"'\.-_ 



.!. o 
f 

" 4. Did .he indicate Yes 
that his findings 
show no evidence ' 
of an eye No 
heal th reason 
for bunpiD;J 
into things? 

5. This section seeks to 
determine the optaDe
trist's reoommenda-
tion concerning your 
need for new eye
glasses. It is 
"important to illicit 
his judgment even if 
it requires pressil'¥) 
him for that judgment. 

What did the OD . 
reocmnend regardi~ eye
glasses? 

Maximum lbints and Percentage ~f 'lbtal Soore for Each OJestion 

Blurred . 

. nc Index NA(X) Irdex, 

7.05 

2.97' 

5.0 
2.12 

4.5 
1.27' 

o 

20 x 20's Biooculars 

F'OC Index NA(X) Index nc Index NA(X) Index 

N.A. N.~. N.A. N.A. 

5 If qilthalm:>scopy was performed for 15 second~' or nore in each eye and tooorretry had been per'formed, a 
IIYES" ans~r received 7.00 points and a "00" answer 5.00 points. If ophthalJooscopy am tonanetry not perfonned 
earlier, "zero" points were given for either a "YES" or 110011 answer to thi~ question. 



Maximwn Points, and Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each Q.,Iestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

FTC Index NACO Index FTC Index NACO Index FTC Index NACO Index 

a. the 00 Yes N.A. N.A. 20.06 07 N.A. N.A. 
i.nmediately 9.26\ 
explained 
that a new lb 0 0 
pair of 
glasses ~ 
not needed. 

b. t\X>n Yes N.A. N.A. 10.0 0 N.A. N.A. 
prodding 4.63 
the 00 
explained lb 0 0 
that a new 
pair of 

I glassefi 
~ would rot 0 
\0 make 'a real I 

difference. 

c. Upon Yes N.A. N.A. 5.0 0 N.A. N.A. 
prodding 2.31 
the OD 
explained ' tb 0 0 
that a new 
pair of 
glasses ~ld 
make a real 
difference • 

6 '!he maximum points for this section is 20.0. 

7 



~ ..... o 
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d. 'lbe 00 Yes 
refused to 
make a 
judgment. tb 

SUB'1Ul'AL CASE OIAGKSIS 
AND MGR. 

Maximwn Points and Percentage of Total Score for Each ()Jestion 

BlurreCt 20 x 20'~ Binoculars 

FTC Index NA(X) Index f'lC Inde~ l-¥\OO Inde~ F'lC Index NJIJX) Index 

N.A. N.A. 7.0 0 N.A. N.A. 
3.24% 

0 0 

45.0 60.7 40.0 55·.8 34.0 96.0 

19.07\ 17.13\ 18.52\ 16.02\ 15.0U 24.56% 



s. SUBJECT' S EVAWATlOO OF CARE 



Maxinun lQintS and Percentage of 'lbtal Soore for Each ()1estion . , 

Blurred 20 x 20's Birvx:ulars 

F'lC Index NAOO Index F'lC Index NAOO IncJex F'lC Index NAOO Irdex 

4. Did 00 appear Yes 1.0 Q 1.0 0 1.0 0 
to keep a 0.43\ 0.46\ 0.47\ 
written record 
of his findiDls ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
so that a 
patient file 
would be kept? 

5. LeDlth of 
Examinatioo. 

Less than 15 minutes: 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Between 15 but less 
than 30 minutes: 5.0 0 5.0 0 5.0 0 

I 2.12 2.31 2.33 
~ .... 
t-l 30 or more minutes: 10.0 I 0 10.0 0 10.0 0 I 

4.24 4.63 4.65 

SUB'IUI'AL 30.0 0 3().O 0 10.0 0 

SUBJEcrs EVALUATIOO 12.71\ 0.00 \ 13.89\ 0.00\ 13.95\ 0.00% 



.:, 6. DISPENSING 



Maximum lUints and Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each ().lestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

F'lC Index tWX> Index F'lC Index tWX> Index F'lC Index tWX> Iooex 

•• Spare·pair Yes 0 0 0 0 
of eye-
glasses? N:> N.A. 0 3.0 0 N.A. 0 

1.39% 

4. 

a. were frane Yes 1.0 0 N.A. N.A. 1.0 0 
{rices 0.43% . 0.47% 
marked? 

lb 0 0 0 0 -
b. was it Yes 0 0 N.A. N.A. '0 0 

sugge~ted 
you would N:> 3.0 0 3.0 0 

I look IIOre 1.27 1.40 ..... "stylish" ..... 
~ in a IIOre I 

expensive 
frame? 

c. Were facial Yes 4.0 0 N.A. . N.A. 4.0 0 
cu1d eye 1.69 1.86 
measurements ; 

. made so lb 0 0 0 0 
correct 
frame size 
aOO decentra-
tion Would 
result? 

SUB'IDl'AL 21.0 0 16.0 0 21.0 0 
DIS PENS 100 8.90% 0.00% 7.41% 0.00% 9.77% 0.00% 

236.0 ;354.3 216.0 345.6 215.0 391.3 
EXAM rorAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 



7. ACCURACY AND QUALI'IY OF FILlED Rx 

Maxinllm Points and Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each ()Jestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Bif¥)Culars 

F'.OC Index NA£X) Index F'.OC Index NAOO Index F'lC Index NA(X) Index 

L Overall, . is Yes 20.0 0 N.A. N.A. 20.0 0 
deoentration and 7.38\ 8.00% 
the accuracy of 
the lenses lb 0 0 0 0 
acceptable? 

2. Are lenses well 
. edged and IOOUnted? 

a. Pennsylvania Yes 2.5 0 N.A. N.A. 2.5 0 
College of 0.92 1.00 
q>tanetry 

It> 0 0 0 0 
I 
~ b. State Yes 2.5 0 N.A. N.A. 2.5 0 ~ 

~ University of 0.92 1.00 
New York 
College of tb 0 0 0 0 
q>tometry 

3. [bes either 
lense have any. 
significant 
imperfections? 

a. Pennsylvania Yes 0 0 N.A. N.A. 0 0 
College of 
Optometry No 2.5 0 2.5 0 

0.92 1.00 

b. State Yes 0 0 N.A. N.A. 0 0 
-~ ---- ---- -- ----

University 
of New York l'b 2.5 0 2.5 0 

__ l"""Ll"O .... .03 _ ,,1=. __ fLn.'l 



Maxirnwn lOints and Percentage of '!btal Score for Each QJestion 

Blurred 20 x 20·s Biooculars 

F'OC Index tWX) Index F'OC Index twX) Index F'OC Index NA(X) Iooex 

4. Overall, are 
the frames of 
clinically 
acceptable 
materials 
ard worknenship? 

a. Pennsylvania Yes 2.5 0 N.A. N.A. 2.5 0 
College of 0.92 1.00 
Optanetry 

tb 0 0 0 

b. State Yes 2.5 0 N.~. N~A. 2.5 0 
University 0.92 l.OO 

~-- ----- ------ --~ --- -------

of New York 
I College of tb 0 0 0 ..... ..... Optometry 
'" I 

SUB'lUI'AL--ACCURACY AND 
OJALI'fi OF FIlLED Rx 35.0 0 N.A. N.lh 35.0 0 

12.92% 0.00% 14.00% 0.00% 

EXAM~ 271.0 354.3 2i6.0 345.6 250.0 391.3 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 10Q.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

4· 
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Appendix C 

Sample Size, by Type of Market and Type of Optometrist 

'.&n.. 1 ~ I .FI~ ) FIJlMSl; ,;.,. ~4 
~.,) . / ~" $ $ ~. ~ . $ . $ $, I ~ 

DatASet =J!w / tf~ It tf~··/ J'q l &I It J1~ /1/1 ~q I J 
. I . ; i 

L. Price of Eye EIcanIi 
, 

a. All Prices 

B1urreds 151 31 1 15 0 7 1 5 5 10 2 10 5 24 12 16 13 
20x20's 132 41 0 • • • • • 110 110 110 • 110 41 4 22 24 
Binoc:ulAnl 49 14 0 110 · . . . • 110 • • • • • 14 4 6 11 

ToW; 318 - 86 1 15 0 7 1 5 5 10 2 10 5 79 20 44 48 . 
b. -J\fparent- Prices; 

. B1urreds 154 31 1 15 0 7 1 5 5 8 2 10 5 2) 12 16 13 
BinoculAnl 30 7 0 • • • 110 110 • III • • • 7 4 4 8 

TotAl' 184 38 1 15 0 7 1 5 5 8 2 10 5 )0 16 20 21 

c. -Real- Price., 

Blurreds ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
20x20'. 112 41 0 110 • III 110 • 110 III III 110 • 41 4 22 24 
Binoc:ul.an 19 7 0 III • III 110 • III III • III • 7 0 2 1 

. ToW, 154 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 49 4 24 :27 



Data Set 

d. Total Idjusted Price of 
~lasses' ani £leanS 

Bluneds 
Bincculan 

'lOtala 

2. Eye Examinatials I 

B1uneds 
2OUD'. 
Binoculan 

I 'lOtal; 

tublr of 
a.enat..iala 

2]5 
45 

280 

238 
112 

64 

414 

JIp(lencUx C~tinued 

Sample Size, b~ Type of Market and Type of Optometriat 

41 
15 

56 

41 
U 
22 

104 

.s!. 

5 
o 

5 

5 
o 
o 
5 

J. A002 . i ---rIi1Wii2 - ) FIJIMM] I F]JIWl;4 

- /~'" .$' ~'" d' .. ~'" d' ~ $;$ &' S' ~ 
~I ~q , / // ,~ , t! /1 I II 

16 

* 
16 

1 
ill 

1 

16 1 
ill * 
III ill 

]6. 1 

12 
ill 

12 

12 
ill 

* 
12 

1 

* 
1 

1 
III 

ill 

1 

1 
ill 

1 

1 
* 
* 
1 

5 

* 
5 

5 
* 
* 
5 

12 
ill 

12 

14 
* 
* 

14 

) 
ill 

1 

) 

* 
* 
1 

16 
* 

16 

16 
* • 

16 

9 

* 
9 

9 
* 
* 
9 

]] 
1 

40 

89 
41 
14 

14 

It 
9 

2] 

27 
4 
9 

14 

26 
5 

31 

14 
9 

23 

55 14 
22 24 

7 U 

26 50 

~------------------------------------~------~---------------1----------------r--------------CD 
I 3. PrescriptiaUI !I 

B1urreda 
20xlO'. 
Bincculara 

'lOtal1 

214 
127 

59 

400 

U 
41 
20 

102 

5 
o 
o 
5 

]0 1 
ill III 

III III 

]0 1 

12 
* 
III 

12 

1 
III 

*. 

1 

6 

* 
* 
6 

5 

* 
* 
5 

~1 
* 
* 

11 

2 

* 
* 
:I 

12 
• -_.-

12 

8 
• 
III .. 

8 

29 
]8 
13 

80 

14 
4 
8 

26 

24 13 
21 23 
6 12 

51 48 



DatA Set 0lae.rvaSJ5N • 
4. Eyeglass Ioocuracy y 

Bluneda 187 
Binocular. 30 

'lbtaJ.a 217 

5. "'rla'nanship of 
Eyeglasses 

Blurreda 191 
BinoculArs 3l 

'lbtall 224 

.!.. ..... 
'f 

6. Overprescribing 

A. All ci>servatiCll. 

20x20'. 12) 
, . 

'lbtal: l2'1 

b. \flen PreliCriptiCll 
was conect 

20x20'. 92 

Total: 92 

~ 

, 

~ C-<OOtinuod 

Sample Size, by Type of Market And ~ype of Optometrist 

~ 

1" (£ 

29 4 
5 0 

34 4 

29 4 
6 0 

35 4 

)7 0 

37 0 

2S 0 

25 0 

J 
~ 

J6 
• 
)6 

)6 ,. 

16 

,. 
,. 

• 
• 

JlDS2 
I 
/$ 

(Y/~ 

1 It 

It It 

1 • 

1 • 
• ,. 

1 ,. 

,. ,. 
,. ,. 

• • 
• • 

(Y 

• 
• 
• 

• ,. 

• 

,. 
,. 

,. 

• 

FIII4ADS2 

~ ~' 
q" 

• 
• 
• 

,. 
,. 
,. 

• 
,. 

• 
• 

(T 

• • 
• 

• ,. 

• 

• 
,. 

• ,. 

~' ) ~' 
I_+,- CY 

12 2 
It It 

12 2 

12 ) ,. ,. 
12 ) 

,. • 
,; • 

,. .. 
• • 

FI~) 

~ ~ $' 
r~~-Fr~ 

I ,. .tr / 4'" 5 il). 

.---
15 9 30 U 2t 11 
• • S 1 4 9 

15 9 35 21 28 20 

16 9 II 14 24 12 ,. ,. 6 8 4 9 

16 9 11 22 28 21 

---

,. • )1 4 21 24 

• .. )7 4 21 24 

-_._-"'-

• .. 28 4 1·, ~o 

,. • 28 4 h ~o 

--'-._---'----- -- - --
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Footnotes 

1/ While 434 eye ex ... were purch •• ed, only 400 prescriptions resulted. In 15 in.t.nce. the optometriats did 
not give out • pre.cription and in l' in.t.nce. the prescription waa excluded because the examinee wore cont.ct 
lense.. . 

2/ Although 280 p.ir. of eyeglasses h.d been purch.sed, 56 pairs of eyegla.se. were eli.inated because of data 
contamin.tion in three cities. In .ddition, qf the 15 inatances'where a prescription was not provided by the op
tometri.t (aee footnote 1 above), 1 involved the purch •• e of eyeglaaaes by the examinee. 8~nc. it w •• neces.ary to 
have a written pre.cription in order to .v.lu.te the .ccur.cy of the .yegl ••••• 1 addition.l observ.tions were 
elimin.ted. 

!I Hot applicable • 

.. 
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EXEOJI'IVE &JMMARY 

Effects of Restrictions on AdvertisiDJ am 
Commercial Practice in the Professions: 

'!he Case of Opt:ooeb:y 

'Ibis - study. {rOV'ides anpirical evidence concemiDJ the relation bebtleen 
price as well as quality of professional services am restrictions on 
advertisiDJ aOO CClllIrercial practice. Prc:ponents of cannercial restrictions 
argue that these restrictions are necessary to maintain the quality of profes
sional care; critics clalln that the restrictions raise the {rices people must 
pay for professional services. 

The Nature of the Restrictions 

The most commonly fouOO commercial restrictions in the professions are of 
t'WO ~neral types: (1) prohibitions against crlvertisiDJ am (2) prohibitions 
against cammercial practice. Both classes of restrictions are impa:;ed by 
licensil'l3 boards, state law, or private professional organizations thrCllgh 
canons of ethics. Restrictions of the former type are straightforward pro
hibi tions against s:>lici til'l3 rosiness by crlvertisiDJ. Restrictions of the 
latter type are IlOre complex. '!hese affect the method in which professional 
services may be {roduced am sold, includiDJ prdlibitions against the follOtl
ing: (1) professionals I being employErl by, or locating an office in, a 
canrrercial establishrrent such as a departrrent store; (2) the use of bram 
names to establish the identity of a professional practice; (3) the ownership 
of a {rofessional practice by laypeople; am (4) the establishnent of a {ro
fessional practice through franchise arrangements arxlmultiple branch outlets. 

Arguments for and Against Restrictions 

Tha:;e woo favor restrictions on canrrercial behavior in. the professions 
argue that the notlTk:il forces of canpetition will cause a deterioration in the 
quality of professional services available in the marketplace. Because they 
are unable to fully assess the quali ty of canplex professional services, con
Sumers will be particularly vulnerable to appeals based uI;On price. And 
because many such services are infrequently purchased, information concemiDJ 
individual providers of such services is especially scarce. '!hus, market 
forces are weak, am unethical professionals can offer lower prices aOO sub
stitute lower quality. 

Without prohibitions on canmercial practice, professionals may 'ttOtX for 
lay corporations. It is argued that' profit-orientErl corporations will have a 
strong incentive to sui::stitute low for hi<j1 quality services. Without restric
tions on crlvertisil'l3, unethical professionals can reach large segments of the 
papulation through the mass media. Unethical behavior becomes IlOre profi t
able, am a larger rurrber of consumers are deceived. MoreOV'er, high quality, 
high-priced professionals will find themselves discrlvantaged. 'lb remain price 
canpetitive they must either lawer quality or they must leave the market. 
'!husi the argument conclucEs, the quality of professional care is reduced 
throughout the market. 



In contrast, those who oppose commercial restrictions argue that certain 
professional services are, in fact, -relatively standardized and often routine. 
For such services consumers should benefit from shopping on the basis of 
price. Catrnercial restrictions on advertising raise the cost of shopping and 
result in higher prevailing prices. Cortrnercial restrictions on forms of 
professional practice reduce the opportunities for se~lers to adopt cost
cutting technologies and to pass those savings along in the form of lower 
prices. Opponents of commercial restrictions conclude that the primary effect 
of restrictions is to raise the prices consumers must pay for professional 
services. This conclusion is consistent with empirical evidence for 
stanOardized goods. 

'Ihe Experiment 

In the United States, commercial restrictions for professional services 
(including the dental, medical, accounting, veterinary, and other professions) 
have been camon in alrrost all of the states. Optometry is the one profession 
in which a great variety of restrictions have long existed. Same states and 
cities are nonrestrictive; they do not have any prohibitions against advertis
ing or canmercial practice for optometric services; other states and cities 
are restrictive; they have prohibitions against both advertising and carr
mercial practice. 

In nonrestrictive cities, trained subjects purchased eye examinations and 
eyeglasses from optometrists who advertised, optometrists who were associated 
with large chain optical firms, as well as from optometrists (nonadvertisers) 
who practiced in the professional tradition. 'Ihe subjects also made purchases 
from optcrnetrists in restrictive cities. Optometrists in '.:hese cities were 
all necessarily nonadvertisers. 

In total, 19 subjects purchased 434 eye examinations and 280 pairs of eye
glasses, in 12 different metropolitan areas. Data were collected on the fol
lowing: (1) the thoroughness of the eye exa~ination, including tests for eye 
disease as well as visual acuity; (2) the accuracy of the prescription; (3) 
the accuracy and workmanship of the reSUlting eyeglasses; (4) the total price 
of the eyeglasses am examination; and (5) whether or not new glasses were 
prescribed when they were not needed. 

'Ihe Results 

Price 

Whether purchased from a nonadvertiser, an advertiser, or a chain-firm, 
the statistical estimates reveal that the average eye examination and eye
glasses cost less in a nonrestrictive city. In restrictive cities the 
estimated average price is $94.46. In nonrestrictive cities estimates show 
that nonadvertisers charge $73.44, advertisers charge $63.57, and large chain 
optical firms charge $61.37. The estimated overall average price for 
nonrestrictive cities is $70.72. 
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Qlality 

Advertising optometrists and chain-firm optometrists derive the correct 
perscription and produce accurate eyeglasses no less frequently than oon
advertising optometrists in either restrictive or nonrestrictive cities. The 
data also indicate that there are no significant differences-in the quality of 
eyeglass'frames or lenses no matter where,eyeglasses are purchased. Moreover, 
advertising optometrists and chain-firm optometrists are no more likely than 
nonadvertising optometrists (from restricti ve or nonrestricti ve cities) to 
prescribe new eyeglasses when they are not needed. 

'!he examinations' given by advertising and chain-firm optometrists are 
however, significantly less thorough than the examinations given by non
advertising optometrists in the same geographic market. Nonetheless, the 
percentage of optometrists who give less thorough examinations is about the 
same in restrictive as in nonrestrictive cities, but in restrictive cities 
these optometrists cannot advertise. Optometrists who give more thorough 
examinations were not, however, driven out of nonrestrictive cities. '!he per
centage of optometrists offering thorough examinations is about the same in 
both restrictive and nonrestrictive cities. 

Summary 

Taken together the results for price and quality suggest the following: 
Prescriptions and eyeglasses are no less adequate when purchased from an 
advertising optometrist or chain-firm optometrist than when purchased from a 
nonadvertising, noncanmercial optometrist in either a restrictive or non
restrictive city. '!he thoroughness of the examination, however, does vary. 
In all cities same optometrists give more thorough and some optometrists give 
less thorough examinations in about the same percentages. In nonrestrictive 
cities, more thorough examinations tend to be given by nonadvertisers and less 
thorough examinations tend to be given by advertisers and chain-firm 
practitioners. 

Regardless of the thoroughness of the examination, prices tended to be 
lower in nonrestrictive cities. A package consisting of a thorough eye 
examination and eyeglasses costs about $21 less when purchased from a non
advertising optometrist in a nonrestrictive city than when purchased from a 
nonadvertising optometrist in a restrictive city. A package consisting of a 
less thorough eye examination and eyeglasses costs about $31 less when pur
chased from an advertising optometrist or chain-firm optometrist in a non
restrictive city than when purchased from a nonadvertising optometrist in a 
restrictive city. 
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PREFACE 

This is a rel1ised aU tion which replaces the April 1980 edition. Minor 
changes have been made in Figure 3 am Tables 1, 3-3, 3-4 aoo. 3-12. Textual 
references 00 Figure 3 and the tables have also been rel1ised. 

The study is divided into bolo self-containe1 parts. Part I offers a 
non-technical disCJssion of the essential ast:ects and findings of the study 
and will probably be l10re useful to noneconanists. Part II presents a 
detaile1 analysis of the issues, the neth:ldology, aOO the results. The 
results presente1 in Part I are derived fran the statistical analyses 
described in. Part II. 
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PARt' I 

HIGHLIQfl'S OF THE STUDY 





The Issues 

Proponents of controls "on advertising and commercial practice argue that 
restrictions are necessary both to protect unwary consuners fran unscrupuloos 
professionals and to maintain high levels of quality. ~ey argue that because 
professional services are largely intangible, ccmplex, or difficult to assess, 
adve~ising professionals may offer services at lower pri~s but then substi
tute low for high quality care. Many professionals argue that advertising 
will allow such sellers to reach a substantial pool of {X)tential custaners am 
that competition will force high quality professionals to lower their prices 
and quality of care in order to "meet canpetition." Thus advertising will 
produce a lowering of quality throughout the market. According to this 
theory, those professionals who do not want to lower their standards of 
quality will be driven out of the market because consuners will gravitate to 
the lower-priced professionals. 

In contrast, those who op{X)se canmercial" restrictions argue that certain 
professional services are, in fact, relatively routine. For such services 
consuners should benefit fran shopping on the basis of price. <:atmercial 
restrictions on advertising raise the ccst of shopping am result in higher 
prices in the market. CCmnercial restrictions on folJ1lS of practice may reduce 
the opfX)rtuni ty for sellers to adopt ccst-cutting technologies am to p3.Ss 
tOOse savings on to consuners in the fom of lower prices. The a~unent" 
concludes that the primary effect of commercial restrictions for professional 
services is to raise the prices consuners nust pay for these services. 
Therefore, SOlIe consuners will not purchase the kinds of services needed or 
will do so less often. This argument is consistent with empirical evidence 
conceming consuner behavior in other areas of econanic acti vi t:j invol vin9 
routine goods and services. 

Because ccmnercial behavior in the professions has been so widely 
restricted, there has been little opportunity to examine the relation 
between o::xtIIlercialism and the price and qualit:j of professional services. 
Nonetheless, for a considerable ~riod of time there has been a great variet:j 
in the degree of restrictions for optometric services. Some states and cities 
have no restrictions on either advertising or commercial practice and others 
have ccmplete prohibitions on both. This study was designed to canpare t..'1e 
relative price and quality of optometric services available across regulatory 
environrrents and kinds of practice. The study does not purport to measure the 
absolute level of quality of optometric services available, nor can the study 
be used to canpare optometry with other -professions providing primary" eye 
care. 



The Experinent 

~ examine the effect of advertising and commercial practice on the price 
and quality of optatetric· services, trained subjects we1;e sent to variOls 
cities to purchase routine eye examinations and eyeglasses. 

Behavin;J like ordinary consuners, subjects purchased eye examinations and 
(in mast cases) eyeglasses fran optanetrists in restrictive cities where 
advertisin:J· and ·cc:rnrrercial practice were prohibited, and in nonrestrictive 
cities, where advertising a~ camercial practice were permitted • 

. Classifying Ci tiesl 

Cities were distinguished by the type of mass media a.cIvertising observed 
on eye examinations and eyeglasses as well as by whether or not large chain 
optical fims operated in the llBrket. Mass media advertising was· m:::>ni tared in 
the Yellow Pages and in newspapers. No attempt was made to obtain measures o~ 
radio and television advertising by optometrists or local optical fims • 
In the nest restrictive cities, essentially no advertising of either eye
glasses or eye examinations was observed. In the least restrictive cities 
there was price advertisin;J of eyeglasses and at least nonprice advertising of 
eye examinations. 

~ evaluate the effect of large chain optical fit'ltlS on the price and 
quality of optanetric services, ·cities were further classified by whether or 
not large chain optical fi:cns sold eyeglasses and eye examinations. In non
restrictive cities .large chain optical firms sold both eye examinations and 
eyeglasses. 'lbere were no large chain firms in restrictive cities.. It was 
anticipated that large chain fit'ltlS might. enjoy econQl\ies of scale in both 
purchasing and distribution. Such econc:mies c::cW.d le~ to lower prices not 
only fran the fims themselves, but also fran optcmetrists canpeting with 
them. 

Classifying Optanetrists 

~strictive cities, by definition, did not include either optometrists 
wOO advertised in the media or optanetrists who worked for large chain firms. 

I '!he teen cities or metropoli tian areas will be used to describe what 
were in reality Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in the survey 
methodology. See Olapter 2, pp. 39-40 for the details of how the cities were 
selected and Table 2-1, p. 41, for the classification and .identity of the 
cities. I 

2 Obtaining. such data would have required that local television and radio 
stations be contacted, and it was feared that requests for such data might 
reveal that the cities were in the survey, thereby possibly biasing the 
results. It was anticipated that JOOSt radio and television advertisers WOJld 
also advertise in the newspapers and Yellow Pages. 
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Except for a few optorretrists who advertised on site, all were necessarily 
nonadvertisers .1 

~nrestrictive cities included three major types of optonetrists: non
advertisers, advertisers, am large chain finns •2 It)nadvertisers \tIere 
defined, as optometrists who listed in the Yellow Pages only such information 
as name, address, and telephone nt.unber. Mention of "eye examination" arrl 
perfunctory directions were also considered acceptable; use of boldface type 
was not. Nonadvertisers did not inclooe optom:!trists who advertised in the 
newspapers or optometrists who advertised on site. Advertising optonetrists 
were defined as optanetrists or local optical finns that advertised in the 
YellC7t117 Pages or the' newspapers. Large chain finns were identified by using a 
list, supplied to the Federal Trade Catmission (FTC) by a trade a'Ssociation, 
of major retail optical finns. Such firms advertised in the YellC7t117 Pages, or 
newspapers often under the heading of "Opticians", and had outlets in nore 
than one state or SMSA. 

Training Subjects 

Ninet.een subjects, experienced survey interviewers with relatively 
routine visual problems, were selected arrl trained to identify, recall, and 
record the major canponents of a cr::II1?lete eye examination. The training took 
place on the campus of the State University of New York, College of Optometry 
(SUNY), from NoveniJer 7-10, 1977. Reviewing and testing took place at the 
Pennsylvania College of Optometry (PCO) on November 11, 1977. The training, 
which was canpleted just prior to the field work, provided subjects with an 
understaB3ing of the procedures, tests, and equipment carm:x1l.y employed in 
routine eye examinations. 'l'he training also prepared the subjects for can
pleting qebriefing sheets subsequent to each examination purchased. in the 
field. Both sctools performed CCltPlete eye examinations on each subject. The 
examinations provided the baseline data necessary to evaluate the accuracy of- . 
the prescriptions received. . -

1 '!'he few optanetrists who had either large signs or windC7t117 displays were 
classified as on-site advertisers. Such optanetrists were treated as a sepa
rate group throughout the analysis. 

2 Again, same optometrists did have either large signs or window displays 
even though they did not advertise in the media. Such on-site advertisers 
were treated separately throughout the analysis. 
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The Results 

The discussion that foilows focuses first on price, second on quality, 
and, finally, on the relation between price and quality • 

. Price 

'!he analysis here focuses only on the mast and the least restrictive 
cities: the fonner, cities with no advertising of either eyeglasses or eye. 
examinations and with no large chain optical firms: the latter, cities with 
price advertising of eyeglasses, and nonprice advertising of eye examinations 
in the presence of large chain optical firms. l Prices are for the ccmbined 
price of an examination and eyeglasses and were determined from receipts that 
ea~h subject requestec1. 2 

Table 1 presents estimates of the averaqe total prices charged for exam
inations and eyeglasses in the most and least restrictive cities. The esti
mates are based upon a sample of 280 observations where both eyeglasses and 
eye examinations were purchased. '!he estimates suggest the following: 3 

(1) '!he average price charged by all optometrists is lower in the 
least restrictive cities than in the most restrictive cities. 
'!be $23.74 difference is statistically significant. 

(2) '!be average price charged by nonadvertising optometrists is 
lower in the least restrictive cities than in the most restric
tive ciUes. '!he $21 difference is statistically signifi-
cant. . 

(3) '!be average prices -charged by advertisers and chain firms in 
the least restrictive cities are about the same: both are lower 
than the prices charged by nonadvertisers in the least restric
tive cities. 'The $10-12 difference is statistically significant. 

Sl..UTUllary: The total prices charged for eye examinations and eyeglasses 
are significantly lower in the least restrictive cities. Large chain optical 
f ions, advertising optometrists, and even oonadvertising optometrists all 
charge less in these cities than optometrists in the most restrictive cities. 
The lowest prices are those charged ,by large chain optical firms and other 
advertising optometrists. 

1 I:Bta were collected and analyzed for five distinctly different cate
gories of cities. Analysis presented in Chapter 3 reveals that the results 
for environments with intermediate levels of restrictions are consistent with 
the results presented below, but sometimes at lower levels of statistical 
significance .-

2 Prices are net of any taxes. Some data were also collected on the 
price of the eye examinations. Analysis of the data yields a pattern similar 
to the pattern shown for the combined price (see Chapter 3.) 

3 See Apt:endix C for explanation of this and other sample sizes. 
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All ~tanetrists 

No~vertisers1 . 

Advertisers 

Chain Fitms 

TABLE 1 

Est~tes of Average Prices 
Olarged for Examinations aOO Eyeglasses 

~t Restrlctlve 
Cities 

$94.46 

94.64 

N:)ne 

N:)ne 

least Restrlctlve 
Cities 

$70.72 

73.44' 

63.57 

61.37 

1 Excludes q?tanetristswho cevertise on site. 

NOI'E: The est:imates are derived fran a. multivariate analysis that corrected 
for pc:ssib1y imp::)rtant determinants of price other than the p:esence of 
advertisiJ'13 an::l lal:ge chain cptical fitmS. The corrections are fbr 
subject-to-subject variation in prescriptive' needs, city-to-city varia
tion in q?tanetrists ~r capita, am ci ty-tc-ci ty variation in adjusted 
incate p!r capita. Because the trices are corrected estinates, they 
are not necessarily the average trices obsetved in the sanple cities. 

SOJrce: Bureau of Econanics, 'FI'C. 
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Quality 

Many professionals argue that pricecx:anparisons such as those above fa·il 
to take account of any quality differences and are therefore' not meaningful. 
For services as potentially canplex as those offered by professionals, the 
.assurrption of equal quality may not be warrant~. '!his section explores 

. ,quality by focusiD3 <Xl four dimensions of the services ~rchased: (1) 
thorOJghness of the eye examination; (2) accuracy of the prescription; (3) 
acc;uracy and worknanship of the resul tiD3 eyeglasses; am ( 4) extent of 
unnecessary prescribing. For each dimension of quality a description of the 
measure is presented, followed by an analysis of the results. 

1. The 'lhoroughness of the Eye Examinations 

A. Measures 

Subjects CXIIIPleted a debriefing sheet for each eye examination taken 
during field work. '!be debriefing sheets included the folla-ling: the 
identi ty of the examining optanetrist; whether or not the optanetrist adver
tised on site; and questions about the thoroughness of the examination, 
includiD3 these important canpoilents: the case history, the eye health exam
ination, the vision test, and the discussion of findings. Subjects were also 
asked to estimate elapsed time fo~ an i.np:)rtant procedure or test (see p. 7) 
as -"ell as for the examination as a whole, excluding. the selection of frames 
am lenses. For each question subjects were asked to respond -Yes, II IIN:)," or 
"tbn • t rement:er." If they were at all confused, subjects were asked to write 
do-m the circumstances leading to their uncertainty. 

Subsequent to the field work each debriefing sheet was· read by F'lt: staff. 
Copies purged of identification data were also read by study advisOr, Dt'. 
Kemeth Myers, Ph.D., O.D·., Director of the Optometric Service, DepartItent of 
Medicine and Surgery, U.S. Veterans Administration. By reviewing subjects' 
remarks explaining their uncertainty, Dr. Myers was able to cc:mplete answers 
to sate questions. Weights were then applied' to denote the inp::)rtance of the 
various CXIII{:Onents, including procedures and tests, of each examination. 
Working with the College of Optaretxy, State University of New York (SUNY) and 
the Pennsylvania College of Optometry (PCO), Dt'. Myers developed the set of 
weights associated with scores, designated bela-l as "FTC Index." '!'he National 
Association of Opticians and Optanetrists (N1£XJ), a group representing ~ 
mercia! optanetrists, devel~ the set of weights associated with scores 
designated as "NNX) Index. " Both indexes are stated as percentages, so 
that an examination in which all appcopriate tests had been perforned wculd 

I '!be Alrerican Optanetric Association, the National Optc:m!tric 
Association, and Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry were also 
asked, but declined, to supply additional sets of weights. 
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have a score' of 100. 1 ,Although the two different weighting systems were 
used to determine if the results were sensitive to potentially different 
professional pJints of view, the resulti~ scores are highly correlated, this 
suggests that the study results are basically insensitive to the weighting 
system used. 

AItlxxlgh the scores provide detailed measures of the' thoroughness of the 
examination, they nevertheless do not, reveal the nature o~, the procedUl:'es' am 
tests (see belQi) that may have been left out of an examination with a lQi 
score. sate tests are related primarily to the assessment of eye health; 
others are related Primarily to the derivation of the correct prescription. 
Am, although all of the procedures arid tests that received positive weights 
were considered iIrq;x)rtant, both weightin:; systems give positive weights to 
procedures that are less than 'critical. A 70 percent score does not 
n~essarily imply that only 70 percent of important tests were p:!rfocned • 
~ch index merely provides a contiruum that can be used to make ccmparisons 
across regulatory environments and kioos of practice. Thus, the analysiS of 
indexes is supplenented with analyses of the tOOr'oughness of major canponents, 

. of the examination, includin; the frequencies with which important tests were 
performed. 

. '!be three major c;:atP:'nents of the typical' optaretrist' s eye examination 
include the followill3: (1) case history: a series of questions used to 
detetmine the patient's history of medical and visual care; (2) eye health 
examination: a series of tests and procedures used to detect eye disease and 
injury1 and (3) vision test: a series of tests to determine visual perfoz:m
anc::e and prescriptive needs. In addition, a few particularly iml;:ortant 
individual tests are identified as measures of tb:Jroughness. In the eye 
health canp:::ment of the examination, the specific measures are the following: 
(1) the percentage of optaretrists who used an ophthaJ.m:)scope to examine the 
interior of the eye1 (2) the eStimated average number of, secooos each eye was 
examined with an ~thal.noscope; (3) the percentage of optanetrists using a 
torx:meter (to test for glaucana). In the vision test canponent of the 
examination, the specific measures include: (1) the percentage of optc:'llet
rists taki~ an nobjectiven measUre of vision with a retinoscope; aoo (2) the 
percentage of optaretrists taking a nsubjectiven Iteasure of vision. (refrac
tion). Each of the above procedures and tests was assigned the greatest 
individual weight in the overall tbJroughness iooexes; collectively the 
procedures and tests account for a substantial percentage of the overall 
thoroughness scores. 2 

1 Where subjects cOuld not remanber whether or not a procedure had been 
perfotrned, the point values were deducted fran roth the actual score and the 
possible score. 'lhus, an exam ~d score 100 percent if all tests that the 
subject could renenber had been perfonned. ' 

2 See Appeooix B for a detailed presentation of unit weights. 
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Whether the indexes or the examination canponents are analyzed, it should 
be E!11pbasized that the measures presented are measures of inputs rather than 
outputs. Thus, whether or not an examiner 'NOUld have found the pathology, had 
it been present, can be inferred only indirectly. 

B. Results 

Table 2 below presents the estimates for average th:)roughness of the eye 
examinations as measured by the Fl'C and NP£X) Indexes. '!be estimates are 
derived by classifying all cities as' either restrictive, cities where there 
were no lal:'ge chain ~tical fitnlS, or nonrestrictive, cities where large chain 
optical fiz:ms sold both eyeglasses an:i eye examinations. 'Ibe estimates are 
based on a sample of 434 observations. 

'!be estmates suggest the following: 

(1) Examinations purchased fran optanetrists in restrictive and 
nalrestricti ve cities are, CX\ average, of about equal 
thoroughness • 

(2) Examinations purchased fran lal:'ge chain firms and advertis~ 
optaretrists are, on average, less th::)rough than examinations 
purchased frau the nonadvertising optc:xtetrists in oom:estric
tive cities. '!he difference is statistically significant. 

TABLE 2 

Estimates of Average ~roughness 
of Eye Examinations 

All Optanetrists 

Nonadvertisers* 

Advertisers 

Chain Firms 

Restrictive 
Cities 

F'rC Index NN:.O Index 
58.5 61.0 

58.8 

b'le 

Ncne 

61.6 

N;:)ne 

N;:)ne 

* Excludes optanetrists who advertise on site. 
I 
\ 

Nonrestrictive 
. Cities 

Fl'C Index W\CX) Index 
61.6 63.7 

70.0 

47.4 

51.6 

72.1 

51.4 

54.2 

Note: '!be ~timates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that corrected 
for possibly inp:>rtant detenninants of th::)roughness other than the 
presence of advertising and large chain optical fitnlS ~ The corrections 
are for subject-to-subject variation in evaluation, state-to-state 
variation in.optometrists per capita, and city-to-city variation in 
change in p::lpulation. Because the scores are corrected estimates, they 
are not necessarily identical to the average scores of examinations in 
the sample cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econcmics, Fl':. 
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(3) Examinations plrchased fran nonadvertisID3 optometrists in 
nonrestrictive cities are, on average, nore thorough than 
examinations p,lrchased fran nonadvertising optometrists in 
restrictive cities. The difference is statistically signif1cant. 

'l1le estimates in Table 2 present a seemingly canplex picture. Non
advertisin; optometrists in nonrestric1;ive cities appear to be different both 
fran their advertising counterparts in the same cities and from their nonad
vertisiD; counterparts in restrictive cities. To better understand the data 
underlying the estimates , frequency distributions were created for the variOJS 
types of optometrists in nonrestrictive cities. The types include the three 
for which estimates' were presented in Table 2 plus a fourth ~ of opt:.onet
rist who did not advertise in the media but who did advertise on site. l The 
distributions shown here are for the F'l': Index only, but distributions for the 
NIlDJ Index stx:lw similar patterns (See Chapter 3). 

'!he frequency distributions in Figure 1 sOOwvisually what the estimates 
in Table 2 suggest. Nonadvertising optometrists tend to offer higher quali t:j 
examinations than large chain firms and both types of advertising optomet"!" 
rists. The distributions also reveal substantial variation wi thin each type 
of opt:anetrist. 

By <XI1t>ining the four distributions in proportion to the mmeer of 
optanetrists in each type, a distribution for all opt.onetrists in each kim of 
city can be created. The c:anbined distribution of examination scores for non
restrictive cities may then be canpared to the distribution for restrictive 
cities. 

Figure 2 presents. the canbined distributions for restrictive and non
restrietive cities. The qistributions reveal sutstantial variation within 
both restrictive and nonrestrictive cities, but the variation is remarkably 
similar. Within each kim of cit:j substantial };:ercentages of the examination 
scores are both l1Ulch higher and l1Ulch lower than the averages. In nonre
strictive cities less-thorough examinations temed to be purchased fran 
advertising optometrists am chain-fim optometrists. In restrictive cities 
less-thorough examinations were available from at least as large a };:ercentage 
of optanetrists. But the optometrists could not advertise or practice 
camercially. Hence, whereas mnadvertising opt:aretrists in nonrestrictive 
cities appear to give lOOre thorough examinations, virtually all optometrists 
in restrictive cities are nonadvertisers, and no such patterns can be 
observed. 

i For each major canponent of the eye examination (see p. 7), Table 3 
presents the estimated average percentage score (F'l': Index) by type of 
optanetrist for restrictive arrl nonrestrictive environments. In addition, 
Table 3 identifies six iIrpJrtant specific tests. Within the eye health 
portion of the examination, Table 3 shows: the percentage of optomet
rists who use an ophthalnoscopeand who mld it close to the eye; the 

1 
As with the es tima tes presented in the tables above, each score is 

derived fran a multivariate analysis which adjusts for subject-to-subject 
differences in evaluations, state-to-state differences in optometrists };:er 
capi ta, am ci ty-to-ci ty differences in };:ercent dlange in pc:pJlation. 
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TABLE 3 

Estimated Values for 
Dnportant Components of the Eye Examination, 

by Type of Optometrist in Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Cities1 
(FTC Index) 

Restricti ve, 
Cities Nonrestrictive Cities 

Important Nonadvertising Nonadvertis i:'1g Mvertising Large 
Ccmp:ments q;,t.anetrists Optometrists q;,tometrists Olain Firm 

1. ease History 
(Average' score %) 44.4 55.4 31.6 39.6 

2. Eye Health Examination 52.3 69.5 42.7 47.9 
(Average score %) 

Percent close to 
the eye with the 
c:phthalmoscope 82~7 91.3 74.2 76.6 

Average number of 
seconds examining 
each eye with 
ophthalnoscope 25.5 34.2 21.3 23.2 

Percentage using 
slit lamp 19.0 39.0 5.0 9.0 

Percentage using 
tonometer 55.0 61.0 51.0 64.0 

3. Vision Testing 55.1 70.9 54.2 55.6 
(Average score %) 

Percentage using 
retiooscope 77.3 90.4 87.6 83.6 

Percentage giving 
subjective 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
vision test 

1 The estimates are based upon multivariate analyses of all regulatory environments, 
and they are net of variation due to differences in subjects, state optometrists per 
capita, and change in population. Sample sizes vary depending upon the subsection or 
test, but all sample sizes are within a few observations of 430. 

Source: Bureau of Economics, FTC. 
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estimated average number of seconds each eye is examined with an ophthalrro
scope; the Percentage of optanetrists using a -slit lamp; and the percentage of 
optometrists using a tonaneter. Within the vision testing portion of the 
examination, the percentage of optanetrists using a r~tinoscope and performing 
a subjective refraction are also shown. 

'With the scores for different types of optometrists,-the data in Table 3 
present a pattern similar to that observed in the analysis_of the thorough
ness index. For the three major canponents of the examination, the average 
score of nonadvertising optometrists in the nonrestrictive cities is signifi
cantly higher than the average score of nonadvertising optometrists in the 
restrictive cities_and of advertising and chain firm optometrists in the non
restrictive cities. Similarly, nonadvertising optometrists in nonrestrictive 
cities are nore likely than other optanetrists to examine the _ cornea with a 
sli t lamp and to spend nore time examining the interior of the eye with an 
ophthalnoscope. The use of the tonaneter, the retinoscope, and the perform
ance of the subjective refraction test show a different pattern, however. The 

. percentage of optometrists using the tonaneter does vary fran type to type, 
but none of the variations is significant •. q;>tometrists of all types in -the 
nonrestrictive cities perfonned objective vision tests with about the same 
frequency and significantly nore frequently than optometrists in restrictive 
cities. Subjective refractions were performed everywhere. 

'. 

OVerall, the results suggest that. nonadvertising optanetrists in nonre
strictive cities give nore thorough examinations than advertising optome
trists, chain firm optometrists, or nonadvertising optanetrists in restrictive 
cities. Ebwever,advertising and chain firm optometrists are just as likely 
as nonadvertising optometrists to perform certain critical tests. Tests for 
glaucana with a tonaneter and tests related to the derivation of the prescrip
tion (retinoscopy and refraction) were performed by advertising optometrists 
and chain fim optanetrists in nonrestrictive cities with about the same 
frequency as nonadvertising optometrists. 

Summary: In nonrestrictive cities, less thorough eye examinations tend to be 
given by advertising optometrists and chain-firm optometrists; more thorough 
examinations tend to be giveri by nonadvertising optometrists. In restrictive 
cities the variation across practitioners in the thoroughness of examinations 
is about as great as it is in nonrestrictive cities. Virtually all optomet
rists in restrictive cities are nonadvertisers, however, since oone can 
advertise in the mass ~ia. Despite the variation, the average thoroughness 
of examinations in restrictive cities tends to be similar to the average 
thoroughness of examinations in nonrestrictive cities, where the average is 
taken across all optometrists regardless of type. 

Optometrists giving thorouqh examinations doinot appear to be driven from 
nonrestrictive cities. Fully 55 percent of the optanetrists in nonrestrictive 
cities do not advertise, either in the media or on site. And a slightly 
greater percentage of the optametrists in nonrestrictive cities give high
scoring examinations than optometrists in restrictive cities. About 23 per
cent,of the optometrists in nonrestrictive cities versus about 15 percent of 
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the optometrists in restrictive cities give examinations having FTC Index of 
80 percent or higher. About 40 percent of the optometrists in nonrestrictive 
cities versus about 29 percent of the optometrists in restrictive cities give 
examinations with an FTC Index of 70 percent or higher. The NACO Index shows 
a similar pattern. 

Nonadvertising optometrists in the nonrestrictive cities score higher in 
each major portion of. the. eye- examination than all other types of optomet
rists, including optometrists in restrictive c~ties. '!he analysis reveals 
similar results on six important procedures and tests. Nonetheless, all 
optometrists perfonn subjective vision tests. And the data show no consistent 
differences bet:\Veen types of optemetrists in the use of the retinoscope and 
tonaneter. 

2. '!be Accuracy of the Prescriptions 

Subjects were instructed to request a copy of the prescription at the 
conclusion of each examination. After removing information identifying the 
name and any affiliation of the prescribing optometrists, the prescriptions 
were forwarded to each of the consulting schools of optanetry. The faculty at 
each school was asked to make a clinical pass-fail judgment concerning the 
appropriateness of each prescription received in the field. '!he judgments. 
were based upon the detailed examination records the schools had compiled on 
the· subject during the training session. Differences of opinion bet:\Veen the 
schools were due to differing assessments of ti)e subjects' needs or to 
differing application of professional judgment. '!he data suggest that. PCO 
judged slightly fewer prescriptions adequate than SUNY. 

Table 4 presents estimates of the percentage of the prescriptions judged 
appropriate by one or both of the schools. '!he estimates are based upon the 
entire sample of 400 observations, 1 an:] they suggest that optometrists in 
nonrestrictive cities obtain the correct· prescriptions. slightly, but not 
significantly, rore often than optometrists in restrictive cities. Analysis 
of estimates of the percentage of prescriptions judged appropriate by each 
school individually leads to similar conclusions. 

Sumnary: Statistical estimates suggest that in both restrictive and non
restr~ctive cities advertising and· chain-firm optometrists produced 
prescriptions no less appropriate than nonadvertising optometrists. 

j. '!he Accuracy and ~rkmanship of the Eyeglasses 

Eyeglasses purchased by the subjects were mailed to the ~ where the 
glasses were coded with numbers to identify the dispensing optanetrists. 
labels engraved on the nosepieces and earpieces were taped so that glasses 
fran large chain finns could not be identified. '!he eyeglasses were first 

I Slightly fewer observations exist in this sample than in the entire 
data set since prescriptions were not obtained or were not usable in 34 
instances. See Appendix C for details on sample size. 
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TABLE 4. 

Estimates of the Percentage of. 
Prescriptions Judged Appropriate 

by One or Both Schools 

Restrictive tbnrestrictive 
Cities Cities 

All Optometrists 82 88 

Nonadvertisers* 82 88 

Mvertisers Not applicable 90 

Optical Chain Fions Not applicable 86 

* Excludes optonetrists who advertise on site. 

Note: The estimates are derived from a multivariate analysis that corrected 
for possibly imp::>rtant determinants of appropriateness other than the 
presence of advertising and large chain optical fit'l1)S. '!be corrections 
are for subject-to-subject variation, state-to-state variation in 
optometrists per capita, and city-to-city variation in change in popu
lation. Be<;:ause the percentages are corrected estimates, they are not 
necessarily identical to the average percentages observed in the sample 
cities. . 

SOurce: Bureau of Ec:onanics, FTC. 
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shipped to PCD where an automated lensaneter (a sophisticated instrument to 
read and print out measurements .of sphere, cylinder, axis, and prism of each 
lens) was used to measure decentration, that is the displaceJrent of the 
optical centers of the eyeglasses; for correct vision these centers should 
approximate the distance l:etween the subject I s Plpils. 'lb measure 
decentration, the eyeglasses were dotted using the autanated lensometer and 

,measuring the distance by hand. The accuracy of each pair of eyeglasses was 
then judged using the follOo\'i09 'criteria: . 

(1) Each pair of eyeglasses was subjected to a mechanical standard. Eye
glasses were judged accurate if the prescriptions for them met tolerances 
established in the 1972 Allerican National Standards Institute (~I) Z80.l 
guideline standards. Because the ANSI standards have rather small tolerances 
(see Chapter 3, p. 75), it was anticipated that a large percentage of eye
glasses might fail. 

(2) Each pair of eyeglasses was subjected to judgmental clinical 
evaluations ~ Eyeglasses were ccmpared to the written prescriptions by the 
faculties at PCO am SUNY to determine if they were adequate for the patient. 

'nable 5 presents estimates of the percentage of eyeglasses judged ade
quate by the ANSI standards; Table 6 presents the percentage of eyeglasses 
judged adequate by ~, SUN!, or both. The estimates are based upon saItq?les 
of 217 observations, 1 and they suggest that adequate eyeglasses are pre
scribed with atout the same frequency in ooth restrictive and nonrestrictive 

" 2 .Cl.Ues. 
. . 

Like. the clinical evaluation of adequacy, the evaluation of worlananship 
involved subjective judgnent. Accordingly, PCO and SUNY were asked to canp
lete questionnaires consisting of the following questions: (1) Did the lenses 
have any significant imperfections? (2) Were the lenses edged and IIOUnted 
well? (3) Did the frames haVe any significant imperfections? Workmanship 
was judged adequate if the answer to each of the three questions was yes. 
Since the eyeglasses were mailed to the subjects, no measure of fit is 
available. 

Table 7 presents estimates of the percentage of eyeglasses judged of 
adequate workmanship by PCD, StJNY,or both. The estimates are based upon a 

1 The data were analyzed excluding the observations taken in two cities 
where the experiment became kr¥Jwn prior to receipt of the glasses. Also, 
observations were excluded in seven instances where the optometrist did not 
provide a prescription. . 

2 Whether or not the prescription was judged adequate to meet the sub
ject I s needs, the eyeglasses were canpared with the prescription. From an 
individual patient I s point of view, ooth the prescription and the eyeglasses 
rr.ust be accurate or any errors must be canpensating. 
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TABLE 5 

Estimates of the Percentage of Eyeglasses 
Judged Adequate by 

ANSI StaOOards 

Restrictive N:>nres tricti ve 
Cities Cities 

All Optanetrists 50 64 

° Nonadvertisers* 50 64 

Advertisers N:>t Applicable 70 

Chain FitmS N:>t Applicable 52 

* Excludes optometrists who advertise on site. 

Note: 'the estimates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that corrected 
for possibly iIrpJrtant detetminants of adequacy other than the presence 
of advertising and large chain optical fims. 'lbe corrections are for 
subject-to-subject variation, state-to-state variation in optonetrists 
per capita, and city-to-city variation in cQange in pop.llation. 
Because the percentages are corrected estimates, they are not neces
°sarUy identical to the average percentages observed in the sample 

° cities. ° 

Source: Bureau of Econaidcs, nt:. 
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TABLE 6 

Estimates of the Percentage of Eyeglasses 
Judged Adequate 

by Qle or Both Scll:Jols 

Restrictive Nonrestrictive 
Cities Cities 

All Optometrists 85 87 

* Nonadvertisers 8. 86 

Advertisers tbt applicable 92 

Chain Firms lbt applicable 81 

* Excludes optanetrists who advertise on site. 

Note: '!be estimates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that 
... corrected for possibly inp:lrtant deteminan~ of adequacy 
other than the presence of advertisin;. and . large chain 
cptical firms. 'lhe corrections are for subject-to-subject . 
variation, sta1;e-to-state variation in opt:anetrists per cap- . 
ita, and ci ~to-ci ty variation in change in pc:p.1lation. 
Because the. percentages are oorrected estimates, they are 
not necessarily. identical to the average percentages observed 
in the sample cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, FI'C. 

I 
I 
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TABLE 7 

Estimates of the Percentage of Eyeglasses 
Judged of .Adequate Workmanship 

by cne or Both ScOOols 

Restrictive tbnrestricti ve 
Cities Cities 

All Optanetrists 82 92 

* Nonadvertisers 81 94 

Advertisers . Not applicable 85 

Chain Finns Not applicable 87 

* Excludes optanetrists who advertise on site. 

Note: '!be estimates are derived from a tmlltivariate analysis that 
oorrected for possibly important deteoninants of adequacy 
other than the presence of advertising and large chain optical 
finns. 'lhe corrections are for state-to-state variation in 
optanetrists per capita and city-to-city variation in change 
in population. Because the percentages are corrected estimates, 
they are not necessarily identical to the average percentages 
observed in the sample cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, Fl'C. 
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sample of 224 observations,l and they suggest that there are no significant 
differences in the percentage of eyeglasses judged adequate either by type of 
optometrist or by kind of city. Analysis of each school's judgnents indivi-. 
dually yields similar results. 

Sl..1I!I!IarY: Statistical estimates suggest that nei theradvertising nor 
. canmercial practice adversely ~fect the accuracy or quality of the eye
glasses. 

4. The Extent of Unnecessary Prescribing 

cne hundred twenty-three examinations were taken·by five subjects~ each 
of whan arrived at the examination wearing eyeglasses with a prescription that 
the consulting optanetrists believed to be appropriate. At the end of each 
examination, the subjects recorded the exarninin.; optometrist's recarmei1dation 
concerning' whether or not new glasses WOlld be beneficial. The subjects were 
instructed to tell the optometrist' that they wanted to purchase new eyeglasses 
only if the ey~lasses would make a real difference in their ability to see. 
The data are analyzed in two wayS: First, the data are used to determine 
which examinations resulted in a recatDtendation of new glasses regardless of 
the accuracy of the prescriptions. Second, the data are used to see which 
examinations resulted in a recamendation of new glasses even though the pre
scription was judged correct. For the first analysis a sample size -of 123 
observations is used, this analysis includes recamendations fran optorietrists 
for prescriptions different fran those for the eyeglasses the subjects were 
already wearing. For the second analysis, a sample size of 92 observations is 
used: this analysis' only includes reccmnendations fran optacetrists who 
derived essentially the same prescriptions as the ones for the eyeglasses the 
subjects were already wearing. . 

Tables 8 and 9 present estimates of unnecessary prescribing by kind of . 
city and type of optometrist. Because the sample sizes are relatively small, 
only substantial differences between estimates are statistically significant. 
'!he differences that do errerge are contrary. to the hypothesis that chain fix:mS 
and advertisers prescribe unnecessarily more frequently than nonadvertisers in 
restrictive cities. Hence a larger sample would be unlikely to suggest an 
opposite conclusion. 

~: Statistical estimates' suggest that advertising optometrists and 
rge chain finns do not unnecessarily recamend new eyeglasses more fre

quently than nonadvertising optometrists. 

QuaIi ty: A SlJI!!nal:y 

Analysis of the thoroughness of. eye examinations suggests that there is 
substantial variation in both restrictive and nonrestrictive cities. In non
restrictive cities, less-thorough examinations. are given by advertising 
optanetrists and large chain firms. In restrictive cities, less-trorough 

1 The data were analyzed excluding the observations taken in two cities 
where the experiment became known prior to the receipt of the eyeglasses. 
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TABLE 8 

Estimates of the Percenta;Je of 
q,tonetrists Pre scr ibing 

Unnecessarily 
(all observations) 

Restrictive ~nrestrictive 
Cities Cities 

All q,t.aletrists 32 12 

* Nonadwrtisers 32 9 

Mwrtisers ~t J\pplicable 18 

Cllain Firms ~t J\pplicable 14 

* ExcludeS cptaretrists wl'x> adwrtise on site. 

Note: '!be estiJ'IBtes are derived from a rultivariate analysis that 
corrected for possibly important detenninants of prescribing 
other than the presence of advertising and large chain 
cptical fil::ms. The corrections are· for subject-to-subject 
variation in behavior ,state-to-state variation in 
cptcmetrists E=er capita,· am ci ty-to-ci tj variation inc:han;e 
in pcpulation. BeCause the percentages are corrected 
estimates, they are not necessarily identical to the average 
E=ercentages observed irl_the sample cities. 

_. .. ,. , 

Source: Bureau of Economics, F'IC. 
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* All Optanetrists 

Nonadvertisers t 

Advertisers 

Chain Fims 

TABLE 9 

. Estimates of the Percentage 
of Optanetrists Prescribing 

Unnecessarily 

aastrictive Nonrestrictive 
Cities- Cities 

36 9 

36 7 

Not Applicable .13 

Not Applicable 10 

* 'lhisincludes only optatetrists wiD derived the correct· pre
scription. 

t· Excludes optometrists who advertise on site. 

Note: '!he estimates are derived fran a multivariate analysis that 
corrected for pcssibly important determinants of prescribing 
other than the presence of advertising and large chain optical 
ficns.The corrections are for subject-t0-5ubject variation 
in behavior, state-to-state variation in optanetrists per 
per capiea, ~ city-to-city. variation in change in pcp.tlation. 
Because the percentages are corrected estimates, they are not 
necessarily identical to the average percentages observed in the 
sample'cities. 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, Fl'C. 
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examinations are given OJ abalt the same p:rcentc33e of cptanetrists, but, by 
definition, such cptonetrists can neither advertise nor work for large chain 
firms. 

Analysis of the aCOJracy of the txescriptions, the aCOJracy am worlatan
ship of the eyeglasses, and the extent of unnecessaty prescribing suggests 
that a:3vertisers and large chain fiIIl'lS ~rfocn no worse than nonadvertisin; 
optorretrists in either restrictive or nonrestrictive cities. 'nle data suggest 
that consuners who purchase an f!je examinatic~ln only to get the correct 
prescription and an accurate pair of eyeglasses may safely shop 00 the basis 
of ~ice. In addi tion, the data suggest that, on average, large dlain c::ptical 
firms arrl other advertisiI'XJ cptorretrists appear to charge IX'ices lOlNer than 
the pt'ices chat'ged by noruevertisiI13 cptanetrists. If, hOA"ever, a consurrer is 
interested in having a tOOrough eye examination, the data suggest that ncre 
trorOJgh examinations are likely to be obtained fran noncrlvertisers. B.lt even 
with nonadvertisers, consuners in nonrestrictive cities appear to have an 
advantc33e. In nonrestrictive ci ties the decision not to advertise or practice 
canrrercially appears, on average, to be associated with a decision to offer a 
more tlDrOlQh examination. In restrictive cities, no su::h association can be--

. made. Nonadvertisers appear to give rrcre tl'x>rough examinations in nonrestric
tive than in restrictive cities: arrl the data suggest that they also charge 
lC7oro1er prices (pp. 4-5). 

But the data reveal suestantial differences in the thoroughness of 
examinations not cnly bebieen, but also wi thin, cities arrl types of cptane
trists. Comparing prices fbr nonhCl1DgeneOJS services may be misleading: it 
is, therefore, necessaty to analyZe the relation between trice am quality. 

The ~lation between Price and Q.Jality 

Table 1 (p. 5) stows that Cptanetrists associated with large dlain fiDTIS 
and these who advertise charge lOtlller trices than the nonadvertisers. Table 1 
also reveals that cptanetrists in the nest restrictive ci ties dlarge higher 
prices than nonadvertisers in the least restrictive cities. Yet the analysis 
of the tl'DrOJghnessof f!je examinations slDws s\.i::)stantial variation. In non
restrictive cities the variatioo is assxiated with advertising and cannercial 
practice. In restrictive cities, vari.ation is just as substantial, but c::ptcm
etrists who give less-thorough examinations can neither advertise in the nedia 
nor practice cannercially. Because of the substantial variation in tmraJgh-. 
ness, it is irnl,Xlrtant to COOq:are the pt'ices of examinations of similar 
ttcrOlghness. 

Figure 3 slDws statistical est:imates of the cc:st of f!jeglasses plus an 
eye examination havin.; an F'IC Index equal to 60, an arbitrary l:ut typical 
value. The est:imates are fbr nCXla:!vertisers in the nest restrictive cities, 
·nonadvertisers in the least restrictive cities, and large dlain firms, which 
only exist in nonrestrictive cities. l The est:imates suggest the -follcwin;: 

1 '!he estinates are derived from a rultivariate analysis that corrects 
for variation based on c::ptaretrists ~r capita, incane 'fer capita, am sub
jects. The multivariate analysis is based upjn 280 observatioos, but the 
est:imates pt"esented here are for the IICSt arrl the least restrictive cities 
only. 
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Figure 3 

bverage Price of Examinations and Eyeglasses 
with an FTC Thoroughness Index of 60 

Dollars 

• 

• 

• 

$94.00 

$73.00 

$63.00 

~ Index. 60 

lbladvertis:i.ng OFtanetrists, in cities where adver+'..ising 
and c:amercial practice are prchibi ted. 

Nonadvertising optaretrists in cities where advertising 
and canrercial practice are permi tted. 

Optcrretrists associated with large c:hain optical 
carpa.nieS. 

Source: Bureau of Ecoronics, nc 
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(1) Eyeglasses aoo an eye examination of similar thoroughness cost 
less when purchased from a nonadvertiser in the least restrictive 
cities than when purchased from a nonadvertiser in the most 
restrictive cities. On average the cost difference was about $21 
for examinations having the same FTC Index. 

(2) In the least restrictive cities, eyeglasses and an examination of a 
given thoroughness cost less when purchased from a large chain firm 
than when purchased from a nonadvertiser. Q'\ average the cost 
difference is about $10 for examinations having the same FTC Index. 
l'bte, however, that previous results suggest that more tAorough 
examinations are much more frequently available from nonadvertisers 
than fron chain firms. 

(3) Eyeglasses and an examination of a given thoroughness, cost less 
when purchased fran large chain firms than when purchased fran 
nonadvertisers in restrictive cities. On average the cost differ
ence is about $31 for examinations having the same FTC Index. 

StM-1ARY AND CONCll.lSIOUS 

The purpose of this study has been to analyze empirically the effect of 
advertising and comnercial practice on the price and quality of optometric 
services. The relation has been a matter of some dispute. Proponents of 
advertising and commercial practice have argued that such behavior increases 
COTIpetition and lowers prices. Cpponents have argued that such behavior 
lowers the qua~ity of professional care available in the market •. 

The data in this study support the view that advertising and commercial 
practiCe lower prices. Very thorough examinations and eyeglasses cost, on 
average, $21 less in markets where advertising and cc:mnercial practice are 
allowed. Less thorough examinations and eyeglasses cost, on average, $ 31 less 
when purchased from a large chain optical firm than when purchased from an 
optometrist in a market without advertising and commercial practice. 

The data are not consistent with the view that advertising and commercial 
practice lower the quality of professional care available in the market. The 
average quality of eye examinations available to consumers is about the same 
whether or not advertising and commercial pr~ctice are allowed. 

Optometrists of all types provide adequate prescriptions and eyeglasses 
with about the same frequency •. Substantial variation does exist, however, in 
the thoroughness of the examinations. OVerall, the variation across optome
trists is similar in both restrictive and nonrestrictive cities. But in non
restrictive cities, the decision to advertise or practice commercially appears 
to be associated with a decision to give a less thorough, less costly examina
tion. Advertising optometrists and chain optical firms in nonrestrictive cit
ies are less likely to perform certain ~rtant tests related to the assess
ment of eye health, and their prices are lower than those of nonadvertisers 
in the same city. 
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Sane have argL.'ed that advertisin; or chain firm optanetrists would be 
ncre likely to unnecessarily prescribe eyeglasses or perfotnl unneeded tests 
and services because they are ItDre profit oriented than nonadvertisin; 
professionals. Olain firm optanetrists might be especially vulnerable to this 
charge since their employers' primary interest is the selling of eyeglasses. 
'Ibis study foum no significant difference in the incidence of unnecessary 

. prescribin; of eyeglasses between advertising and nonadvertising optometrists 
or between individual advertising optaretrists and optaretrists ~loyed by 
the large chain optical f iJ:JIIS • 

In many states professionals are prohibited fran .beiD;J employed by cor
porations not owned or controlled by professionals. PrcpJnents of these 
regulations believe that o:::mnercially employed professionals may be encouraged 
to engage in cost-cutting conduct that canpranises professional standards of 
quality. Data in this study do not confirm this view. Optometrists who are 
either employed by, or sublet space in, the large optical outlets give examin
ations that are, on average, no less thorough than examinatialS purchased fran 
advertising optcmetrists not associated with large chains. N:>r are there any 
significant differences in the appropriateness of the prescriptions or the 
adequacy of the eyeglasses. 

In surmary, this study found the follOlllling: 

(l) The existence of advertising and camerical practice by sane 
optometrists in a market does not result in a' lowering of the quality of exam
inations available to consumers. While the o~rall distribUtion of quality 
across all, types of cptanetrists is about the sane in restrictive and non
restrictive cities, there is considerable variation in quality between 
optanetrists • 

(2) The existence of price advertising and commercial practice by 
sane optanetrists does result' in lower prices. The prices of both less tix)r
ough and ItDre thorough eye examinations and eyeglasses were significantly 
lower in the least restrictive cities than in the m:st restrictive cities. 

(3) In nonrestrictive cities, nonadvertising, tradi tiona! optane
trists give ncre thorough eye examinations, and charged higher prices' than 
advertising and chain firm optanetrists. 

(4) hlvertising and chain firm optanetrists are just as likely to 
obtain the correct prescription, and p1:'oduce adequate eyeglasses as nonadver
tisers but on average, at lower prices. 

(5) '!here are no significant differences in the ~rkmanship of the 
eyeglasses regardless of where they are p..lrchased. 

(6.) There are no significant differences in' the incidence of 
unnecessary prescribing between advertising am nonadvertising optometrists. 

(7) '!here are no significant differences in quality of the eye 
examinations' between individual advertising optanetrists and optometrists 
associated with large chain optical firms. 
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CllAPl'ER 1 

Professional Services and Consumer Welfare 

1. Effects of Advertising on Product Prices 

Simple theories of consumer behavior assume that the price and qual
i ty of consumer goods and services are determined by market forces and that 
infoDOation about price and quality is freely available. These 
assumptions imply that identical goods and services will sell at identical 
prices. Everyday experience, however, shows that these theories do not 
explain the. real world where even standardized products and services are 
retailed at various prices. Because prices do vary, information can benefit 
.consumers by enabling them to purchase at lower prices. Such information can 
be obtained either through consumer search or seller provision. 

Search (or "shopping") may be undertaken in varying anounts and with 
varying degrees of efficiency. Some consumers are better able to budget their 
time or are better educated and may therefore shop ItCre efficiently. Others. 
have lower opportunity cost and may simply engage in ltCre search. Altema
tively, information may originate on the seller side of the market, namely, 
through advertising of product availability and price. Since shopping is 
costly in terms of time and effort, consumers can be assisted through 
advertiserrents that provide information' about prices and availabili ty. 
Advertising creates feedback for sellers also. Higher-priced sellers will 
face pressure from lower priced sellers and should .be forced to reduce their 
prices for equivalent Products in order to remain canpeti ti ve • In the end, 
higher-priced firms should be forced either to withdraw from the market or to 
sell at campetitiveprices, and the average price of the good or service being 
advertised should fall (u~ess, of course, the per unit cost of advertising is 
sufficiently large to offset this gain). 

Over the past few years a number of studies have suggested that 
advertising reduces prices for the consumer. John Cady studied· the 
retail prescription drug industry, Alex Maurizi and 'lbom Kelly studied the 
effects of posting retail gasoline prices, and tee and Alexandra Benham 
analyzed the retail eyeglass indUStry. While some of these studies have, 
inevitably, been subject to criticism, all nevertheless indicate that 

'market-wide prices fall in the 'presence of advertising. 

A. Prescription Drug Price Advertising 

Cady collected price data on ten prescrip.tion drugs fran a national 
sample of over 1,900 pharmacies for the year 1970.1 States were 

1 John Cady, Restricted Advertising am Ccmpetition: The Case of Retail 
Drugs, Washington, D.C.: Amencan Enterprise Institute, March 1976; John 
Cady, "An· Estimate of the Price Effects of Restrictions on Drug Price 
Advertis ing , " Economic Inquiry (December 1976). 
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classifi~ as II regulated II if they· had at least one of the following L:estric
tions: controls on the use of outdoor signs, prohibitions on pronotional 
schemes, prohibitions on advertising of prices, and· prohibitions on adver
tising that illIplied a policy of discount drug pricing. States were classified 
as "unregulated" when none of the foregoing restrictions was in effect. Cady 
found that drug prices were over 5 percent higher in regulated states than 
they 'were in the unregulated states. In addition, the lower prices prevailing 
in unregulated states were accanpa.nied by the same level of credit, deli very , 
and prescription waiting-area services, as well as a higher level of emergency 
services.l cady estimated that the benefits fran renoving advertising 
restrictions in the prescription drug industry may amount to $380 million per 
year. 

B. Retail Gasoline 

Alex Maurizi and Thom Kelly analyzed the effects of price posting in the 
retail gasoline industry.2 Price data were taken where price posting. was 
aJ.lowed--six california and seven other western urban areas ~ prices were also 
taken where price posting was not alla.r.red-four geographical areas canprising. 
the New York City metropolitan region.3 Less than 10 percent of the service 
stations in the New York area posted prices in 1970 as canpared with rrore than 

. 90 percent in the ~s Angeles area. 

Because there are a number of variables other than price posting that 
will affect the retail price of gasoline, Maurizi and Kelly attempted to 
control for the effects upon price of variables such as average family incorre, 

(' wholesale gasoline prices, brand name, the intensity of price posting, gaso
line taxes, and whether or not stations gave out trading stamps. The results 
of their analysis indicate that· the simple, act of posting prices reduces 
prices by 1 cent per gallon fo~ regular-leaded and 0.8 cents per gallon for 
premium. As the number_. of stations in the market in~ease their posting of 
prices, the prices of regular and premium are reduced. A 50 percent increase 
in the number of stations posting prices on regular gasoline resul tes ina 
reduction in the average price of gasoline of 0.3 cents per gallon. The 

1 The index of prescription prices was $3 .83 in ,regulated states and 
$3.64 in unregulated states and· the difference was significant at the ,1 
percent level. It should be noted that Cady classified states according to 
legal statutes and regulations. It is possible for advertiSing to occur even 
though there is a statute or law against it and vice versa. 

2 Alex Maurizi and Thom Kelly, Prices and Consumer Information:' The 
Bene~its fran posti~ Retail Gasoline Price, American Enterprise Institute, 
Wash1ngton, D.C., 197 • ' 

3 Data on prices of both unleaded regular and premium gasoline were based 
on a survey by u.mdberg, a firm that collects information on the retail 
gasoline industry throughout the United States. Data on gasoline prices were 
based on a sample size of approximately 15,500 service stations that sold both 
types of gasoline in 1970. The Lundberg data include information on whether 
gasoline prices are posted on a large sign visible to passing motorists. 
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same {:ercent increase in p:lstirg of pretium prices resulted in a decline in 
price of 0.6 cents {:er gallon. The study concludes that in 1975 universal 
price p:>stirg thrOlghout the nation would have resulted in net gains to 

. consuners of at least $525 million, and possibly as nuch as $813 million. 

C. Eyeglass Industry 

In his 1972 study,l tee' Benhan classified states as "restrictive" or 
"nonrestrictive~ with regard to a:lwrtisin; of cphthalmic goods arx:I services 
sold by cphthalJrologists, c::ptonetrists, and opticians. The data on eyeglasses 
and eje examinations used in the study were obtained fran a 1963 national 
survey of individuals. 2 '!he study has a s~ample of 634 iooividuals who 
each I.I1detwent an eje examination or obtained a pair of ejegla~ses in 1963. 
'IW:) hundred ninety~ne individuals in the survey rep:>rted only the total price 
of the canbined eje examination and ejeglasses. Benhan claimed that there was 
little variation in examination priceS across states and that prices for 
e~nations and ejeglasses were not highly correlated; therefore, any dif
ferences in total prices were attributable solely to differences in the price 
of ejeglasses. 3 The average p:-ice of eyeglasses in the restrictive states 
was $33.04 wrsus $26.34 in the nonrestrictiw states. 

In the 1975 study, tee and Alexandra Benham used a larger sample, 1,625 
individuals, taken fran a health interview survey corxilcted in 1970 by the 
National Opinion Pesearch· Center and the Center for Health Administration 
Studies of the thiversi1:¥ of Chicago. The study attempted to detetmine the 
. effect of professional cootrol, includirg restraints on the flow of camrercial 
infomration, on the p:-ices of c:ptical services offered. Three neasures of 
professional control were used: (1) '!he place the eyeglasses were purchased, 

. that is, fran a restrictive or nonrestrictive state (this measure was essenti
ally the sane one used in the 1972 study); (2) An index of c::ptonetrists who 
were nembers of the American· Optanetric Association (AOA.): Since MJA am the 
state affiliates discourage camrercial a:lvertising, the researchers assuned 
that the larger the fercentage of cpt:anetrists who are nembers of the ADA, the 
smaller the nuneer of a:lvertisin;J cptonetrists in the state; therefore, the 
less ccmrercial a:lvertisirg there would be. (3) The matket share of large 
chain cptical fims in the states where the eyeglasses 

1 See lee Bemam, "'!he Effects of Advertisil'¥1 on the Price of 
Eyeglasses," Journal of Law and Econanics, Vol1.ure 15(2) (October 1972, am 
lee and Alexandra Benham, "Regulating Throogh the Professions: A Eerst:ective 
on Infomration Control," Journal of Law am Econanics, VolJ..me 18(2) (October 
1975). Ebr camrents on the Benham studies see "'lhe Adwrtisil'¥1 of q;tlthalmic 
Q::)OOs, arrl Services: An Econanic and Statistical Review of Selected FTC an:3 
I<elated Ibcunents: " Report to Anerican Optonetric Assxiation, Soothern 
iesearch Institute, Bitmin;ham, Alabama (June 25, 1976). 

2 See Ronald Anderson and a:lin W •. Anderson, A I:ecade of Health Services: 
Social Survey Trends in Use and Expendi tllre ( 1967 ) • 

3 Benham (1972), p. 341. 
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were purchased. In states where cornnerdal firms had large market shares, the 
researchers expected to find more information flow and weaker control by the 
professional organizations. 

All three variables used to .measure professional control had a signi
ficant effect on price. Eyeglass prices in restrictive states are approxi
mately . $"8.46 higher than nonrestrictive states .1 As the proportion of 
eyeglasses purchased fran ccmnercial fitThs increased from' 0 to 70 percent, the 
price of eyeglasses decreased $11.71. Finally, as membership in the PDA 
increased fran 43 to 91 percent, the price of eyeglasses increased approxi
mately $12.18. other results imply that in nonrestrictive states, people.' 
purchased more eyeglasses, and presumably, more eye examinations, canpared to 
people in restrictive states. While no data are available on the quality of 
the glasses and examinations in the Benhams' study, sate individuals in the 
nonrestrictive states were receiving ncre eye care in the form of eyeglasses 
than the population in restrictive states. 

2. Effects of Advertising and Commercial Practice on Professional Services 

Wi th the pcssible exception of the Benham studies, the empirical analySes 
of the effects of advertising on prices involve a market for. a good rather 
than a service. Such studies assune that consuners know what camodi ty they 
want aOO that consumers purchase the <:nidiooity after shopping for the lowest
~t seller. For services in general and professional services in particular, 
the situation may be considerably different for several reasons. 

ConsUlters are often unable to determine their precise needs for. pro
fessional assistance and must rely on a profess~nal for an initial assessment 
of services required. .Professionals generally offer. l:x>th the diagnosis and 
treatment, ard consuners typically obtain both from the sane individual. In 
principle, this is . cost-effiqient for l:x>th parties. Treatment generally 
requires sane diagnosis or analysis by the sane provider, and separation of 
these tasks would often entail duplicative efforts by practitioners as well as 
mu.ltiple-shopping ventures by OJstaners. Hence, practitioners often provide 
both the diagnosis and the treatment. Joint provision, however, gives profes
sionals greater opport~~ity to sell more services than are necessary to treat 
a problem. 

Additional problems arise because, even when consumers know exactly what 
services are required, they often lack the expertise to evaluate the adequacy 
of the services rendered. Professional services are often intangible, c0m
plex, aOO difficult for the layperson to assess. Many professional services 
deal with low-probability or long-latency events, as' in tests for various 

j 
I 

1 It should be noted that the Benhams' study assunes that there is no 
difference in the quality of glasses between restrictive and nonrestrictive 
states. The proponents of restrictions claim that the quality of the exarnina
~ion and resulting eyeglasses will be higher in the absence of advertising. 
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diseases in medic31 examinations; informational feedbacks are so slow as to be 
virtually useless. Many professional services are purchased infrequently, and 
hence neither one's own nor others' experiences are likely to be sufficiently 
current and numerous to improve matters greatly. Under these circumstances, 
professionals may also find it easier to sell 10lNer quali,ty services than the 
informed consumer would prefer. 

One way to reduce the amount of low quality care. is to restrict entry 
into the professions to those who can deronstrate that they are able to 
provide high quality care. Thus professional licensing boards require poten
tial entrants to deronstrate, either through schooling or examination or both, 
that t;hey have the necessary knowledge to provide quality services. Licens
ing, however, is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for high-quality 
care. Even highly skilled professionals may choose to produce low quality 
care, and many professionals argue that advertising will allow such sellers to 
reach a substantial pool of potential custcmers. Because consumers find it 
difficult to evaluate quality, advertising professionals may be able to offer 
services at lower prices but then substitute low for high quality care. It is 
argued that such canpeti tion will force high quality professionals to lower 
their prices and quality of care in order to "meet oampetition." Thus adver
tising will produce a lOlNering of quality throughout the market. According to 
this theory, those professionals who do not want to lower their standards of 
quality will be driven ou1;. of the market because consumers will gravitate to 
the lower-priced professionals. l 

The professional associations also argue that if "large commercial firms 
or department stores are permitted to hire professionals, the latte~ may be 
forced to lower quality and offer excessive service. If large chain optical 
firms could also hire paraprofessionals to assist the optometrists, have more 
than one branch outlet, and use brand name identification in their advertis-
ing, they will completely dominate the market and drive out higher-quality, 
higher-priced professionals. Professional associations often believe that the 
presence of advertising and carmercial practice leads to the destruction of 
the traditional doctor-patient or lawyer-client relation and, in general , 
reduces the image of professionalism in these occupations. The ccmnerciali
zation of the professions is seen as adding pressures to provide unnecessary 
services as well as causing the deterioration of quality. 

1 Perhaps this was best stated by an optanetrist in a letter to the 
Federal Trade Conmission (FTC): fran Francis A. Murdy, 0.5., Secretary, 
Massachusetts Board of Registration in Optanetry, October 13, 1975, (F'lC 

"Document 215-52-1-2-1, "Ophthalmic Gocxls and Services Staff Report and 
Opthalmic Industry Profile, I January 15, 1976). 

If price advertising is permitted many registered optome
trists will be forced to provide lower quality materials and 
lower quality services in order to meet low prices advertised 
by the marginal practitioner. The advertising cammercialist 
in order to make a profit on his low prices will necessarily 
~epend on inferior materials and a high volume operation. 
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The ·argument that advertising. and commercial practice generally reduce 
the quality of professional services is based on the belief that consUIrers 
cannot judge quality of care. ·One counterargument to the professional1s view 
is that consumers may have a reasonably clear understanding of many, if not 
lOOSt, services they desire to purchase. l In the case of optometry, some 
consumers may wish to replace their eyeglasses ncre frequently than they 
desire complete examinations. Therefore, if the seller-of eyeglasses offers 
an examination designed primarily to ,determine if there has been a change in 
their prescription, consurrers· would find it oore convenient to purchase the 
examination at the sane time. Of course, such consumers may also periodically 
purchase a oore thorough eye examination fran an optometrist or a physician. 

If this is a reasonable assessment of how consumers might. behave, it 
indicates that market forces would tend to produce various levels of quality. 
Not all consumers require the IlOSt canplete services in every instance. It 
may also be .expected that the price of a professional service might reflect 
the quali'oj provided. 

3. Regulation of the Professions 

The professional organizations and the state boards and commissions that 
regulate professions often inpose extensive controls over business conduct. 
Physicians, dentists, veterinarians, optometrists, and lawyers, arrong others, 
are closely regulated in nast ~tates. The regulations specify who may sell 
the services, how firms may be organized, and what types of information the 
professionals_ may give to the public through advertising. 

Professional codes of ethics or state laW$ often (1) prohibit advertis
in;r, ( 2 ) limi t trade name identif ica tion, ( 3 ) restrict the ownership of 
professional corporations to licensed members of that profession_ (for example, 
large retail corporations may ·not hire or offer professional services to the 
public), ( 4 ) restrict the nllIri:Jer of paraprofess ionals and res tr ict the ir 
functions to those under the supervision of a licensed professional, (5) 
restrict the number of establishments or outlets that a professional can 
operate under· one license, (6) restrict the location of professional outlets 
to noncommercial environments, and finally, (7) restrict the use of franchise 
arrangements. -

For the purpose of -analysis, I'IDst regulatory pOlicies can be divided into 
two categories: (I) restrictions on the production of information and (2) 
restrictions on technology that may affect rrodes and costs of providing the 
services. Restrictions on the production of information primarily take the 
form of prohibitions on the use of price and nonprice advertising and on the 

1 Despite their complex nature in general, -virtually all professions 
offer SOIre relatively standardized services. Attorneys write simple wills; 
veterinarians neuter pets; dentists clean teeth; physicians conduct routine 
laboratory tests. 
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use of trade names. Until a recent Supreme Court decision,l all forms of 
advertisilXJ by l1DSt professionals had been prdlibi ted by state laws, regula
tions, or codes of ethics. In many instances, price or nonprice advertising 
was deemed to be "unprofessional" or "unethical n conduct for which licenses to 
practice might be suspendec] or revoked. T'JPically, the restrictions on 
advertising included prdlibitions against the offering of credit; display of 

. signs~ and advertising in newspapers, radio, or television. Also prohibited 
\Ere advertised claims of superior service· or advertised announcements of 
credentials or professional awards. 

Many believe these restrictions have the effect of reducing canpeti
tive conduct· between sellers and raising the ccst of professional services. 
But advertising prohibitions coupled with restrictions O'l ownership and 
restrictions on the use of paraprofessionals may affect the price of services 
in another way .Eca1anies in the productioo of professional services may be . 
obtained if the ownership of professional fitmS by nonprofessional corpora
tions is pem tted • IaJ:ger ccmnercial coIporations may have management skills 
and access to capital not available to professionals. Wi th nultiple branch 
locations within a metropolitan area or state, the mass media ~ be used 
effectively to advertise and obtain the volUDe of OlSt:a1ers necessary for 
production econanies to be realized. Mass media advertising itselt may be 
subject to econanies of scale. And such firms may operate at scales that 
peru t them to obtain quanti ty discounts in p.lrchase of materials and 
supplies. . 

Since little variation exists between states with regard to the regula
tion of professions, there is a void in the literature concerning the relation 
between the quality of services rendered and restrictions upon advertising and 
canmerical practice. If the quality of service is the same , the empirical 
evidence that does exist.on price can be applied. But the deterioration of 
quality is the essence . of the professions' argl.mleI1t against advertising and 
carmercial practice. Hence, this study was designed to determine whether or 
not differences in price and quality are associated with the presence or . 
absence of advertising· and carmercial practice. ']he profession upon which the 
study is focused is opt:aletry, one of the few licensed professions in which 
nontrivial examples of· advertisi1'}3 could be found. '!he regulations governing· 
the optanetry profession are, in many ways, similar to those governing other 
professions. However, the findings mayor may not be generalized to other 
professions. . . 

4. Regulation of Opt:aletry Practice 

Optanetrists are licensed in each of the 50 states and the District of 
Colwnbia. '!be state licensing statutes define the functions of the optometric 
profession and limit the performance of these functions to licensed persons. 
'!be state licensing laws set out the .requirerrents that· must be net by an 
applicant in order to obtain a license~ the state licensing laws provide for 
the establishnent of a board to perfonn the regula tory functions. The 

l' 
Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S. 350 (1977). 
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licensin; t:oards in alISO states and the District of Columbia are daninated 
by licensed cptonetrists. The boards in' 37 states are compcsed entirely of 
licenSed cptcmetrists. l 

The f\J'lctions of the board can be eli vided into two categories: licensure 
of qualified practitioners am regulation of b.Jsiness conduct. The boards 
establish min.inun st.an:2rds for licensin; l:rf def.inin; educational r8!uirenents 
for entry am by accredi tin; cptonetiy scl'x:lols. They also can des ign and 
administer the licensin; examination as well as detemine the contiruin; 
education r~red to mintain a license. Regulating the I:::usiness conduct of 
optanetrists often includes restrictions on advertisin; am cannercial 
practice. Prior to the recent Supreme Court ruling2 and the promulgation of 
the FTC trade regulation· rule OI1erturnin; advertisin; prdlibi tions, 3 rrany 
states severely restricted price advertisin; by cptonetrists and q;>ticians. 
The May 1977 E'l'C Staff Report in::1icate:1 that 25 states prc:hibi ted the use of 
ant form of advertising by cptonetrists except the announcerrent of ,a new 
practice or a charge of a1dress. 4 .. . 

Thirty-seven states explicitly . banrledcpticians I price advertisl.n;, 
either l:rf statute or regulation •. '!be restrictions t:ocK the form of conduct 
defined as H1.U'1professional H· or H1.U'1ethical,n am violation COlld result in 
fines or less of license. Often when a1vertising was allowed, only the 
advertisin; of eyeglass frame Prices was ·femitted. When the Fl'C Staff Rep::>rt 
was published, five states and the District of Colunbia formally allo.ved 
unrestricte::i price. a1vertisin; l:rf cptaretrists: Arizona, California, 
Colorado, District of Columbia, I~a, and Maryland. All other states had some 
fom of restrictions on a1vertisin; k¥ optaretrists, opticians, or both. 5 

Alag with a1vertisin; prdlibitions, optanetty statutes an:"! regula
tions often impose substantial restrictions on rosiness practices. States also 
prcilibit the enplC¥Jlent of cpt:anetrists by laypersons or fiIIllS. These 

1 Bureau of Consuner Protection, E'rC, Cphthalmic Q:x:)ds and Services, 
Staff Rep::>rt to the Fl'C am Prc:posed Trade Regulation Rule, Jamaty 1976; FTC, 
Rep:?rt of the Presiding Officer on Proe:sed Trade Regulation Rule Regarding 
Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Servlces, December 10, 1976. 

2 Bates. 

3 The- FTC eyeglass rule has two basicprOl1lslons. Fiz:st, it r8!uires eje 
doctors to release a ccpy of the eyeglass prescription to consurrers :imrredi
ately after an ete examination. Secom, the rule prdlibits public or private 
burderu;; or limitations on the advertisl.ng of eye examinations, cpthalmic goods 
am services. In a Februaty 6, 1980 decision, haoIever, the United States 
Court of Appeals suspended the second provis ion of the rule am renanded it to 
the FTC for reconsideration. 

4 
See Ophthalmic Goods and Services, p. 64. 

5 Ibid., p. 46. 
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restrictions are designed to prevent optcmetrists fran working for the large 
retail optical fil:I11S, thus preventing eyeglass retailers fran giving eye 
examinatiO'lS to their custaners. Acoording to the -1977 Fl'C Staff Peport,l 
27 states prdlibit optometrists fran practicing in rrercantile locations such 
as large chain depart:nent stores. Eighteen states limit the number of branch 
offices an optanetrist can operate-usually to _one outlet other -than the 

. -original locatioo. 'lhirty-nine states prohibit the use of brandnarre 
identificatial by optonetrists :(such as "Econany Optical"). 2 

5. 9pta!!try as a Profession 

Optanetrists OCOJpy a praninent place in the provision of eye care • 
Optanetrists pet'£otmeye examinations both to test visual acuity ~ to detect 
diseases of the eye ~ they also prescribe lenses, other optical aids, and 
visual training when appropt iate. -In SOl'Ie states optanetrists ca."'1 use certain 
appcoved topical diagnostic drugs (eye drcps) to (1) dilate the patient's 
pupil to aid in viewiD; the eye' s internal surfaces~ ( 2) anesthetize the 
axnea for talC11Etry (glaucana detection); and (3) relax nuscles for sane 
foms of vision testing. However, generally optanetrists canr¥)t treat eye· 
diseases or perfOCll surgery .3 Ophthal.nclogists perform many of the sane 
functions as optanetrists, but as medical doctors, they can also diagnose and 
treat eye diseases. and perform surgery. Opticians fill prescriptions deve
loped by optanetrists or ophthalmologists, sell and fit eyeglasses ~ and, in 
SC11E states, contact lenses. Mast optC11Etrists also fit and sell eyeglasses, 
but. ophthalmolOigists do so nuch less frequently. 

1 Ibid~, p. 64. 

2 'lhepresent experiment discovered substantial discrepancies t::etween 
actual practice and state laws and regulations· in variOlS ci ties examined. 
For further discussion, see Chapter 2. . 

3 In a few states ·the statutory definition of optometry may be somewhat 
broader. For example, the North carolina statute (N .C. G.S. 90-114) defines 
the practice of optanetry as any· one, or arrt canbination, of the following 
practices: 

(1) '!be examination of the human eYe by arrt nethod, other 
than surgery, to diagnose, to treat, or to refer for 
oonsultation or treatnent any abnormal oonditiCX1 of the 
human eye and its adnexa ~ or . 

i 
(2) The employnent of instruments, devices, phaJ:Jnaceutical 

agents and procedures, other than surgery, intended for 
the purposes of investigatiD;; examining, treating, diag
nosing or correcting visual defects or abnoJ:Jnal condi
tions of the human eye or its adnexa ~ or 

(Continued) 
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In order tD practice optometry, ,an individual !lUst have gra::1uated fran 
one of the 13 sctxx:>ls of optonetry in the United States. Admission tD a 
school of optaretry re::}uires at least two year.? of prior college study.1 
The optooetry curriculum leads to the degree of I:bctor of Optorretry (O.D.), 
although seven schools have a gra::1uate program leading to a Master'of Science 
degree as well, and six have programs leading to a Ph .. D in physiological 
optics.' Students of optanetry take CCllrses in optics, anatany, am phaona
cology: they are trained to deal witH vision probleils arid to recognize eye 
diseases. Optanetry students devote a substantial aroount of t:ime in the 
fourth year of training 'NOrking in clinics where experience is gained in 
contact lenses, lew vision~ ch,ildren's vision, am vision therapy. 

To.<Iard the em of the secom, third, am fourth years of the optome
try curriculums, alm:st all students take comprehensive written examina
tions administered by the National Board of Examiners in Optcrnetry. A total 
of 19.5 test hours result. Candidates are examined in the following areas: 
visual science: oallar ana:tcmy: theoretical optics; cphthalmic optics; theory 
and practice of optonetry: ocular pathology: ocular pharnacology: and social, 
econanic, legal, ethical, am professional aspects of q;>t:anetry. Can:Hdates 
are passed or failed based uton these scores; nany state optonetry boards 
accept the passin3 of the National Boards in lieu' of state written examina
tions. Before a final license is given, all states still re::}uire a practical 
clinical examination am a few r9:luire serving an internship. 

6. Studies of the Effects of Advertising am Cc:mnercial Practice in 
Optcmetry 

Because advertising am canrrercial practice have been rare in the pro
fessions, scarcely aI¥ studies of their' effects have been conducted. As 
tointed cut in Part I (p. 2), the one distinguishing characteristic of' 
optanetry versus the other, ~ofessions is the variability between states with 

FOotnote 3 continued from previous page. 

(3) 'Ihe prescribing am application of lenses, devices oon
taining lenses, prisns, contact lenses, ort.h:>ptics, vision 
training, pharmac~tical agents, and prc::sthetic devices to 
correct, relieve, or treat defects or abnotmal coroi tions 
of the hunan eye or its adnexa. 

Provided, hc::Mever, in using or prescribing pharmaceutical 
agents, other than topical phatmaceutical agents within the defi
nition hereinabove set rut which are used for the purpose of 
examining the eje, the optometrist so using or presCJ;:'ibing shall 
camnunicate and collaborate with a physician duly licensed to 
practice medicine in tbrth Carolina designated or agreed to by 
the patient, (1909, c. 444, s. 1; C.S., s. 6687; 1923, c. 42, 
s. 1; 1977, c. 482, s. 1. ) 

1 - According' to a recent survey published by ,the Ass:>ciation of Schools 
and Colleges of Optonetry, 70 t;:ercent of first year students in the 1978-79 
academic year canpleted four years or IlDre of college. 
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r~ard to I:'estraints on advertising and canmercial practice. l Because of 
this, empirical evidence on the impact of regulatory constraints can be 
gathered. 

Cbe study of the optanetry profession, by James W. . Begun, 2 
attempted to measure the effects of professional restrictions on prices and 

- quality through iOOirect neans. Begun mailed questionnaires to 2,~38 
optanetrists selected fran a .national directory of all optometrists in the 
United States. Fran that' sample, 1,195 usable questiormaires were returned. 
The study questioned optanetrists concerning the prices they charged for 
examinations, ·the leDJth of time they devoted to eye examinations, the kinds 
of tests perforrnecl, arXl the measure of quality, that is, the inputs that 
optanetrists declared they used in routine eye examinations. 

Begun found that examination prices were substantially higher in states 
with professional restrictions on advertising am ~ng op1:Clletrists con
sidered llOre "professional." Examination prices, as reported by optcmetrists, 
appeared to be approximately 20 percent higher ancng those in the Anerican 
Optanetric Association (KlA) who did not advertise am anDng those who spent 
II'Ore time on the examination. '!'he longer the examination, the higher was the 
price. Optanetrists with high KlA involvement spent, on average, 5 minutes 
llOre on the examination, performed llOre tests, and had llOre equipnent avail
able for use than did those who had low or little involvement with the ADA. 
In addition, Begun found that when quali ty was held constant across states, 
examination prices were still higher in states with llOre professional 
control. 3 

. Using the data from the earlier Begun study, a study by Begun arid 
Feldman4 found that there were no significant price differences on examina
tions of a given quality be~n states that allow price advertisin; of both 
optornetric services (examinations) and eyeglasses am states that ban only 
price advertising on examinations. However, Begun am Feldman found that 
predicted prices were significantly higher in states where there were bans on 
bom optometrists I and opticians I price advertisin; of examinations and 
eyeglaRses.5 

, 
~ This is, in part, because optanetry. is oot a very old profession and 
has had rising standards over recent years, though substantial state-to-state 
differences have persisted. 

2 James W. Begun, Professionalism ·and the Public Interest: Price and 
OJalit"j in Optc::oetry, (Ph.D. dissertation, University of N:>rth Carolina, 
1977) • 

3 Begun, p. 79. 

4 James W. Begun and lbger Feldman, "The Effects of Advertising: Lessons 
from Optanetry," Journal of Human Resources, XIII. Supplement 1978 (NationaJ 
Bureau of Econanic Research Conference on The Econanics of Physician an::: 
Patient Behavior.) 

5 Ibid., p. 260, Table 6. 
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CHAPl'ER 2 

EXFERIMENTAL METHOD 

The present study uses data COllected by actually purchasirg ff!je exam
inations and eyeglasses. Purchases were made in cities where c:r:1vertising was 
present- am in cities where it was absent. Data were also collected fran op
tonetrists practicing in large main optical finns in cities where . they are 
allowed to exist. 

This chapter pt'ovides a cEtailed discussion of the netiDdolo;nr under
lYing the experinent. The disQlSsion is divided into six parts: (1) clas
sifyirg natXets, (2) selectirg rratXets, (3) samplirg, (4) subjel-t selection, 
(5) subject training, and (6) field procedures. 

Classifying Markets 

Markets '-Ere fit:St classified by the tyFe of c:r:1vertisin; observed for 
eyeglasses am eje examinations. Mat:kets 'Were further distin;uished by the 
presence or absence of large chain optical· finns, which offer eye examina
tions. \Ol'lether or not camrercial optometry is expressly banned or prohibi ted, 
stringent restrictions· ui;On advertising appear to discourage entry by large 
chain cptical fitmS. The fbllOrlin; five major matXets 'Were ot:served: 

(1) Mat:kets Wlereessentially no nass media c:r:1vertisin; of ejeglasses or eje 
examinations was found; no large chain firns found; (2) Markets where only 
nQl'l)rice c:r:1vertisirg on ejeglasses found; no large chain fitmS found; .( 3) 
Markets where only nonprice . advertising on eyeglasses; large chain firms 
famd; (4) Mat:kets where both eyeglasses am eye examinations were 
crlvertised, rut where the advertisenents did not refer to price; large· chain 
finns found; (5) Mat:kets where eyeglasses '-Ere price. crlvertised, but 
crlvertising of eye examinations was limited to nonpt'ice forms;l large chain 
f itmS found. 

Selecting Markets for the Survey 

It was decided that the survey sh::>uld be comucted in matXets representa
tive of as large a ·pcpulation as p::ssible. Major Standard Metroi;Olitan 
Statistical Areas (SMSAs) wi thin each . state that· coold be classified as 
Markets 1 - 4 'Were identified. Initial attention Was fOOlSed ui;On SlwSk; with a 
pcpulation of 200,000 or greater (as of July 1, 1974) because 200,000 was 
believed to be the approximte size from which. a satisfactot:y sample of 
optaretrists cOlld be drawn. Based on the use of·· the Yellcw Pages, SM5As 

. covering 103 cities in 33 states 'Were selected for an initial screening. 

1 This limitation is nore the result of actual practice than eJq;erirrental 
design. In the entire study, in artj city, at any time, only one advertisement 
containing an advertised price for an eye examination was found. 
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The Ye 110ti Pages for rrajor ci ties arrl suburt::s wi thin an SMSA 'NIere used to 
define the survey nar.kets and to ascertain the following infornation: 

(1) '!he nUIl'ber of cptorretrists in the IiBrket 
area. 

(2) '!be tresence or absence of large chain fiImS. 

(3) '!be p:-esence or absence of adwrtis~ cptatetrists other than trose 
\1IOrking with large chain fiers. 

Some Sz,sAs were rejected as potential survey candidates because 'of their 
limi ted runber of cptanetrists. For E!XaJll)le, 24 of the SMSAs ha:3 fewer than 
20 cptonetrists, making it difficult to conduct a sizable survey in these 
matkets. 

Based Up:)n the aboI1e criteria, if an SMSA app!ared to be a likely candi
date for inclusion in the survey, newsp:lp!l:S were scanned to obtain addi
tional. infocna tion on the t¥Pes of advertisin3 petmi. tted on eyeglasses am e;te 
examinations. '!he 1977. A!jr Directory of Publications was used to identify 
major daily newspap!l:S in 5 cities in 25 states. The nEWSpapel:S were scanned 
over a t=eriod of several ncnths for indications of pt'ice am nonp::-ice adver
tisin3 on eyeglasses am· e;te examinations. The nEWSp:lper searches generally 
began in May 1977 am conti rued through Deceneer 3~ 1977. Newspap!r scanning 
wi thin a fSrtio.llar SMSA was discontirued if several advertisements did not 
indicate one of the four narkets required for the survey. Through a pr:oc~ss 
of elimination, 12 SMSA mat:kets were selected. 

'!he :identification am classification of SMSAS can be found in Table' 2-1. 
'Ihe nest. restrictive catecpry contains the SMSAs (of Knoxville, Little axlt, 
.and PrOllidence) where no media adwrtisin:) or laJ:ge chain cptical ficns were 
fOlmd.· '!be next nest restrictiw categ::>t:y is similar to the fil:St except non
price advertisin:J of eyeglasses was ot:seJ:Ved in tleISpapel:S or YellOi Pages in 
Columbia, SC and Milwaukee, WI. At the other extreme, the least restrictive 
categories contain SMSAs where norprice and price advertisin:; of glasses, non-' 
price a'h~rtisin; of eye examinations, and large chain firm; were found. 
Wi-thin these least restrictive categories, data were collected on four types 
of cptonetric practices", (1) .. Nonadvertisin:J cptonetrists ( 2) window
advertisin3 CPtanetrists1 (3) 5IlBll, IlBSS media adwrtisin3 cptanetristsi am 
(4) large chain cptical firm; employin; cpto1tetrists. '!he other SloSAs with 
chain fiImS are similar to the least restrictive categories except for 
differences in the ty];:eof advertising .observed in the nedia in those SMSAs. 

Classification and Sampling 
i; 

Three samplin:J llsts of cptonetrists \1iere develqled tbr each SloSA. '!'he 
lists consisted of (1) practitionel:S in large chain adwrtisin:J fil:ms; (2) 
other advertising practitioners; and (3) all other practitioners, a categ:>ry 
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TABLE 2-1 

Classification of SMSAs Where Data Were Collected 
by Type of Mvertising Observed on Eyeglasses an:1 Eye 

Examinations and by the Presence or Absence of 
Iarge Chain Optical Finns 

. Type of Advertising Observed on Chain Firms 
S~As <:bserved 

Eyeglasses Eye Examination 

Knoxville, TN NJne lIbne lib 
Little Rxk, AR NJne lIbne tb 
PrOY'idence,RI. NJne lIbne R:> 

Columbia, SC Nonprice N::>ne lib 
Greensboro-

Highpoint-
Winston Salem, NC N::>nprice lIbne lib 

Milwaukee, WI lIbnprice R:>ne Yes 

ColUl'lbls, 08 N::>nprice N::>nprice Yes 
Portland, OR Nonprice lIbnprice Yes 

BaltinDre, MD Price N::>nprice Yes 
Minneapolis-

St. Paul, MN Price lIbnprice Yes 
Seattle, WA Price l'bnprice Yes 
WashiD3ton, 0: Price lIbnprice Yes 

Source: Bureau of Econanics, F'l'C. 
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that 'NOUld include noncrlvertiset:S as \\ell as on-site advertiset:S. l On-site 
advertising practitioners could not be identified from the Yellow Pages, and 
subjects 'Ere given instructions on tDw to distinJuish an on-site advertisin;J 
practitioner from a nonadvertising practitioner in the field. 2 

0 

Sone practitionet:S ass:x:iated with large dlain cptical firns were idEm-
o ,tified fran the YellOi Pages; othe~ were identified by placi1'XJ telepoone 

calls to the varioo!? off ices o~ large chain optical firms listed 0 in the Yellow 0 

Pages. 3 If the fieR did not offer oeje" examinations, it was not included in 
the sample. 0 Using the Yellow Pages, other advertisi1'XJ cptonetrists were 
identified I::Bsed 00 the ranainin; cptaDetrists mo cdvertised ejeglasses or 
eye examinations in boldface type or display cdvertisenents. Sane of these 
optaDetrists were affiliated wi th local cptical. fiImS that cdvertised. The 
cddresses and teleptDne I1UI\t)ers of the local cptical firns' adwrtising eye 
e~nations \1Iere crcsschedted with the addresses ~ teleptDne l'1JJIi:)ers of 
listed c:pt:onetrists. (MJreover, local c:ptical fime that did not advertise 
eye 0 examinations in the YellOi Pages \1Iere similarly crcsschedted.) If the 
naIIe of the cptonetrist coUld not be identified by using the Yellow Pages, a 
teleptDne call was placed to the local cptical fim, and the nane of the 
cptonetrist was ascertained. 0 

All other practitiOners were identified using the Yellow Pages. 'lhese 
practi tioners included ttDse cpt:aretrists 'Abo gave, in ronan type, . only su:h 
information as r~red to make an apl=Ointnent: nane of cptonetrist, address 
(of practice), and teleptDne runiJer. Mention of -eye examination" and per-
functory directions was alS) considered acceptable. 0 

1 In fact, a few optaretrists did have either large signs or windcw 
. plays; these cptonetrists were classified as on-site adwrtisers. 
optaretrists were treated as a separate grOlp thrOlghout the analysis. 

dis
Such 

2 SubSEquent to the data collection, nonc:avertisin; cptanetrists were 
alS) classified by 'lllbether or not "they were J1EIIi:lers of the Allerican Academy of 
q,taneb:y, a selective ani prest:igioos professional ot:9anization. Academy 
menters constitute aboot 10 percent of all cptonetrists in the United States, 
and it was anticipated that they might offer examinations of significantly 
higher quality than other cptonetrists. Accordi1'XJly, there was concern that 
Academy neni:)ers be ];rcperly represented in the sanple. The data reveal that 
Academy meneers \1Iere slightly over and underrepresented in varioos cities. 
Corrections to ensure ap1;X'cpriate representation; did not alter the OIIerall 
results significantly. 

3 0 large main firns were identified by using a list of major retail 
optical fiDIIS suWlied to the Federal Trade Camnission (FTC) by a trade 
asS)ciation. 
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To be certain that there were e,nOlgh otservations to !Take reliable esti
nates of a~rage price and quality for eadl tyI;e of optonetrist IS eye examina
tions am eyeglasses, randan samples for each St-1SA were dra..m fran the three 
sampliIl3 lists described abo~ rather than from a sirgle list including all 
practitioners. The p::ocedure was necessaty because practitioners in large 
dlain cptical firms and practitioners in local optical firms \otere generally a 
small percentage of all practitioners. Hence, a simple randan sample of all 
practitioners would have generated vety .few observations for ad~rtisers~l 

Subject Selection 

Picking subjects who \otere representative Of the pcpllation as a wtDle 'MiS 
considered ideal rut, not feasible for two rearons. First, thE': use of dis
s:i.milar 'subjects would have increased sutstantially the ext;:ected variation in 
the p::ice am quality of eye examinations am eyeglasses. Uneconanically 
large samples 'tKluld then have been r6:IUired to deteonine if, on average, dif
ferences between advertisers am, noncrlvertisers exist. Second, it was 
impractical to use subjects with visual patoologies. Most individuals wi th 
active path::>logies 'NOUld already have been under treatment. Even if 
individuals with I.I'ltreated active patl'Dlogies could have, been found, such 
individuals COlld not have been asked to forego treatment until after the 
study was canpleted. '!here fore , it was decided that grOlpS of subjects of 
different ages and with different; but relatively rOltine, optanetric needs 
'tKluld be utilized. 

'!he Institute for Survey Research (ISR), a survey firm affiliated with 
Temple thiversi,t:¥, Philadelphia, Pa., screened O\7er 100 trained and experi
enced survey interviewers for pcss ible 'tKlrk on the ETC survey. Of this 
nwrber, 24 were 'selected for further screenirg by Fl'C staff. The latter 
screenin; consisted of an interview with each candidate to ascertain related 
experience, any tredistDsitionwith rest:ect to advertisin;, am imications of 
alertness and abili 'oj to recall. Next, each candidate was examined for eye 
patl'Dlogies by optcmetrists on the staff of the New YOtX State University, 
College of Optonetry (StlNY). On the basis of visual status and age ,three 
grOlps \otere created: (1) Blurred, (2) 20/20, am (3) BinOOJlar. 

'lb.e Blurred groop consisted of twel~ visually healthy but myopic sub
jects, aged for'oj to fifty-me. Subjects went to aptDintnents without \otearing 
their glasses; hence the nane "Blurred. n Tbepurpose of ,this approadl was (1) 
to avoid giving the cptOItetrist the correct prescription in the foon of pres
ent glasses; (2) to test the c:ptanetristls ability to derive the correct 
prescription; and (3) to neasure the tl'Droughness of other parts of the 'eye 
examination. 

'!he 20/20 groop consis~ed of five subjects, aged twen'oj-six to thirty
six, who \tEnt to appointnents with aptropriate corrective lenses (Le., eye
glasses that were apprcpriate for their visual aOli bj) ; hence the name 
"20/20." ' 

1 MalXet-wide averages presented in Part I were calrulated by weightiIl3 
the variOls tyt:es of cptonetrists by their frequency in the pcpulation. 
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The purpose of this part of the experi.m:!nt was to determine the extent oj 
unnecessary prescribing of eyeglasses, although information on the tOOrough
ness of examinations was obtained as well. 

The Binocular group consisted of two subjects who presented a scmewha1 
ItOre difficult' problem for fitting corrective lenses. They went tc 
appointnents wearing glasses that did not correct for their binoculari ~ 
(double. vis~on because of eye ltUSc:ular problems) i hence the name Binocular. 
These individuals tested different optanetrists for their ability to detect 
and prescribe for binocularity, which is not unCOlIUICr1 but does r~ire ItDrE 
attention than either the Blurred or the 20/20 subjects I problems. ThE 
Binocular group also collected information on the tOOroughness of other Pirt:: 
of the examination. 

Subject Training 

Training for subjects took place 00 the campus of' the State University 01 
New York (SUNY), College of Optanetry, New York, New York, from November 7-10, 
1977. Reviewin; and testing took place on l'bvember 11 at the Pennsylvanic 
College of Optanetry (PO) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.' The training was 
provided both to the subjects and to the Federal Trade Calmission (Ftt:) staff 
mentlers woo served as field supervisors. The training, which lasted for fout 
days, was designed by SUNY to teach subjects heM to identify the canponents of 
an eye examination. Subjects were also trained to catplete the debriefinc;; 
sheets, nine-page questionnaires on which subjects recorded their observations 
following each eye examination in the field. Training focused upon thE 
procedures and equi};XDent used for tests included in canplete eye examinations. 
'!he tests were grouped into the following four categories: (1) case history, 
(2)· eye health examination, (3) vision test, and (4) case diagnasis. 

On the first day of training at.StM, subjects were acquainted with thE 
eye examination-its purpc:se, its ~ts (CategOries 1-3 above), aOO many 
of the tests and procedures that might be performed. This was followed by a 
lecture on the history of the optometry profession and the significance of the 
FTC project. The secooo and third days were devoted to familiarizin; the 
subjects with. the varicus tests, procedures, and types of equiptrent used. 
This was done through lectures, slides, dem::lnstration of examining equiprrent, 
and manuals that sUltll'arized each of the tests and procedures as well as includ
ing pOOtographs of all known available examinir¥3 equipment. On the fourth and 
final day of training, subjects were reviewed and tested for their abili ty to 
accurately observe, identify, recall, and record on sample debriefing sheets, 
each of the varicus tests and procedures. '!he debriefing sheets were graded 
by optometry staff at SUNY for anissions, inaccuracies, and errors due to 
ei ther p::>or maI1Cry or to a lack of understandin; of the test or procedure. 
This process served not only to identify those tests and procedures with which 
subjects seemed to nave difficulty, but also to familiarize subjects with the 
content and location of items on the debriefin; sheets. 
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The fifth day of training took place on the !?CO campus. pco I S role in 
the training process was twofold. First, staff at 1?CO gave a::lIT1plete eye 
examinations to each of the subjects. This procedure was followed so that 
there would be two independent opinions regarding the corrective lenses each 
subject required for proper vision. Secorrl, staff at PCO retested each of the 
subjects for their ability to observe and record the various tests and pro
cedures., After testing at roth StM.( an::i PCO,- F1'C staff were infonned of the 
findings with regard to eachs\lbject.. Both SUNY and PCO staff Itenbers 
indicated that they believed the interviewers were equipped to obtain eye 
examinations and to accurately record the tests , ptocedures, and equipnent 
employed by an examining optanetrist. 

Field Procedures 

A training manual prepared by F1'C staff outlined, for each of the three 
groups of subjects, the purpose of the project and the role of each group of 
subjects in the study. The manual also contained instructions on (1) the 
style of frames to purchase: (2) interacting with optometrists in the field; 
(3) canpleting the debriefing sheets: (4) purchasing and picking up 
eyeglasses: (5) obtaining a COfJ'./ of the prescription; (6) mailing glasses to 
the Fl'Ci and (71 reacting to the use of drops for glauc:ana testing and 
diagnostic drugs. . 

Field ptocedures for the Blurred group differed slightly from those for 
the 20/20 an:l Birxx:ular groups. As a result, field procedures will be dis
cussed separately for the Blurred group and for the 20/20 and Binocular 
groups. 

" " 

The Blurred Group: The Blurred group, in teams of two, "three, or four sub-
jects, \<IIeIlt to survey cities with a list of randanly Selected optanetrists for. 
each city. Upon arrival, subjects called the optanetrists on their lists in 
an effort to get quick appointnmts. Since these subjects were to go to their 
examinations without eyeglasses,. they told the optometrists that they had 
sanehow misplaced their eyeglasses arid needed an appoint:nent wi thin 2 or 3 
days. The subjects added that since it had been about 5 years since their 

" last examination, they wanted to have a conplete eye examination and. requested 
an appointment for one. If subjects were successful in making appointments 
within a 3-day period, they gave their nane and listed their hotels as their 
addresses. If subjects were unable to obtain an appointment with the optome
trist, they called the nextoptanetrist" on their list.2 The lists were 

1 Subjects were advised not to subni t to the use of diagnostic drugs that 
dilate the Plpils or to the use of flourescein dye used in sOme tests for 
glaucana. The use of such drugs would have been detectable during subsequent 
examinations. If optometrists attempted to test for glaucana using the flour
escein dye, subjects were instructed to object stating that they. were allergic 
to the dye. The debriefing sheet was then marked as if tonanetry had actually 
been performed. 

2 
An early 1977 telephone survey of optanetrists had already revealed 

that an overwhelrni~ percentage of optanetrists could be seen wi thin 3 days. 
Statistical tests in Chapter 3 controlled for potential nonresponse bias. 
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sufficiently large in all cases S) as to insure each subject a sFecific llJrrDer 
of examinations. 

DJring the course of each examination, the Blurred subjects were 
instructed to do the fcllcwing: 

(1) Again request a canplete eje examination because it hid been 5 years 
since the last ooe, . 

(2) Answer- all case histDty questions to indicate no nedical or eye 
health };X'oblems to assure obtaining a rOltine eje examinatiom 

(3) Casually volunteer·a synptan of less of peripheral vision 
after the test for vision was canpleted: "I don It knOri 
whether itls related to vision, rut I have noticed that I 
tend to bunp into things a lot." '!he purpcse of this part 
of the exper:iment was to offer the cptanetrista synptan of 
senething truly wrong, such as glaUCCll1a, and to see h~ the 
cptanetrist wcul.d explore the p:oblem. This [:8rt of the 
experiJrent failed (the SOJring was corresp:Jndingly altered) 
because of the variation in the timin; am mmer with 
which subjects volunteered the synptan. Subjects thoucjlt 
the resp::>nses to this part of the experiment were 
unreliable because they had no way of knowing if the 
cptanetrist was reviewing (possibly mentally) their recon:3s 
for indications of related ·synptons or if, from tests 
already perfoaned, the cptanetrist CQlld judge that 00 
further tests were required. 

( 4 ) Purchase a };Brticular unisex netal frane, if pcss ible, in order 
to assure canpa.rabili'Cf of the resul tin; eyeglasses am to 
minimim cest variation. 

(5) Rs:Iuest glass,' as cppc:sed to plastic, lenses, 

(6) Re::Juest a bill that itemized examination, lenses, and frame; 

(7) Sursequently call each. cptonetrist whose eyeglasses could 
not be ready in three days, .am explain that they (the subjects) had 
teen called hone and, therefore, could not pidt up the glasses. 
Ask that the ejeglasses be mailed to their l'x:me addresses (which 
all subjects aqreed to use). 

(8) Up::n receipt of eyeglasses, repackage am mil eyeglasses to the 
FTC. 

'lbe 2,0/20 and· BinOOllar Q:OlPS: App:>intments for subjects in the 20/20 and 
Binocular grOlpS were made in the subjects I nanes 2 or 3 weeks in advance of 
the arrival of F'l'C persomel. The app:>intments \Ere made requestin; a rootine 
eye examination with no synptOI1B or conplaints with p:-esent lenses. 
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Subjects were infot'lred that a crucial part of the 20/20 experirrent was to 
determine the optometrist's recommendation concerning new lenses and that at 
the conclusion of the examination, same of them might be told they needed new 
eyeglasses'. If the optanetrist offered anbiguous conments on a new prescrip
tion, subjects were instructed to prod the optonetrist for his or her pro
fessional recaiilendation as to whether or not the new lenses would make a real 
difference in vision. Subjects were ,made aware that prescribing is .not an 
exact science; they were to note that the optanetrist recatmended new glas
ses only if the optanetrist said the new prescription ~d make a real dif
ference. 'Ihe 20/20 subjects requested a copy of the prescription but were 
instructed not to purchase eyeglasses, saying that they would take care of the 
prescription later.' 

'!he Binocular subjects volunteered a' symptom related to their binocular
i ty, and the practitioners' ~o:mneooations for treatnent (corrective lenses, 
eye exercises) were recorded on the debriefing sheets. Debriefing sheets were 
collected at the end of each day in the field by FTC super;visors and reviewed 
for ccrnpleteness and consistency. Field work camenced imnediately after 
training and continued fran November 13, 1977 to I:eceniJer 9, 1977. Nineteen 
subjects of different ages and with different problems purchased 436 eye 
examinations and 231 pairs of eyeglasses in 12 SMSAs throughout the United 
States. l 

1 See Appendix C for details concerning the sarrple size. 
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CHAPrER 3 

Oita Analysis 

'lhe data collected in this study reveal a canplex. and many-face tee 
picture of the consequences of advertising an:3 camnercial practice fOI: 
optaoetric servicesJ various positions ccmoonly held on this issue have beer 
clarified, I1IX1ified, or dispUted. 'lhe data analysis begins with the iSSUE 
that has often cx:mprised the entire ccntent of such studies: the effect 01 
advertising and carmercial practice on price. While the conclusion apparentl~ 
corroborates previous findin;s, the subsequent section on quality deIronstrat.es 
an important relation between advertising and o::mnercial practice and at least 
one dimension of the "quality" of the optometric service. '!hese fin:Hn;s or 
the ,relation to quality, on the one hand and advertising and c::amerciaJ 
practice on the other, suggest that the usual };rice analysis is txx 
simplistic 7 attention nust, instead, be paid to the joint pri~li~ 
effect. 

, ,It will be useful at this time to indicate the general' framework fOl 
analysis of the data. Variatioos are used for particular ,questions , but priCE 
and quality data are generally arrayed into the matrix shown in Table 3-1. 
'lhis arrangenent permits testing for three separate causal factors previousl~ 
discussed as central to the study: 

(1) The kind of advertisin; existing in the SMSA. Price, nonprice, 
and no· advertising are distin;uished, as well as whether such 
advertising occurs for eyeglasses or eye examinations. 

(2) The presence or absence of large chain optical firms that also 
provide eye examinations. 

(3) '!be type of optanetrist; Here nonadvertisers, on-si·te advertisers, 
advertising optanetrists, and large chain firms are distinguished. 

Full interactions between these factors lead to 16 cells fran which observa
tions were taken. As sOOwn in Table 3-1 these are determined by four kinds oj 
advertising, 'two possibilities wi threspect to chain firms (i.e., theil 
presence or, absence), and up' to four types of optonetrists. In addition tc 

,:·"tbe foregom;, variables to control for addi tiona! influences are included it 
·JlDSt of the statistical work that foll~ • For convenience of late! 
expositioo, these are listed in Table 3-2. 

A. PRICE 

Two sets of price data are analyzed--the total price of the examinatior 
and ,eyeglasses .and the examination price separately. Each set has its CMr 

distinctive features (discussed belOloi), rut cne 'ccmnon problem deserve~ 
imnediate carrnent. Prices fran different SMSAs reflect, in part, differencef 
in the cn;t-of-livin:JJ this has nothin; to do with the particular priCE 
patterns under study in this experinent. In order to control for this effect; 
sane deflator is required to adjust the prices encountered in the twelve SMSk 
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. TABLE 3-1 

Cells Where Observations Were Taken 

SMSA's without Chain Firms 

Type of Advertising 
Observed 

Type of OptOIOOtrist· 

Eyeglass 
Advertising 

None 

Nonprice 

Nonprice 

Price and 
tbnprice 

Eye Examination I tbn
Advertising ~vertisers 

N:>ne I X 

tbne X 

tbnprice I tbnprice 

SoUrce: Bureau of Econanics, FTC. 

Ql-Site 
Advertisers 

X 

X 

NOI'E: "X" denotes cells where observations were taken. 

I 

I 

. SMSA's with Chain Firms 

tbn
Advertisers 

X 

X 

X 

Typ;! of Optonetrist 

Ql-Site 
Advertisers 

X 

X 

X 

Media Advertisers 
SnaIl Chain 
Firms Firms 

X X 

X X 

X X 



i , 

TABLE 3-2 

O!fini tion of Independent Variables 

Aml: no advertising of eyeglasses or examination; 
absence of large chain fiI'IIIS in mar~et 

Am2: nonprice advertising of eyeglasses; 
no advertising of examinations i 
absence of large chain fims 

FIHotAI:S2: nooprice advertising of glasses; 
no advertising of examinations; 
large chain fiI'IIIS in market 

FIRMAJ:S3: nonprice advertisil'K3 of both eyeglasses and examinations; 
large chain fiDtlS in market 

P'IHWS4: price· advertising of eyeglasses; 
nonprice advertisil'K3 of examinations; 
large chain fiDILS in market 

NCNAI7l: nonadvertisers; no large chain fims 
. 

ONSlTE: on-site advertisers; no large chain fims 

NCNADV(F): nonadvertisers in markets with large chain fims 

ONSlTE(F): on-site advertisers in markets with large chain fims 

SMALL(-f'): advertisin9 optometrists (small local fiI'IIIS or 
sole advertisers) 

CHAIN (F) : practi tioners in large chain fil:ns 

YR:: adjusted ino:::me per capita in the SMSA 

CI'roOPC: ·optanet±ists per capita in the Sz.f)A 

S'lODPC: ,optanetr~sts per capita in the state 

OIPOP: . change in population in the SMSA 

BI01--BI02: dunmy variables distinguishing subjects in the Binocular group 
(n=2) 

'lWOl~05:-'dumny variables distinguishing subjects in the 20/20 group (n=5) 

BL01--BLl2: dumny variables distinguishing Subjects in the Blurred group 
(n=12) 
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visited. Apt:errlix A describes the procedures used to ~nerate soch deflators, 
aoo all subsequent references to Ilprices" rrean cdjusted prices.l 

l~ TOtal Price of Examination and Eyeglasses 

D;1t;a on the total pt'ice of a package consistiIl3 of an ~ye examination and 
eyeglasses exist for 280 ot:servations, excludirg ttx:>se where, for varicus 
reasons, eyeglasses were not obtained: 'nle data are distributed ancng 16 
cells depicted in Table 3-1. Not all 16 cells are separately identified in 
any of the statistical analyses which follcw, however. '!be only cells 
distin;Juished are tb::>se that plausible a - priori hytotheses tredict may be 
different. In pract-ice, this criterion implies the following: 

(1) '!he type of optOlletrist is distinguish~. Ole furrlanental hyp0-
thesis is that nona:Jvertisers may behave differently wi th rest;:ect to price anJ 
quality than do chain firm practitioners. In addition, nonadvertisers who 
canpete with chain fitms are predicted to behave differently fran non
advertisers woo do not canpate with chain fions. '!he hyp:>ttlesized difference 
is the result of tressures put on the entire ma:dtet t:7.i laJ:ge mass-nedia cdver
tisers. So that the foregoing differences could be ot:served, six kinds- of 
practitioners are distiIl3uished in this study (see Table 3-2): nonajvertisers 
not competing with chain fir:ms (NONADV) an:] canpeting with chain firms (NJN
ADI/(F) h on-site advertisers not cat1petin:J with chain fitmS (OmITE) aOO can
peting with chain firms (ONSITE(F»; snall advertisers (St1ALL(F»; and chain 
fim c:ptaretrists (CHAIN(F». The latter two exist only in the presence of 
chain firm; themselves. Because of the hypothesized canplete interaction with 
types of optanetrists, the chain fim variable becanes anbedded in the tresent 
definitions and is not se~rately included. In the regression analysis that 
follcws, all these variables are included as zero-one dunmies except for NCN
ADV, the anitted cate<pr:y. 

(2) '!he type of - advertising in the narket is also distinguished, as 
stDwn 'aj the mur different categories in Table 3-l. These levels interact 
with the chain fim variable because the presence or absence of chain fiDllS 
(wi th their hytxlthesized ccs t an:] advertisin;;J advantages) may alter the maOtet 
cutcone for a given level of advertising. In the present survey, for reasons 
alrea:1y explained, there is only one advertisin:J- categoJ:Y in which markets 
both withoot and with chain firm; were observed, nanely, nonprice eyeglass 
advertisin:J arrl no examination advertisin;;J. Those maz:k,ets are denoted AJ:S2 
and FIR-1AtS2, respectively. 'nle narkets withoot arrt advertising whatsoever 
are denoted AI:61, W'liletb::>se with greater arrounts of advertisi03 (an:3 which 
also hapt;:en to have chain firms) are labeled FI~3 and FIR-W:64. 

T'wo additional txlints need to be made. First, arrcng the dummy variables 
representil'l3 types of matkets, one is redundant -in regression analysis-; AIEl 

1 The trice cdjustm:mt trocedure is to divide rC:lfl trices bj the calru-
lated deflator. - A number of parallel- regressions were run to determine the 
difference rue to this cdjus~nt. In no instance did the qualitative results 
chan~ at all, aoo the quantitative effect was miniml. -
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was therefore anitted. In addition, the chain firm variable has again beer. 
used interactively (this time wi th the level of advertising in the market). 
In a m::xlel specification with the six kinds of practitioners (which alsc 
include the above firms variable), one additional variable becomes redundant. 
For exp::>sitory purposes, we generally omit FIRMArS4 and therefore the NON
ADV'(F), ONSlTE(F), SMALL(F), and CHAIN(F) variables should be interpreted as 
tlaie practitioners in the least restrictive market. 'Ibis facilitates can
parisen of those with nonadwrtisers in the JOOSt res tricti ve markets, the 
ani tted category Aml. 

Second, the type of advertisirg and market is introduced only as an 
additive or shift v-ariable in the relationships that follow. Canplete 
interaction of market type with practitioner type is not specified since the 
basic hypothesis is that presence of advertising alters the behavior of all 
parts of the market synrtetrically. Q'lly if advertising changes oon
advertisers' price or quality in a way different from that of chain firms 
would such o:::mplete in~eraction be required.' 

Mditional variables used throughout this analysis of price are as fol
. lows: 

(1) '!he l'lUJtt)er of optanetrists per capita in the Slo1SA. crroopc is 
intended .to measure the stren;th of price canpetition in the 
relevant market. 

(2) Mjusted inca1e per capita (YPC). '!he adjustnEnt is identical to 
that used to deflate prices, and !PC should capture different demand 
conditions and resultin; market prices in the twelve SfeSAs. 

(3) Subject dummies. D.mmy variables to distinguish individual subjects 
'Ere created to purge the data of any effects due to (1) the group 
to which the subject belonged, and hence possibly test procedures 
employed, and (2) any other influences specific to the il'xHvidual, 
such as ccstliness of filling prescription. BI02, BLOI ••• BU2 
are therefore included in this analysis without further comment or 
explanation, but rrerely to control for such pcssible effects. l 

The results of the regression on total price appear in Table 3-3. '!he 
intercept te:cn represents a particular subject (BI01) at a nonadvertising 
optanetrist (OONADV') in nonadvertisin;" SfeSAs (AtSl).2 All estimated coeffi
cients are, therefore, canparisons to that set of conditions; and sane other 
canparisons can be made only by summing two or rrore est:i,mates. '!bus the ques
tion of whether nonadvertisers charge less in the presence of price advertis
ing and finnsis answered by the ,J.arge, negative, and sign~ficant 

I As previcusly described, the 20/20 subjects did not purchase eye
glasses, and therefore their observations are not part of this particular data 
set. -

2 The intercept term, however, does not represent the price to that 
individual in those circumstances since by it:self it excludes the effect of 
the continuous variables. 
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TABU: 3-3 

~ressions on Tbtal Price 
(standarc errors in parentheses) 

53.67 
1.95 (4. 73) AIl52 

13.06 (4.20) FIRMAD62 
16.16 (3.02) FIRMAD63 
-4.00 (5.19) ONSlTE 

-21.2C (4.19) ~~(F) 
-15.79 (6.93) ONSITE{F) 
-31.07 (4.32) g,1ALL(F) 
-33.~7 (4.56) CHAIN (F) 
-0.31 (O.06l CrTODPC 

0.013 (O.003) YPC . 
-S.38 (3.63) BI02 

1.69 (4.20) BU01 
8.13 (4.35) BL02 
3.77 (5.28) BL03 

-0.92 (5.81) BL04 
3.93 (4.28) BL05 

-18.51 (4.47) BL06 
-2.68 (4.09) BL07 

-16.14 (4.60) BLOS 
6 •. 73 (3.92) BL09 
2.35 ('4.73) BLlO 

-12.12 (4.39) BLl1 
. 6.36 (3.89) BLl2 

R2 = .52 
F( 23 ,256 )=11.88 

NOTE: See text and Table 3-2 (p. 50) f~ definition of variables. 
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coetficient on NCWillV(F), which reveals a [rice abalt S20 less than non
advertisers in ArEl. The insignificant estiITated coefficient on Ar'S2 can be 
intetpretErl to rrean that no cddi tiona! effect energes for nona:ivertisers 
rrerely fran nonprice advertisiI'J3 of eyeglasses. Prices fOr nona::lvertisers in 
FIRMAL62, however, must l:e calOJlatErl as the sum of the FIRMADS2 coefficient 
am the NONADV(F) coefficient since both are required to characterize those 
practitioners. Similarly, FIRMADS3 noncevertisers are the s:imple sum of that 
ooef~ic~ent a~. ~e NO~V'(F) . coefficient. While both are n'7gative

i StatlStlCal slgnlflcance lS achlE!ITed only under the FIRMADS2 con:h tions. 
Nonadvertisers' prices are lowest, hawever, in the FIRMAI:S4 envirorment. 

Whether the chain fiIlllS charge lower prices is als:> relevant pcssilily 
because of cast advantcges. 2 The coefficient on CHAIN(F) denonstrates that 
chain firms actually charge $33 less than nona::lvertisers in AI:SI, but an 
addi tiona! hypothesis is that cdvert.isirg am d'lain finns pull all prices, 
including those of nona::lvertisers, down to the sam;! level in markets 'Nhere 
they operate. This can t:e testErl bY examinirg whether the coefficients on 
NONADV(F) arxl CBAIN(F) are identical. The appro£riate t-test has a value of 
4.75, in:1icatirg substantial significance to the difference l:etween the two. 
While firms and price advettisirg do affect all prices, nonadvertisers' prices 
do not decline to the sane lew level. . 

_ Summ:u:y measures of madtet-wide £rice re:;ruire ccnbinirg the prices for 
each'tyFe of practitioner in proFOrtion to their nunt:er in the market. Thus 
in the madtet denotErl ADSI, on-site am noncevertisers' prices, fran the 
regression in Table 3-3, are tEightErl according to their pre~nce in that 
rnadtet .typ:,3 yieldill3 an avercge [rice of $94.46. ,A similar calOJlation 
over fotII' types of cptorretrists in narkets tet:med FIRMAI:S4 gives an average 
price. for examination am eyeglasses of $70.72. Since Ar'S1 prices are 
significantly higher than, each separate canponent of the FIRMAr:S4 average, 
AI:slprices are also s:ignificantly hjgher than the canbinErl (avercge) matket 
price for FIRMACS4. ' 

I The t-test for a significant difference fran zero 
_ e,st:imatErl coefficients on fIRMADS2 an:1 NCtWN(F) is 1.69; 

ADV(F), t=1.2l. _ 

for the sum of the 
on FIRMADS3 am NCN-

2 These cast cdvantages maY stern fran different inputs mixes (use of 
paraprofessionals), different technolcgies, or different casts for su=h thiI'J3s 
as eyeglasses. \Olurre discounts on eyeglass purchases at woolesale are 
readily apparent fran price lists a17ailable to the traJe. For example, the 
Arrerican Optical Liner frarre ,sought in this study;could be purchased at woole
sale at $15.65'sirgly; $9.40 each if the blyer did the distributirg. In cddi
tion a 10_p:!rcent discount was offered for orders of 200 or nore am a 15 'p:!r
cent dis:o.mtwas offerErl'fororders of 500 or ItCre (DecEmber 1976). 

3 The prqx:>rtions 'Aere obtainErl fran insp:!ction of Yellcw Page listings 
of opt.orretrists, categorizErl by' ty'f:e of practice. 
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One final observation is in order. The optometrists-per-capi ta am 
incorne-per-capita variables are both siqnificant and bear the expected signs. 
The less the density of practitioners an" the higher is average incane, the 
higher is the market-wide price. These variables help control for additional 
market influences and help insure that the effects of variables of primary 
interest in this study (for example, advertising) are prope~ly distinguished. 

2. Examination Prices 

Exa~ination prices were obtained under two different circumstances--when 
only an examination was p..1rchased, as was the case for all the 20/20 group and 
many in the Binocular group, and when both an examination am eyeglasses were 
obtained and the separate prices were itemized, as wit!1 110st in the Blurred 
group and the remaining subjects in the Binocular group. In the former case, 
the validity of the prices charged is not subject to dispute. In the latter, 
however, it is only the total price of the examination and eyeglasses package 
that is relevant to the optanetrist: hence the itemization of charges is 
potentially quite arbi trary • 'lberefore, before these II apparent II examinat ion 
prices (broken out of a total package -price) can be used, an F-test I must be 
performed to determine if they differ systematically frOl1l the valid prices 
obtained for examinations only. 

The model specification for examination prices differs slightly from that 
employen for total price. Specifically, ADSI and ADS2 are not now distingu
ished since optanetrists are not engaged in advertising in either place; both 
categories are theref.ore represented by the intercept term. Cbserve, however, 
that the FIRMADS2 variable is included since the employment of optometrists by 
firms that advertise -eyeglasses may affect examination prices through c0m
mercial efforts to generate volume p..1rchases of eyeglasses. In all other 
respects the regression specif.ication follows that for total price. '!be 
resul ts for all examination prices appear in collJTtln (a) of Table 3-4, for 
"apparent" examination prices' in column (b), and for "real" examination prices 
in column (c). The F test on the reduction in error sum of squares in regres
sions (b) plus (c) versus that in regression (a) is F(11,299)=2.34, signific
ant at over the .95 level. This result indicates that the examination pri=es 
noted on an itemized bill for .eyeglasses am an examination differ from tl".·..)se 
charged when only an examination is purchased, and hence these data cannot be 
FOOled. 2 The remaining discussion is, therefore, based on the regression in 
column {cl, on prices known to constitute valid data. 

1 The appropriate F-test is due to G. C. Chow, "Tests of Equality Between 
Subsets of Coefficients in 'I'No Linear ie;ressions, II Econanetrica 28 (1960), 
pp. 591-605 ~ am in a somewhat 110re general form, F. M. Fisher, "Tests of 
Equality Between Sets of Coefficients in TWo Linear Regressions: An 
Exp:>sitory N:>te," Econc:metrica 38 (1970), pp. 361-66. 

2 Further regressions suggest that "real" examination prices are lower 
than those on itemized bills for the package. This result is consistent with 
the view that eyeglass prices--which are usually advertised--may be artifical
ly lower when provided at the same time as examinations. 
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TABLE 3-4 

~ressions on Examination Price 
(standard errors in parentheses) 

(a) (b) (c) 

All Prices "Apparent" Prices "Real n Prices 

29.79 26.32 29.75 
4.82. (1.98) FI~2 9.37 (2.66) FIRMADS2 -2.57 (1.36) NC!WN(F) 
5.86 (1.55) FIRMADS3 9.47 (2.00) FIRMADS3 -7.43 (2.46)' ONSlTE(F) 

-4.56 (5.58) ONSlTE -2.43 (6.49) ONSlTE -11.22 (1.50) SMALL(F) 
-7.81 (1.25) NO~(F)-13.09 (2.03) NONADV(F) -12.06 (1.44) ~N(F) 
-5.S1 (5.74) ONSlTE(F)-12.63 (6.8S) ONSlTE(F) -0.10 (0.02) ClTODPC 

-16.69 (1.34) SMALL(F) -21.90 (2.10) SMALL(F) 0.07 (0.08) YPC 
-17.27 (1.35) 'QlAIN(F) -22.84 (2.21) O!AIN(F) ~.90 (2.53) BI02 
-0.16 (0.02) CrrooPC -0.24 (0.03) crraoPC -0.82 (1.20) !WOl 
. 0.24 (0.08) YFC " 0.50 (0.17) YFC" -1.32 (1.29) 'IW02 

0 •. 55 (1.64) BI02 0.30 (2.2S) BI02 -0.42 (1.21) '!W03 
~1.78 (1.29) ~01 -2.94 (2.21) BLOI 0.50 (1.31) ~04 

, -2.29 (1.44) 'lW02 -5.1S (2.44) BL02 -0.77 (1.48) '!W05 
-1.33 (1.33) '!W03 -1.46 (2.52) BL03 0.75 (4".19) BL03 
-0.96 (1.45) 'lW04 -1.52 (3.27) BL04 8.99 (4.19)BL05 

.. -2.11 (1.69) ~05 1.61 (2.50) BL05 -1.36 (4.17) BL08 
-0.49 (1.62) BLOI -4.77 (3.39) BL06 
-3.04 (1.S6) BL02 1.47 (2.32) BL07 
-0.31" (1.93) BL03 -5.09 (2.S1) BL08 
-1.04 (2.62) BL04 5.97 (2.45) BL09 

2.28 (1.92) BL05 -2.45 (2.53) BUO 
-2.36 (2.S0) aL06 -5.93 (2.54) ELll 

1.70 (2.70) BL07 4.46 (2.03) BLl2 
-3.31 (2.11) BLOS 

5.53 (1.91) BL09 
-0.93 (2.01) BLlO 
-3.26 '(,2.00) BUI 
3.69 ·(1.45) BL12 

R2 = .52 
F(27,310) = 12.61 

, R2= .54 
F( 22,161) = 8.42 

2 _ 
R - .58 
F( 15,138) = 12.79 

NC1I'E: See text am Table 3-2 (p. 50) for definition of variables. 
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The limited rurnber of otGervations on examinations-only ard the restricted 
variety of places that were obtained yield a narrower set of· conclusions than 
generated when examinirg total price data. Yet some of the sane patterns 
emerge. All four kinds of practitioners charge significantly less fi:>r exam
inations in the least restrictive cell (irrlicated by the coefficients on 
NONAD\1{F), ONSITE(F), 901ALL(F), aoo ·OWN(F}}. In addition, by carq;:aring the 
coefflcient est:imates of la~e chainfims, CHAIN(F) an:! '~(F), resFect
ively, it can be established that they' charge less than nonadvertisers in the 
sane ltat:Ket. The t-value CErived fran this canparison, 9.63, denonstrates 
that the $12.06 price difference fi:>r large firms is significantly different 
fran the $2.57 difference fi:>und for nona:lvertisers. The absence of obsetva
tions in other kinds of markets precludes additional inferences, and the 
apparently artificial 'nature of packaged examination prices further precludes 
study of the other canJ;Dnent of the package, nanely, eyeglass prices. . 

3. Sunmaty of Price Effects 

The conventional predictions concerning the effects of advertisin;3 on 
price halTe been partially borne rut in the analysis thus far. Total price an:1 
examination price ap};:ear to be lower, generally, in narkets where large adver
tisirg fims can};:ete an:1 lower yet when the setvice is purchased fran the 
advertisers themselves. Since these data represent classes of practitioners, 
the madtet-wide p:ice effects will CEpero on the relative matket shares of, 
for example, large chain firms aro nonadvertisers. That is, if the forner 
accrunt fi:>r a relatively la~e fraction of total cptanetric examinations, the 
average prices in those markets will be considerably 10\0.er than where they are 
prchibited. A noteworthy result, however, is that the trice declines are most 
evident in thOse markets represented by the FIR-1All54 variable, with price 
advertisirg of, eyeglasses ard nerprice a::3vertisin; of examinations in the pres
ence of large chain fiDnS. Sl'SAs with" varirus slightly '!Eaker forms of 
advertisirg sh:>w s1.i:)stantially'snaller impacts on price with sometimes laver 
levels of statistical significance. The possibly greater effect of price 
advertisirg raises interestirg econanic questions concernirg the infotmation 
content of nonprice advertisir¥3 aoo is reflected in the distinction aany 
states draw in r93ulatirg price am norprice advertisirg of cptanetric gxxJs 
and services. 

Finally, these results reveal that prices of nonadvertisers' examinations 
in a::3vertisin;J rrBtkets (while lover than in other markets) renain aboJe the 
larger chain firms' prices. Neither the presence of considerable advertiSing 
nor the c:cmnercial practices anployed OJ the chain fims drive these pr ices to 
equality. Several explanations can be inferred, but one that will be explored 
is . the 'p:>ssibly nol'lhc:loogenea.xs nature of the seIVices p:OI1ided by different 
typas of optaretrists. 

B. OOALITY 

The intrinsic nature of mcst professional services makes quality defini
tions am assessnents vert difficult. An eye examination t;:erfOlJ1led by an 
<:ptonetrist typically begins witn a medical aoo visual case history, proceeds 
to an examination of the health of the eye, a battert of vision t;:erformance 
tests and pt:'ocedures (arrl a determin.;:ttion of any re.fractive errors), and 
concludes wi th the issuance of a {rescription arrl, when nee3ed, a new pair of 
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eyeglasses. While sane aspects of this ~lete process-notably, the eye
glasses and the written prescription-are tangible, assessable CXJlilcdities, 
the thoroughness of the eye examinatioo clearly is not; the debate oyer the 
q\lality iJrplct of advert is ing an:::! catmercial practice has often centered 011 
this "pure-service" carp:xlent. 'the present analysis .will deal with all areas 
of a typical eye examination: (l) tb::>roughness. of the eye examination; (2) 
accuracy of the prescriptions; (3) accuracy and \lllCrJananship of the eye-
glasses; and (4) ~xtent ofumecessary prescribing. . 

1. 'lblroughness of the Eye Examination 

'lhe initial, and in many ways the roost ~lex, part of an eye examina
tion is ~e evaluation of the patient's general visual and ocular health 
status. '!his is perfot:med through a battery of tests, cjuestions, and pro
cedures, ran;in;. fran \lilell-known and easily-rec:cgnized tests, such as s~ 
jective refraction, to sane ncre obscure tests, such as axbontal am verti~ 
cal ductions. '!be plrp05es of these ptocedures are· t:t«>fold: (1) to deter
mine the reasons and required therapy for visual problems, and (2) to detect, 
at the earliest possible stage , signs of eye disease or injury or other sys
temic problems that might require medical attention. If a poSsible ocular 

. disease or injury is detected in the course of an eye examination, the patient 
is:.ordinarily referred to anophthalnDlogist for exact diagnosis and possible 

. treatment. 

In this experiIrent, subjects \lilere thoroughly trained in the canponents of 
an optatetric examination and filled out check-lists of the ptocedures t=er
formed in each examination they took. It should be noted that this measure of 
·the thoroughness of the optanetric examination does not preclude the pos
sibility that sane .procedures, while apparently per£orned, were in fact not 
performed oorrectly. In one i.n'pxtant instance ~thalnDscopy-the subjects 
·were instructed to rerord the. time spent in the pr:ocedure, and not merely 
whether or not it was undertaken, in order to lIDre . nearly determine thorough
ness. But in· rtr::lSt instances r no addi tialal information about the validity of 
the·ptOl.."'edure COlld be obtained. Bence our definition of tOOroughness 
neasures . apparent ccmpleteness of inputs (procedures) employed, and oot 
directly the output, the ability of the practitioner to discover all relevant 
facts about the patient's eye condition. 

'the large number. and variety of such procedures produced a nine-page 
debriefing sheet requiril'X] over 90 responses of· sane kind from the subjects. 
'I'he"debriefingsheets were all read by .FIt: staff and by the study advisor ~ 
Ik. :Kenneth Myers, Ph.D., 0.0., Director of the Optanetric Service, DepartDent 
of Medicine and Surgery, U.5. Veterans Administration. Ik. Myers checked the 
debriefing sheets for ccmpleteness and accuracy, especially where the sub
jects had evi~nced confusion. Q1.1y those additions and chan;es that were 
WlambiguOlsly indicated and agreed to by all parties were made. 1beraw data 

.. areunwieldly wcannot be analyzed separately here: therefore, the approach 
taken has been to synthesize the infocnation from each observation in a fash
ion reflectil'X] the varying importance of the numerous procedures am tests. 
'Ihe developtent of one of the indexes of overall tOOroughness, the FTC Irrlex, 
'-laS coordinated by tr • Myers, in consultation with the two professional 
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schools of cptanetry that aided in the study, namely, the School of Optometry 
of the State University of New York (SUNY) and the Pennsylvania College of 
~tatetl:y (PCO). A seconl index was develcped by the National Ass:>ciation of 
~tonetrists and ~ticians (NKlO), a grwp whidl is comprised of a high 
prcportion of oo-called "cannercial practitioners." 'lbree other grOlps, the 
Allerie:ap cptonetric Association, the National ~torretric Association, and the 
Association of Schools am Colleges of Opt.aretry. were also invi ted to subrni t 
scoring systems, t:ut declined to· do so. The tw:> . that were obtained were 
nevertheless believed to represent sufficiently distinct. PJints of viewl 
that the results of analyzing both indexes would be less subject to bias. 

Both indexes \tiiere constructed in the same rranrer. . Eadl test or procedure 
on the debriefing sheet was given a value (usiI13 a PJint. systan) prcportional 
to its iIIp:>rtance in the examination, in the consultants' view. Ear some 
tests or procedures, the values were made relative to the other tests or pro
cedures that had been date, to reflect the complex, interactive nature of the 
optatetric examination. In addi tion, for sone resp:Jnses, the p:Jint systen 
differed bet\Een subjects in the Blurred grwp, the 20/20 grwp, and. the 
Binocular grwp because s::me of the questions differed an::I because the rela
tive ~rtance of the questions mic;jlt differ with different types of eye 
patients. 2 The final prodlct of this t;:oint system was a sin:Jle surnnary 
score, ranging fran zero to 100, to be interpreted as the percentage of total 
possible p:Jints each t;ractitioner received in giving the examination. 3 The 
score OOes not ret;resent, hOiever, the percentage of total tests perforned 
since eadl test has been weighted by its relative importance in the judgnents 
of·the consultants..N::>r is there a "passing score"; the nurceers are designed 
only to illuminate differences be1lo1een the th:>rOlghness of pt'actice, not 
absolute quality •. It is interesting to observe that, despite sone differences 
of cpinion be1lo1een the NACO am the FTC consultants as to relative importance, 
in practice their br.O neasures. are highly correlated. In· the experirrental 
data base with over· 400 ot:se1:Vations, . the two calOllated rreasures of 
tlDroughness haVe a simple correlation coefficient of .891, so large as to 
iinply a strong c:orwergence of cpinion as to what -constitutes a th:>rrugh eje 
examination. 

1 For example, the NMX> chose to exclude from the scoring that part of 
the debriefing sheet dealing with "Subject's Evaluation of Carel. and to fOOlS 
on the "nere objective" t;:ortions. 

2 ~ minor adjustJtents in the PJint system becane necessary as errors 
. or misintetpretations were discovered. Every effort was made to re:nain faith
ful to the original intent of the design of the indelEs. The questions and 
'Meights assigned on the debriefing sheets are listed in Apperrlix B. 

3 Where subjects cOlld not recall a specific procedure, they 
ins tructed to recoro "Ibn • t remeIri:ler, .. and the t;:oints at tadled to 
procedure were excluded fran both the actual arrl rraxinum possible score. 
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'lhe F'OC Index am· the NAOO Index are distril::u ted anon; all 16 subcells in 
Table 3-1 .. For puxp:lSes of statistical arlalysis, the following factors should 
be r:oted: Since cptClletrists do not crlvertise in the maIXet-ty};e denoted 
ArS2, there are no distinctions between those observations and others in AI:sl 
which are relevant to the ql2stion of medical tlDrOJghness. Thus, only 
FIRW:'S2, FIRW:S3, and FIIMAtS4 are distinguished, the last by specifying 

. ' types of OPt:cnetrists in the r;resenoe of chainc:ptical fiIl1lS (that is, 
N:>NADV(F), CNSl'l'E(F), SMALL(F),CHAIN(F».. In addition, the regressions 
include d.utmy v.:1riables for each subject rut one (see p. 51) and two other 
variables to control for crldi tional influences. . '!he nuntler of optorretrists 
per capita in the state (S'lODOC) is included as a crude rreasure of the 
stringency of state liceming standards; . the hypothesized sign for STCDPC 
against th:)rQlghness is therefore negative. The charge in tDPulation of the 
city (CHPJP) frail 1970 to 1976 is employed to capture the probably different 
credentials of optaletrists in grari~ vel:SUS declini~ SMSAs. More recently 
sclxx)lej and hence better trained optonetrists would be attracted to the 
foaner 1 these cptaae trists wcul.d be likely to give J1I)re tlDrOlgl'l. examinations 
than optatetrists. in cities that had exp!rienced little growth. S'lODPC and 
CHroP, as well as the variables noted above as represent in:; predicted causal 
factors, are designed to capture neaningful ecohanic distinctions bebeen the 
S~As in the experiment. 

The results of the regression analysis on the FTC Index of tiDrOJghness 
apt;:ear in column (a) of Table 3-5, the results for the N1tDC) l s Index of 
troralghness appear in coluIm (b). One conclusion,' which is imrrediately 
apparent, is that the results, overall and in detail, are vary nuch alike. 
Despi te· p:)ssibly different ~ofessional pel:Spectives am sane real differences' 
in \Eights assigned, the two indexes yield vert similar .conclusions When 
aWlied , .. to actual examinations. On the variables of fZ'jma~ interest, it 
sOOuld be noted that the thorooghness of examinations by nalcrlvartisers in the 
least· restrictive cities' (the NONlU>V(F) variable) is s\:bstantially and signif
icantly higher than that by .nonadvertisel:S in the nr::st restrictive SltSAs. By 
contrast, optl:metric examinations by snall am large nedia advertisers all 
appear less th:::>roogh than nona:lvertisers classified by. ADSl (the intercept 
teIm). Advertisin:J cptanetrists (SMALL(F». are also lesstmraJgh in one-tail 
significance tests in excess of 95 percent, while large chain firms I thorough
ness is less at s:ignificance levels. eelcw 90 percent. Nonetheless, their 
coefficient estinates are not significantly different from each .otherJ the 
t-test for Equality in the FTC Index regression is 1.26, and in the tWX) Index 
regression, t=.90. 'lhese results suggest that large chain firm; and local 
ficns offer examinations of similar ti'DraJghness. Other tests reveal , bar 
ever, that these two kinds of firms behave differently fran naladvertisers in 
the same JtBzXet1 a test of the equali ty of the estimated coefficients on 
NONADV(F) and CHAIN (F) yields t=6.24 for the F'lt: Index and t=6.77 for the 
NACO Index, with yet higher values fran ccmparis,ns with SMALL(F). These 
Fesults indicate sutstantial significant differences, a finding that will be 
discussed further eelcw. 

Intetrrediate levels of crlvertisirY;l are represented by the FIR-1AOS2 and 
FIRt1AIS3 variables in these regressions. Tests on the sum of the estinated 
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TABLE 3-5 

Regressions on Thoroughness Indexes 
(standard errors in parentheses) -

a b c d 
F'OC looex NN:XJ Index F'OC Index NNX> Index' 

-62.59 -54.36 -19.49 - 4.1?-
- .95 (5.60) FIR1AOO2 - .42 (5.01) FIRvtAOO2o 

- 7.61 (7.90) OOSI'IE -12.75 (7 .09) ONS I'm 
- 8.1S (5.52) FIR-tAOOJ - 9.44 (4.94) FIRMAOO3 1l.24 (2.70) NONAIN(F) . 10.52 (2.42) NCt-U\lJJ(F) 
- 7.21 (7.90) ONSITE -12.27 (7.07) ONSlTE. 5.47 (8.47) ONSITE(F) 7.29 (7.59) ONSITE(F) 

14.18 (3.65) Na'W1Il(F) 13.79 (3.26) NONADV(F) -11.31 (2.91) SMALL(F) -10.20 (2.66) SMALL(F) 
B.13 (8.78) OOSITE(F) 10.22 (7 .S6) ONSITE( F') - 7.13 (3.13) CHAIN ( [i') - 1.33 (2.80) CHAIN(F) 

- S.06 (J.97) SMALL(F) - 6.49 (J.55) SM1\LL(F) 0.04 ( 0 .04) S'IDDPC 0.05 (0.03) S'IODpC 
- 4.11 (4.01) CHAIN(F) - 3.96 (J.59) CHAIN(F) 74.84 (37.05) CHPOP 56.14 (33.22) cupop 

0.09 (0.06) S'IDDPC 0.11 (0.05) S'IODPC - 3.98 (4.62) BI02 2.29 (4.15) BI02 
110.03 (43.32') auop 9S.02 (38.75) cnrop - 0.66 (4.38) 'IW01 10.38 (3.93) 'IW01 
- 3.9S (4.62) BI02 2.29 (4.14) BI02 - S.93 (4.S9) 'IW02 - 5.34 (4.38) 'IW02 

! - .74 (4.38) 'n'J01 10.31 (3.92) 'IWOl -10.1l (4.4S) 'IW03 - 5.24 (4.02) 'l\'J03 

...... - 9.0B (4.88) 'IW02 - 5.50 (4.37) 'IW02 - 2.23 (4 .• 90) 'lW04 15.37 (4.40) 'IW04 
I -10.20 (4.48) 'IW03 - 5.33 (4.01) 'IWOJ - 2.73 (5.74) '1W05 3.52 (5.15) 'I\'lOS 

- 2.26 (4.90) 'lW04 15.33 (4.38) 'IW04 1.18 (5.35) BLOI 8.60 (4.80) BLOI 
- 2.49 (5.74) '!W05 3.79 (5.14) 'lW05 8.23 (5.56) BL02 9.22 (4.9M BL02 

1.42 (5.38) BLOI 8.81 (4.81) BL01 - 1.91 (6.28) BL03 5.51 . (5.63) BL03 
8.52 (5.59) BUl2 9.49 (5.00) BL02 -15.03 (8.19) BLa4 -16.79 (7.35) BL04 

.84 (6.59) BL03-- 8.63 (5.89) BUl3 -10.78 (4.96) BL05 6.24 (4.45) BLOS 
'-14.62 (S.20) BL04 -16.j4 (7.33) BL04 - 2.91 (5.12) BL06 0.72 (4.59) BL06 
- B.74 (5.13) BL05 8.62 (4.59) BL05 5.92 (5.16) BL07 3.61 (4.63) BL07 
- 1.89 (5.63) BL06 1.64 (5.03) BL06 - 2.78 (5.39) BL08 LOS (4.S4) BLOB 

5.49 (5.1S) BL07 3.16 (4.63) BL07 - 7.24 (4.94) BL09 - 0.55 (4.43) BL09 
- 1.74 (5.72) BLOS -2.00 (5.12) BLOS - 3.43 (5.37) BLI0 2.71 (4.B2) BLI0 
- 7.01 (4.97) BL09 - 0.22 (4.45) BL09 -10.37 (5.19) BLll - 0.49 (4.65) BLll 
- 1.61 (5.B9) BLlO 4.65 (5.27) BLlO - 3.79 (4.05) BL12 - 1.51 (4.35) BL12 

- 9.43 (5.54) BLll 0.39 (4.96) BLll 
- 3.49 (4.89) 8[.12 - 1.07 (4.38) BL12 

R2=.24 R2= .29 R2= .24 R2= .29 

F(27,406)=4.80 F(27,406)=6.29 F(25,40R)=5.07 F(25,40S)=6.58 

thte: See text and Table 3-2 (p. 50) for ilefinition (if variables. 



. coefficients 00 tiDse variables plus N~(F) suggest that rlOrla1vertiser:s in 
FIlMAI:S2 narkets offer significantly ncre toorough eye examinations than non
adwrtisers in-AI:Sl an1 AtS2 (t=2.66 am t=3.0l for the FTC and tW:xJ Indexes, 
respectively) rut that nonadvertisers' examinations in FIHtW:53 ltBrXets are 
ncre trorOlgh only at lOler significance levels (t=1.40 and t=1.13, rest=ect
ively). This pittern is sufficient to reject the- theoretical hyp:)thesis that 

. - ttDra.tghness in FlRoW:S2 am FIP.MAI:S3 ltBtXets is less. than in. AI:Sl am AIS2 
lIBrJcets. 'Ihese results are cOnsistent with those treviQlsly noted for non
adwrtisers in the least restrictive citiesJ the results raise a question as 
to whether FIRo1A['62, FIRoW:S3, and FI~4 mrkets are essentially the same 
in this rest=ect. In coluIms (c) and (d) of Table 3-5, alternative' regressions 
that px>l observations for all these narkets are repJrted. '!he four types of 
optaretrists denotej by "(F)" new represent th::lse p:-acticirg in all cities 
with large chain finns. A Chow test at the difference inregressiCil sum of 
squares yields an F(2,406)=1.24 for the FI'C Index regressions an:J 
F(2,406)=2.18 for the NlI£X) Index regressions. Since asyrrptotic F(2,N)=3.00 at 
95 percent, \IIIIe can conclude that only insignificant explanatcn:y p::M!r is last 
by not distinguishing FlReW:S2 and FIRW:63 fran FIR-WlS4.1 

As is evident, the sane qualitatiw conclusions with respect to a:lverus
i~ am advertisers energe in the regressions in colurtns (c) am (d). }lJrcB1 
the other variables in. all these results, S'rCDPC fails to energe as an i.mp:>r
tant negative effect on tOOrOlghness, a weak result b.lt petbaps indicatin3 the 
absence of general effects from state licensing stringency. And finally, 
CHPOP is significant am carries the expected positive sign in these regres
sions. 

'lhe finding that the presence of large dlain firms is assxiated with 
more tmrOlgh examinations by nona:1wrtisers refutes the allegation I:¥ many 
cpt:.oJrEtrists that the presence of chain fintS necessarily driws c:3om the 
qualit:¥ of seIVice offered by all cptanetrists. '!be actual increase in qual
i ty of service, haflever, is a sanewhat unexpected result rBiuiring furthe r 
explanation. ~t likely, the non-advertisets in AtSl and ADS2 lTBDtets are 
not the sane Jeind of c:ptonetrists as those identified as nonadwrti~rs "in 
FIHMAI:S2, FIR-W:S3, an::! FIP.MAI:S4. The difference in advertisirg petmitte:1 in 
the tw;) cities, AISI and AI:62, forces all pt'actitionets in these cities to 

. refrain fran advertisirg, but it does nottrevent tOOse who would give less 
tl'xxcugh nedical examinationss fran doi~ just that. By contrast, in 
FIRMAJ:S2., FIRW:S3, am FIBMAt'S4 nBlXets, optanetrists can not only select the 
degree of toorooghness they will provide, rut also the fom of their -. 
practice-nonadvertising, on-site advertisilJ3, affiliation with small, local 
firms or lar~ chain fil:llS. Particular ly for those inclined to limi t 
tmt'Qlghness, a:lvertisirg (or affiliating with advertiseIS) has nonetal:y 
advantages since it attracts OJstoners. Hence sone self~election and serre 
shifting OCOlr in the SMSAs in FIRtW:'S2, FIRwW:S3, am FI1f.W:64 narltets, bolt 

1 
SutsEq\.2nt statistical worlt does not, in all cases, reveal the clear 

insiglificance of these differences. But no pattern to, or rationale for, the 
fetl exceptional cases is evident, and this general conclusion is assuned to 
mld. 
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0. 

the distribution of th:>rrughness of pr:actice (i.e., on the supply si.qe) is not 
sutstantially different from that found in AIl3l and AIE2 rrarkets. 

This conclusion can be demonstrated by creating frequency distributions 
of the tiJ:)rrughness of J;X'actice in selected aggregations of cells. For this 
purpcse., AJ:Sl and AIS2 11Brkets (already FOOled in the regression) are con
trastED to FImAtG2, FIRMAtS3, am FIRMAC64 taken jointly. First, the dis
tribltion by type of q;>tonetrist is obtained from the fOOled . sample • See 
Figures 3-1 am 3-2, for the FTC Index and the NAOO Index, rest=ectively. 
'then, within the "restrictive" am "nonrestrictive" 11Brkets, the thoroughness 
scores of the tytes of s:ptanetrists are canbined in prcportion to their pres-. 
ence in those 11Brkets. l 'this J;X'ocedure yields an overall distribution in 
each class of the llBI:Xet. Figures 3-3 am 3-4 display the IlBrket~ide 
distribJtions in restrictive am nonrestrictive Sl-SAs, for each of the two 
iroexes. Clearly, the cEgree of restrictiveness does not radically alter the 
shaFe or position of the distribltion of tooroughness of practice. The nean 
F'lC Index in restrictive 11BI:Xets is 58.5 am is actually slightly higher, 
61.6, in nonrestrictive narkets. For the NXX) Index, the restrictive rrarket 
nean is 61.0, canparED to 63.7 in nonrestrictive markets. In both instances ... 
the argunent that advertising and chain firms lower IlBrket quality can be 
rejected. 

The above argurrent ~lies that the characterization of both NQN1:>J)V a.n::1 
OONAD\1 (F) as ''nonadvertisers'' misses sone imp:>rtant, but unobservable, dif
ferences in the rotivations and hence the th::>rwghness of these practitionel:S. 
hJvertisil'J3 or advertiSers do not "drive rut" good practice, as Iteasured by 
examination th::>rwghness, but rather advertis·il'J3 seens to be a means by which 
J;X'actitioners differentiate thenselves and signal the quality of the examina
tion they are likely to offer. 2 This conclusion rust be tenpered by the· 
fact that 

1 As in the case of· price, these prop:>rtions are taken from Yellow Page 
listin;s of q;:>ton'etrists, categorized by tyFe of practice. 

2 The signalil'J3 here referre::l to resanbles, but may not be identical 
with, that advanced by Michael Stence (Market Signaling: Infornation Transfer 
in Hiriry am Related Processes, Cambridge, 1973). In Spence's vi£w,a signal 
is an activity or device that has lower 11Brginal cost to high quali t:j pro
videl:S am, hence, is an ·efficient infotmation-transmittiry Itechanism. In the 
present case, "nonadvertising" apt:eal:S to signal higher qualit:j, bIt it is not 
clearly a laver ccst £otm of J;X'actice to nonrestrictive cptometrists. 

An additional quality signal appeal:S to be membel:Ship in the iAnerican 
Academy of Optanetty. Tests t:erfotmed to insure a:iequate representation of 
Academy meml::ers in the sample ~re extended to inclucE an examination of the 
tOOrrughness of examinations given by Academy members versus otter. non
advertisers (am variooscateg:>ries of advertisers). Academy members' 
examinations were significantly ncre th::>rrugh. 
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Figure 3-2 . 
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substantial variation t:ersists in all cells, so that tioralgh examinations can 
be obtained fran chain firms, are very incomplete examinations can be foUiid 
alron:J noruevertisers in FIRMADS4 l1Bo"ets. 

Q'le additional question concernirg node 1 s{:ecification nust nOtl be 
a:3dressed. (he part of the eXFeriIrent was desigried to present a sample of 

'aptanetrists with a somewhat IIOre diffiOJlt; but not altogether. unusual, 
visual condition, nanely a lack of binocular coordination bet\Een the eyes, 
tendin; to cause ckuble vision. This pt"oblem can be corrected cptically when 
properly diagncsed by lteans of a groop of visual perforrrance tests. A partly 
different debriefirg sheet was ·pt"epared for the bio slbjects in the BinOClllar 
groop: potentially, their thoroughness neasures reflect c::ptorretrists • 
per.for-mances with res{:ect to a s::nnewhat rore canplex eje problem. ~ether 
cptonetrists did perfonn differently can be tested by segregating the two 
BinOClllar subjects into a separate data set an::i, usin:J 'an F test, detetnri.nin; 
if signi-ficantly greater explanatory power is achieved by splitting the 
sanple. The decrease in error sum of squares fran segregatirq the BinoaJlars 
yields F(6,400)=.71 for the r-rc Index and F(6,400)=.39 for the NACX) Index. 
Since asynptotic F(6,n)=2.l0 at 95 percent confidence level, it can be 
concluded that the relationship for the Binocular subjects is not very 
different fran that for the other subjects. l 

An alternative approach to the ql.2stion of examination tlDrOlghness is to 
analyze the mcst Unp'rtant comp:ments of an eye examination •. '!he three major 
canponents are case history, the eje health examination, and the vision test, 

, each of which comprises a section of the debriefing sheet used in the experi
nent.· Measures of their tiorooghness can therefore be calOJlated as' con
tinuoos variables rept"esenting the P3rcentage of total points (under either 
the FrC or NAOO scoring· systan) that each cptanetrist obtained. Then regres
sion .analysis is used to relate these scores to I1Brket and provider dlarac
teristics, as in p['eviOls sections. E\lrther infotmation can be obtained by 
examining s{:ecific imp'rtant procedures. Under the eye health p::>rtion of the 
examination fall the follcwin;: (1) an internal examination of the eje with 
an c::phthalIrcscope; (2) test for glaucoma. with a tononeter; and (3) examina
tion of the cornea with the slit lamp. The vision test consists, primarily, 
of retinoscopy and subjective refraction. Variables constructed to represent 
whether or not the slit lamp, tonaneter, or retincscc::pe inst:nurents hcrl been 
used during the examination were' subjected to statistical analysis. Probi t 
aruil.ysis was used for these dichotarous depement variables. 2 Since 

1 Sate q\Estions arcse concernin; the similari ty of the two BinOOllar 
subjects' conditions and indeed 'Nbether one was a true Bioocular. AnalcgOJs 
tests were };:erfomedseparatin; rut subjects 'Nbo had a definite BinOOJlar 
condition. Tests for a different enpirical relation with these subjects still 
failed to fim arlj, F(6,400)=1.35 for the FTC Index am F(6,400)=.56 for the 
WIro Index, and the conclusion ooncerning Binocular subjects reIlBins valid. 

2 See J. .' Tobin, "Estirration of Relationships 
Variables," Econaretrica 26 (1958), pp. 24-36. 
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the subjective refraction was petfotmed in e!I1er.y examination, no analysis of 
this variable was required. '!he q;nthalnoscopy examination is represented by 
two variableS: (1) a dichot:a1CUs depement variable measuriIl3 whether or not 
the optatetrist used the cphthalnoscope and held it sufficiently close to the 
eye am (2) a contiruous variable cerived by measuriIl3 the aver~e ti.lre the 
cptcmetrist spmt examining the eye when tx>lding the· cphthalnoscope suf
ficiently clcse. 

'rhe results of the analysis displayed in Table 3-6 present a pattem 
similar to that observed in the analyses of the ttx>rooghness imexes in Table 
3-5.1 For the mjor c::anr;x>nents of the examination, nOnalvertisiIl3 cptome
trists in nmrestrictive cities performed at significantly higher levels than 
all other cptanetrists, incllldin; nonadvertiset:S in restrictive cities. This 
is evidenced by the positive and sicpificant coefficients on NONADV(F) in 
collums (a)~ (b) am (g.) in Table 3-6. With ra:;ard to use of st:ecific instru
nents, ncnadvertiset:S in narkets with large chain firms were IIOre likely to 
examine the cornea with the slit lanp am spem . nore time examiniIl3 the 
interior of the eye with the cphthalm:>scope than nonadvertiset:S in restrictive 
cities or advertiset:S with local fims am laIge chain finns.Again, the 
coefficients on NJNAOV(F) in colunns (d) and (e), Table 3-6, are p:sitive and 
significant. 'rhe use a: the tonaneter, the retinc:sccpe, and the perfotmance 
of the subjective vision test,· however, follQl a different pattern. '!he 
percentcge of cpt:aretrists usiIl3 the tonaneter cDes vary Slightly by type of 
cptonetrist t:ut none of the variation is statistically significant. ~tome
trists of all types in n.onrestrictive maCcets perfotmed retincsccpy with aboot 
the sane frequency and significantly nore frequently than nonadvertising 
optanetrists in restrictive maCcets. '!he coefficient on NCNADV(F) in column 
(h), Table 3-6, is positive and sicpificant. '!he subjective refraction was 
given by all cpt:anetrists and hence there is no variation. 

'!he probit estimates fail to corNey the absolute magnitude of thefre
quencies involved. Slit lanp frequencies were lOi with 19 percent for NONADV 
practitionet:S becanin; 39 percent for NONru)V(F) and only 9 percent for 
CHAIN (F) in FlRoW:S4 narkets. Betinoscopy was J;erformed in 78 percent of 
NGWN examinations, but in OI7er 90 percent of all cases in nonres.trictive 
narkets, while ~onetry ranged frCm 55 J;ercent to 64 percent withcot any real 
pattern. As noted previoosly, subjective refraction was perlotmed in all cas-2 . 
es. . 

In sum, nonadvertisin; cptonetrists in cities where advertising am large 
chain finns exist perfotmed. equally to or better than all other types of 
cptonetrists, includin; optonetrists in cities where advertising and large 
chain fiImS did not exist. The results are similar to the fimings with 
respect to the F'I.'C and NH:X) Imexes, for the entire examination. 

1 'lhese results are for the E'l'C Index version of scores on case history, 
eye health, am vision testin;. Nru:lO scores gave essentially identical 
results am are not rep:>rted here. 

2 See Table 3, p. 12, for further detail on the fre::}uencies with which 
these tests were ~rlotmed. 
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I 
-...J 
o 
I 

(a) 

Case History 

- .912 
- .123 ( .115) ONSlTE 

.058 ( .039) NONNDV(F) 
- .044 ( .123) ONSITE(F) 
- .185 ( .043) SMALL(F) 
- .102 ( .045) CHAIN(F) 

.000 ( .00l) STODPC 
1.324 ( .537) CHPOP 

.176 ( .067) BI02 

.169 ( .063) TWOl 
- .034 ( .071) '!W02 

.012 ( .065) TW03 

.125 ( .071) '!W04 

.063 ( .083) '!W05 

.027 ( .078) BLOI 

.178 ( .081) BL02 

.080 ( .091) BL03 
- .204 ( .119) BL04 
- .106 ( .072) BL05 

.073 ( .077) BI.06 
- .005 ( .075) BL07 
- .011 ( .078) BL08 
- .074 ( .072) BL09 
- .058 ( .078) BlJ.O 

.007 ( .075) BLII 
- .080 ( .070) BlJ.2 

R2 = .24 
F(25,406) = 5.12 

TABLE 3-6 

Regressions arrl Probi t Analysis of Eye Examination Canponents 
(standard errors in parentheses) 

(b] 

Eye Health 

- .541 
- .059 (.117) ONSlTE 

.132 (.040) ~(F) 

.019 (.126) ONSITE(F) 
- .139 (.044) SMALL(F) 
- .085 (.046) CHAlN(F) 

.000 (.001) STODPC 
1.066 (.549) CHPOP 

- .106 (.069) BI02 
- .067 (.065) '!W01 
- .224 (.072) '!W02 
- .201 (.066) TW03 
- .051 (.073) TW04 
- .147 (.085) TW05 
- .001 (.079) BLOI 

.182 (.082) BL02 

.003 (.093) BL03 
- .182 (.121) BL04 
- .171 (.074) BL05 
- .040 (.076) BL06 

.190 (.077) BL07 
- .083 (.080) BL08 
- .077 (.073) BL09 

.052 (.080) BUO 
- .133 (.077) BL11 
- .008 (.072) BU2 

R2 = .25 
F(25,408) = 5.30 

fC)--- - (0) 

Use of Ophthalmoscope 
\'hen Close· 

Awrage Time 
Ophthalmoscope 

\'ben Close 

-.194 -92.347 
.106 (.715) ONSITE - 7.430 (10.109) ONSlTE 
.458 (.245) NONADV(F) 7.540 ( 3.436) NONNDV(F) 

-.319 (.756) OOSITE(F) 7.603 (10.815) ONSITE(F) 
-.311 (.239) SMALL(F) -5.192 ( 3.947) SMALL(F) 
-.233 (.252) CHAIN(F) -2.836 ( 4.224) CHAIN(F) 
-.001 (.003) STODPC .106 ('- .051) STODPC 
1.448 (3.183) CHPOP 107.342 (47.121) CHFOP 
-.165 (.401) BI02 - 11.143 ( 5.828) BI02 
-.105 (.393) TW01 - 9.752 ( 5.411) TWOl 
-.618 (.400) TW02 -12.474 ( 6.401) '!W02 
-.455 (.385) TW03 - 6.679 ( 5.690) TW03 
-.319 (.432) TW04 - 4.566 ( 6.109) '!W04 

.352 (.598) '!W05 -10.315 ( 6.919) TWOS 
-.292 (.471) BL01 3.315 ( 6.630) BL01 
·.334 (.597) BL02 19.077 ( 6.689) BL02 
.144 (.619) BL03 - 8.253 ( 7.832) BL03 

-.999 (.630) BL04 - 4.991 (11.299) BL04 
.105 (.467) BL05 -16.882 ( 6.084) BL05 

-.135 (.452) BL06 - 8.016 ( 6.32~) BL06 
.612 (.555) BL07 19.283 ( 6.374) BL07 

-.807 (.454) BL08 - 3.667 ( 7.502) BL08 
-.583 (.404) BL09 -7.081 ( 6.655) BL09 
-.002 (.496) BUO -1. 781 ( 6.587) BLlO 
-.664 f. 419) BLII 3.800 ( 6.907) BLII 
-.267 (.424) BLl2 -7.739 ( 6.186) BLl2 

N = 431 
R2 = .23 

F(25,328) = 3.83 



I 
....... ..... 
I 

(e) 

Slit I..anp 

-4.150 
- .121 ( .686) ONSrTE 

.336 ( .219) N:N.DV(F) 
- .211 ( .746) ONSITE·(F) 
-1.051 ( .332) SMALL(F) 
- .734 ( .330) CHAIN(F) 

.004 ( .004) S~DPC 
2.601 (3.074) CHFOP 

.164 ( .428) BI02 

.077 ( .405) 'IWOl 
- .141 ( .497) TW02 

.211 ( .398) TW03 
- .242 ( .491) TW04 

.387 ( .529) TWOS 
1.311 ( .430) BL01 

.888 ( .444) BL02 

.345 ( .536) BL03 

.797 ( .658) BL04 

.728 ( .421) BL05 

.811 ( .429) BI1l6 
- .276 ( .554) BL07 
- .394 ( .580) BLOO 

.299 ( .459) BL09 

.509 ( .459) BLlO 

.047 ( .51l) BLll 
- .176 ( .466) BLl2 

N = 432 

-_." 

TABLE 3-6 (contirued) 

(f) 

Tononetry 

.225 
-.087 ( .559) ONSITE 

.151 ( .191) NONNDV(F) 

.918 ( .605) ONSITEtF) 
-.100 ( .208) SMALL(F) 

.254 ( .224) CHAIN(F) 
-.007 ( .003) S~DPC' 

.516 (2.615) CHFOP 
-.498 ( .326) B102 

.070 ( .309) 'lWOl 
-.443 ( .344) TW02 
-.336 ( .314) TW03 
-.112 ( .346) TW04 
-.907 ( .411) TW05 

.257 ( .377) BL01 

.602 ( .420) BL02 

.095 ( .441) BL03 
-.431 ( .572) BL04 

.136 ( .347) BL05 
-.045 ( .358) BL06 

.975 ( .415) BL07 . 

.397 ( .395) BLOO 

.299 ( .345) BL09 

.450 ( .391) BLlO 
-.643 ( .367) BL11 

.602 ( .354) BLl2 

N = 434 

(g) 

Vision Testing 

.229 
-.167 (.070) ONSITE 

.120 (.024) NONNOV(F) 

.171 (.075) ONSITE(F) 
-.045 (.026) SMALL(F) 
-.026 (.028) CHAIN(F) 

.001 (.000) S~DFC 

.361 (.330) CHFOP 

.008 (.041) BI02 
-.016 (.039) TW01 
-.080 «.0.43) TW02 
-~110 (.040) TW03 

.102 (.044) TW04 
-.109 (.051) TW05 

.161 (.040) BL01 

.041 (.049) BL02 

.027 (.056) BL03 
-.172 (.073) BL04 

.143 (.044) BL05 

.047 (.046) BL06 

.027 (.046) BL07 

.029 (.048) BL08 

.053 (.044) BL09 

.027 (.040) BLIO 
-.045 (.046) BL11 
-.000 (.043) BLl2 

R2 = .30 
F(25,400) = 6.94 

(h) 

Retinosccpy 

. 6.448 
- .707 (.645) ONSITE 

.625 (.256) NONADV(F) 
1.383 (.159) ONS1TE(F) 

.464 (.273) SMALL(F) 

.260 (.275) CHAIN(F) 
- .005 (.004) S~DPC 
-5.279(3.642) CHPOP 

.558 (.422) BI02 

.524 (.385) 'lW01 

.028 ( .• 398) '!W02 

.060 (.359) TW03 

.881 (.564) TW04 
- .688 (.432) '!W05 

1.201 (.579) BL01 
.042 (.447) BL02 
.964 (.665) BL03 

- .247 (.680) BL04 
.591 (.449) BL05 
.304 (.462) BL06 

1.050 (.510) BL07 
.007 (.470) BL08 

1.275 (.572) BL09 
1.024 (.567) BLIO . 

- .320 (.412)·BL11 
.374 (.421) BLl2 

N = 426 



because. cpt:aretrists do not oovertise examina.tionsin either rrarket; the 
constant term therefore represents all IlBrkets· withoot large chain firms. 
F:rnMAIS2, FIRMAOO3, am FIRMAI:S4, . in principle, can be dis.tiIl:Juished by the 
varying kinds of ad~rtisirg cptonetrists use; howe~r, tests generally show 
that the effects of ad\ertisirg differences are statistically indistirguish
able. 1 Hence, the three tyI:es of IlBrkets wi th -main firm:; are p::x>led in 

- this am all other {X'obit analyses. As a practical IlBtter, these latter 
IlBrkets are all repreSented 'at the set of practitioner variables interacted 
with nfiIIllS,n i.e., NCN\DV(F), ONSlTE(F), SMALL(F), a{rl CHAIN(F). The 
followirg other independent. variables are also included: (1) NONADV (omitted 
am hence in the constant teIll\) am ONSlTE; (2) optanetrists per capita in the 
state (STClDPC) am mange in pcpulation in the state (CHroP); and (3) the 
subjects, in the set of dwrmy variables. These last variables stould control 
for subject and grOlp· differences in the degree of difficulty in determining 
an apprcpriate prescription; . thus, if the 20/20:; or BinOOllars presented 
special problems, the subject dummies will insure that the results on the 
other variables of interest are not confounded. 

'!be .econanetric results appear in Table 3-7. The four columns represent .. 
probit· analyses of ruu:cO, RXSUNY, RXEITH, and lOODI'H, following (a)-(d) 
above. The res.ults for all four neasures sh:Jw ovex:whelmirg consistency am 
are readily SUI\U1Brized. All pt"actitioneIS in the !%,esence of chain firms 
appear to offer Unpr0\7ed aCOlracy of {X'escriptions (judgirg fran the positive 
coefficients on OONADV(F), ONSITE(F), SMALL(F), and ClWN(F», 001; none of the 
differences is statistically significant at cOl'll1entional levels. The nature 
of the ad~rtising-fir:m envirorurent does not therefore cause lower frequencies 
of apprq?riate prescriptions for all cptcmetrists, or even for th::lse practic
ing in chain firm:; thenSel \eS • '!be percentage for RXEITH are representa
tive: 2 82 percent of pt"escriptions by Nc:;t.WjV (nonad\ertisers in ACSI am 
AJ:62, Le., without ~in firms) were appt'opt'iate, \ttlile 88 percent of 
N(HU)V(F), 90.percent of SMALL(F), am 86 percent of CHAIN(F) practitioneIS I 
prescriptions were similarly appro!%'iate. As previoosly noted, these dif
ferences are not statistically significant. '!be O\7erall average was 85 
percent. In addition, the ai:sence of systerratic and significant coefficient 
patterns for ·:the BinoOllar or 20/20 subjects pr0\7ides no supp::>rt for the 
pcssibili ty that. prescription accuracy might be lower for Binoculars, woo had 
more diffiOlltOOllar needs, or higher for 20/20:;, who went ·to their examina
tions with correct lenses. 

3. Accuracy and Workmanship of the Eyeglasses 

In mc:s.t instances, the subjects obtained new eyeglasses ~n the course of 
their cptanetric examinations. All of the Blurred groop weresupp::>sed to 

1 See discussion am footnote, p. 62. 

2 These percentages am others reported below are obtained by predict
ing the corrected value of the probabili ty for each type of practitioner or 
market. The corrections are for the "average" subject and average value of 
STODPC and CHmp. 
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purchase eyeglasses, as· were those Binoculars for whome new glasses were 
recamended. Seven observations were anitted because eyeglasses were lost in 
mailiBJ or the optometrists referred subjects elsewhere for the filling of the 
prescriptions. In addition, the usable data on eyeglass accuracy exclude all 
observations in t\t.IO SMSAs, where the experiment was· discovered during or 
:iJrmediately after field work, plus a few in a third SMSA where one subject's 
activities may have been discovered. Since the eyeglasses were being prepared 
when discovery was made, fear of contaminating the data led to exclusion of 

. these observations on eyeglasses in those cases. The resulting 1 data base con-
sists of 217 observations for accuracy and 224 for workmanship. . 

The eyeglasses were evaluated against the written prescriptions (regard
less of whether the prescriptions were appropriate or not for the subject) in 
two different ways: (1) The first was performed only by PCO arrl involved use 
of an automatic lensometer and mechanical application of the ANSI starrlards of 
tolerance. 'lhe fOl:Tler is a sophisticated instrlJ1tent that automatically 
prints out the Sphere, cylinder, axis, and prism of each lens of a pair of 
eyeglasses set into the machine. No repetition of this routine process was 
judged necessary. In each case, the print-outs were cx.:mpared with the 
intended prescriptions, using the generally accepted tolerances for filling· 
eyeglass prescriptions stated in the ANSI guidelines. The ANSI Z80.1 
standards require spherical J;OWer to be within +.12 D for 0.00 D to 6.00 D 
spheres, +2 percent for 6.00 D to 12.00 D spheres, and +.25 D for spheres 
~ve 12 .00 D~ arrl axis to be wi thin 50 for 0.12 D to 0.37- 0 cylinder power, 
3 for cylinders of 0 .50 D to 1.00 0, and 2

0 

for cylinders of 1.12 D and 
up. In addition, for the eyeglasses to be judged accurate, decentration had 
to be within limits specified in the ANSI starrlards. Decentration measures 
the displacem:mt of the optical centers· of the eyeglasses, it should approxi
mate the t-Upillary distance (distance between the subject's pupils) for 
correct vision. 

Eyeglasses were considered accurate if they passed all these standards: . 
otherwise, they were rejected. Only one measure exists since this particular 
evaluation involved no subjective judgment by the consultants. As before, the 
variable is dichotomous and requires probit analysis in order to dete~ine the 
effects of the following variables: (1) advertising-firm envirorurent, with 
AtSl and AtS2 pooled in the constant te~, and_ FIRMAI:S3 and FIRMArS4 pooled, 
as discussed aOOve~2 (2) the types of practitioners, ONSITE, NONADV(F),· 
ONSI'lE (F), SMALL( F), and CHAIN (F) 1 (3) S'roDPC and CHR:>P (4) subj ect durnnies, 
in case there are subject or group characteristics which influence the 
accuracy of the prescript;on. 

1 '!he difference arises because accuracy requires comparisons; wi t.'1 the 
written prescriptions (as discussed below), which were not obtained in seven 
additional instances. 

2 See page 62 for discussion of pooling the markets with chain firms. In 
the data set the sole FIRMAD62 market had to be deleted because of the. pos
sibility of data contamination. 
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TABLE 3-3 

Probit Analysis of Eyeglasses Accuracy 
(standal:d errors in parentheses) 

.. -6.82 
-,.236 

.436 

.658 

.595 

.044 

.002 
5.822 
1.624 

.495 

.527 
-.576 

.187 

.617 

.185 
1.243 
1.858 

.969 

.185 

.277 

.572 

N=217 

( .64) 
( .29) 
( .71) 
( .30) 
( .33) 
( .004) 
(3.15) 
( .54) 
( .52) 
( .54) 
( .55) 
( .63)' 
( .46) 
( ~65) 
( .48) 
( .63) 
( .47) 
( .52) 
( .49) 
( .45) 

CNSITE 
OONAD\T(F) 
CNSITE(F) 
SMALL(F) 
OlAIN(F} 
STODPC 
CiPOP 
BI02 
BL01 
BL02 
BL03 
BL04 
BL05 
BL06 
aLa 7 
SL08 
aLa 9 
suo 
BL11 
SU2 

.NOl'E: ,See text am Table 3-2 (p. 50) for definition,of variables. 
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problems may n9t be caused by the disJ;Ensirg· q:»torretrist, but rather by the 
laboratory from whidl the optonetrist often purdlases., it is ~nerally agreed. 
that the cpt.cmetrist '5 resp:msibili ty exteros to dleck:ing for soch problems 
am rejectirg eyeglasses with. fOOr workIIe.nship as well as inaccurate filling 
of the ~escription.1 . 

. The judgnent of the two schools wi th respect to wodananship coincided in 
152 of 230 cases. In the reIIBining 7-8, reo recannemed approval in 18 cases 
that SUNY rejected, am SUNY apprOl1ed 60 glasses that ta> would fail. Thus 
four criteria \rere developed--wJRKR:O, IDRKStJNY' , WJRI<EITH, and IDRKEOI'H--to 
reflect the alternative views. As dichotarous variables, these r6:Iuired 
probitanalysis to determine the effect of the sane set of independent vari
ables as trevicusly described· on page 52. '!be result~ appear in Table 3-10 
far each of these· alternatives. The absence of systeIlBtic negative signs on 
the coefficients on s.w:.L(F) or CHAIN(F) lead to rejection of the hyI;X:>thesis 
that chain fions andadwrtisin; result in p::orer \tOrkmanship. However, in· 
two of the four probits, NCNMlV(F) has a FOsitive am significant coefficient, 
as in the case of GIASANSI and thorcughness, suggesting that nonadvertisers in 
nonrestrictive madcets may be different fran nonadvertisers in restrictive 
IIBrkets. But once again, the reDBinder of the distribution does not errerge in 
the SMALL(F) am CHAIN(F) variables, am in ~ of the J?['obits NClNNJV(F) fails 
to achieve statistical significance artjWay. _ 

The conclusion fran this analysis is that, generally, no clear siglific
ant differences in the wotKmanship of eyeglasses can be found related to the 
degree of res tr icti veness on advertising and ccmnercial practice or the type 
of cptanatrist. '!his is - reflected in the absolute percentcges of eyeglasses 
judged ade:;ruate in 'NOrkIranship. For nonadvertisers in ArSl and AI:S2, 81 r:er
cent were judged adquate. for NOti-\DV(F), this was 94 r:ercent (hence the p::>s
sible statisti~ si~ificance just disClssed); for SMALL(F), 85 r:ercenti and 
for OlAIN(F), 87 percent. 

As a further c:hedc on these results, a contiruous measure of acaJracy aoo 
worknanship of the eyeglasses was constructed by Dr. Myers. '!his involved 
assignin; weights to the constituent parts of the aCaJracy am wodoIanship 
variables, nanely, sphere-cy linde r-axis accuracy ,. decentration accuracy , 
adequacy of lenses, adequacy of edgin; am muntin;, aoo adequacy of frames. 
Ordinary least squares regressions on the sane independent variables confirm 
the insignificance of variables representin; the type of cpt:aretrist am the 
res tricti veness of advertising and cO'l1Irercial practice. 

4. Extent of Unnecessary Prescribing 

An i.rnp:)rtant ancillary issue concerns the fre::}uency of unnecessary pr-e
scribin; of eyeglasses by cptometrists, as might ocaJr because of their 

1 It sh:luld also be noted that one other canponent of pt"cper practice, 
fitting the glasses to the purdlaser's face, could not be rreasured since the 
study rreth:JdolCX3Y re::}uired nailin;J the glasses rather than in-person pick-ups. 
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"agency" relationship to consurrers,l that is, they not only diagnose rut 
also act on behalf of the consuner , given the diagnosis , and hence have a 
possible econanic incentive to provide biased initial infocnation as to the 
consuner's needs. .While IICGt cptonetrists also sell eyeglasses, it is alleged 
that tmse affiliated with large chain cptical filJllS are rrore likely to Oller
prescribe than those in traditional practice. '!he des~gn of the 20/20 grrup 
,of the experiment was to sem subjects wi th correct lenses to varirus practi
tioners· and to have them elicit.the practitioners' recannendations with regard 
to new eyeglasses. 2 The depement variable, REC'Qt1, reflects whether the 
cptaretrist clearly recannended the purchase of new eyeglasses for improved 
vision. This variable captures bolo p:)ssible subject responses on the debrief
ing sheets, nanely, if the optonetrist recamrended eyeglasses withrut hesita
tion, or, if on J;roddin;" indicated that they \\OUld nrrake a real differencen 
am nbe '-«)rth it. n '!he independent variables in this probi t analysis are 
identical to th::>se anployed previrusly, except the subjects are confined to 
20/205. 

Identical probit analyses were conducted on t\tIO different data se.ts. '!he 
first consists of all usable observations in the 20/20 grrup, ....nile the secoOO 
iscoi'lfined. to those observations for which the written prescriptions are 
judged acceptable I::7j both SUNY am ECO. The secorx3 data set is designed to 
foOJS attention on those cases \\here, by joint clinical judgnent, no new eye
glasses were required. If the J;rac;titioner recamrerx3ed eyeglasses in such a 
case, it would clear ly not be because he or she had J;revirusly erred in 
ascertainin; the subject's prescription. '!he first data set, by contrast, 
reveals the extent of unnecessa~ prescribing of eyeglasses for either 

. reason-incorrect prescription or faulty recararerrla tion. 

'!he results, in Table 3-11; are essentially the same under either inter
J;retation of unnecessa~ prescribing. There appears to be no great~r prob
·abilit:t of unnecessa~ prescribin;, in examinations given by chain filJllS or in 
the presence of different kinds of advertising. Indeed, the differences that 
do anerge terx3 to stDw lcwer frEquenc::.y of CNer-prescribing by advertisin;, 
finnS, a result which is inteqreted as rejecting the hypothesis that such 
fiz::ms lIlnecessarily J;rescribe rrore. The fr~uencies are 22 percent and 20 
};:ercent for all 20j2Cls and for t:hciSe with correct prescriptions, respectively, 
wi tmut significant differences between cells. 

5. .. Effects of ( l) to (4) on Q.lali ty 

'!he variOls effects of advertisin;, am cannercial practice on cptane
tric quality constitute a canplex picture. Different dinensions of quality 
appear to fall, stay constant, or even rise, a result scarcely predicted by 

1 ... See, for example, S. A. Rcss, "The Econanic '!heory of Agenc::.y: The 
Principal's Problem," AIrerican Econanic Review, May 1973, pp. 134-39. 

2 Cbservations for one subject in bJo cities had to be omitted when it 
becane apparent thai; her original lenses may not have teen fully apprcpriate. 
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theory . or previoos enpirical work. . All ~taretrists apI.=ear to I.=erform 
similarly with respect to pres::ription accuracy, accuracy and v.orknanship of 
the eyeglasses, an::) the extent of unnecessary prescribirg. These are the nore 
tangible an::l assessable (by the lay consuner) p:>rtionsof the eye examina
tions, ard nay, in manY instances, be basically all the consuner wants fran an 
eye examination. Others want ncre, hOot/ever, am in the pure-service area of 
the cptanetric examination of the eye, tixlrmghness clearly differs. The 
strikin:f result that nona:lvertisers in nonrestrictive cities give nore 
tmroJgh examinations than their cstensible ca:mtet:parts where no a:lvertisirg 
is pecnitted is explained by the argunent that they are not analogrus 
imividuals. Advertisirg an::l cannercial practice s~ly peImi t certain 
IICtive5 to be visibly signaled, rut practitioners of variOJs kinds cmtinueto 
exist am prOl7ide the degree of tl'Drmghness which they have decided up:m 
regardless of the restrictiveness of state regulatory environnents. 

'!his scenario would seem to answer a. basic question posed in the disOJs
sion of price differences, namely: Are there qualit:j differences? The answer 
is that indeed there are, and hence the usual price ccxq;:arisons of );rofes
siona! services are mislea:Urg. This raises the question of the degree to 
whidl these quality differences acco.mt for the price differences previCllsly 
unc01ered. 

c.· PRICE AND COALI'fi 

. '!he abOI7e analysis has dencnstrated that while there is substantial 
variation inare prices acrcss types of c:ptonetrists and kin:] of a:lvertising 
in different cities, there also exist cOnsiderable differences in the qualit:j 
of at least sene cc:atIFOnents of the eye examination. These facts suggest the 
possibility of a ncre fundamental relation between the price am quality of 
eyeglasses. Indeed, given that the service is heterogeneOJs, IX"ices can only 
be neanin;fully canpared for id.entical quaE ties. The fOIm of this relation 
is explored in the following disQlsS ion. . 

First, the general relation between total pricel and the thorough
ness2 of the eye examination is explored. In Table 3-12, colunn (a), the 
FTC Index of thoroughness is substituted for the market ~ and practitioner 
variables, am a significant p:>sitive association between qualit:j am price is 
appirent. 'nle column (b) regression explores the possibility that the price-
quali t:jrelationship differ;s in slc:pe or intercept between the varicus . 

1 Alternatively, examination price COlld be used as the depement 
variable. If other qua Ii ty dinens ions are not related to these variables, 
hQllever, the regressions will differ only in their intercept tetms. i~ The 
choice of total pt'ice will later {:ermit testiDj of prescriptioo and eyeglass 
qualit¥1 in any event, analogous regressions on only examination prices were 
performed, with essentially identical results. 

2 
Cbly the ~ Imex will be rep:>rted, in order to simplify disCJssion. 

All substantive cmclusions here, as elsewhere, persist when the NAOO Index is 
used instead. 
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47.55 
0.16 (0.06J fTCIND 

,_ 2.89 (4.68) ADS2 
12.25 (4.19) FI~~2 
15.42 (3.00) FIRMADS3 
8.12 (12.85) ONSI'l't; 

-21.77 (7.62) ~V(F) 
-24.45(15.33) ONS!TE(F) 
-20.33 (7.16) SMALL(F) 
-25.42 (8.28) OlAIN(F) 
. -0.20 (0.22) CtFIC 

0.01 (0.10) NO(F)FTC 
0.17 (0.25) ON(F)FTC 

-0.16 (0.12) SM(F)FTC 
-0.10 (0.13) CH(F)FTC' 
~0.29 (0.06) CITODPC 
0.01 (0.003)YEC 

-5.01 (3.59) BI02 
. 1.12 (4.20) BLOl 

6.42 (4.34) BL02 
2.03 (5.24) BL03 

-0.·44 (5.77)BL04 
4.51 (4.26) BL05 

-17.76 (4.44) BL06 
-3.73 (4.23) BL07 

-15.58 (4.59) BL08 
.. 6.81.(3 .. 88) BL09 
1'.88(4.68) BUO 

-10.~9 (4.35) BLl1 
6.20 (3.90) BU2 

2 . R =.54 . 
F(29,250)=10.15 

I , 
I 

TABLE 3-12 ( contirued ) 

e 

50.73 
0.12 (0.04) FTClND 
2.89 (4.66) AOS2 

11.8,4 (4.15) FIRW:S2 
15.65 (2.97) FIRMADS3 
-2.97 (5.11) ONSITE 

-20.87 (4.12) ~V(F) 
-15.28 (6.81) ONSXTE(F) 
-28.11 (4.35) SMALL(F) 
-30.78 (4.55) CHAIN (F) 
~.30 (0.06) CIroD~ 
0.01 (0.003)YPC 

-5.33 (3.57) BI02 
0.97 (4.14) BLOl 
6.59 (4.30) BL02 

.2.04 (5.22) BL03 
-0.26 (5.71) BL04 
3.95 (4.21) BL05 

-lS.49 (4.39) BL06 
-4.45 (4.05) BL07 

-16.06 (4.52) BLOS 
6.50 (3.85) SL09 
.1. 48 (4.65) BLI0 

-11.1~ (4.32) BLll 
5.65. (3.82) BL12 

2_ 
R -.53 

F(24,255)=12~22 
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36.53 \. 
0.11 (0.05) FTCIND 

-2.78 (2.67) RXEITH 
0.61 (1.94) GLAS~I 
2.55 (2.83) \-oRKEIni 
7.SS (S.15) ADS2 

13.76 (3.66) FIRMADS3 
-1.99 (5.87) ONSITE 

-14.56 (7.93) ~(F) 
-8.07(10.52) ONSITE(F) 

-22.19 (8.35) SMALL{F) 
-19.76 (8.70) CHAIN (F) 
-0.21 (0.10) CIroD~ 

0.01 (0.003)YPC 
-9.00 (4.59-) BI02 

6.04 (6.03), BL01 
10.62 (6.02) BL02 

4.99 (4.69) BL05 
-19.51 (6.61) BL06 
-4.19 (4.60) BL07 

-14 .• 03 (5.28) BL08 
6.96 (4.29) BLD9 
5.76 (5.73) SLI0 

-8.99 (4.99) BLll 
6.22 (4.22) BL12 

2 R =.46 
F(24, 174 )=6.24 



:p::!rhaps behave dif..:erently in ways not captured by the measures in this study. 
These market divisions result in persistent price dis:repancies for. cstensibly 
identical services pra.rided by the different practitioners. It must be 
errphasized, h::>wever, that sub5tantial unexplained variation contim.es to exist· 
in the statistical analysis rep:>rted here, variation consistent wi th the view 
that other factors, including consumer misinfOrmation, play significant roles 
in this market. 

FurthetmOre, the· re:;ression in column (e) continues to derronstrate a weak 
or insignificant effect fran non-price forms of a::lvertisiI'Y3, though a pow=rful 
effect fran price a::3vertising. This is evidenced by the fact that noncdver
tisers in FIR-1All54 markets, with price a::lvertising of eyeglasses am nonprice 
advertisin; of examinations, are est.imated to charge a.rer $21 less than non
advertisers in AC'Sl, while the corresp:mding practi tioners in FIPMADS3 markets 
charge only $5.22 less. The latter fig'ure is sta"tistically different fran the 
price in ADSl (t=1.28), only at much lower levels of significance, but it is 
vert different fran FIRMADS4 prices. 

The last regression in column (f) of Table 3-12 adds three other qual
ity di:rensions to the preceding regression, narrely, those reflecting the' 
aCaJracy of the lXescription arC the acaJracy am workmanship of the glasses. 
In order not to reject pres:riptions or glasses which either SUNY or FCO found 
acceptable, RXEITH am WORKEITH were selected to represent aCaJracy of pre
scription and \IoOrkmanship of the glasses, respectively. c:ne single neasure of 
eyeglass aCaJracy, GtAS~SI, is taken for the ranainirg dimension. As is 
readily apparent, the th:lroughness of the eye examination continues to be 
significantly ass::>ciated with the total price, while the other dimensions of 
quali ty. do not contribute significant explanatory ~r. This result' is con
sistent with ti.e earlier fimiIl3 that only th:>raJghness differs. signifi-
cantly by kim of advertising am optorretrist. l .. 

Finally, this last data se·t permits an examination of the degree to which·····
the varials facets of tlDrOlghness are correlated within the ok::servations 
here. That is, to what extent do practitioners offering tmrough eye examina
-tions also provide the rtOst acOlrate pt"escriptions, or the rtOst acrurately 
filled pres:riptions,or the best \o.OrkItanship on the eyeglasses? The simple 
correlation coefficients between these variables are given in Table 3-13, 
together with the probabilities that they are du: to chance. Tmroughness of 
the eje examination seensgenerally lI1related to the quality. associated with 
the pres:ription arC glasses, Le., generally the nproduct" 

I In an unreported regression on a snaller .data set for which the whole
sale price of eyeglass franes could be determined, the wmlesale price \\as 
positively and significantly related to the total price of the eje examination 
plus glasses. Troroughness continues to be the only quality variable related 
to the total price. Since the general fOtID of the relationship is unchanged 
where frarre price is known, it is unlikely that whate~r diversity of frarres 
was obtained l::7t the st.bjects -is causin; significant sanple bias. 
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part of the package. Altrough the associations wi thin the product part are 
not everywhere huge, they all are positive (as one mignt expect) with signif
icance levels no less than 85 percent. Thus, there appears to be some tend
ency for product attribJtes to be pa;itively correlated, but for those attri
butes not to be clcsely associated with the th:>rQlghness of the cptcmetric 
service rendered. 

D. StM1ARY 

'!his analysis of the data gathered in the survey has produced a rather 
canplex set of facts. At the Qltset, it appears that the presence of adver
tising am camrercial practice leads to sul:stantial reductions in the price of 
eye examinations am eyeglasses. The dlain fitmS thensel\les offer the lcwest 
prices, but even nonadvertisingpt'actitioners in the pre~nce of chain firms 
are forced to lcwer price somawhat. The ability of cptometrists to advertise 
price, rather than simply availability (that is, non-price· advertising), 
appears to have st:ecial force in alterin; narltet prices •. 

Evaluation of the quality of an eye examination is soJllE!<lihat mre canpli
cated, but it yields insights crucial to correct interpretation of the price 
results. With respect to the th:>rQlghness of the eye examination, the data 
reveal considerable variation in all narkets, but they reveal renarkably 
smular distributions between pt"actitioners in the least am in the IlDSt 
restrictive narkets. In contrast to theargunent raised bysone professionals 
against crlvertisin; am CC11IIlercial practice, 16cser restrictions do not cause 
the ercsion of quality throoghout the narket. But in contrast to sOITe 
simplistic ncdels of the effect ofcrlvertisin; and cannercial practice, the 

. latter do ·seem to result in a grepter fr6:!uency of less-thorOlgh extllmnations 
by advert is in; cpt:atetrists. Given the swlarity of overall narltet distri
butions, this does not imply that the absence of restrictions has caused 
m:u:xet quality to erode b.ltrather that it has petmitted an alignment of 
thorOlghness with the form of .pt"actice. Those who would give less thorough 

. examinations are mre likely to practice as crlvertisers or to affiliate with 
camrercial practice. Those inclined towards thorough examinations maintain 
tradi tional fotmS of pt"actice. Both coexist. In restrictive marltets these 

. different practices are not eliminated rut sin1?ly obscured by the inability to 
advertise or en;age in cannercial practice. 

~ereas 1:tx)rOlghness of the eye examination does vary acrcss ty~ of 
cptonetrist, other dinensions of quality do not. '!he ~ accuracy of the pre
scription, the accuracy of the eyeglasses, and the wotKmanship of the glasses 
are essentially the sane regattUess of provider o~ regula tory enviroruren t. . In 
a.lncst all instances, it is likely that at a minimum the consUlter wants to l:e . 
checked for the need for new eyeglasses, and it would appear that this service 

i; and the resultin; procilct (eyeglasses) are not substantially different under 
: arr:/ cirCUllStances. It is in· the area of quality of optonetric service that 

consumer preferences am the th:>rcughness of practice vary. 
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APPENDIX A 

Cost-of-LiviI'¥3 Adjustments to Price Data 

'1b make meaningful canpariscins of price data. across cities, differences 
in the cost of living IlUSt be taken into account.. Price indexes that reflect 
city to city differences in the cost of living do not exist. The Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (BLS) does, however, produce a.nl1l.!al estimates of family· 
budgets for 39 cities.l Fran these estimates indexes can be derived to can
pare the cost of the budgets across cities. 

For each of the·39 cities, BLS produces a lower, an internediate, am an 
upper budget. The intet:mediate budget was selected as the one IOCISt likely to 
be representative of the average household. Anong the 39 cities, only five 
were also am:mg the SMSAs for which price data had been collected. Price 
indexes had to be created for seven SMSAs. . . 

'1b create the needed price deflators, indexes of .the published inter
mediate budgets (the city indexes divided by the urban average) were regressed 
upon a I1lJl1i:)er of socioeconomic variables. 'lhirty-eight of the 39 cities for 
which BLS publishes budgets were used in the analysis. ·lk>nolulu was dropped. 
The actual indexes ranged fran .86 to 1.20. The independent variables 
included 1975 population, 1975 population per square mile, 1974 per capita 
incale, average annual change in per capita inc:am, 1969 to 1974, the percent
age of families living belON the FOverty level in 1970, the unemploymeht rate 
in 1977, the percentage of change ·in population between 1970 and 1975, total 
local· taxes per capita (based uFOn local goverrunent tax data for 1971-1972, 
and population for 1970), and the 1975 labor force as a percentage of 1975 
population. Data on size of labor force and the unemployment rate were fran 
the Bureau of La.t::)or Statistics. 2 . All other data were from the Bureau of the 
Census.3 

~ession analysis was perforned using a step-wise regression program. 
Variables were entered· into. the regression so as to maximize the improvenent 
in R2. The three variables that best explained variation in the city 
indexes (INIEX) were population per square· mile (roP/MI), percent of pq;:ula~ 
tion liviI'¥3 below the poverty level (POV), am local taxes per capita 
(TX/POP). The equation reads (t values in parentheses).: 

1 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Departn'ent of Labor, "Autumn 1977 
Urban Family Budgets and carrparative Indexes for Selected Urban Areas," ~, 
April 26, 1978. i: 

2 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. ~par1::Itent of Labor, 
Uhemployment Statistics," ptintout, June 27, 1978. 

"Labor Force 

3 Bureau of the Census, UoOS. D:!partment of Comnerce, Statistics for 
States and Metropolitan Areas, A Preprint fran County and City rata I3cx>k, 
1977. -
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Cost of Livi~ Indexes 
for Sanple SM3As 

1977 

Actual 
SMSA Index 

Knoxville, "renn. * 
Little Etx:k~rth Little axk, Ark'. * 
Providence-Wamck-Pawtucket, R.I. * 
Greensboro-Winston SalenHUghpoint, N.C. * 
CollJ11bia, S.C. * 
Milwaukee, Wis. 107 

Portland, Ore. -wash • * 
Col.untlus, Oh. * 
Sal t;im:)re, Md. 101 

.Washin;ton, D.C.-+1d.-Va. 105 

Seattle-Everett, Wash. 101 

Minneapolis-5t. Paul, Minn. Wis. 104 

* Not available • 
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Estimated 
Iooex 

85 

85 

97 

90 

84 

104 

99 

97 

98 

106 

100 

102 



1. CASE HIS'IDRY 

Many eye problems can be detected or suspected. after a careful case history and one of the six indices of 
quality is the thoroughness of the case history taken fran you. Please check. the data that Wfls asked of you by 
the examiner or was asked and recorded by an assistant or filled out on a sheet of questions given to you at th.e 
start of the visit. 

Maximum Points and Percentage of Total Score for Each Q.testion 

Blurred 20 x 20·s Binoculars 

Were you asked: F'lC Index NA£X) Irdex F'lC Index twX) Index F'lC Index NA£X) Index 

1. Your age (or Yes 1.0 7.0 1.0 5.7 1.0 6.8 
date of birth) 0.43% 1.98% 0.46% 1.65% 0.47% 1.74% 

N:> 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. Why are you Yes 2.0 8.9 2.0 7.8 2 .. 0 8.1 
having your eyes 0.85 2.51 0.93 2.26 0.93 2.07 
examined at this 
tine? No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 3. lb you have any Yes 3.0 10.4 3.0 14.0 3.0 13.9 
\D 

visual symptoms, 1.27 2.94 1.39 4.06 1.40 3.55 111 
I canplaints or 

problems? No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4. Al:x:lut your Yes 2.0 6.2 2.0 6.9 2.0 . 6.9 
general health? 0.85 1.75 0.93 2.00 0.93 1.76 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. Are you under Yes 2.0 6.0 2.0 6.0 2.0 8.3 
the care of a 0.85 1.69 0.93 1.74 0.93 2.12 
physician? 

N:> 0 0 0 0 0 0 



Maxinum Ibints and Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each OJestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

Were you asked: FTC Index NAO) Index FTC Index NAO) Index FTC Index NAO) Index 

9. D:>. you have or have 
yoU had: 

a. eye Yes 2.0. 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.8 
disease? 0.85% 1.24% 0.93% 1.33% 0.93% 0.97% 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

b •. eye Yes 2.0 4.4 . 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.8 
surgery? 0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0-.93 0.97 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c. g1auoana.? Yes 2.0 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.8 
I 0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0.93 0.97 \0 

...J -....... 
I I 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

d. eye Yes 2.0 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.8 
injuries? 0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0.93 0.97 

lb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

e. pain in or Yes 2.0 4.4 2.0 4.6 2.0 3.8 
around the 0.85 1.24 0.93 1.33 0.93 0.97 
eyes? 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SUBTOI'AL CASE HIS'lORY 30.0 100.2 30.0 96.9 30.0 97.2 
(Maxi.num) 

12.71% 28.28% 13.89% 28.05% 13.95% 24.84% 



I 
\0 
\0 
I 

Maximum Points and Percenta~e of TOtal Score for Each Question 

Blurred 20 x 20·s Binoculars 

f4IC Index NACO Index FIC Index NACO Index PIC Index NACO Index 

5. Bianicroscope Yes 4.0 8.2 4.0 _ 7.4 4.0 5.3 
(slit lamp) 1.69% 2.31% 1.85% 2.14% 1.86% . 1.36% 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6. Ophthal..noscqly Yes !/30.0 28.0 !/30.0 .33.0 !/30.0 27,.7 
(internal exam 12.71 7.90 13.89 9.56 13.95 7.09 
of eyes) 

(Approximate No 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 
nUITber of 
seconds for 
each eye: 
left 
righ"t 

7. 'lbnanetry Yes 20.0 19.3 10.0 10.4 10.0 9.7 
(specify method) 8.47 5.45 4.63 3.01 4.65 2.48 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.!I The PJint score for this PJrtion of the examination depeooed upon the time spent examinii'v:j each eye with the 
ophthal..noscope and whether or not the inst~nt was positioned close to the eye. '!be score was determined by 
giving one point for the average nwnber of secords each eye was examined. The maxinum p:)ssible score is 30 
PJints, Le., 30 seconds or nore for each eye. If the inst~nt was not held close to the eye, 10 points were 
subtracted fran the above score'. The mininum score possible is zero (0). 



3. VISIOO 'lESTIOO 
. . 

'!his part of the e~ exam measures binocular visual functions, determines the refractive errors of each eye, 
measures how well the eyes work together and generates a prescription. 
please specifY any tests, other than these, that were performed. 

Only the IOO6t oannon tests are listed; 

Maxinum I\)ints and Percentage of Total' Soore for Each ()Jestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Biooculars 

FOC Index NA£X) Imex F':OC Index NA£X) Index FK: Index NACO Iooex 

1. Initial Yes 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.1 . 3.0 5.2 
visual Far 1.27% 1.41% 1.39' 1.48% 1.40% 1.33% 
acuity: 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Yes 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.1 3.0 5.2 . 
Near 1.27 1.41 1.39 1.48 1:40 1.33 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
~ 2. Color vision Yes 1.0 3.5 1~0 4.0 1.0 4.2 0 
~ test 0.43 0.99 0.46 1.16 0.47 1.07 I 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Depth percep- Yes 1.0 3.4 1.0 4.0 1.0 . 6.7 
tion test: 0.43 0.96 0.46 1.16 0.47 1.71 

tb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

DISTANT BIOCCUlAR VISION 

4. Alarias at Yes 2.0 3.1 2.0 3.7 2.0 4.4 
distance Sideways 0.85 0.87 0.93 1.07 0.93 1.13 
(aligning 
double images) No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Yes 2.0 3.1 2.0 3.7 2.0 4.4 
Up,/n)wn 0.85 0.87 0.93 1.07 0.93 1.13 



Maxinu.un Points and Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each ().1estion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

FTC Index NACO Index FTC Index NACO Index F'OC Index NACO Index 

.-.. ~INATION <F REFRACl'OR ERroR 

8. IEtinoscopy Yes 8.0 11.1 8.0 11.6 8.0 9.6 
3.39% 3.30% 3.70% 3.36% 3.12% 2.46% 

N:> 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9. Subjective Yes 8.0 21.1 8.0 20.0 8.0 15.3 
Refraction 3.39 5.96 3.70 5.80 3.12 3.92 
(which is 
clearer, etc.) No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10.· Binocular Yes 2.0 1.5 2.0 6.6 2.0 8.2 
Balance 0.85 2.12 0.93 1.91 0:93 2.10 

I N:> 0 0 0 0 0 0 
...... 
0 
w 11. Amplitude of Yes 1.0 9.2 1.0 1.3 1.0 6.3 I 

J\ccx::mtoda tion 0.43 2.60 0.46 2.12 0.47 1.61 

N:> 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12. Near Point Yes 1.0 5.8 1.0 5.1 1.0 5.1 
Convergence 0.43 1.64 0.46 1.65 0.47 1 .• 46 

N:> 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SlJB'lUI'AL VISION TESTlOO 40.0 92.2 40.0 94.6 40.0 96.8 

16.95% 26.02% 18.52% 27.40% 18.60% 24.77%· 
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Haxinum ibintsandPercentage of 'lbtai Soore for Each Olestion 

Blurred 

F'OC Index NACX) Index 

When you asked what the examination revealed: 

2. Did the OD then tell you: 

a. what was Yes 2.0 13.1 
wrong with 0.85% 3.81% 
your visicin? 
(Le., that No 0 0 
you are near-
sighted) 

b. what and Yes 2.0 9.6 
why he/she 0.85 2.11 
suggests as 
an Rx? No 0 0 

c. a reason Yes N.A. N.A. 
for or an 
explanation 
for your No 
binocular 
problem. 

20 x 20's 

FTC Index NACX) Iooex 

2.0 
0.93% 

o 

2.0 
0.93 

0 

N.A. 

16.1 
4.84% 

o 

15.5 
4.49 

0 

N.A. 

BiIX>Culars 

FTC Iooex NACX) IMex 

2.0 
0 .. 93% 

o 

2.0 
0.93 

0 

2.0 
0.93 

0 

11.1 
4.38% 

o 

13.3 
3.40 

0 

13.3 
3.40 

0 



Maximwn Ibints and Percentage of 'lbtal ~oore for Each Q.JesUon 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

F'OC Index tWX> Index F'OC Index tWX> Index FTC Index tWX> Index 

g. what was Yes N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.0 17.6 
the reason 2.79% 4.50% 
given for an 
explanation No 0 0 
for bino-
cular problem? 

h.what did Yes ' N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.0 16.4 
OD tell you 2.79 4.20 
the glasses 
would' do No 0 0 
for your 

I 
problem? 

...... 
0 i. A reason for Yes 0 6.6 N.A. U.A. N.A. N.A • ..... 
I or an explana- 1.86 

tion of the 
visual No 0 0 
fields 
symptans? 

j. Anything Yes 0 5.2 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
relating to 1.4 
loss of per-
ipheral No 0 0 
vision: 

3. Did the 00 make Yes 2.0 5.6 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
any statanents 0.85 l.58 
that would sug-
gest that he No 0 0 
has considered 
your bumping 
into things as 



.!. o 
CO 
I 

" 4.· Did be indicate Yes 
that his findings 
stnw no evidence . 
of an eye No 
heal th reason 
for bunping 
into thibJs? 

5. This section seeks to 
determine the opt:ane
trist's reoammenda-
tion ooncemibJ your 
need for new eye
glasses. It is 
"important to illicit 
his jUdgment even if 
it requires pressing 
him for that judgment. 

What did the OD 
recanmend regardibJ eye
glasses? 

Maximum Points and Percentage of 'lbta1 Score for Each ()..lestion 

Blurred 

f'OC Index tWX> Index. 

7.05 
2.97% 

5.0 
2.12 

4.5 
1.27% 

o 

20 x 20's Bioocu1ars 

F'OC Index tWX> Index F'OC Index NA£X) Index 

N.A. N.~. N.A. N.A. 

5 If q>hthal.noscopy was performed for 15 second~ or BOre in each eye and tooometry had been performed, a 
II YES II answer received 7.00 points and a "00" answer 5.00 points. If ophthalrooscopy and tonanetry not pedormed 
earlier, "zero" points were given for either a "YES liar 1100" answer to thi~ question. 



MaxUmum Points. and Percentage of TOtal Score for Each Question 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

FTC Index twX> Index FTC Index NA£X) Index FTC Index NA£X) Index 

a. the OD Yes N.A. N.A. 20.06 01 N.A. N.A. 
lnmediately 9.26\ 
explained 
that a new N:.> 0 0 
pair of 
glasses ~ 
rot needed. 

b. l\X>n Yes N.A. N.A. 10.0 0 N.A.· N.A. 
prodding 4.63 
the OD 
explained N:.> 0 0 
that a new 
pair of 

I glasses 
~ would rot 0 
\0 make ·a real I 

difference. 

c. Upon Yes N.A. N.A. 5.0 0 .N.A. N.A. 
proddir¥J 2.31 
the OD 
eXplained N:.> 0 0 
that a new 
pair of 
glasses ~ld 
make a real 
difference • 

6 The maximum points for this section is 20.0. 
"7 
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d. 'lhe 00 Yes 
refused to 
make a 
judgment. ttl 

SUBTOl'AL CASE OIAGKSIS 
AND MGR. 

Maxinum Points and Percentage of Total Soore for Each ().1estion 

BlurreQ 20 x 20'~ Binoculars 

FTC Index NA(X) Index f'lC Inde" wa> Inde~ FTC Index tWX> Index 

N.A. N.A. 7.0 0 N.A. N.A. 
3.24% 

0 0 

45.0 60.7 40.0 55 .• 8 34.0 96.0 

19.07% 17.13% 18.52% 16.02% 15.8U 24.56% 



- __ o ____ " _" ___________________ ~~ ___________ ~_,______ o _____ ~~~ _________ ~_o ____ ~~~~.~ 

5. SUBJECT' S EVAWATIOO OF CARE 

This section enables you to make summary assessments of the eye care you received. For example, two OD's 
may perform the same number and types of tests but while one does them in a hurried or lackadaisic~ manner the 
other may use nore care and spend a 10l'¥jer time. As a· trained observer your evaluation in this section will be 
an important consideration. 

Maxinum Points and Percentage of Total Soore for Each OJestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

F'IC Index NAO) Index F'IC Index NAO) Index F'IC Index NA£X) Index 

1. In your opinion: . 

a .• was an Yes 5.0 0 5.0 0 5.0 Q 
adequate 2.12\ 2.31\ 2.33% 
eye health 
exam per- lb 0 0 0 0 0 0 
formed? 

I b. were Yes 4.0 0 4.0 0 4.0 0 
..... adequate 1.69 1.85 1.86 ..... ..... vision tests I 

made? lb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. ~ld you send Yes 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 
a menber of 1.27 1.39 1.40 

---~--

your family or 
a personal lb 0 0 0 0 
friend to 
this office. 
for advice or 
therapy on a 
more canplicated 
vision problem? 

3. eo you have Yes 7.0 0 7.0 0 7.0 o· 
confidence in 2.97 3.24 3.26 
the overall 



Maxinum k>intS and Percentege of '!btal Scpre for Each ()Jestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Bil'lOGulars 

F'OC Index tWX> Index F'OC Index NAOO Index F'OC Index NAOO Index 

4. Did 00 appear Yes 1.0 Q 1.0 0 1.0 0 
to keep a 0.43\ 0.46\ 0.41\ 
wri ttep reoord 
of his findi~s N::> 0 0 0 0 0 0 
so that a 
patient file 
would be kept? 

5. Le~th of 
Examination • 

Less than 15 minutes: 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Between 15 but less 
than 30 minutes: 5.0 0 5.0 0 5.0 0 

I 2.12 2.31 2.33 
~ ..... 
~ 30 or more minutes: 10.0 I 0 10.0 0 10.0 0 

4.24 4.63 4.65 

SUB'IDI'AL 30.0 0 30.0 0 10.0 0 

SUBJEcrs EVALUATIOO 12.71\ 0.00 \ 13.89\ 0.00\ 13.95\ 0.00% 



G 6. DISPENSING 

This section deals with the accuracy and quality of the filled Rx, costs, and whether there was evidence of 
"selling." You HUlst obtain a copy of the Rx aoo ask. that the Rx be filled. Ole of the camnn metal franes SOCMn 
you during training should be selected and clear glass lenses requested. ("You don' t like plastic lenses as they 
get scratched.") 

Maxinum . Points and Percentage of 'lbta1 Score for Each Qlestion 

Blurred 20 x 20·s Binoculars 

FIe Index NA£X) Index FIe Index lW,X) Index FD: Index NACO Index 

1. Was a copy of Yes 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 
the Rx given 1.27% 1.39% 1.40% 
you upon your 
request? No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. If yes, did Yes 0 o· O' 0 0 0 
you have to 
sign a dis-

I 
claimer? No 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 

...... pay a fee? 0.4:3 0.46 0.47 ...... 
w 
I 

.3. were you 
"urged" to have: 

1. tinted Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lenses? 

No 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 
1.27 1.39 1.40 

2. sWlglasses? Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N::> 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 
1.27 1.39 1.40 

3. contact Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lenses? 

No 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 
1.27 1.39 1.40 



MaxiJrum !Uints and Percentage of Total Soore for Each ()lestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Binoculars 

F'lC Index NNX) Index F'lC Index tWX) Index F'lC Index NACO Iooex 

4. Spare· pair Yes 0 P 0 0 
of eye-
glasses? N:> N.A.' 0 3.0 0 N.A. 0 

1.39% 

.4. 

a. were frane Yes 1.0 0 N.A. N.A. 1.0 0 
(rices 0.43% . 0.47% 
marked? 

N:> 0 0 0 0 

b. was it Yes 0 0 N.A. N.A. 0 0 
suggested 
you would N:> 3.0 0 3.0 0 

I look nore 1.27 1.40 ..... nstylish" ..... 
~ in a nore I 

expensive 
frane? 

c. Were facial Yes 4.0 0 N.A. . N.A. 4.0 0 
and eye 1.69 1.86 
measurements 

. made so N:> 0 0 0 0 
oorrect 
frame size 
and decentra-
tion Would 
result? 

SUBIUI'AL 21.0 0 16.0 0 21.0 0 
DIS PENS 100 8.90% 0.00% 7.41% 0.00% 9.77% 0.00% 

236.0 ~54.3 216.0 345.~ 215.0 391.3 
EXAM'lOl'AL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 



7. ACCURACY AND QUALIT'i OF FILrED Rx 

Maxinum lUints and Percentage of 'lbtal Score for Each Q.lestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Birw:x::ulars 

FTC Index NA£X) Iooex F.OC Iooex NA£X) Irdex FTC Iooex NA(X) Index 

L OVerall, . is Yes 20.0 0 N.A. N.A. 20.0 0 
deoentration and 7.38\ 8.00\ 
the accuracy of 
the lenses lb 0 0 0 0 
acceptable? 

2. Are lenses well 
. edged aoo IOOUnted? 

a. Pennsylvania Yes 2.5 0 N.A. N.A. 2.5 0 
College of 0.92 1.00 
C4>tanetry 

lb 0 0 0 0 
I ..... b. State Yes 2.5 0 N.A. N.A. 2.5 0 ..... 
~ University of 0.92 1.00 

New York 
College of lb 0 0 0 0 
C4> tome try 

3. [bes either 
lense have any. 
significant 
imperfections? 

a. Pennsylvania Yes 0 0 N.A. N.A. 0 0 
College of 
Opt:owetry No 2.5 0 2.5 0 

0.92 1.00 

b. State Yes 0 0 N.A. N.A. 0 0 
University 
of New York lb 2.5 0 2.5 0 
",-, , - - - - ~ 



Maximwn lbints and Percentage of 'lbtal Soore for Each ()Jestion 

Blurred 20 x 20's Bir¥X:u1ars 

FTC Index tw:X) Index FTC Index tw:X) Index FTC Index NNXl Iooex 

4. OVerall, are 
the frames of 
clinically 
acceptable 
materials 
arrl workrrenship? 

a. Pennsylvania Yes 2.5 0 N.A. N.A. 2.5 . 0 
College of 0.92 1.00 
Q?tanetry 

tb 0 0 0 

b. State Yes 2.5 0 N.A. N.A. 2.5 0 
University 0.92 ~ ____ ~.OO 
of New York 

I College of tb 0 0 0 ..... ..... Q?tometry 
0'1 
I 

SUBrorAL--ACCURACY AND 
OJALI'IY OF FILLED Rx 35.0 0 N.A. N.,.... 35.0 0 

12.92% 0.00% 14.00% 0.00% 

EXAM 'lUOO, 271.0 354.3 2i6.0 345.6 250.0 391.3 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 10Q.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Ai 
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Appendix C 

Sample Size, by Type of Market and Type of Optometrist 

'&ll.. 1 ~ I ,FlRoWlS2 ) FIIIMrIOO1. I FIII-WlS4 

. ~ .j . / d' d' d' d'.- d' . 4'. d' . 4', ' ~ t $ 

DatASet ~J~ ./ I'~ Ii <f~" / J'q I' / // <f~ /,//1 N~ I I 
I! . · I 

L. Price of Eye Exams 

A. All Prices 

B1urreds 151 II 1 15 0 , 1 5 5 10 2 10 5 24 12 16 1) 
20x20's 132 41 0 • • • * * • * * • * 41 4 22 24 
Binoculars 49 14 0 • * ' . * • • • • • • • 14 4 6 11 

Total; 118 86 1 15 0 , 1 5 5 10 2 10 5 .19 20 44 48 . 
b, -~t- Prices; 

, B1urreds 154 31 1 15 0 1 1 5 5 8 2 10 5 21 12 16 13 
BinocW.an 30 1 0 • • • • • • • • • • 1 4 4 8 

Total; 184 38 1 15 0 , l' 5 5 8 2 10 5 10 16 20 21 

c. -Real- Prices; 

Blurreds 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
20x20'. 112 41 0 * • • • • • • * • • 41' 4 22 24 
BinocuLua 19 1 0 • • • • • • • * • • 1 0 2 J 

, Total; 154 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 49 4 24 :21 



JIRlendix C---<DItinued 

Sample Size, b~ Type of Market and Type of Optometriat 

~ J m>2 I ~2 ) f'I1IMi3 I FIlNJE4 
- ./ $ $ $ $. $ ~ $ ~./ ~ Of S- ~ 

tbber of L,t'/L /./ I , tlf/ ,~ , Ifll II Data Set c:bervAtia1a 
I . ( 

d. Total Adjusted Price of 
i¥l91asses • and Exams 

Bluneds 235 41 5 16 1 12 1 1 5 12 3 16 9 33 14 26 14 
Binoculars 45 15 0 * * * * * * * * * * 1 9 5 9 

Total I 280 56 5 36 1 12 1 1 5 12 3 16 9 40 23 31 2] 

2. Eye Exan\inaticna: 

Blurreds 238 41 5 36 1 12 1 1 5 14 3 16 9 I 89 
27 55 14 

20x20'. 132 41 0 * * * * * • * * * * 41 4 22 24 
Binoculars 64 22 0 * * * * * * * * * * .14 9 7 12 

I Total; 414 104 5 36· 1 12 1 1 5 14 3 16 9 134 14 26 SO ..... ..... 
co 
I 3. Pre&eripticna !I 

Blurreds 214 41 5 30 1 12 1 6 5 I ~' 2 12 8 29 14 24 13 
20x20'. 127 41 0 * * * * * * * * * 38 4 21 21 
Binoculan 59 20 0 * * * *. * * * .-*.- * 13 8 6 12 

Total I 400 102 5 30 1 12 1 6 5 11 2 12 8 80 26 51 48 
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DatA Me • 

4. Ey(!9lass Accuracy "AI 

Blurreda 
Binocular. 

'n;)W, 

5. \obrkmanship of 
Eyeglasses 

Blurreda 
Binocu1.an 

'n;)tal. , 

6. Overprescribing 

a. All cbaenraticn8 

20x20'. 
. 

'n;)tal. : 

b. \oIlen Preseripticn 
was CDrTeCt 

20x20's 
Total: 

Ul8II.nIilUa\ll 

187 
30 

217 

191 
31 

224 

12) 

12) 

92 
92 

JWendix C--COOtinuod 

Sample Size, by Type of Market and ~ype of Optometrist 

.!!!.L J ADS2 

)~ 
FIIfooSAMZ - - - J 
$ ~ ~' 0$' 

.,.. q ~ 0'- / .... (J" '" v -r 

29 4 16 1 • • • • 12 
5 0 • • • • • • • 

34 4 36 1 • .. • • 12 

29 4 36 1 • • • • 12 
6 0 • • • • • • • 

35 4 16 1 • • • • 12 

31 0 • • • • * • • 
37 0 • • • • * • Ii 

2S 0 • • • * • • • 
25 0 * * • • • • * 

.FIlK'oOOl 

~ ~ 

" .,., 

----
2 15 
• • 
2 15 

) 16 
• * 
) 16 

* • 
* • 

• • 
• • 

~~)~, 
fl' /i(f 

.-

9 10 
• 5 

9 35 

9 II 
• 6 

9 )7 

• )7 .. 

• 17 

* 28 

• 28 

F:utW:6T-- -

~ ~ -..: 

a lIS I 

14 24 11 
7 4 9 

21 28 20 

14 24 12 
8 4 9 

22 28 21 
-.-

4 21 24 

4 21 24 

---.-- ... -

4 L ~o 

4 1:> ~o 

--'-------- ---- -- .. - --
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Footnotes 

1/ While 414 eye ex ... were purchased, only 400 prescriptions resulted. In 15 in.tance. the optometrists did 
not give out a prescription and in 19 instances the prescription WAS excluded beCAuse the examinee Wore contact 
lenaea. ' 

1/ Although 280 paira of eyegla.se. had been purchased, 56 pAir. of eyegla.aes were eli.inated beCAuse of datA 
contamination in three cities. In Addition, qf the 15 instances'where a prescription was not provided by the op
tometriat 'aee footnote 1 above), 7 involved the purchAae of eyegrasaes by the examinee. S~nc. it WAS necessary to 
have a written pre.cription in order to evaluate the accuracy of the eyeglAsses 7 additional observations were 
eliminated. 

~I Hot applicable. 

.. 




